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1

The Acquisition of
Possession

1.1     Why the Possessive Relationship?

Possessive relationships are prominentin human culture and interaction. Speakers are constantly
urged to express the relation between a possessor and the thing possessed. The linguistic and
cognitive aspects of possessive relationships have been important research topics. A distinction
can be made in research that focuses on the expression of the possessive relationship on the
clausal level on the one hand (e.g., Benveniste 1966; Lyons 1967; Clark 1978; Freeze 1992; Heine
1997) and research that considers the expression of this relationship within the confines of the
noun phrase on the other hand (e.g., Szabolsci 1987; Barker 1995).

In the domain of language acquisition, however, there has not been much interest in the
possessive relationship, except for some aspects of it, such as the acquisition of the s
morpheme, e.g., in recent studies of Clahsen, Eissenbeiss & Vainikka (1994) and Penner &
Weissenborn (1996). Children, though, express possessive relations early and often. In the two-
word stage, the possessive relationship is already expressed (deVilliers & deVilliers 1985:50). This
is shown by children learning English as their first language (henceforth: Ll)  and also by
children learning other languages (cf. Brown 1973:173-4). Adult learners o f a second language
(henceforth L2 learners) face the same problem of having to express possessive relationships
in an early stage of the acquisition process. However, research on this subjectwith regard to L2
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learners is even more scarce. The possessive relationship is not an issue in L2 acquisition
research in the nominal domain, and even less so in the clausal domain. We have not found any
study on the acquisition o f the possessive constructions at the level of the clause. Traditionally,
the main issues in the clausal domain are acquisition ofword order and verb morphology and,
in a generative approach, the accessibility of Universal Grammar, the role of parameter
(re)setting, word order phenomena in relation to parameter settings, and, more recently, the L2-
initial state. The scarce research within the nominal domain focuses on word order phenomena,
on the acquisition of the pronominal system, and on the acquisition of determiners. The
possessive relationship does not figure in this list. Possession as a basic cognitive category has
not been selected  as an area of investigation for the European Science Foundation pro)ect

(entitled the Ecology ofAdult Language Acquisition; see Perdue 1984), which takes a functional
approach to L2 acquisition.1 The ESF project is the framework in which the maior part o f the
data that we use for this study have been collected.

Unlike the minor attention for the possessive domain in language acquisition research,
the generative linguistic theory on the nominal domain has given rise to an increasing number
of studies on the (possessive) noun phrase (e.g., Szabolsci 1987; Abney 1987; Ritter 1988, 1991;
Longobardi 1996; Den Dikken 1998). Recently, the structure of copular clauses, particularly the

possessive clause,  has also become a topic of research (e.g. Benveniste 1966: Freeze 1992; Kayne
1993; Moro 1997). The findings of the research above, together with recent work of Chomsky

(1992; 1995) and others on minimalism, has not, or almost not, been applied in L2 acquisition
research, although it provides interesting possibilities and challenges to L2 acquisitionists
working within a generative framework. Therefore, it seems iustified to devote a study to the
acquisition  of the possessive relationship by L2 learners, primarily within the noun phrase, and

by way of comparison also at the level of the clause. The acquisition of the syntax of possession

by Turkish and Moroccan learners of Dutch is the subiect of this thesis.

1.2 The Concept of Possession

At first glance, possession is a clear concept. The most characteristic instance of a possessive
relationship is that of a relation between an object, let us say a book, and an entity, usually a

person, that is the possessor of that book. This can be expressed by: (i) Jobn's book or bis book,

within the nominal domain, and by (ii) Jobn bas a book, at the clausallevel. A book is an entity that
may belong to someone but that is not necessarily possessed by an owner. This is somewhat
different for other things than material belongings like a leg or afatber. One can hardly imagine
a father without thinking of the person ofwhom he is the father, or of a leg without the person
or the table to whom or to which this leg belongs. The latter two nouns suggest a relationship

1 The  areas of investigation chosen are reference to people, space and time, and problems of linearization and
processes in the developing vocabulary.
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with some other noun. In other words, relational nouns like.»be,· and l& open a position for
another noun,whik the former noun, book, is an absolute noun lacking such relational role. The
relationship between the noun and its argument is not interchangeable, e.g., in tbe table's leg, and

*the le&'s table. In the former noun phrase, tbe leg specifies a thematic argument and establishes
a part/whole relationship, which cannot be established in the latter noun phrase because table

' does not have such a relational argument. The only argument that table may assign is that of- the

  true possessor, the owner, e.g., in my father's  table.  ln the same way,  the  nounfatber in  tbe  bqy's

fatbe,·h.as a relational argument, but cannot have a possessor role to assign. In 311 instances, it is
possible to say: his table, his leg, his father, his son, or his servant. Both relationships - the

part/whole and the possessee/possessor relationship - are considered possessive relationships.
The same holds for comparable relationships, for instance, between a man and his life, his study,
and his ideas.

' Although the possessive relationship is basically clear, it can become fuzzier in noun phrases
such as Jobn's headache,in which the possessor rather has the role of experiences sometimes, the

possessor is merely the person in whose spatial proximity the possessee is placed, or the relation
is fuzzier still, as in yesterdqy's paqy· Generally speaking, the possessive relationship between
possessor and possessee can be characterized as 'any relationship' between two entities.

Another aspect of the possessive relationship is its nature, which can be defined in terms of
control and time, viz. the control of the possessor over the possessee during a certain space of
time. This can best be illustrated by the examples in (1), derived from Heine (1997:34-35).

(1) physical (or momentary) possession   -     Do you have a pen (with you)1 - your pen
temporary possession -     I have a pen but it belongs to him. - his pen
permanent possession -    John has a pen but I use it 211 the time.- his pen
inalienable possession -          I  have  two eyes. - my eyes
abstract possession -    I have no mercy. - my mercy
inanimate, inalienable possession -     That table has only one leg. - its leg

Although a cognitive-conceptual approach may be of interest and is more in line with previous
studies in the framework of the European Science Foundation project (cf. the studies on
reference to persons, space and time; Perdue 1984, 1993a), we do not take this perspective here
because it will not provide us with a clear image of the differences between the two source

languages ofour informants and Dutch as the target language. The way ofencoding the different
kinds of possession mentioned in (1) is not basically different in the three languages involved,
and so, it will not provide us with a profound insight into L2 acquisition phenomena. In this
study, a structural perspective is taken to discover and register the acquisition phenomena, the
more so because children acquiring their mother tongue exhibit a similar acquisition process
concentrated on how to grammaticize the possessive relationship and on learning awider range
of possessive relationships. This implies that all instances of possession mentioned in (1) are
simply considered possessive constructions without further distinction.
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1.3 Acquisition Studies on Possession                                                                    

1.3.1 Ll acquisition studies

As said above, acquisition of possessive relationships has not been an issue, neither in Ll
acquisition nor in L2 acquisition research. Although Ll studies focusing on possession are
lacking, some more general studies pay attention to aspects of possessive relationships. for                  :
instance, when the two-word stage and multiword stages are discussed, e.g., Brown (1973) and
Braine (1976) for English, and Schaerlaekens (1973) and Schaerlaekens & Gillis (1987) for Dutch,
orwhen the morphological developmentis discussed, e.g., Schaerlaekens & Gillis (1987).2 Several
studies on the acquisition of pronouns also include possessive pronouns, e.g., Bol & Kuiken

(1986) and Schaerlaekens & Gillis (1987).
The earliest possessive relationships uttered by children acquiring English as Ll are such

expressions  as  in (2). However, the validity  of such a claim depends on being able to conclude
reliably that utterances as in (2) are genuine possessive constructions. Given some of Brown's
comments, the possessive meaning of the utterances in  (2) is obvious.

(2)  a Kendall chair '
(Kendall 1,11 years old)

' Kendall's chair'

b    Daddy book
'Daddy's book'

c    my penny
my penny

These utterances consist of two words with the first word describing the possessor and the
second word the thing possessed. The possessor most typically is a proper name (2a) or a noun
with name-like properties (21)); a possessive pronoun (2c) occurs less often. There are no
instances of the possessive morpheme  's in these examples. At this stage of development, there
is  little or no morphological intlection found in English children's data. Children  seem to
understand the semantics of possession well before they are able to use the possessive clitic (cfi
Brown 1973:337). Possessive pronouns are usually acquired at a later time (Howe 1976:120).

These results are confirmed for Dutch by Schaerlaekens (1973), Schaerlaekens & Gillis

(1987) and Bol & Kuiken (1986), who found possessive relationships consisting of two nouns
be fore possessive pronouns appear. Bol & Kuiken observed that children around the age oftwo

2 Extra (1978) studied the morphological skills of Dutch children (4,5, 6-year-olds) and compared them to the skills
ofTurkish children (14-year-olds) acquiring Dutch as an Ll The order in which the various morphological aspects
had been acquired turned out to be very similar. Aspects of the acquisition of possession, however, were not
involved in his study.

3 These examples were uttered by Kendall (1,11 year old) and were taken from Braine (1976:15).
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are able to name both themselves (3b) and other persons as possessor (3a), first by means of a

full noun, and somewhat later by means of a pronoun (3c); both word orders occur: the

possessee precedes the possessor (39) and the possessor precedes the possessed object (3d).4

(3)  a pap Loekie (target: pap van Loekie, porridge of bekie) (I'homas 2,4)
porridge Loekie
'Loekie's porridge'

b    stulge van Thomas (rhomas 2,4)
piece of Thomas

+ 'Thomas' piece'
c    F haart je (rhomas 2,9)

your hair-DIMINUTIVE
'your hair'

d kind haartjes (target: kind z'n haarties; child his hair) (I'homas 2,8)
child hair-DIMINUTIVE-PLUR
'the child's hair'

Similar to the English data, the possessive morpheme  's and the possessive pronoun Z n are

lacking in early Ll possessive noun phrases.
Most Ll studies on morphosyntactic development concern young children below the age

of four (De Houwer & Gillis 1998:27). Studies regarding older children are not available for

Dutch, and corpora that collect data o folder children have  not (yet) been fully transcribed. We
need the latter corpora in order to be able to get insight into the further development of

possessive constructions within the noun phrase. The scanning of two corpora of children in
the age groups of 2;0-3;6 (Van der Heijden, forthcoming) and 3;5-5;5 (Schlichting corpus,
unpublished) points  to  a late emergence of the possessive morpheme   s and the clitic  fik in
possessive noun phrases, viz. around the age of 3.6 to 4 years. This moment of emergence of
the 3 morpheme is remarkably late compared to what is found for German, where the 's
morpheme appears earlier than other case morphemes, at the age of 1;11 (Tracy 1986) and 2;5-

2,10 (Clahsen 1984). Clahsen, Eissenbeiss & Vainikka (1994) and Penner & Weissenborn (1996)
consider the s morpheme as leading to the acquisition of the DP including the case system.

In general, children above 5;6 years can correctly interpret and use personal pronouns for
English (cf. Chomsky 1969), but there are exceptions. Some morphological rules are only
mastered much later, and often 8 to 10-year-olds may have problems in this respect. As for

' Dutch, such problems seem to be the rule for the formation of the possessive pronoun for the
third person, which relates to the formation of *)1 (his') from bem (him') + genitive (cf.
Chapters 4-6). Incorrect possessive pronouns for the third person (e.g., bem emmer, him bucket

'his bucket' by a 10 year-old ) may occur until the age of ten, as we observed in the Aarssen/Bos

4 The data in (4) derive from the Utrecht (Childes) corpus: see Elbers & Wilnen (1992) as key citation. More
information with regard to the corpora used will be given in Chapter 3.
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corpus (see Subsection 3.1.4) for the Dutch control group. These phenomena are not discussed
in any study.

The distinction between masculine and feminine personal pronouns appears relatively late                  F
in the development of Dutch children (e.g., Verhulst-Schlichting 1987:81-82). Dutch-speaking
children under the age of four hardly ever use any feminine pronouns  (Bol & Kuiken  1986).  In
order to know when children start using the masculine/feminine dimension in possessive
pronouns, we scanned the Schlichting corpus (unpublished) for 3;5-5;5 year-old children and the                                 
Dutch control group of the Aarssen/Bos corpus (4-10-year olds). The data of these corpora
point to a variable age at which feminine possessive pronouns are used correctly. Most children
have acquired the masculine/feminine distinction at the age of seven, but errors are found until
the age of ten.

Contrary to what we found for Dutch, the inflectional system appears early in Ll acquisition
ofTurkish (Ekmek i 1979; Aksu-Kog & Slobin 1985). Turkish children master the entire set of
noun inflections by 24 months. The noun inflections are present in the one-word stage, and
there is some evidence for productive use as early as 15 months. EkmekQi's study on early               l
language acquisition, for example, shows that a child expresses nouns marked for genitive case
as in (4), where the k is assimilated in adult Turkish. This example shows that the noun  is not
an unanalysed whole but that the child carries out a segmentation of stem+affix.

(4) bebek-i (target: bebeg-in)
baby-GEN
'belonging to the baby'

Early words typically include inflections that are stressed suffixes.5 Morphological errors are rare,

not only because the extreme regularity of the system precludes them, but also because of the
salient position of the in flectional morphemes which are stressed suffixes that are not conflated                         I
with other parts of speech (the German case system is conflated with articles and is learned

much later as we saw above; the Dutch case system, as it appears in the pronominal system, is
still more opaque).

As for the acquisition of the possessive relationship in Moroccan Arabic, no relevant
study                             Iwas found.

1.3.2 L2 acquisition studies

As there is no study that exclusively deals with the acquisition of possession, the overview of
earlier research on this subject can be very brief. However, there are some studies that touch
upon some aspects of the possessive relationship, e.g., Broeder (1991, 1992) and Broeder &

5 The last syllable of a Turkish word is accented; when a word is extended by suffixes the accent is on the last
suffix f. Lewis 1967:21).
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Extra (1991). Broeder (1991) describes the acquisition of- the Dutch pronominal system by
Turkish and Moroccan L21earners. The possessive pronoun is one o fthe pronouns investigated.
Broeder (1991: Chapter 8) deals with reference to possession. Broeder distinguishes two
different word order patterns; the learners' preference for one of these is explained by the

i influence of the source language. This study, however, raises questions with regard to the
subsequent developmental stages and leaves many of the structural properties of the I.2-
possessive expressions unexplained.

The work of Parodi (1995) and Parodi, Schwartz & Clahsen (1997) deals with the L2
acquisition of the morphosyntax of nominals by Korean, Turkish, and Romance speaking
learners of German. Parodi et al. take a structural approach and distinguish several functional
categories in the extension of the NP. They did not find much support for a strong Ll transfer
with regard to morphology: adult learners with subject-verb agreement, plural inflection, and
number concord in their Ll grammar did not have an advantage in the acquisition of similar
phenomena in the L2. All L2 learners, despite having structurally distinct source languages,
behaved in much the same way towards inflectional morphology: bound morphology turned out
to pose a ma or acquisition difficulty. This study did not focus on possessive constructions
within the noun phrase; the syntactic position of possessive pronouns was not clearly
distinguished from that of adjectives and demonstrative determiners. It remains to be seen
whether the same conclusion can be drawn when possessive constructions are separated from
other NP-internal phenomena, andwhen Dutch, as a language with a less developed case system,
is taken as the target language.

1.4 The Logical and the Developmental Problem o fLanguage Acquisition

Research on language acquisition may have various aims. It might aim to know as precisely as
possible the developmental line which I.1  -- T.2 learners follow in a given language. This may
have practical reasons, e.g.,to develop course H......_. cripncy tests, or to establish
whether some students lag behind and in what respect. These aims are 17„2 - - --°stlng,
and legitimate, o f course, but they do not touch upon essential questions such as how Ll or L2
competence can be acquired and why a given developmental order manifests itself the way it
does. In the study of language acquisition, these two questions are commonly recognized as the
logicalproblem of language acquisition and the developmentalproblem. As for LA acquisition, the first
question (cf. Chomsky 1981) - called the logical problem by Lightfoot (1981) - can be formulated
as follows.

Tbe  ifical problem  of lan uage  acquisition
How is language acquisition possible? How can we explain that a child acquires the
complex linguistic knowledge - or competence - of his native language given the (often
limited) exposure to a vastly underdetermined input (poverty o f the stimulus) 1
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'rhe fact that a child learns a language despite the 'poverty of the stimulus' leads inevitably to

assume an innate language acquisition device (LAI)), which can be represented as a complex of
mental structures acting only on the linguistic input (Chomsky 1986; Fodor 1983). If this innate
human grammar call help the child to determine the specific properties of the language it is
exposed to, it must be of a universal kind since it is attuned to all possible languages of the world                             i

(Universal Grammar or UG). This view implies that the structural properties (i.e. grammars) of
human languages are essentially alike, with limited variation, and that what is common to the
grammar of human languages, is innately determined.

Obviously, a theory of language acquisition should also deal with the developmental              | 
problem:

Tbe  derel®mental problem  of language acquisition
How does acquisition proceed? Why do children take time to determine the specific
properties of a language and why do they show the same regularities throughout their

developmental path?

These two problems can be extended to L2 acquisition. It is a generally accepted fact that most

L2 learners do not attain the same knowledge of the language native speakers  have. This has

been recognized as an important characteristic of second language :acquisition, often called
' fossilization' (Selinker 1972). Even if L2 learners are said to be near-native speakers, ·as judged

by their native friends, they generally have intuitions about the language which deviate from the
intuitions of native speakers (Coppieters 1987). So, the logical problem for L2 acquisition can

be formulated as follows, in contrast to what was stated for Ll acquisition (cE Bley-Vroman

1989).6

Tbe loRical problem of 12 acquisition

How can we explain that, despite a long exposure, L2 learners vary so much in level of
success and do not attain truly native-like competence?

fhe developmental problem directly applies to L2 acquisition and addresses similar questions.                   i

Tbe developmental problem in 1.2 acquisition
Which path(s) do L2 learners take to move from no knowledge of the L2 to the eventual
mental representation they construct? Are these developmental paths identical for all
learners of the same L21 Is it also a development in stages?

6 Strong proponents of the access-to- UG position (e.g., Flynn, 1996) formulate the logical problem differently:
'
How can we  explain  that L.2 learners often end up with a highly complex unconscious mental representation  o f

their L2 which is underdetermined by the L2 inputF
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The logical and the developmental problems are basically different. The logical problem
addresses the nature o f the human language faculty: how is language organized so that it permits
acquisition to take place? A detailed and precise description oflanguage is required that provides
insight into common properties of languages, e.g., in the form of a limited set of invariant

principles and options for variation allowed within UG (parameters). Such alinguistic description
is necessary in order to explain whether UG contributes to the learnability of language, both in
Ll and L2 acquisition.

The developmental problem addresses the acquisition process itself, e.g., how linguistic
knowledge is put to use, why there are stages and why there are shifts, and why one stage is

followed by the next one. The developmental problem is not necessarily linked to a UG-oriented
view of acquisition. It can also be approached from other perspectives, e.g., from a
sociolinguistic perspective, e.g., by Tarone (1983, 1988) and Ellis (1992), who do not believe in
an underlying homogeneous competence in L2 acquisition, or from a cognitive angle, e.g., by
Meisel, Clahsen & Pienemann (1981), Clahsen, Meisel & Pienemann (1983) and Pienemann

(1987, 1989).

1.4.1 The logical problem of L2 acquisition

Ifwe assume that the claim is correct that the mother tongue is acquired as a result of the work
o f UG, the question is automatically whether the logical problem of L2 acquisition is the same
or not. Is there, actually, a logical problem? A complete failure to acquire an L2, for instance,
would mean that there is no logical problem and that UG does not work any longer. Such a
situation would be evidence for the role of UG in Ll acquisition. However, people do learn a
new language, although the final result is far from perfect, but they also manage to attain this
final state despite an underdetermined input. The different results for Ll and L2 acquisition raise

the question whether the nature of L2 competence differs from that of Ll competence. Do
adults and children older than approximately 7 years acquire an L2 differently from children
learning their Ll? I f that is the case, there must be some indication for such a difference.

The role of UG

It is conceivable that UG plays a different role in Ll and L2 acquisition. In effect, the role of
UG in L2 acquisition has been an issue in I.2 acquisition research since the 80s. The question
whether L2 acquisition is a process of 'creative construction' in which UG is involved, has led
to two opposing positions and a half-way position:
_   on# UG is the causal factor in L2 acquisition;
-    besides UG as a knowledge source there is the steady grammar of the Ll;
-      UG is not used as an independent knowledge source in L2 acquisition, only through  the Ll.
The stron#st position with regard to access to UG holds that the I.2 learner acquires the L2
parameter setting directly just like a native speaker did when he was a child; UG operates in L2
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acquisition just like in Ll acquisition. This position is taken by Flynn (1987; 1996).
The weakerposition claims that UG is operative in L2 acquisition, although the Ll grammar

is also part of the initial state of the learner (Schwartz & Sprouse 1994, 1996; White 1991b,
1996).  It is also claimed that parameter values can be changed, that open parameters can be set,
and that nonparametric principles not inst:antiated in the Ll can be successfully acquired.

The third position, no-access-to-UG,is taken by Clahsen & Muysken (1986) and also defended
by Bley-Vroman (1990), who called it the Fundamental Difference Hypothesis. Bley-Vroman
assumes that UG is not at work in L2 acquisition because of the general failure ofL2 acquisition.
Instead of UG, there is only the Ll grammar as an instantiation of UG and general learning
mechanisms that also operate in nonmodular learning tasks, e.g., hypothesis testing, inductive
and deductive reasoning, and analogy. In this view, open parameters cannot be acquired, and L2
settings  that are more restrictive than  the Ll setting will not be acquired.  This  may explain  the
variation in terms of end state achieved by L2 learners.7

When is UG operativeP

The presentation of the various positions with regard to UG accessibility raises the question as
to which phenomena may be evidence for L2 learners observing principles of UG, and so,
support one o f the three viewpoints. Several kinds ofpossible evidence for UG being operative
or arguments against have been suggested in generative acquisition literature (see, e.g., Meisel
1991; Gregg 1996; Schwartz 1996). We consider the following possibilities:
1.   no violation of UG : interlanguages are constrained by UG (an interlanguage is the

mental grammar ofan L21earner who has not attained the target

state);

2.   a parameter resetting: a parameter that has been set in the Ll is reset in the L2,
3.   a parameter activation: a parameter that has not been set in the Lt (in other words: a

principle that is not operative in the Ll) is set in the L2; a new
category from the inventory of potential lexical and functional

categories is chosen.
If UG constrains the grammar of a learner, no violation of UG is expected in the learner's
developing mental grammar of the L2. Note that this does not imply that learners' production
data never violate UG; such production errors typically occur at performance level and may be
caused by processing difficulties. In other words, the learner's interlanguage is a natural language

at every stage of development (Adi6mian  1976). This, however, is a weak piece of evidence for
the only-UG position since the functioning of UG can be the effect of the Ll grammar, as
would be proposed by the advocates of the no-UG position.

7 As incomplete acquisition of the 1.2 is more specifically related to the developmental path, it will also be
considered in the discussion of the developmental problem where it is considered one of the main problems an
L2 acquisition model should account for.
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Another way to test the operation of UG is to check whether a parameter whose values
differ for the Ll and the L2 switches in L2 acquisition. In Ll acquisition, the child comes to set
all parameters of- his or her Ll. In L2 acquisition, the learner has to reset those parameters that

have a different value. Parameter resetting, however, is not an easy job. As we know from some
Ll acquisition studies (e.g., Muller 1994), children may set the parameter wrongly if the triggering
data are ambiguous. We know from the same studies that, in such a case, the resetting of a
parametric value is a hard task for a child (see again Muller).8 There fore, it would be surprising
if an adult learner easily succeeded in resetting a parameter.

Some parameters, however, seem more easily resettable than others, e.g., the Head
parameter which determines the head-complement order in a phrase (e.g., Chomsky 1988). The
setting of this parameter can often directly be inferred from the environmental input. As UG
is seen primarily as guiding the learner where a grammar is underdetermined by the input, a
parameter resetting on the basis ofthe input will not be strong evidence for UG being operative
in L2 acquisition and thus for the only-UG position.

Other binary parameters such as Pro-drop (Chomsky 1981; Hyams 1986) or Verb Raising
(Pollock 1989; White 1991a) may provide more robust evidence for the accessibility of UG. The
Pro-drop parameter, for instance, can be set such that Ll permits structures that are forbidden
in the L2 (e.g., the null-subject in Ll Spanish and L2 English). On the basis of the input, a
Spanish learner of English may conclude that overt subjects exist in English but not that they
are obligatory, and so, negative evidence seems required in such case; or they will come to this
conclusion by indirect negative evidence (i.e., systematic absence o f such an item in the input).
The strongest evidence for UG being operative in L2 acquisition is that L2 acquirers exhibit
linguistic behavior thatgoes beyond whatwas present in the input, for instance, when a principle
is acquired that is not instantiated in the Ll but is in the I.2. A principle like Subjacency, for
instance, is not assumed to be operative in languages that do not have syntactic movement, e.g.,
Korean (cf. Bley-Vroman, Felix & Ioup 1988) and Chinese (cf. Johnson & Newport 1991). A
Korean learner of English, for instance, may infer from the L2 input that wh-movement is
possible but notwhat kinds ofWh-movement are impossible. In agrammaticality judgementtest
administered to advanced Korean learners of English, Bley-Vroman et al. investigated the  UG

principle ofsubjacency concerning how farwh-elements may move in a sentence. 'Slightly over
half of the non-native speakers typically exhibited the correct UG-based judgements on any
given UG effect', which led Bley-Vroman et al. to conclude that'adults appear to have some sort
of access to knowledge of UG' (Bley-Vroman et al. 1988:27). Johnson & Newport (1991), also

in a study on subjacency, argued that a sign of access to UG in L21earningwould be that those
aspects of language to which UG applies, would be easier to learn than those to which it is
irrelevant. Their conclusion was that access to UG seems to be progressively cut off for older

8 The case reported by Muller is about a child who mistook the complementizer for a preposition, and therefore
misanalysed the structure of the embedded sentence. It took him about a year to correct his analysis of the
subclause.
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learners.
All in all, it may be concluded that, for adult learners, the problem is not that access to UG

is completely absent but that it is partially blocked. The question now arises at approximately
what age access to UG begins to fail. The idea ofa critical period for language learning goes back
to Lenneberg (1967): the mind is programmed to receive and act on linguistic input only for a
limited time, after which there is aloss ofplasticity, and language learning becomes problematic.

The argument also holds for L2 acquisition. This has been worked out by Selinker, Swain &

Dumas (1975), who attempted to find out which learners produce creative 'child language'

driven by UG and which learners produce 'interlanguage' (the learners' L2 variant). Selinker et
al. took the position that quite different acquisitional mechanisms were at work: the language

acquisition device is not the same as the system creating interlanguage. As a general conclusion,
it may be said that, between the age of 5 and 8, the capacity to achieve full competence in an L2
decreases considerably, and this decrease becomes complete after puberty. Of course, there are

exceptional cases of adult learners who become near-natives. If adult learners can no longer
make use of the language acquisition device, they may be able to use cognitive resources (e.g.,
general problem-solving systems) that are simply not available to young learners (cf. Bley-
Vroman 1986; Clahsen & Muysken 1986). The child may grasp intuitively what an adult may
attain in a more conscious way, although naturalistic language acquisition seems to be more an
unconscious process and more similar to Ll acquisition.

Parameters, clustering and ways of resetting

In Ll acquisition, a parameter - a multiple valued property - is not set immediately, but has to
be 'triggered' by some linguistic item from the language input the child gets.9 This raises the

question why the input does not immediately set off the right setting. One potential reason why
the child may not be able to take in the crucial aspect is a lack of vocabulary knowledge, which
involves both the meaning of a lexical item and its syntactic specification.  In this respect, L2
acquisition is not different from the Ll situation if the concept o f'triggering' is considered to
be similar to 'learning'.10

Parameters are postulated to explain differences between languages. However, it is not the
case that each observed difference between two languages corresponds to one parameter.
Properties that vary for different languages are often organized in clusters. These clusters are
similar across languages. If a language has property X, for instance, it will also have property Y

and property Z. This can be illustrated by the Pro-drop parameter. The difference between Italian

(with pm-drop properties) and English is not only that in Italian the subiect pronoun can be

9 See Lightfoot (1991) for a clear explanation on the concept of trigger.

io For Ll acquisition, Atkinson (1992:210) discusses in what way the concept of 'triggering' differs from'learning'
and concludes that it is difficult to find 'a distinctive role for parameter setting as a developmental mechanism'.
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omitted, but also that the overt subiect can follow the verb (inversion) and that the subject of
a  subordinate  clause  can be moved  to  the main clause (Perlmutter 1971). These three
phenomena are not autonomous properties but are related to the parametric value [+pro-drop].
So, if a given setting o f a parameter entails various other properties, one might expect that L2
learners show evidence of clustering of the same surface properties (e.g., Meisel 1991). In L2
acquisition, evidence found for this hypothesis is variable. White (1986) did not find robust
evidence for a clustering effect regarding the Pro-drop parameter, but Schwartz (1996) found
such evidence for the acquisition of three properties related to the switch ofthe headedness of
VP for Romance learners of German.

A related question can be raised with regard to the Head parameter, viz. whether there is a

global resetting, a partial resetting, or even a local resetting in L2 acquisition. More specifically,
does a Turkish L2 learner, with a strictly head-final ordering in the Ll, reset the parameter to
a head-initial setting simultaneously for all projections when he or she learns English? After the
formulation of the Head parameter (Chomsky 1988) as a parameter that decides on the head-
complement order in a phrase, it has become clear that this formulation became untenable in
the light of languages that have different orders for the different phrases, e.g., Dutch and
German. Dutch, for instance, has a head-initial order for NPs and APs, PPs can have their
complements to the left of P or to the right of it, and VPs have a head-final order, like the
functional category IP (and thus also: TP, NegP and AgrP), but not CP, which is clearly head-
initial. Such differences make a global resetting in L2 acquisition implausible, at least if the L2

is a language like Dutch.
An interestingexample ofpartial resetting ofthe Head parameteris the proposal ofVainikka

& Young-Scholten (1994). They hypothesize that L21earners, more specifically Turkish learners
of German, transfer the Ll head-final setting of lexical categories (VP in this study) to the L2
but do not transfer the functional categories, the headedness of which (and the functional
proiections themselves) is learned in the course of the developmental process. Regardless of the
correctness of this hypothesis, it makes clear that learners' data lead one to distinguish between
the acquisition of headedness for lexical and for functional categories.

The last fifteen years, there has been a tendency to project a variety of functional elements
in the syntactic structure. This implies that an increasing number o f functional categories can be

distinguished for the structure of the clause (e.g., Pollock 1989) and the noun phrase (e.g., Abney
1987). It has led to a shift in linguistic theory: parametric variation is more related to functional
heads than to generallinguistic principles, e.g., the Subjacency principle (see Chomsky (1995) for

details). A functional head no longer dominates inflectional morphology but dominates bundles
of abstract features. A feature specification on a functional head licenses an identical feature that
belongs, for instance, to a specific noun or verb (see Table 2.2 for an example o f such a feature
complex and Subsection 4.2.1 for the way of licensing). In this approach, morphology is
associated to the lexical V or N and has to be checked by abstract features on the functional
heads. Whether the feature-checking (i.e., licensing) takes place in overt syntax or not depends

on the strength of the feature under a functional head. A Stmng feature attracts the N or V
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together with the entire feature complex, and the result of this movement is visible in overt

syntLY. A ireak teature attracts the relevant feature at a later moment of the derivation (viz. at
LF): the result of this movement is not visible in overt syntax. In such a view of the Minimalist
liramework, the parametric differences are mainly reduced to the strength o f a given feature on

a functional head (for examples on possessive constructions, see Chapters 4 and 7). The
resetting of these abstract features is clearly a local resetting (that only concerns the strength of
one specific feature). This does not alter the fact that learners can reset some similar strength
parameters simultaneously (a chain resetting) or give the impression that they do it almost at the

same time, as we will see in Chapter 6 for the Moroccan learners of Dutch when they stop
moving N to a series of distinct functional heads, each with a strong teature under the functional
head.

In the last decades, L2 acquisition research has focused on the role of parameters,is evidence
t-or the availability of- UG. This study focuses on the acquisition o f the syntactic expression of
one thematic relationship and so it does not focus primarily on the parameter-related part of-
U(i, but on UG as a whole. AIllevels o f UG are comprised in this study, and availability of UG
is not limited to the parameter-related part, but extends to morphological and lexical properties

(see  Chapter 2).

1.4.2 The developmental problem

Ihe developmental problem addresses the question how learners acquire their L2, from stage

to stage, and within a stage by smaller steps: substages. What is the L2-initial state and how does
tlie development proceed? In L2 acquisition, some phenomena are observed which can be

considered characteristic of the behavior of L2 learners. Such phenomena are found in all kinds
of L2 data, irrespective of what the Ll is and what the L2, and should be explained by an
icquisition model for L2. Towell& Hawkins (1994) present as the main observable phenomena,
consecutively:
-   han.»·of grammatical properties from the Ll grammar,
-   staged development.

-    systematiaty across 1-2 learners (i.e., developmental stages common to many L2 learners);
-     incompleteness for the maiority of I.2 learners in the grammatical knowledge o f the L2:

-     twiabitio in the production of certain aspects of the L2 at various stages of L2 development.
First, the above phenomena will briefly be discussed and illustrated by L2 data before the
.icquisition model, as used in this study, will be presented that must account for the above

phenomena in L2 production data.

Transfer of grammatical properties

Transfer or cross-linguistic influence is a striking feature of L2 acquisition. It affects alllinguistic
subsystems, from phonetics to discourse, and occurs among children as well as among adults,
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at different levels of proficiency (see Odlin (1989), Kellerman (1979) and Kellerman &
Sharwood-Smith (1986) for discussion and examples). Nevertheless, transfer was a controversial
issue at several moments in the short history of the L2 acquisition, e g., at the time of the
Creative Construction hypothesis (Dulay & Burt 1974). In this view, L2 acquisition is not
different from Ll acquisition; more specifically, L2 acquisition is seen as the work ot- the
language faculty, and no L2 phenomenaare considered as effects oftransfer. Despite the success

of the Creative Construction hypothesis, ideas on the effects oftransfer already turned up in the

late 7Os, for example: Selinker, Swain & Dumas (1975), Zobl (1980), and Schachter (1983).
Much empirical research in the 70s and 80s has led to new and more persuasive evidence of

the importance of transfer; for Dutch see the studies oflansen, Lalleman & Muysken (1981),
Appel (1984), and Lalleman (1986). However, within the framework of the ESF proiect (see

Perdue,  1984 and 1993 for an overview on design and results, respectively) and in studies by
Klein & Perdue (e.g., 1992; 1997) and others, the view is taken that transfer is highly
controversial, especially in early varieties. According to Klein and Perdue, Ll influences are
extremely rare in initial learner varieties (cf. Perdue 1993b:38), which they call the Basic Variety,
because beginning L2 learners base themselves on a limited number of organizational principles
which are universal and independent of the specifics of source and target language

organization.11 More specific ESF studies on the acquisition of Dutch (e.g., Coenen & Klein
1992; Broeder, Extra & Van Hout 1994; jagtman & Bongaerts 1995) do not support Klein and
Perdue's claim. These studies show important Ll transfer, which also becomes manifest in the
follow-up studies ofBroeder (1991), Schenning (1998) and, in a generative approach, also in the
research of Van de Craats (1994; 1997).

Trans fer leads to particularities in the speech of the L2 learner that are not found in the
speech of the native speaker and can be ascribed to linguistic properties of the learner's first
language. This is also the case for one of the Turkish learners of Dutch, Ergon, who will be
discussed at length in this study. He produced an amusing example of transfer at the level of

vocabulary in  (5).

(5)  ·als ik marlbom drinken Ergun  ( ESF corpus, session 23)
when I marlborn drink
'when I smoke a marlboro'

The Turkish verb ienek (literally: to put something into something else) has two meanings - 'to

drink' and 'to smoke'- and Ergim who uttered the sentence in (1) assumed that the same lexical
range applies to'drinken'in Dutch. Numerous examples ofsyntactic and morphological transfer
can be found in Chapters 5 and 8 of this study for Turkish learners, and in Chapters 6 and 9 for

11 We must note here that Klein and Perdue cannot clearly delineate the Basic Variety.  Note also that L2 learners

of Dutch, who, according to Klein and Perdue, do not exceed the limits of the Basic Variety, display many typical
Ll structures, as will be shown in the course of this study.
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Moroccan learners of Dutch.

Staged development

Staged development is a second important characteristic of second language learning. Just like
Ll learners, L2 learners typically go from the L2-initial state through stages of development
toward the target language. An example often referred to is the staged development of verb
placement in the German clause. Clahsen & Muysken (1986) found that adult L2 learners of
German, with Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, and Turkish backgrounds, go through a number of
stages in acquiring this word order, and that, initially, none of these word order patterns

corresponded to what is a grammatical word order in native-speaker German. Subsequently, they
acquire the target word order patterns following the same stages. The same sequence o f stages
is found in an empirical study of Meisel, Clahsen & Pienemann (1981).

Other examples o f staged development can be found in L2 studies with regard to various
second languages by learners of different Ll backgrounds; see for examples the overviews of
Shanpood Smith (1994) and Cook (1993).

Systematicity across learners

Systematicity in the growth of L2 knowledge across learners is another typical feature of L2
·acquisition. The stages in the development of German word order, for instance, are found for

speakers of several different first languages. The Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, and Turkish
learners in the studies of Meisel, Clahsen & Pienemann (1981) seem to go through the same
stages: verb separation (i.e., separation of auxiliary at the beginning o f the sentence and main
verb at the end; or finite verb at the beginning and a particle at the end), verb-second (e.g.,

subiect-verb inversion after an adverbial introducing the clause), and verb-final in the embedded
clause.1' An identical order of development was found by Ellis (1989) in a group of adult Ll
English speakers learning German in the classroom. They acquired German word order in the
sequence verb-separation, then verb-second, and finally verb-final, although this was not the
sequence of the course material in the classroom.

An other famous example of systematicity across learners is formed by the morpheme
studies of Dulay & Burt (1974), who found consistent patterns in the development of
grammatic·al morphology. Those patterns were exhibited across a range of L2 learners from
diverse Ll backgrounds, of different ages, learning English under different conditions.

12 Indications of this developmental sequence  are also found for Dutch, although this sequence is preceded by an
SOV-order for Turkish learners (Lalleman  1986; Van de Craats  1994).
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Incompleteness of I.2 knowledge

Although adult learners may attain almost native-like results, most L2 learners stop long before
the target language has been reached. The few L2 learners who appear fully successful often
show selective fossilization: some linguistic aspects are learned perfectly, other aspects are not.
For instance, Lardidre (19984 19981)) reports about an Ll Chinese speaker who arrived in the
USA after puberty, and gotalong period of immersion in English. This Chinese learner reached
a 100% correct score for nominative subject pronouns, 34% correct score for simple past tense

forms, and 4% correct score for 3sg present tense forms in obligatory texts. These results were
the same after 10 and 18 years of residence.

Similar results are reported in a study ofjohnson & Newport (1989). They administered a
grammaticality iudgement task concerning a range of grammatical properties of English to
Chinese and Korean speakers of English who had been in the United States for at least 5 years.
The most striking result is that only speakers who were consistently exposed to English before
the age of seven years attained a native-like result. The older an L2 learner is  (up to 39) when he
or she arrives, the more errors he or she makes, indicating a progressive failure to acquire native-
like grammatical knowledge.

Variability

The observed variability in L2 production with regard to certain linguistic aspects  o f the L2, for

instance, with regard to verb-second or not, realization of the genitive or not, an inflected verb
or not is the fifth striking feature ofL2 acquisition. This phenomenon is indicative of the mental
grammar of all L2 learner that allows two or more variants of the same grammatical property
where native speakers use only one. These variants seem to alternate at certain stages of

development.
In the oral production data of the Turkish learner Osman, for instance, an alternation was

found between the possessive noun phrases in (6), produced obviouslywith the same meaning.

(6) a van bem vader (target: €in vader) Osman (ESF corpus, session 24)

of him father
'his father'

b          Wn vader
'his father'

In the first noun phrase, the genitive is marked by a preposition; in the second one, the genitive
has been integrated into the possessive pronoun *n 'his'. This alternance lasted for at least one

year (see Subsection 5.3.3).
Similarly, the oral production  data o f the Turkish informants show alternance o f SOV and

SVO structures, which points to a learner's grammar that allows both a head-final and a head-
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initial setting of the Head parameter after a stage in which only SOV structures were permitted.
See Van de Craats (1994) for data produced by the same Turkish ESF in formants as used in this

study.

In her study of the acquisition of L2 French by native speakers o f Dutch, Hulk (1991) also
found a stage in which learners allowed, variably, both verb-second (e.g., in (72)) and non-verb-
second (e.g., in (7b)) in matrix sentences in French, where verb-second constructions are not
allowed by native speakers of French. (Notice that Dutch, just like German, requires subiect-
verb inversion after any element in sentence-initial position, in Spec,CP.)

9)  21    hier           Jean a mangd les fraises. (non-verb-second)
yesterday    John has eaten the strawberries
'yesterday john ate the strawberries'

b *hier a Jean mangd les fraises (verb-second)
yesterday has John eaten the strawberries

Hulk reports that her learners allowed verb-second in French ' for quite a long time' (p.28). Also

m Eubank's (1992, 1996) work, the optionality of a given functional feature (which is the
variability of a <weak> and a <strong> setting) is persistent.

As can be seen in the studies above, the variability in the L2 production data regards both

structural items (controlled by a parametric setting in the case of the verb-second rule) and
morphological items (viz. in the van bem/6n alternation) and may last for a long time.

1.5 Research Questions and Outline of the Study

The first problem we want to deal with in this study is related to the logical problem of L2
Kcquisition that was stated in general terms in  1.4. Ifwe specify this problem for the subiect of
possession, we can formulate the main research question as follows:

(1)    How can the way in which the linguistic knowledge of possession is
organized explain that L2 Moroccan and Turkish learners of Dutch, after an

exposure of approximately 3;5 years, attain the various levels of success

found in the data and that nativelike competence is only partly attained?

To find an answer we need to deal with the following question:

(1')          How is the linguistic knowledge of the possessive relationship organized in principles

and parameters and morphological rules?
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This is in f-act the logical problem formulated for the topic of possession. A possible answer to

the latter question can be found in Chapter 4, which provides insight into the syntax and
morphology of possessive noun phrases for the three languages involved, and in Chapter 7,
which provides a cross-linguistic overview of possessive clauses. Without such an answer, one
cannotaddress the second main problem which relates to the developmental problem and which
can be stated as:

(2)         How does the development o f possessive constructions proceed?

Directly derived from this main question are questions like:

(2a) Which linguistic factors determine the developmental line and what is their
relative importance for beginning L2 learners?

(2b) What is the developmental path: is it identical for all learners?

(2c)      Can this development be described as a staged development and can it explain
the incompleteness of L2 knowledge?

In Chapter 2, 21 model - the Conservation hypothesis - will be presented that addresses each of
these questions. Moreover, the Conservation hypotheses will outline what we mean by
availability of UG, by the L2-initial state, by 'conser·vation' of grammatical knowledge, and by
gradual development of vocabulary.  On the basis  of this model, predictions will be made  that
are tested in Chapters 5 and 6 for the acquisition of possessive noun phrases, in Chapter 5 for
the acquisition by Turkish learners, and in Chapter 6 for the acquisition by Moroccan learners.
In the second part of this study, the same process is followed for possessive clauses: predictions
are made for the development of possessive clauses. These are tested by the L2 possessive

clauses produced by Turkish learners, presented and discussed in Chapter 8, and those produced
by Moroccan learners in Chapter 9. The results from the chapters containing the experimental
data are brought together for the Turkish and Moroccan informants in the first part of Chapter
10, followed by the conclusions related to the Conservation hypothesis. Chapter 3 provides all
necessary information on the corpora used, the informants, and the data analysis.
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2

The Conservation
Hypothesis

2.1 Introduction

The Conservation Hypothesis is a view of L2 acquisition which is in line with Schwartz &
Sprouse's (1994, 1996) Full Access/Full Transfer model. The Conservation Hypothesis differs
from the FA/Fr model in several respects:
•         a different concept of'transfer;'
•         the role of the vocabulary;
•      the interaction between the knowledge sources (I.1 and UG) and the L2 data;
•         the explicitness of the model and its predictions.
As our central claim is that, initially, L2 learners use, without interruption, all linguistic knowledge
they have, it is preferable to avoid the term 'transfer' for several reasons.

In the first place, the concept of 'trans fer' suggests a situation in which something is being
transported from one place to another, like one can transfer money from one bank account to

another. This is certainly not the case for L2 acquisition, where it is precisely the learners'
problem that they do not know how to transfer their linguistic capital. Only gradually do they
find out how to use the new grammar's bank account. Because of the learners' 'conservative'
policy and the compelling force of the old Ll system, we have named our approach the
Conse,ration Hypothesis. Moreover, our concept of 'transfer' as the continuation of the Ll system
is not equivalent to what, in general, a transfer-based analysis would predict, viz. that a learner
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would not start out with an Ll structure unless the L2 environmental input leads one to do so.
Here, the opposite is asserted, viz.,that a learner keeps using the Ll structure unless the L2
environmental input leads one to change it (which may happen very soon, if the input data
appear to be clear and unambiguous to the L2 learner). In the second place, we wish to
distinguish 'conservation' from the concept of 'transfer,' as often used as a conscious learning
or communication strategy in L2 situations (cf. O'Malley & Chamot 1990; Poulisse 1989,
respectively), where it is an active, partly voluntary act on the part of the learner: In our view
of I-2 learning, conserved knowledge concerns unconscious linguistic knowledge, whereas the
knowledge to be acquired will be gained through an active interplay between existing knowledge
and the L2 environmental input, which makes the learning process gradual (and sometimes

Slow).
Under the Conservation Hypothesis, an important role is given to vocabulary and

morphology. Distinctions at these linguistic levels do not play a prominent role in the FT/FA
model, but for us, vocabulary learning is a decisive factor in L2 acquisition because the lexical
items (or rather their formal features in a purely minimalist approach) are the roots of syntactic

construction, and no parameter can become active without some vocabulary having been
learned. Moreover, in the minimalist approach - opposite to earlier versions o f the Principles and
Parameters model - a parameter is related to the feature of some functional head that attracts an

identical feature of some lexical item (i.e., a word) at some moment of the derivation, and so, is
essentially linked to the lexicon.2

The Conservation Hypothesis is also more precise in the role of-the L2 vocabulary, which
is acquired gradually, in a certain order, from content words to free functional morphemes and,

subsequently, to bound morphemes. This gradual acquisition ofvocabulary may disguise the Ll-
based structure in utterances o f L21earners because functional morphemes are often not overtly
realized at the beginning.

Because the Conservation Hypothesis is very precise in defining the knowledge sources of
an  L2 learner and the process of vocabulary learning, it is possible to make predictions with
regard to which L2 peculiarities will appear at some moment in the L2 acquisition process of
learners with a specific language background. Such predictions are explicitly made at the start of
each chapter dealing with the data of one of the two languages groups.

1 Cf. O'Malley & Chamot's definition of the notion of 'transfer': using previously acquired linguistic and/or
conceptual knowledge to facilitate a new language learning task.

- In this study, we do not work within a fully Minimalist/antisymmetry framework because we decided not to break
with previous acquisition studies, and to maintain, for instance, the Head parameter, as is generally done in most
generative L2 acquisition studies.
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2.2 The L2-initial State

What knowledge is potentially available to L2 learners to guide them in constructing a new
grammar? Two logically possible knowledge sources can be distinguished: (i) the grammar of the
mother tongue (an instantiation of Universal Grammar) and (ii) UG itself. Whether UG is fully
available depends on one's conception of the relationship between UG and the language-specific
grammar. One may take the view that Ll acquisition is a process in which UG knowledge
changes into a language-specific system through parameter setting. In this view, UG and the
language-specific grammar are one and the same construct, so that UG is only available through
its Ll instantiation and so that alternative parameter values (other than the ones chosen in Ll)
are no longer available. If one takes the alternative view, that Ll acquisition is a process in which
a language-specific grammar develops as a construct separate but related to UG, UG remains a
steady entity throughout the Ll acquisition process. The result is that UG knowledge, including
the set of parameters, is potentialy available at the L2-initial state. Here, we take the latter view.

The potential availability of two grammatical sources raises the following two questions:

(i) does the learner make use of both sources, and if so, (ii) which source is used when? We
hypothesize that, initially, learners are guided by their Ll grammar only (the Conservation
Hypothesis) and that, in later stages, UG guides learners in (i) identifying mismatches between
the derivational output expressions and the primary linguistic input they get, and (ii) restructuring
their initial grammar in such a way that, for them, there is a (better) match between the output

expressions and the environmental input.
If L2 learners model their L2 grammar upon their Ll grammar, which parts of this Ll

grammar are conserved? The Ll grammar is taken to be a generative procedure that derives

sound-meaning pairs, that is, linguistic expressions consisting of a PF and an LF representation.
The generative procedure itself consists of two central components (Chomsky 1995):
•   The Co»utational Sjstem of Human Language (CH3, which is available through UG and which

consists o f such operations as Merge (the tree building property) and Move (the displacement
property). These operations build syntactic obiects from a set of lexical items selected from
the lexicon.

- The Izxicon, which consists of two types o f lexical knowledge:

-    knowledge of lexical properties as defined by UG (parameter settings);
- language-specific knowledge of lexical items and their features (the 'vocabulary') and of

morphology.
In our view, the following aspects of linguistic knowledge may be conserved in the initial L2

language:
- parameter settings (strength values, headedness);
-    knowledge ofmorphology and morphological realization rules (e.g., realization of case);
-    knowledge o f lexical items: (i) formal features (e.g., categorial values), and (ii) semantic-

conceptual values;
- pragmatic knowledge of information-related grammatical encodings (e.g., the encoding
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of such pragmatic primitives as topic and focus).
Table 2.1 schematically represents the linguistic knowledge of a learner at the L2-initial state  (the
moment when nothing has yet been learned).

Table 2.1     Linguistic knowledge at tbe initial state

UG

CHL

L, lexical knowledge
a.        Ll parameter settings

Par A: value 0
Par B: value l

Par X: value 1

b.       Ll morphology
c.        Ll vocabulary

{Lexical Item 1.....Lexical Item m}
L, pragmatic knowledge

Because of the important role lexical items play in linguistic knowledge at the initial state, we
should consider more closely the nature of such items. Knowledge of a lexical item consists of
a sound pattern, a meaning, and, following Chomsky (1994), a set of Formal Features (FF):
grammatical properties of a lexical item, such as the categorial value, the person [3 person], and

(abstract) case feature. If we take the concept of'car' as an example (see Table 2.2), we find a
lexical item in Turkish with the phonological matrix /araba/, its semantics, and a series of formal

features: [+N,-V], [-human], [3 person], and [singular].

Table 2.2     Tbe Turkish lexical item / arabal

•          phonological matrix: /araba/
• semantics: 'car'
• formal features: [+N,-V]

[-hum'an]
[3 person]
[singular]
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Evidence for the nature of the initial state of L2 acquisition as described above and for the
conservation of Ll knowledge lies in the early stages of development. Learners apply Ll
principles to their L2 utterances too (notice that they have no other possibility) and, hence, they

get all interlanguage with the help of Ll principles and other Ll-based knowledge. Therefore,
it is expected that those developmental stages exhibit a substantial number o fphenomena based

on L 1 properties at the level ofvocabulary, parametric values, morphology, and even pragmatics.

2.3        Conservation of Grammatical Knowledge

The question that can be raised now is how conservation becomes manifest in the L2 learner's
output for each of the types o f linguistic knowledge distinguished in Table 2.1.

2.3.1 Conservation of vocabulary knowledge

I fwe consider early acquisition o fvocabulary to be a process in which L2 phonological matrices
are matched with Ll semantic and Ll formal features, mismatches can be expected as the natural
outcome of the Conservation Hypothesis. If a Turkish learner maps the meaning representation
o f the verb /igmek/ (= to drink; to smoke) on the Dutch phonological matrix /drinken/, this
may yield an I.2 variant like to ddnk marlboro (see  example  (5)  o f the  previous  chapter).

Mismatches at the level of formal features can also be expected. Turkish learners, for
instance, may assume that Dutch personal pronouns - which are of the categorial type D
(prodeterminerf) (see, among others, Corver & Delfitto 1999) - are categorized as N (pronominals),
which arguably is the Turkish categorial value. Thus, having identified the Dutch phonological

matrix for the first person singular (i.e., ik), learners consider it to be an Ll lexical item of the
categorial value [+N,-V]. Of course, when the feature constellation of a lexical item o f the Ll
is identical to its equivalent in the L2, no mismatches are to be expected. More evidence for
conservation of formal features is provided by the Ll-L2 mismatches given in Table 2.3, where
the fourth column presents the early learner's lexical entry. The features that are conserved and
do not correspond with those of the target language are printed in bold. In example (la)  (in

Table 2.3), the entire feature constellation of the Ll lexical item differs from that of the L2 item;
in  example  (lb),  the Ll-L2 mismatch holds  for the categorial  value and  the  subcategorization
frame; and in example (lc), there is only a difference in categorial value between the category

[+N,-V] for Turkish, and the category D for Dutch. The learners' data given in (1) exemplify
the conserved lexical entries given in the fourth column ofTable 2.3.

(1) a   ik meiste baby. vii f ma: den baby tel'UK Mahmut (ESF corpus, Cycle 1)
I girl baby. five months baby back
'my girlfriend is expecting a baby. In five months, the baby will come'
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b die-t,an auto Ergun (ESF corpus, Cycle 2)

that-of car
'that one's / his car'

c    [die ik] hier werken Mahmut (ESF corpus, Cycle 1)
that I   here work
'I (stressed) work here'

Example (la) exemplifies the learner's use ofthe phonological matrix 1 teru  as'A verbal element.
The second example in (lb) illustrates the use of van, a phonological matrix of the target
language, as a genitival suffix. That is, the formal properties o f the Turkish genitive suffix /-in/
are conserved in the learner's entry of van. The last example in (lc) is a case of indirect
conservation, that is, on the basis of an Ll categorial value, the learner generates a noun phrase
that cannot occur in the Ll nor in the L2. The explanation goes as follows. The 7'urkish learner

Table 23       Conservation in tbe  learning of lexical items; deviancesfrom tbe  taget  langua#  are in  bold

TURKISH DUTCH LEARNER VARIANT

example (la)
phonological matrix /geliyor/ /terug/ /terug/

semantics [come] [back]                       [comel
ft, rmal features I-N,+V] [- N,- V} 1-N,+V]

[3 person] [3 person]
[Sg]                                                 [Sg]

example (lb)
phonological matrix /-in/                   /van/                       /van/
semantics [possessor of] /possessor of] [possessor of]
fc,rmal features [affgj [preposition] [affg,J

[N -] I - Dp] IN -]
example  (lc)

phonological matrix /ben/ /ik/ /ik/

sonantics                                [I]                        R                            [I]
fc, rmal features [+N,-V] [+Dl [+N,-V]

[human] [humanl [human]
[1 person] [1 person] [1 person]

modifies the personal pronoun ik 'I' by means of the demonstrative 0Ye'that' in order to focus

the subiect, as we will see extensively in Section 5.3. This focalizing effect is realized in Turkish
by the overtness of the personal pronoun (opposite to covertness or pro-drop if the subiect has
already been introduced). Since Dutch does not allow pro-drop, the Turkish learner has to find
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another device to realize the focus. The conserved categorial value N of the pronoun opens the
possibility of modification by means o f a determiner and, thus, the learner finds a new way to
focalize the subject pronoun. (A nallve speaker of Dutch would stress the possessive pronoun.)

2.3.2        Conservation of parametric values

Similarly to the debate in Ll acquisition about which part o f the syntactic tree (viz., VP/NP and
their extended projections) is part of innate linguistic knowledge and which part has to be
learned, the L2-initial state has been debated since the early 90s. In addition to the FA/Fr
hypothesis, two other viewpoints are defended: the Minimal Trees hypothesis (Vainikka &
Young-Scholten 1996) and the Valueless Features model (Eubank 1996). The former assumes
that only the lexical categories and the setting of the Head parameter are conserved in the L2-
initial state and that functional categories are learned gradually. Eubank assumes that functional
categories and their headedness are also taken over from the Ll but not the Ll strength

specification of the related feature. According to Eubank, a feature on a functional head, initially,
may have a default value (i.e., a'valueless feature') which causes optional movement to the given

functional head.  In fact, this is Eubank's explanation of the variability discussed before.
Following the FA/FT hypothesis, we take the position that the steady state of the Ll is the

initial state o f the L2 acquisition, including the setting of the Head parameter and including the
parametric values set in the Ll, regardless ofwhether these values are <weak> or <strong>, and
including all functional categories that are projected in the Ll. If this view of conservation holds
true, it is conceivable that, for a Turkish L2 learner, typically Turkish structures emerge in both
the lexical and the functional domain especially in early stages of L2 acquisition. The Ll structure
is only disguised by L2 lexical items.

2.3.3        Conservation of the morphological system

Unlike Eubank in his Valueless Features hypothesis, we hypothesize that conservation of
grammatical knowledge also extends to the morphological system. Of course, it is not the case
that Ll phonological matrices of bound morphemes are conserved, but the underlying

morphological feature constellations are. If these feature constellations are overtly expressed in
the Ll, L2 learners will tend to do the same in their L2 expressions. The conservation of
morphology is likely to become manifest most obviously in those learningsituations in which the
Ll is a language with a rich morphology and the L2 a language with a relatively poor morphology
as is the case for Turkish and Dutch, respectively (cf. Van de Craats & Van Hout 1993· This will
be much less the case for Dutch as the target language and Moroccan Arabic as the source
language, which has a less rich morphology on noun phrases. We give an example to illustrate
the phenomenon of conservation of morphological realization by data from Turkish learners of

Dutch in  (2).
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(2)   a  mi in/zijn vader Ergun/Mahmut, Cycle 1

'my/his father'

b   [[van-mi in] neef] woont hier Ergun, Cycle 2
of-my cousin lives here

'my cousin lives here'
c [[miin schoonmoeder van] de kop] Ergtin, Cycle 3

my mother-in-law of the head
'my mother-in-law's head'

Initially, these Turkish learners produce correct forms o f the possessive pronoun m#n'my'and
tin 'his', e.g.,  in  (262).  As soon as they perceive that  van 'of expresses the genitive case feature,
they correct this form in van m#n and van bem in (2b).  Such  strings  are  used  particularly with

pronouns and rarely with full nouns. If van occurs with a full noun or a demonstrative, it usually

follows  the  noun, as  in  (2c).  Here,  van has the status  o f a suffix  Gust like  in  Turkish).  This is  also
the reason for hypothesizing that the string van + p,Dnoun in (2b) is not fully analysed. In Ergun's
last recording ofthe data collection used, 97% of his pronominal possessives are strings featuring
lian ·as genitive marker, in full correspondence with the Ll morphology.

2.4         Restructuring of the Initial State

The conservation of Ll knowledge is not permanent. It is only the starting point of a
restructuring process in which there is interaction between:

1.   the two available knowledge sources:  UG and Ll;
2.  the primary linguistic data of the L2 environment;
3.   the gradual development of the vocabulary.

2.4.1 The prior knowledge sources

As for UG and Ll knowledge, one may wonder to what extent the learner will make use of both
knowledge sources at the various stages of development. We hypothesize that, initially, learners
are guided by their Ll grammar, the 'crystallized' system. What is available from UG is the UG
knowledge that is built into the Ll system. This includes operations like Merge and Move and
knowledge relating to the Lexicon  (e.g., the set of categories). Since the UG system itself is not
used at this point, the learner does not make use of 311 options given by the parameters. The Ll
parametric settings temporarily hinder access to the parametrized part of UG.

2.4.2 The primary linguistic data

The primary linguistic data of the I.2 are extremely important to the L2 learner, more important
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in a certain sense than they are to a child. Although children cannot acquire their mother tongue
without language input, they are guided by UG in their search for the settings of the various
parameters in the language around them. For adults, the parametrized part of UG has done its
work: the parameters are set, and they have automatized the language system on the basis of
these parameter settings. Adult learners, without language learning experience with any language
other than their mother tongue cannot have precise ideas about the parameter settings of their
Ll.  In other words, the parametrized  part of UG has become inaccessible.  In  view o f the  fact
that 'older' learners do learn a second language, irrespective of the level they attain, we must
conclude that (i) the parametrized part of UG does not remain inaccessible, and/or that (ii) adult
learners make use of complex cognitive strategies for learning an L2.

Some researchers take the view that adult learners show language behavior that is indicative
of parameter resetting, but they wonder if such behavior is indeed caused by resetting. Tsimpli
& Roussou (1991) and Tsimpli & Smith (1991) argue that it is not. They claim that, after an initial
stage in which L2 learners base their expressions on the Ll setting, L2 learner grammars are
restructured. This restructuring, however, does not involve parameter resetting, in their view.
Rather, learners misanalyse the L2 data they are exposed to, in order to make it conform, as
much as possible,   to the parameter values imposed   by   the   Ll.   They   try   to keep their
interlanguage grammar as close as possible to the Ll grammar.

Although such behavior is very recognizable (e.g., the Turkish learners in this study try to
keep their Ll morphology), we will not go so far as Tsimpli, Roussou & Smith by claiming that
L21earners do not reset parameters at all. In our view, adult learners can apply complex cognitive
abilities for analysing the surface patterns in the L2 and conclude thatthey must restructure some
patterns. Systematically changing these patterns leads to resetting of a parameter value (by

induction). It is plausible that such a process of restructuring will be easier if the relevant (=
primary in the literal sense) linguistic data are clear, salient, meaningful, and frequent elements
in the environmental I.2 input. The linear order between two adjacent content words, e.g.,
between a verb and its noun phrase complement, or between a noun and its complement, is an
example of a pattern based on a setting of the Head parameter which can easily be inferred from
the L2 input. Therefore, it would not be surprising that adult learners can discover the head-

complement order in a new language rather quickly, probably just by carefully scanning surface

patterns.
The question is more complicated for parameter values that are more difficult to infer from

the input such as, for instance, most strength parameters related to a functional head, or rather
a functional feature of this head. Access to such parameters can be hindered, for instance,
(i)    by infrequent occurrence o f relevant primary linguistic data
(ii)   by an Ll structure that is not sufficiently in conflict with the primary linguistic data (in the

L2),
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(iii)  by the possibility of misanalysing L2 data and making them fit with their Ll settings,3

(ii)  by a lack of vocabulary.
As adult learners are not primarily led by their language faculty like children, but rely more on
perceived surface patterns, the 'quality'  of the data appears to be an important condition for
resetting a parameter. It is also conceivable that adult learners discover only step by step the
phenomena that are related to a new parameter setting (i.e., to aspects of the cluster), because

they acquire this parameter value by induction. This might account, for instance, for White's
(1986)  findings on the acquisition of the Pro-drop parameter (see Subsection  1.4.1), but it also
might account for the partial or local resetting of the head-to-head movement by N that we will
see in Chapter 6 for the Moroccan learner Fatima.

2.4.3 I.2 learners' behaviour

From the learner's point of view, we can distinguish three ways of dealing with the L2 data.  It
is a process in which learners gradually distance themselves from the Ll grammar. In the earliest

stages of development, learners seem to check whether the Ll is similar to the I.2. What is not

similar will be rejected very soon. After a first superficial sifting, learners become more
susceptible to what differs from their Ll grammar, and restructuring begins. In that time, other
possibilities within UG are considered. Thus, we may roughly say that learners are subsequently:
a.     in search of similarities between Ll and L2;
b.    in search of differences between Ll and L2;
c.   sensitive to new UG options.

In search of similarities between Ll and I.2

We assume that in the earliest developmental stages, learners are basically conservative in their
linguistic behavior. They are in search of similarities between Ll and L2 in order to get their Ll-
based hypotheses confirmed (or rejected). The fact that Ll properties are the basis of the
learners' hypotheses also explains why learners of different Ll backgrounds take in different
information from the same primary linguistic data and why they display different developmental
paths. Moroccan learners, for instance, may only perceive the similarity between analytic
constructions in noun phrases ofthe type: tbe house of»ben They will use this construction from
the beginning on and do not even notice that other possessive constructions exist m the target
language. Turkish learners, however, will focus on the other (possessor-initial) construction type:

fatber's bouse, i.e., the only pattern available in their Ll.
The same holds for the position of the verb in the matrix clause. Initially, Turkish learners

3 That may be the case, for instance, for Moroccan learners of Dutch who do not find sufficient evidence in the
L2 matrix clause (displaying the SVO order) to suggest that this order in the matrix clause is the result of
movement and that Dutch, basically, does not have head-complement order for VO.
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expect to find the verb at the end of the clause or they think the final element is a verb, even if
the final element is a particle, as was the case for teng in Table 2.3 (first example).

In search of differences between Ll and I.2

After a longer exposure to the L2 data, and when they have extended their L2 vocabulary,
learners get more and more puzzled by dissimilarities, for instance with I.2 data that are in
conflict with the parameter settings provided by the Ll. In such a case, there are several possible
reactions for learners.

t) Avoidance
Learner try to avoid the conflicting item in their L2 output (more or less consciously).

(*)  Reanablsis without resetting
Learners discoverthat their representation of the specific linguistic item does notmatch with
the L2 facts and they try to reanalyse the input (subconsciously, of course) so that it
becomes, in some fashion, as close as possible to their Ll grammar (e.g., an Ll parameter
setting or an Ll morphological rule)
This behavior is also described by Tsimpli & Roussou (1991) and Tsimpli & Smith (1991)
in Subsection 2.4.2. Examples o f such behavior in our data are the interpretation by Turkish
learners of van as a genitive suffix (example (lb)), and the ernphasizing function of the
demonstrative die as replacement of an overt pronoun (recall the discussion with regard to

example  (1 c)).

(iii) Resetting

In the majority of cases, learners take a long time before they have found sufficient evidence
for changing an Ll parameter setting. Sometimes, however, they are able to identify the
incorrectness of their initial representation at avery early stage, if the evidence in the primary

linguistic data is clear and convincing. If the dissimilarity between Ll  and I.2 is crystal clear
from the environmental input, certain Ll constructions may never or hardly ever emerge in
L2 output. As we will see in Chapter 5, Moroccan learners,for instance, reject the Construct
State pattern very soon. They identify the absence of overt N raising in Dutch at a very early
stage, due to systematic absence of the noun-adjective order in Dutch.

Adult learners turn out to be able to change parameter settings as formulated in weak/strong
values within the minimalist framework. A strong value is associated with overt movement, which
is an observable operation for the learner. A surface pattern like the one in (3), in which the
possessor (/an) precedes the possessee (boek) separated by a possessive pronoun, is impossible
to interpret on the basis of the Ll grammar of a Moroccan learner. As we will see later in
Chapter 6, no adult in the ESF corpus acquired this construction; most adult learners did not use

(= avoided?) this construction and only 40% of the Moroccan children of the Vermeer corpus,
one of the other corpora we used for this study.
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(3)             [wp jan  [Ag, z'n  [boek]]]

Joi,n his book

'John's book'

Yet, as we will see in Chapter 5, Turkish learners of the ESF corpus will show (in Chapter 5) that
they are able to move the numeral een 'one' to a higher position in the syntactic tree, and to
change a <weak> parameter value into a <strong> value on the D head. Abstracting away from
details  that are irrelevant here, this movement is shown  in  (4b).

(4) a een [van miin vader] vriend Ergan, Cycle 3
one      of my father friend
'a friend o f my father's'

b     bp een, 6, D  <strong> [[van  miin vader]     f   vriend ]]]

1                                  1

Sensitive to new UG options

Sometimes constructions appear in the L2 output that do not figure in the Ll nor in the L2.
Such constructions typically do not emerge at the very beginning of the acquisition process but
after learners have explored the various possibilities that fall within their Lt system and the
intermediate learner system of that moment. In this study on possessive constructions, we will
see that some learners (almost exclusively children of the Vermeer corpus) come up with
constructions that are neither available in the Ll nor in the L2. In a rather advanced stage,
doubling possessive constructions of the kind in (5) are produced (see Section 5.5 for discussion).

(5)         z n naani van   die land Turkish child, Vermeer corpus
his name      of that country
'the country's name'

These constructions are combinations of the pronominalpossessiveconstruction (T'n naam), and

the analytic construction (naam   van   die land). That UG allows these possessive constructions is
shown by their existence in languages of the world, e.g., in Moroccan Arabic.

2.4.4 The gradual development of the vocabulary

The developmental process explains the initial absence and, subsequently, the gradual emergence
of functional elements, together with an increasing presence of lexical elements based on an Ll

grammar. The systematic lack of functional elements like determiners and copulas is characteristic
of initial stages  of L2 acquisition. It characterizes the L2 output expressions of all learners,
irrespective o fwhether the Ll realizes articles and copulas. It is too simple, and not fully correct,
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to account for the absence of such elements in the L2 data of Turkish and Moroccan learners

only by the conservation ofLl grammar. Turkish has only a determiner-like element comparable
to an indefinite article tbir 'one') and lacks a definite article. Moroccan Arabic has articles that

are used differently from what is common in the L2. (See Chapter 4 for further details.) A copula

(equivalent of be) may be lacking in both languages.
This absence offunctional elements is presumably caused by the way beginning L21earners

process environmental input. Beginning L2 listeners mainly rely on top-down-processing (see
e.g., Richards  1990) because they are not familiar with the phonemes and the sound patterns  of
the new language. It is evident that they focus their attention on lexical elements with the clearest
content, and, that they do not even perceive 'unimportant' small function words (often
unstressed).4 This fact is still more important for naturalistic (untutored) learners as they cannot

(or hardly) compensate such lack by a training with written texts as happens in language
instruction classes: Similar findings are reported by VanPatten & Cadierno (1993) and VanPatten

(1994): language learners primarily focus on meaningabove anything else. Only when processing
of meaning proceeds automatically enough, does processing of structural elements become

possible.
Therefore, we do not assume that the lack of function words in early learner stages is caused

by truncation of the syntactic projections, that is, syntactic projections of only lexical categories,

as proposed in the Minimal Trees hypothesis (Vainikka & Young-Scholten, 1996), but by
insufficient vocabulary knowledge. It is not entirely obvious how function words like
demonstratives, possessives, quantifiers, and other functional elements in learners' data can be
analysed in what Vainikka & Young-Scholten call the VP stage without functional layers (cf.

Parodi (1995) for German data and the ESF data in our study for the occurrence of functional
elements in early stages).

Given the above findings, the vocabulary-learning taskis influenced by the following factors:
(i)    a form-oriented factor: the perceptual satience or visibility of lexical items,
(ii)    a meaning-oriented factor: the meaningfulness of lexical items, and
(111)   a pragmatic factor: the pragmatic relevance.

Perceptual salience.
Whether a specific lexical item is noticed in the L2 input is related to the perceptual salience of

the lexical item (i.e., a word or a morpheme). An item is more salient when it is stressed or
focused, when it occurs at the end of the sentence, when it is a free morpheme, or when it often

4 Broeder (1991) found that, in spontaneous L2 acquisition, full (i.e. strong) pronouns are acquired be fore reduced
forms (i.e. clitic or weak pronouns) although the latter occur more frequently in the L2 environmental input.

  Grezel (1992, and personal communication) reported that university students learning Dutch as an L2 who were
trained in 'listening for perception' and tested by a computer program, were asked to write down what they heard.
They missed a large number of function words, although they had studied the oral texts before.
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occurs in the input.

Meaningfulness.
Similarly, lexical items that are strongly associated with specific meanings are more likely to be
noticed and processed by a learner than lexical items that have little semantic content, such as
function words or bound function morphemes.

Praimatic relevance.
Finally, the pragmatic relevance of specific words plays a role. It is conceivable that a limited set
of numerals and some words with a deictic function are noticed and acquired early because

learners cannot 'survive' without them.

I t seems likely  that in general those lexical items  that  have  a high degree of perceptual
salience, strong semantic content, and a high degree of communicative relevance are acquired
earlier than those lexical items that do not have these properties, or do so to a lesser extent.6

Taking this perspective, one might hypothesize that, generally speaking, content words (e.g.,

Dutch auto 'car') are more accessible than free function morphemes such as pronouns and
quantifiers, (e.g., Dutch b#'he' and veel'many'), which in turn are more accessible than bound
function morphemes (e.g., inflectional morphemes; clitic-like elements like the element -s
attached to the prenominal possessor in languages like English and Dutch). Given such an
accessibility hierarchy, the filling-in task o f the L2 vocabulary is initially most successful for the
lexical domain, less so for certain parts of the functional domain, and least so for the inflectional
morphological domain. In view of this, we may - somewhat ideally perhaps - distinguish the
following three states or levels of vocabulary knowledge during the acquisition of some

grammatical construct (e.g., a possessive noun phrase), presented in Table 2.4.

6 Similar hierarchies play a role in the domain of borrowing and code-switching (Van Hout & Muysken  1994;Jake

1998).
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Tawe 2.4     01·erriew  of  tbe  tbne  molpheme  realiKation  states  distinguished  in vocabulag

det,elopment

CONTENT-WORD-STATE (CWS)

(a)   This is the state at which the learner's L2 vocabulary mainly contains content words (i.e., L2
sound-meaning pairs) for the generation of some grammatical construct X (e.g., possessive
noun  phrase).

(b)   The numeration (i.e., the lexical items selected for the derivation of some linguistic expression)
consists of L2 content words and 'lexical items' (= bound Ed free functional morphemes)
whose feature constellation lacks a phonological matrix.

(c)     In the case of a possessive structure generated by the L2 learner, the CWS is  instantiated when
tile structure only overtly lexicalizes the possessor and the possessee.

This is exemplified in (6a).

FREE-FUNCTIONAL-MORPHEME-STATE (FFS)

(a)   This is the state at which tlie learner's L2 vocabulary contains content words and free
functional morphemes for the generation of some grammatical construct.

(b)   The numeration consists of L2 content words, free-functional morphemes, and 'lexical items'

(= bound functional morphemes) whose feature constellation lacks a phonological matrix.

(c)    In the case of a possessive structure generated by the L2 learner, the FFS is instantiated, for
example, when, besides the possessor noun and the possessed noun, functional

material (e.g., the demonstrative determiner dze) is overtly lexicalized.

An example of such a possessive variant is given  in   (61}).

BOUND-FUNCTIONAL-MORPHEME-STATE (BFS)

(a)   This is the state at which the learner's L2 vocabulary contains content words, free-function
morphemes, and bound-function morphemes for the generation of some grammatical
construct.

(b)   The numeration consists of I.2 content words, bound-functional morphemes, and, possibly,
free-functional morphemes.

(c)    In the case of a possessive structure generated by the I-2 learner, the BFS is instantiated, for
example, when, besides lexiealizations of content words (and free-functional morphemes),
there is overt lexicalization ofbound functional material.

For example (69), where - as will become clear later - ran acts as a genitival suffix.
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(6)   a   vriend huis Mahmut, Cycle 1
friend house

'my friend's house'
b   trein die baas Mahmut, Cycle 2

train that boss
'the guard of the train'

c   examen-van tolk Erglan, Cycle 3
examen-of interpreter
'the interpreter at the exam'

From a strict conservation perspective, development of the second language involves, among
other things, 'filling in' (that is, providing phonological matrices for the lexical entries of) the L2
vocabulary. At the derivational output level, this results in linguistic expressions that show all
increase of phonetic content in the course of L2 development. That is, in the course of= time
more and more lexical items with associated phonological matrices are input to the
computational system. Given the accessibility hierarchy discussed above, phonological realization
will first be manifested for content words and somewhat later for function words. Within the
class of functional elements, free-function morphemes are more accessible (hence added earlier
to the L2 lexical list) than bound morphemes.

In addition to the extension of the learners' vocabulary in morpheme realization states, a

vocabulary-internal development can be observed. As we have seen in Subsection 2.4.3, learners
start the acquisition process with an L2-initial state for vocabulary. We saw that the appearance
of an L2 lexical item does not mean that learner have complete knowledge of the lexical

properties of such an item. They may have identified a phonological string as being a lexical unit
(morpheme, word) without yet having fully identified its (target) formal properties belonging to
the formal feature complex of the item or its morphological properties. Learners have to
rest,uctme those formal features in order to attain target knowledge. They will have target
knowledge of some lexical item X when the feature constellation (i.e., phonological matrix,
meaning representations and the formal feature complex) of the learners' lexical item
corresponds to that of a native speaker of Dutch. Schematically and somewhat ideally, L2
acquisition of- a lexical item may be represented as in Table 5.7

7 An alternative interpretation of the conservative vocabulary state is one in which there is only one vocabulary
that contains certain lexical entries with two phonological matrices, one of the Ll and one of the L2.
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T le 2.5     Development  of lexical-item  (LI)  learning, changes are in  bold

INITIAL STATE INTERLANGUAGE STAGES TARG ET STATE

LI in L, 1_2xicon: LI in L, LExicon: LI in Lt Lexicon:
/abcd/ /abcd/ /abcd/
" " " " "
meantng representation meaning representation meaning representation

"

Ft:+N,- V FL:+N,-V FF,: +N,-V

LI in L, Lzxicon LI in L, I_.exicon: 11 in L, Lexicon.
/0/ /efgh/ 1ef*l

"" "
meaning representation meaning representation meaning representation

FFi: +N,-V FFl:+N,-V FF, D

In this table, for instance, we find an empty phonological matrix /0/ linked to a meaning
representation and the categorial feature [+N,-V-] in the initial state. This same lexical item has
got an L2 phonological matrix /efgh/ in the interlanguage stage; the meaning representation is
unchanged, as is the categorial value, which is still [+N,-V]. Only in the target state does the
categorial value have its target value  [+D]. C['his example relates to example  (1 c) which  has  been

discussed before.)

2.4.5     Development in stages

As we have seen above, restructuring also applies at the level ofacquisition of parameter settings.
Ideally, learners develop from the initial state - the state atwhich L21earners are still monolingual
speakers  - to a state in which their knowledge is similar to that o f a native speaker o f the target
language. Between the former and the latter, learners may pass through one or more
interdevelopmental stages or interlanguages (cf. Selinker 1972).8 We will use the term staie for a

period in which the setting of a given parameter remains the same; as soon as there are
indications for resetting or a new setting, the first occurrence o f that specific construction marks
the beginning of a new stage. In this view of staged development of syntax and gradual
development of vocabulary learning as described above, we obtain the following model of
development.

In the initial state ofL2 acquisition, L2 learners have knowledge of UG, Ll, ;ind a generative
procedure. The generative procedure consists of the invariant Computational System on the one
hand and the Lexicon on the other. At the L2-initial state, i.e., the specific state at which the
adult L2 learner is still a monolingual speaker, the L2 learner's language-specific knowledge

8 The term interlanguage refers to the systematic knowledge of an L2 that is different from both the target language
and the learner's Ll.
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consists of
(i)    a complete set of Ll-instantiated parameterized properties, and

(ii) an 'adult' Ll vocabulary:
In the interlanguage stage,, the L2 learner's language-specific knowledge consists of
(i)     an Ll lexicon comprising a complete set of Ll-instantiated parameterized properties and an

'adult' Ll vocabulary, on the one hand, and

(ii)    an L2 lexicon comprising an incomplete set ofL2 instantiated parameterized properties  and
an incomplete I.2 vocabulary.

When L2 learners become native-like speakers (faget state), their language-specific knowledge will
consist o f an Ll lexicon comprising:
(i)    an Ll Lexicon comprising a complete set of Ll-instantiated parametrized properties and an

'adult' Ll vocabulary, on the one hand, and

(ii)   an L2 Lexicon comprising a complete set of L2-instantiated parametrized properties and an
'adult' L2 vocabulary.

T Ne 2.6      Model  of tbe  three  developmental  states;  grey  area  indicates  knowledge  involved in the

generation   Of 1,2   expressions;  m  <   n

INITIAL STATE INTERLANGUAGE STAGES BILINGUAL TARGET STATE

UG UG UG
L,*L C 11. CHI

I.1  kximl kno**dge Lt lexical knowledge LJ lexical knowledge

a.  Ll parameter settings a. Ll parameter settings a. Ll parameter settings
P·ar A: value 1 Par A- value 1 Par A: value 1
Pnr B: value 1 Par B: value l Par B: value 1
Par N: value 1 l'ar  N:  value 1 Par N: value l

b.  Ll vocabul.iry b. Ll vocabulary b. Ll vocabulary
{LI I"··"•Ll k} l LI,.....LI k} {Lit.....LI k}

1.2 lexical k,101:*dge 1_2 lexical knoivkdge

1. L2 pgnmeter settings a. I.2 paranieter settings
Par A: value 2 Par A: value 2

b. I.2 vocabulary Par B: value 2

f LT t .......LI .} Parn: viue l
b. L2 vocabulaiy

ILI 1 ·•••·••LI „}

9 Naturally, child L2 learners have vocabulary knowledge that is characteristic o f children at a given age.
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These three developmental stages are represented in Table 2.6.10
What are the consequences of this model of the L2 acquisition process for the derivational

output level? At the strictly initial state, there appears to be no derivational output for the very
simple reason that L2 learners have no knowledge yet of the L2 vocabulary. Maybe we should
formulate it somewhat more carefully and say that there is no audible derivational output; strictly
speaking, nothing excludes an output representation (i.e. a Phrase-marker) containing lexical
items that lack a phonological matrix. That is, if L2 learners conserve their lexical knowledge  of
some lexical item except for its phonological matrix, then one might conceive of an output
structure which results from the application ofthe computational system to a Numeration which
consists of lexical items whose feature constellations are conserved from Ll except for their
phonological matrices. That is, the phonological representations are simply absent. So, in an
interlanguage, phonetically empty constituents have Ll feature constellations.

The generated representations of the early interlanguages are characterized by an Ll syntax
and an L2 lexicalization. That is, the structures that are generated display the properties of
(conserved) Ll parameter settings (e.g., a rigid head-final phrase structure for Turkish learners)
and contain lexical items o f the target language (e.g., Dutch words).11 As L21earners identify and
acquire the (possibly different) values of the L2 language, their output representations acquire
more of an L2 syntax. Notice at this point that one expects output representations that partly
have an Ll syntax  (i.e., Ll settings) and partly may have an L2 syntax  (i.e., L2 settings). A setting
that is not an Ll setting nor an L2 setting is also possible.

Systematicity across learners

The present model predicts a staged development dependent on which parameters have to be
reset.   As the initial parameter settings are those   o f  the  Ll, a similar staged development  is

expected for learners of the same Ll background.

Incompleteness of L2 knowledge

What L2 learners infer from the primary linguistic data is determined by the initial state (and by
the consecutive developments) because they are searching for similarities and differences
compared to their Ll. Thus, one may easily imagine that learners may not recognize grammatical

properties forwhich positive evidence is insufficient. This may be the case if the primary linguistic
data that display this particular grammatical property are less salient, less meaningful, or of little

10 For the  sake o f illustration, the parameter settings of Ll  and L2 are opposite overall. Of course, it is possible
that Ll and L2 have parameter settings in common, e.g., Par B is set for value 1 in both languages.

/1 Or more precisely, lexical items having a feature constellation consisting of an L2 phonological matrix and,
possibly, an Ll feature constellation, e.g., the Turkish pronouns in Section 5.3.
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pragmatic importance. If the crucial primary linguistic data are less salient, less meaningful and
of little importance (for instance, because alternative expressions are available in the I.2), the
possiblities for acquiring such a grammatical property and for resetting the related parameter
value decrease considerably for I-2 learners. Indirect negative evidence for a specific grammatical
construction (i.e., the systematic absence of such a construction in the L2) is also a possible
reason for resetting a parameter. Resetting on the basis o f indirect negative evidence is obviously

less easy for learners because it requires a more developed understanding of the L2.
Thus, learners who are thrown back on the resources of their Ll and the primary linguistic

data will stop at some moment of the developmental process because their knowledge is limited
by what they can learn from the environmental input. Negative evidence (explicit information
about a learner's incorrect expression) seems to be the only remaining possibility.

Variability and transition stage

Finally, we consider the phenomenon o f variability, which is also considered a main feature of
L2 learners' behavior. This variability allows two or more variants of the same grammatical
property, where native speakers only allow one. Variability is present at the level of individual
learners within one task or one recording session, or may occur in relation with different tasks.

Many causal factors have been suggested. We mention some of them. The alternating variants can
be ascribed to different kinds of underlying knowledge. For instance, a particular phrase for a
particular learner can be remembered as a whole taken directly from the authentic situation in
which it was first heard.In spontaneous data, also in this data collection, several examples of
quoted speech are found in which learners use grammatical expressions of a difficulty they
normally do not use. Variability also correlates with performance factors like the type of linguistic
t·asks learners have to accomplish, or the complexity of the surrounding linguistic context. 12

Another causal factor may be a difference in focus, e.g., activities where learners are focused on
form or on meaning (cf. Hulstijn & Hulstiin 1984); also time pressure and medium have an

impact on variability.
The above examples in which variability occurs,  iust sum up the phenomena but do not

explain them. Although some o f these circumstances are also found in spontaneous data, there
is + striking difference with experimental studies. While the variability seems dependent on task,
focus of attention, and medium, clear periods of transition, delineated in time, between one
parameter setting and the other can be observed in spontaneous data (both in a longitudinal and
a cross-sectional design). Striking examples of such a transition are provided by the study of
duPlessis et al. (1987), in which English students ofGerman showed a variable position of I head:

12 Some examples of this kind are also found in the spontitneous data of the corpora used for this study. For

example, child learners who have already produced correct possessive strings as Kees Z'n vader (Kees his father) fall
back on the Ll structure probably because the construction is much more difficult in the plural form. Instead of
a clitic pronoun, they use a zero realization: papa en marna e kamer (daddy and mumrny bedroom).
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both a head-initi·al ·and a head-final position occurred within the same ess·ay-writing task. The
le.irners seem to allow the alternation of the  I head position. To account for their behavior on
the basis ot- UG, one has to claim that learners' grammars simultaneously allow both settings of
the same parameter, as duPlessis et al. note: "although theoretically messy, we may have to
assume a period of transition between parameter settings." Similar findings are reported by
duPIessis (1986)  for the L2 acquisition of Afrikaans (also a verb-second language)  by English

speakers, by Hulk (1991) for Dutch learners of French, and by Van de Craats (1994) for Turkish
learners of Dutch.lS These researchers report a fairly long transition period.

In our opinion, the cooccurrence of two settings of one and the same parameter is not
impossible and not in contradiction with the Principles and Parameters model. In the first place,

primary data may give rise to more than  one grammatical system in the course of Ll acquisition
(e.g., Gawlitzek-Maiwald, Tracy & Fritzenschaft 1992; Roeper 1990) and in simultaneous bilingual
acquisition (e.g., Meisel and Muller 1992:125-126). In the second place, the phenomenon is found
in areas where changes take place. A two-fold setting o f one and the same parameter is found in
processes of diachronical change (cf. Kroch 1989; Lightfoot 1991; Santorini 1992). Moreover,
Standard Arabic is a language which allows both VSO and SVO order, and this property is
directly related  to the strength of a feature of Agr: a <strong> feature on Agr results in  SVO, a
<weak> specification ofthe same feature results in aVSO order (Mohammad 1989). In Standard
Arabic, VSO is more frequent, and in Moroccan Arabic the SVO order prevails (Aoun,
Benmamoun & Sportiche 1994). Both orders are found in the speech of one and the same
individual. That is also the case for a bilingual speaker who is able to use two grammatical systems
and to switch between the two. These facts lead us to assume a 'double base hypothesis' (cf.
Santorini 1992) for a parameter which is in a state of transition in L2 iacquisition.

13 For Turkish learners of Dutch, Van de Craats (1994) even found examples of two instantiations of the same
finite verb within one sentence, which is indicative of both a head-initial and a head-final position of I head.
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3

Data,
Informants,

and Data Analysis

3.1   Corpora and Informants

The research reported in this book is based on several longitudinal data samples. All data used
are production data spoken in a more or less naturalistic environment, in social interaction with
native speakers of Dutch who are reseachers, outsiders, teachers, or playmates. The research
started with the analysis of the spontaneous acquisition data of the Dutch part of the ESF

corpus, but in the course of the study, we more and more felt the need to extend the research
to other longitudinal, naturalistic corpora in order to include developmental stages that were

completely lacking in the ESF corpus or insufficiently attested. The adult informants of the ESF
corpus, for instance, remained for a large part within the Conservation stage and did not show
a more advanced stage of acquisition. Different corpora were also necessary to provide a
sufficient number o f possessives to establish a complete developmental line in the acquisition
of the possessive relationship. None ofthe informants in none of the corporawe used showed
the entire developmentalline within the frame ofone corpus. The Van Helvert corpus exhibited
the earliest beginners, the ESF corpus the less early beginners to the more advanced learners,
the Vermeer corpus displayed the range from beginners to more advanced learners, and the
Aarssen/Bos corpora the range from beginners  to (near-) natives, which is schematically

represented in Figure 3.1.
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zero knowledge 1 almost zero -+ beginner -0 advanced + near naave

Van Helvert

ESF

Vermeer

Aarssen  / Bos
1-3 months -+ 7-12 months -4 2-7 years -+ 4 years and more
(residence in NL at the start of the pro)ect)

Figure 3.1 Range  of developmental stages  (rougbb outlined)  over tbe five corpora

The combination of corpora we used varies on the following dimensions:
- source language: Turkish versus Moroccan Arabic;
-    I.2 proficiency: zero knowledge versus native-like knowledge of Dutch;
-

age: adults versus children;

-      generation of immigrants: first generation versus second/third generations.
This in formation is presented in Table 3.1. Moreover, this table provides an indication of the
size o f the corpora: the number of subjects for each corpus and an estimated mean number o f
words uttered byeach subject of the corpus.

The production data of the Aarssen/Bos  co,porawere too restricted for each individual, and
the interval o f one year was too big to see details of development. The data ot these corpora
were not used for the structural analysis in Chapters 5,6 and 8,9. However, the data of all
subiects ofone cohort together nicely showed a general tendency from an Ll-based preference
for possessive patterns to an L2-based preference. This result is presented in Chapter 10, where
the developmental lines of Moroccan and Turkish learners are compared.

The t'e,meer co,pus- with shorter intervals and more interesting eliciting material - provided
more possessive constructions but did not show the very beginning of the developmental line.

The L 'an Helve,t corpus, with weekly intervals, was well suited to our specific purpose. The

data collection (9 months), however, was too short to see much development for possessive

constructions.
The EfF copus had monthly intervals and was appropriate for tracking the developmental

line but did not include the beginning and the final stages of the development.
These five corpora together provided a good insight into the acquisition o f the possessive

relationship. An equivalent of the Van Helvert corpus for Moroccan children could have given
a still better and more balanced overview.
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T·Able 3.1      Overview  of tbe  corpora  used in  this  study

c(>rpus source 011) N age of duration frequency number of words

language informants months of recc)rding    per mforniant

ESF Turkish 4        adults 30 monthly + 32,000/9: 65,000

Mor. Arabic 4 adults 30 monthly

T'an Helvert Turkish           5         7-8 9 weekly 1 7,000 / + 9,600

Vermeer Turkish           16         6-9            27 5 months + 5,000 / + 6,000
Mor.  Arabic            16                   6-9                         27 5 months

Aarssen
cohort 1 Turkish            25 4-7 4 years yearly + 1,800 / + 2,400
cohort 2 Turkish            25 8-10 3 years yearly + 2,000 / + 3.600

Bos
cohort 1 Mor. Arabic     25 4-7 4 years yearly + 1,800/ 1 2,400
cohort 2 Mor. Arabic     25 8-10 3 years yearly + 2,000/ + 3,600

Aarssen/Bos
cohort 1 Dutch              25 4-7 4 years yearly + 2,000 / t 2,600

cohort 2 Dutch              25 8-10 3 years yearly i 2,200 / i 3,800

3.1.1 The ESF corpus

The ESF pro)ect was set up as a longitudinal and cross-linguistic multiple case study on the
spontaneous acquisition of a second language by adult immigrants in Western Europe. This
project was carried out simultaneously in Sweden, France, Great Britain, Germany, and the
Netherlands under the auspices of the European Science Foundation (= ESF, Strasbourg,
France). The aims of the project, the design, the selection criteria for informants, the data

collection procedures, the elicitation techniques, and the topics of analysis are described in
Perdue (1984, 19932). In each country, data from different source and target language
combinations were used. The Dutch part o f the ESF corpus was collected in the period for adult
1982-1984 (or adolescent) learners of Dutch from a Turkish and Moroccan background. See
Figure 3.2.
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Target language English German Dutch French Swedish

Source language
Punjabi Italian Turkish MorArabic Spanish Finnish

Fipre 3.2    Combinations of source and ta,Ret languages within tbe ESF pr4ect

The source languages were selected on two criteria: they were spoken by the ma or immigrant
groups and permitted linguistically interesting comparisons as there were large differences in
typological respect. Most target languages were Germanic, and three of the six source languages

were non-Indo-European languages (Punjabi, Turkish, and Moroccan Arabic).
The data collection can be divided into three cycles of nine months each. In each cycle,

several elicitation tasks were repeated, such as role-playing (e.g., at the post office, applying for
a job in a bakery plant),interviews (free conversations), film-retelling tasks, and small-scale
experimental tasks such as giving stage directions and route directions. There were no special

elicitation tasks for possessive constructions, although the personal conversations, in which
interviewer and informant were looking at photographs ofthe informant's relatives and friends,
proved to be rich on instances of possessive constructions.

The data collected in the five different countries mentioned above were brought together in
an extensive databank on untutored second language acquisition by adults, referred to as the ESF
Second Language Databank and available in a computer-stored database at the Max Planck
Institute of Psycholinguistics in Nijmegen, the Netherlands. The data are currently stored
according to CHAT (Codes for the Human Analysis of Transcripts) conventions, the coding
system of the CHILDES proiect (Child Language Data Exchange System; MacWhinney 1991).

In order to be sure that at least two informants of each language pair could be followed until
the end of the project, a pool of informants was formed. They were selected on the basis of
criteria that may influence the process of second language acquisition, such as age, language

instruction, previous formal education, and on the basis of their L2 proficiency, which should
be extremely limited. Such factors were incorporated in an informant profile (see Perdue

1984:255-6), necessary to safeguard against too much variation between the informants and to
obtain similar conditions  for the naturalistic character o f the L2 acquisition process. Especially
the criterion of being monolingual at the time of arrival in the Netherlands caused trouble in
selecting Moroccan informants. They were tested for their French proficiency in an oral
translation task. Only the informants with a very limited command of French were admitted in
the final sample. After this selection, six Turkish and seven Moroccan informants took part in
the language activities of the first cycle. In the course of the project, the number of informants
was reduced to four informants for each language.
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(1)   Nic,roccan informants:
Fatima (FAT), Atohamed (MOH), HassanK (HASK),   HassanAI (HASM).1

Turkish  informants:
Ntalimut (fLAH), Ergun (ERG),      Osman (OSM), Abdullah  (ABE)).

Out of these eight in formants, the four most prototypical informants were selected for extensive

d·ata analysis.

(2) Core informmts:
Fatima (FAT), Mohamed (MOH),
Mahmut (MAH),   Ergtin (ERG)

Table 3.2 Cbaracte,istics of tbe Moroccan informants  (ESF corpus)

Fatima Mohamed Hassan K. Hassan M.

•      age o farrival in the                              24                        19                         18                            24
Netherlands

•     length of residence at the 13 months 8 months 7 months 14 months
start of the project

•       L2 level  at the start o f the almost zero almost zero beginner beginner
proiect

•    education in the basic Dutch none vocationd community
Netherlands 2 hrs a week school center

· sex female male male male

•      place of birth Kenitra Casablanca Casablanca Casablanca
• niarital status Moroccan single single Moroccan wife,

husband speaking Dutch

•    education in native country 2 years 7 years 8 years 9 years

skills in other languages none sorne sorne French

French French

HassanM is also referred to by the name of Husseyn, e.g., in Broeder (1991)
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Table 3.3      Characteristics of tbe Turkish informants (ESF coipus)

Mahmut Ergun Abdullah Osman

•       age  of arrival  in  the                                         19                                  17                                  19                                        17

Netherlands
•     length of residence at the 9 months 11 months 12 months 12 months

start of the pro ect
•     I.2 level at the start of the almost zero almost zero beginner almost zero

prolect

•    education in the none vocational vocational vocational

Netherlands school school school

• sex male male male male

•      place o f birth Kigehir Ankara Kir$ehir Trabson
• marital status Turkish wife single single single

•    education in native country 5 years 5 years 8 years 5 years

•    skills in other languages none none none none

All core informants had a (very) low proficiency in Dutch, were monolingual, had a limited level
of education, and corresponded with the informant profile as much as possible. The other two
Moroccan learners were more proficient in French; especially HassanM turned out to have a

good command of French. The non-core informants are commonly called'shadow informants'.
Since this study is primarily based on the production data of these adults, more detailed
information is given about them than about the child informants from the other corpora (cf
Tables 3.2 and 3.3, in which relevant characteristics are given, based on data from Broeder

(1991)). For more details and socio-biographical characteristics, the reader is referred to the

portraits of the core informants in Broeder (1991), and Deen (1995). All informants were
acquiring Dutch as an L2 without any substantial formalinstruction. Mahmut and Fatima could

be characterized as relatively slow learners in a number o f respects, and Mohamed and Ergiin
as faster learners (see also Broeder (1991) and Schenning (1998)). The four shadow informants,
the Moroccans HassanK and HassanM and the Turks Osman and Abdullah, were faster learners

than the four core informants, as will become clear in this study.
This study differs from the previous ones in that all data of all in formants - both core and

shadow informants - were exhaustively scanned. In this way, a scale of different types of
development and developmental stages is represented.

3.1.2   The Van Helvert corpus

The data of this corpus were collected in the 1980-1981 period for a multiple case study on the
nature and quality of Dutch spoken to and by Turkish immigrant children (Van Helvert 1985).
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'1'lie c<.,rpus omsists „t- d,it,1 c„Ilected m tests pind in  convers.itic,ns bem·cen the child sul) iect ·,ind
.i pl:iym,itc, :ts wcll .is between the child .itid the rese;ircher. E·ach child h,id a specific Dutch
pl.fyintite witli whoni he or she w.is playing in .1 roc,ni tipart from the children in the cl.issror,ni.
Speci:11 ti,ys T,·cre selected to s timulate the child-ch ild inter:ictic,n . Every week, .1 p.irt,) f the ch ild-
child inter,iction w.is recorded, approxim,itely 25 mitiutes. In tot·.11,25 to 27 of tliese playing
sceties were recorded fore:ichot-thechildren. The total quantity o frecorded timeis about 65()
mmutes tor each of the children. In the child-researcher inter:ictit,ns, the child ;ind tile
resetirclier were playing some game or reading a book. 'I'his yielded .ipproximately 550 minutes
of recorded data. For our study, the spont·aneous data from the conversations were used (gi total
ok-31,836 tokens over five children).

The Turkish children took part in a reception cl·ass for newly,irrived immigrant children. To
be ·admitted to this special class, the children's L2 proficiency  had to be at zero level. Four days
a week they were being taught by a Dutch teacher who did not speak Turkish, and  half a day
a week they had lessons in the Turkish language and culture. Some o f the five child informants

regularly played with Dutch friends outside schooltime.
An overview of the Turkish children and their characteristics is given in Table 3.4.

T:it,le 3.4 Ovenieiv  of   personal  characteristics  of tbe THrkisb  cbild  informants  Bian  Helvert  cotpus)

Nesrin Belgin Sefer Mehmet Hagan2

•sex         girl    girl boy boy boy

•    age of arrival in the
Netherlands 7,9 ye:irs 7.5  years 7;6 years 8,7 years 7;9 years

•    length of residence in
the Netherlands at the 3 months 1 month 3 months 3 months 1 month

start of the project
L2 level at the start zero zero zero zero zero

3.1.3 The Vermeer corpus

The dat:i for this corpus were collected in the 1982-1984 period for a study on the L2 acquisition
by Turkish and Moroccan children (Vermeer 1986). For this purpose, language production tests

were administered and a 'spontaneous' conversation was recorded with e·ach child participating
in the pro)ect. These conversations (dialogues) were structured in advance in the sense that
topics were selected (television, playmates, holidays, etc.) and the same visual elicitation material
was used for each of the child informants. One specific stimulus turned out to be very successful

2 Hagan stayed in the Netherlands for a period of eight months when he was 4 years old.
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for the elicitation of possessive constructions. In a storytelling task supported by suggestive
drawings of a boy and a living snowman, the subjects were stimulated to teH how the snowman
entered the boy's house, how he was sitting in the boy's father's car, and dressed himself in the

boy's parents' outfit.3  For our study, the data collected by the direct procedure (i.e., oral
production data from a semi-naturalistic conversation) were used (179,435 tokens in total over
32  children)

The 16 Turkish and 16 Moroccan children from this data collection were pupils from several
primary schools in Tilburg aged 6 to 9: 16 boys and 16 girls. They were 311 immigrant children
of skilled and unskilled workers with a low education. Their primary socialization had been in
the mother tongue. Some of them were born in the Netherlands,4 others had been in the
Netherlands for only two years, but all of them had been in nursery school for at least one year
and had a basic knowledge of Dutch. At the first recording, the children's ages ranged from 6;4
to 7;9 years. In the course of the project six recordings were made with intervals of five months.
An overview o f this information is given in Table 3.5.

Table 3.5      Overview  of tbe personal characteristics  of tbe  children  (Vermeer  co*us)

Moroccan children Turkish children

• sex 8 girls 8 boys 8 girls 8 boys

•    mean age at the start of the 6,9 years 7;0 years 6,11  years 7;0 years

prolect

mean residence in the 4;6 years 4,1 years 4;10 years 6,7years

Netherlands at the start
of the project

•   L2 leveI at the start basic level basic level basic level basic level

3.1.4 The Aarssen/Bos cori, ora

Aarssen (1996) and Bos (1997) studied processes of language acquisition of Turkish and
Moroccan children, respectively. Both studies focused on bilingual development at school age.
They followed groups ofchildren aged four to ten speaking Turkish or Moroccan Arabic as their
first language and Dutch as their second language. Both researchers concluded that by the age
of ten these children had become real bilinguals: they had reached, as claimed by Bos and

3 This story in pictures was entitled De Sneeuwman 'The Snowman' (1978) by R. Briggs.

4 The fact that a subject was born in the Netherlands is not a reliable indication of a higher L2 proficiency,
especially not in the case of children since they are often raised in an Ll speaking community, as Lalleman already
observed in 1983.
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Aarssen, the same level of linguistic proficiency as their Dutch peers, at least for the syntactic
and pragmatic aspects investigated. As Aarssen and Bos studied the way two languages develop
simultaneously, they administered a number of experimental tasks in both languages to their
subjects and asked them to retell picture stories. This was repeated two or three times with an
interval of one year. One of these stories was the often-used frog story.5 This stimulus material
w·as not geared to eliciting possessive constructions, and the intervals were too large to see the
details of- the developmental stages. Therefore, we used these production data only to observe
general tendencies between language groups over a couple of years, and to compare them with
the production data ofnative Dutch children ofthe same age, for Aarssen and Bos also collected
data from monolingual speakers of Turkish, Moroccan Arabic, and Dutch. We used the data
of= the last control group: the Dutch children. These monolingual Dutch informants were peers
of= the bilingual informants. The same stimulus material was used for them as for the bilingual
groups.6

The Aarssen/Bos corporaconcernedfive groups: three monolingual groups and two bilingual
groups. The bilingual groups and the Dutch monolingual group consisted o f two consecutive
cohorts of 25 children. The younger cohort was followed from age four to seven, and the elder
cohort from age eight to ten. The first round of data collection took place in 1991 and was
repeated yearly until 1994. The data were collected at 16 schools in the Netherlands. The
childrenwere Turkish-dominant or Moroccan Arabic-dominantwhen they entered school. Most
ofthem were born in the Netherlands or came to the Netherlands ata very early age. Therefore,
all children can be considered to belong to the second or third generations:

3.2 Data Analysis

All data of the corpora we used, were transcribed and stored in a computerized database. The
Aarssen/Bos corporawere transcribed accordingto CHAT conventions (see MacWhinney 1991).
The same goes for the ESF corpus, which was reformatted according to CHAT conventions only
recently. The corpora from an earlier date, the Van Helvert and Vermeer corpus, were available
as computer text files but not transcribed according to CHAT conventions. In all corpora, the

5   The frog story re fers  to  ' Frog where  are youi ( Mayer 1969)  and has often been used as stimulus material also
in other studies, e.g., Slobin (1985) md Berman (1988).

6 The existence of such a control group is a unique phenomenon as regards longitudinal data collections. Within
the ESF corpus, there are several film-retelling tasks earned out by Dutch natives, but theses fragments are too
small to make any claims about the frequency of specific possessive constructions.

7 The second generation consists of children whose parents were born in Turkey or Morocco and immigrated to
the Netherlands; the third generation consists of the children with a Turkish or Moroccan background whose

parents were born in the Netherlands.
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transcription was carried out in a broad orthographic way.
From all corpora, only data gathered by a direct procedure were used. Such naturalistic data

are more appropriate than tests, since it was our purpose to collect developmental variants of
possessive constructions. Another possibility to gather appropriate data is to setup experiments
that yield data on what informants say in situations that are as controlled as possible. Such

experiments are also part of the ESF project: more specifically, these are small, guided, ad hoc
experiments (cf. Perdue 1984), e.g., repetition and translation tasks, and descriptions of pictures

integrated in the conversation. Moreover, prepared guided 'experiments', e.g., stage and route

directions, and play actingwere done (cf. Perdue 1984:194-200). Those experimental tasks were
not explicitly aimed at the elicitation of a possessive relationship and yielded only very few
possessive constructions. The semi-naturalistic film-retelling tasks, particularly that of 'the
suitcase scene' in the silent movie "Harold Lloyd at the Station" (in cycle 2.6 and 3.6), did better
at triggering possessive constructions. The various tests in the other corpora were not geared
to the study of possessive constructions either, nor were they intended to generate the typical
learner errors showing the grammatical knowledge of the learner.

The direct, (semi-)naturalistic data were scanned for possessive constructions. First, all
occurrences of possessive pronouns and personal pronouns used in a possessive sense te.&,jij
straat, you-NOM street  your street') were gathered by the broad technique o f concordances. In
this way, we obtained an overview of the whole data base. This method is fast, but not reliable
for finding all possessive pronominal expressions because it does not select expressions like dze
tun atito (that of cari 'his/her car'), because, at first sight,  it is not recognizable as a possessive
or personal pronoun. Only a word-by-word scanning of all data in context leads to finding all

potential possessive expressions. Aword-by-word scanningwas also necessary to find possessive
strings that do not have any possessive properties from the perspective of the L2 because

possessive markers like van  C of), €n (reduced form of'his'), or 's (genitive marker 's) are lacking.
For instance, a two-word string like broer docbter (brother daughter; 'my brother's daughter') is
only recognizable as a possessive string in the context in which it appears. In the course o f the
research, new insights into the supposed grammatical structure used by the learner made a
continuous process of scanning and re-scanning of the data necessary, for instance, after it was
understood that die-van ('that-of')  was  the  equivalent of 'his',  or  after met  ('with')  turned  out  to
have a possessive meaning.

As the above examples already illustrate, the interpretation  of the researcher plays a role at
all stages of the research: from collecting the data to assigning a grammatical structure.  At the
level of the data collection, decisions had to be made in selecting occurrences of the possessives.

Pivotal questions in this respect are:
•  Is ita possessive construction or not?
•   Is it a possessive noun phrase or a clause?

Fortunately, in the great majority of the cases, these questions were not problematic at all. There

were, however, some interesting cases in which such a decision was less easy to take. We
illustrate them here.
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Is it a possessive construction or notP

A first delimitation was to exclude compounds (expressions of a possessive relationship within
the confines of the word), exemplified here for Dutch (3a) and for Turkish (3b).

(3) a fabrieksdirecteur
factory director

b  kitap kai)-t
book cover-3sg

In the production data of mother tongue speakers, word level expressions of the possessive
relationship and phrase level expressions can be distinguished quite easily on the basis of a
variety of factors: for example, (i) at the word level, neither of the two nouns can be modified
by an attributive adjective: (ii) at the phrase level, they can. Compare (4a) and (41)).

(4)    a    * [esta kitap] kab-i word level: compound
old book cover-3sg

*kimp [eski kab-1]
* [eski kitap] [eski kab-4

b [eski kitab-in] kab-1 phrase level
old book-GEN cover-3sg
'the cover of the old book'

At the word level, the possessor cannot have a specific reading, whereas at the phrase level it
typically has. Compare (53) and (51)).

(5) a kitap kab-1 word level: compound
book cover-3sg'
(a) book cover'

*  'a cover of a specific book'
b  kitab-m kal}-1 phrase level

book-GEN cover-3sg
'the cover of the book'

In  the L2 data, such distinguishing properties were often absent or less manifest, e.g.,  (6).

(6)   a   fabriek baas word leveli phrase level? MAH-10

factory boss
'
factory director'

'the director of the factory'
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b  brood baas word leveli phrase level? MAH-18
bread boss
'baker'

In general, we could identify those instances in which the possessive relationship was expressed
at the noun-phrasal level (e.g., in (7)) on the basis o f contextual clues such as the referential or
discourse-linked status of the possessor (which are at:ypical properties of a word-internal
possessor).

(7)       van ons die fabriek baas phrase level ERG-20
of us that factory boss
'the director of our factory'

When contextual clues were used for the examples in (6), it became clear that in (62) Mahmut
referred to the boss of his own factory, whereas in (6b) no specific bread was referred to.
Therefore, (6a) was classified as a noun phrase and (61)) as a compound.

Is it a possessive noun phrase or a clauseP

A possessive noun phrase may have different grammatical functions within the sentence, as

illustrated in (8) on the basis ofproduction data ofTurkish learners. In (8a), the possessive noun
phrase has the subject function; in (8b), it functions as a predicate nominal; and in (8c), it is the
complement of a preposition.

(8)   a    [van miln neef] daar ook geweest phrase level ERG-10

of my cousin there also been
'my cousin has also been there'

b  dit [mi in broer meisje] phrase level MAH-5

this my brother girl
'this is my brother's daughter'

c   morgen van hem vrouw vakantie toe met [van hem schoonvade4 phrase level ERG-22

tomorrow of him wife vacation on with of him father-in-law
'tomorrow his wife is going on vacation with her father-in-law'

Sentences as in (92) are considered copular sentences which identify an object that is in
someone's possession. The possessive element in such sentences is classified under noun

phrases because it functions as a predicate nominal. A sentence as in (9b), however, is classified
as a clausal possessive construction because the possessor (van m#) predicates over the subject
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of the clause, i.e. the possessee scbool. The two items are separated by a clausal negation:

(9)  a  dat       is         van hem tas phrase level ABD-24

that is o f him bag
'that is his bag'

b nee, school niet van mij clause level ERG-14

no school not of me

'no, that school is not mine'

Other items that may intervene are copular forms and adverbs. In structures in which the
possessor and the possessee are adjacent in the linear string, it is, strictly speaking, impossible to
decide whether we have a noun phrase-internal possessive relationship or a clause-internal one.
Such strings were analysed as clausal expressions when the possessor-possessee combination did
not act as a constituent fulfilling a grammatical function in the ellipted clause, but rather as an

independent (possibly incomplete) sentence. Intonation (e.g., a rising contour and an
intonational break after mon, marked by ° in (10)) was also indicative of the expression of the
possessive relationship at the clausal level. Cases in which we could not decide the issue were
excluded.

(10) miin-   een broer drie zus je clause level ERG-13

1-GEN one brother three sister
'
I  have one brother and three sisters'

The examples above show that the following aspects played a role in the classification of a
paK$we expression:

• the discourse or context in which the possessive expression appears:

•        the underbing tyntactic *,7ictum: an Ll structure, an intergrammar structure or an L2 structure;
•     the moment in the developmental line at which the possessive expression is produced: at the

beginning, an Ll structure is more likely.

This study differs from several other acquisition studies in the role played by frequencies. In

longitudinal acquisition research, an argumentation based on frequencies is fairly uncommon. In

many studies on thegrammaticalstructure oflearnerutterances (also in many generative-oriented
studies), frequency is an often-neglected argument. Such studies often concern the development

of a grammatical item illustrated by examples but not by an overview of stages combined with
frequency tables. Compare, for instance, Chapter 5 on the acquisition ofDutch (Coenen & Klein

1992) in
'
Unerance stnictun. Deve»inggrammars again' and comparable chapters in Klein & Perdue

8 It is not entirely clear whether we have, instead, a phrasal negation here. Intonation, though, suggests clausal

negation.
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(1992). There are no frequency tables to support the grammatical development outlined by the
authors, and for the delimitation of the Basic Variety (see Klein & Perdue 1992) numbers and
frequencies do not seem to play a role. The follow-up studies by Broeder (1991) and Schenning
(1998) provide a substantial number of frequency tables,  but little information on the syntactic
development. It can also be claimed that frequency tables are often missing in generative studies
on L2 acquisition. This, however, is certainly not the case for the work of Schwartz & Sprouse

(1994, 1996) and Vainikka & Young-Scholten (1994). In our study on the acquisition of the
possessive relationship, structural analysis is combined with frequencies throughout all chapters
dealing with analysis of the I.2 data. It is the only reliable way to show where developmental

stages begin and end, and how long periods of overlap last.



4

The Grammar of
Nominal

Possessive Constructions

4.1 The Structure of the Noun Phrase

In this chapter, we focus on the grammatical properties of possessive relationships in the
nominal system. As language-specific properties of the noun phrase play an important role in
how possession is expressed (both in Ll and L2), we examine first the basic properties of the
structure of noun phrases in general. This is done first for Dutch in Subsection 4.1.1,  and
subsequently for Moroccan Arabic (4.1.2) and for Turkish (4.1.3). The specific possessive
structures in those languages are discussed in Section 4.2. As it will be assumed that the

possessor noun phrase c·arries a(n) (abstract) genitive case feature, we consider case checking
mechanisms within nominal possessive expressions (4.2.1). After having provided this
background information about the nominal system, we will turn to possessive noun phrases in

Turkish, Moroccan Arabic, and Dutch, respectively (Subsections 4.2.2 - 4.2.4). In Section 4.3,
we give an overview of the main differences between the three languages and formulate what
an L2 learner of Dutch from a Turkish or a Moroccan Arabic Ll background  has to acquire in
order to obtain the same linguistic knowledge as an Ll speaker.
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4.1.1 General aspects of the noun phrase structure

In line with the program of assimilating the structure of clauses and that of nominals (Szabolcsi
1987) and adopting the functional-head hypothesis (cf. Abney 1987; Grimshaw 1991), we take
the nominal structure in (1) as our point of departure. Note that there is often no need to
project all these functional categories, but, for the sake of illustration, we here take a possessive
noun phrase which is extended as much as possible.1 In (1), we also abstract from the head-
complement order, although the position of the head is an important factor of difference
between the two source languages.

03           tbe extended  nominal pmjection
DP

Spec

D     AgrP

spec       Agr'
Agr DetP

Spec Det'

Det                QP

Spec                    Q'

H-4
Spec           F'

F   Ap

Spec      N'

N     XP

Following Longobardi (1994) and Szabolcsi (1987, 1992), we take D to fulfill the function of
'subordinator'. The determiner D enables the noun phrase to serve as a (theta-bearing) argument

of a predicate, as in  (2).

The highest projection closing off the extended noun phrase is labeled DP.  From the perspective taken here, a
better term might be Art(icle) Phrase, as it is typically headed by articles. As will become clear later, the functional
proiection DetP is associated with determiner-like elements which have a nominal type indicating function.
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(2)        Ide jongens] kwamen gauw binnen putch)
'the boys came quickly inside'

Contexts in which a noun phrase does not function as an argument of a predicate typically lack
a DP projection. A core example of such a 'matrix noun phrase' is the vocative noun phrase in

0).

(3)        (*de) iongens, komen lullie gauw binnenl (Dutch)
the boys, come you quickly inside

This distribution of determiners parallels the occurrence of complementizers, e.g., dat'that'. In
the Dutch sentence in  (4),  dat has a subordinating role comparable to that of the article in  (2).

(4)  a *dat Norbert zal komen ODutch)
that Norbert will come

b    ik weet zeker [dat Norbert zal komen]
I am sure that Norbert will come

It is further assumed that DP is the locus where certain 'nominal-type'-indicating properties are
defined. This function is parallel to the clause type-indicating function (e.g., declarative,
interrogative) which is associated with CP in the clausal system. The clausal type is expressed
within CP either by the complementizer itself or by some element that is moved to Spec,CP. In
(53), for example, the clause type feature <+interrogative> is expressed by an interrogative

complementizer and in  (5b) by a wh-phrase in Spec,CP.

(5)  a     ik vraag me af [cp of [Ip Roeland komt]] (Dutch)
I wonder me PRT whether Roeland will come

b     ik vmag me af [cp wie, 6p Roeland t, uitgenodigd heeft]]
I wonder me PRT who Roeland invited has
'I wonder whom Roeland has invited'

It will be assumed that the type-indicating function is defined as a grammatical feature on C (cf.
Chomsky 1995). This feature may be checked  by some checking element that has been raised
to  Spec,CP. The raising to Spec,CP may apply either overtly or covertly  (in  LF).

Suppose that, analogously to C, D may carry a type-indicating feature (e.g.,
<+interrogative>, <+deictic>, <+d-linked>) and that (the strength property of) this feature
must be checked  by some Det(erminer)-like expression in Spec,DP that is in a Spec-head
relation to D. The question here is whether the nominal-type-indicating elements in (6) (the
interrogative welke 'which' and the demonstrative de,v3 'these') are base generated in Spec,DP or
moved to that position. We assume the latter: welhand deFve displaced elements that originate
in Spec,DetP. When these elements are moved to Spec,DP, they cannot co-occur with an
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element in  D as shown  in (6c). Parallel to  the doubly filled Comp filter (Chomsky & Lasnik

1977), a doubly filled DP filter seems at issue here.2 These filters are language-specific. The

doubly filled DP filter works for Dutch (see (6c)) but not for Moroccan Arabic (see (14)). So,
we have the situation that in a language like Dutch, the nominal-type-indicating determiner
moves overtly to Spec,DP (see (6)). Languages like Hungarian (7) and Turkish (8) display the in
Situ pattern, where Hungarian admits an overt element in DP and Turkish does not. Compare

(7)  and  (8). In those languages, the checking o f the feature associated with  D will take place at
LF after the relevant checking feature (e.g., <+demonstrative>) has raised to D.

(6)  a     bp welke, 6· D.+wh»   6.,p t, 6.r Det Bongens]]]]] putch)
'which boys'

b    [Dp deze 6.D <+dern> 6.,P 4 6., Det Dongens]]]]]

'these boys'
c    * bp deze / welke 6· de Id,m» 6,p 4 ID, Det Dongens]]]]]

'these the boys'
(7) a   6p a [N:,p   te [D„P melyik [ illitis-od]Il] (Hungarian; Szabolsci  1992)

the you-NOM which statement.2sg

'which statement of yours'
b   6p a 4p   te [D„P ezen [ Mlitts-od]]i]

the you-NOM this statement.2sg' this  statement of yours'
(8)  a     Lp  L,g,p A e-n-in 6„p   hangi [  araba-s-i ]]]] (Turkish)

Ay*e-GEN which car.3sg
'which car of Ay*e'

b  [DP Eg'p sen-in 6.2  bu [ iki el-in-de]]]]
you-GEN these two hand-2sg-Loc

'in these two hands of you'

In the Hungarian examples, the definite article is followed by a possessor, which is subsequently
followed by a nominal-type-indicating specifier. In these nominal expressions, in which the
nominal-type indicator has not raised overtly to Spec,DP, the feature associated with D is
checked off in LF after the relevant checking feature <+demonstrative> or <+wh> has raised

to D.3
As indicated in the above structures, we will assume, following Szabolcsi (1981, 1983),  that

-  The doubly filled Comp filter bars the occurrence of a wh-word in Spec,CP when the head of this CP is
occupied by an overt cornplementizer.

The determiners showing up in Spec,DP belong to the class of'strong' determiners (in the sense of Milsark

(1974). Strong determiners such as the English eve(y, aL< tbe cannot appear in sentences with tben-insertion (the so-
called definiteness effect). This makes them different from'weak' determiners such as many, a, etc. which occupy

Spec,QP.
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Spec,AgrP is the locus where (prenominal) possessors are located. Interestingly, whereas a
language like Hungarian allows co-occurrence ofthe definite article and the possessor (cf. (7)),
such a string is impossible in Dutch (cf.  (9)):

(9)         Lp 6· (*de) L.g,p Norbert [Ae· -s [ zonen ]]]]] (Dutch)
the Norbert -s sons

'Norbert's sons'

In Section 4.2, we will come back to the obligatory absence of an overt definite article in such
nominal environments.

Whereas DP is typically headed by the definite article and is the locus of 'referentiality', QP
is the locus of quantification (over individuals/entities) and the place where number properties
of the nominal head are checked: We assume that Spec,QP is typically occupied by 'weak'
determiners ( items like tbne, maA a ) (cf Milsark 1974).

(10) a 6p 6·    de [Qp twee [   dochters ]]]] (Dutch)
the two daughters

b     IDp ID· 0 [Ag,p Roelands [Qp  Mee [ dochters ]]]]]
Roeland's two daughters

The specifier position of FP, the lowest functional projection in (10),is the locus of attributive
adjectival modification (cf. Cinque 1993).

The lexical projection  NP is the domain of thematic discharge. We take the position that
the possessor DP in a possessive noun phrase receives its thematic role in the complement
position to the noun.6 As will be discussed more elaborately in Section 4.2, certain possessor-
DPs leave NP and are raised to Spec,AgrP for reasons o f case checking; others can satisfy case
checking requirements NP-internally and remain within the lexical projection (cf. (11)), yielding
a so-called analytic construction featuring a preposition-like element  (e.g.,  van in Dutch).

4 Evidence for this structure might come from such sequences as de m#ne (the  my-inflection; 'mine'), de *ne (the
his-inflection; 'his'), where attributive inflection on the pronominal possessor is observed. Such strings might be
interpreted as having the structure: [Dp de IN,p milne [Np pro]11 Evidence also comes from German which allows
[Dp diese &. D 6:,p meine [Np Bucher]]ll (p.c Christine Erb).

5
In    Ritter  (1991), this functional projection is termed  NumP.

6 An obvious reason for assuming that the superficially prenominal possessor Roelandreceives its thematic role in
the (post-nominal) complement position to the possessed noun is the fact that this is also the position where the
possessor receives its thematic role in analytic constructions (see (11) in the main text). We should note that in this
study we will only consider simplex genitive constructions, i.e., nominal constructions exhibiting a single genitive
phrase. Nominal constructions containing more than one genitive phrase (e.g, Roetandrfoto van Mananne; Roeland's

1

picture of Marianne) were not found in the L2 dati
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(11)  bp  die [ twee [Q' Q [t,p   oli ike   & F [Np dochters van Roeland ]]]]]] (Dutch)QP
those two cheerful daughters of Roeland

Before we pass on to the noun phrase in Moroccan Arabic and Turkish, two additional
observations on the Dutch noun phrase should be made. Firstly, as regards the directionality of
headedness within the projections, the standard position is taken that the Dutch nominal phrase
is right branching, which implies that lexical and functional heads take their complement to the
right. In fact, this was already implicit in the bracketings of the examples above. Secondly, it is
assumed that in Dutch there is no overt N raising to some higher functional head.7 The nominal
head remains in its base position (122) and does not raise overtly to a higher functional head,
tis evidenced by the ungrammaticality of (121)) and (12c)

(12) a die twee olilke dod)ters van Roeland

those two cheerful daughters   of Roeland

b    *die twee doebters oliike - van Roeland
c      *die docbters twee oli ike -  van Roeland

After the presentation of the most relevant grammatical properties of the Dutch noun phrase,
let us now see how similar properties are expressed in Moroccan Arabic and Turkish.

4.1.2      The noun phrase in Moroccan Arabic

The extended nominal projection in Moroccan Arabic is head-initial, which is suggested, among
other things, by the head-initial position  of the definite article l in  (13)

(13)  DP  1- kp ureld dyi t-taierl] (cf. Harrell 1970:203)
the- son of the-merchant

'the merchant's son'

Similarly to Dutch, DP is typically headed by articles, which fulfill a subordinating function. The
Moroccan Arabic DP-projection, however, behaves differently in some respects from the Dutch
DP. First of all, Moroccan Arabic does not display a doubly filled DP effect as shown in (14).

(14) a [Dp  had, ID 1-  6.p 4 6., Det kp     weld ]]]]] (Harrell 1970:191)
this/that the- boy

'this/that boy'
b       Inp    hadak,  ·      1-  6„p 4 6.e Det [Np weld ]]]]]

that the- boy

'that boy'

For a recent analysis in which N raising has been proposed for Dutch, see De Wit (1997).
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C      6pwalled, 6 1-6etP 4 6,r Det kp
bent ]]]]]

a            the-                     girl
'a certain girl'

In (142,b), a demonstrative determiner precedes the definite article l. In (14c), the Spec,DP
position is occupied by the element wabed'one, a'. The last example is particularly interesting
because, in spite o f the presence of the definite article 4 the nominal expression has a (specific)
indefinite interpretation. This indefinite interpretation is also suggested by the absence of the
definite article on an att:ributive AP modifying the noun phrase in (15).

(15) 6p walled, 6 r- [Qp 4 [Q·    raiel, [Fp mezy an [Np 4 ]]11]] (Harrell 1970:205)
a the- mail good

'a certain good man'

As illustrated in (162), modification within a definite noun phrase requires expression of
definiteness concord by means of a definite article attached to the attributive adjective. The
definite article is never realized on an attributive adjectivewhen the latter modifies an indefinite

noun phrase, as in (161)).

(16) a 6p   duk, ID  s- ID.,p 4 [Die skayriyak [rp  le-mxezzzin [Np 41]]]]] (Harrell 1970:205)
those the- drunkards the-incorrigible

' those incorrigible drunkards'
b    6>p [Qp   ii      [Q, mmvi114 bp   barda 6·tp tk]]]]] (Harrell 1970:205)

sorne water cold

'some cold water'

The indefinite interpretation of the noun phrase in (15) suggests that (in)definiteness is
determined by the element in Spec,DP.

Just like the Dutch noun phrase, the Moroccan Arabic noun phrase may contain a
functional projection AgrP, whose specifier is occupied by a possessor DP. The construction
showing this property is the Construct State construction. This possessive construction is
illustrated in (17) and characterized by an overt N-raising operation which moves the nominal
head N to D, whence the absence ofan overt definite article. This construction will be discussed

more elaborately in Section 4.2.2.

(11    a        bab d-dar (Harrell 1970:200)
door the-house

'the door of the house'
b      6p [D' bab, bp d-dar, 65 t'. [Np 4 ti]]]]]

A brief remark needs to be made about the QP projection. The position is taken that,
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analogously to Dutch, Spec,QP can be occupied by weak determiners, including the indefinite
.irticle fi.

(18)  Dp D IQP ii [Q raiel,  [Np 4 ]H (Harrell 1970: 143
a/some man

a man, some sort of man, some man or other'

Let us, finally, consider the distribution of attributive APs within the noun phrase. From the
examples in (161,b), it can be deduced that attributive APs follow the head noun in Moroccan
Arabic. Startingfrom the assumption thatadjectival modifiers are base-generated in the specifier
position of the functional projection FP, the surface order is derived by overt application of N-
rtiising to a higher functional head, Q, for the checking ofnumber features of the nomin·al head.8

4.1.3      The noun phrase in Turkish

Turkish is a language with an agglutinative morphology. This is illustrated in (19) for the nominal
domain.

(19) el -ler -in -de (Lewis 1967:41)

hand -plur -2sg -LOC
' in your hands'

We will  assume that these bound morphemes are attached to the nominal stem within the
lexicon md that these nouns enter the syntactic derivation in fully inflected form, i.e., with all
morphemes attached to the nominal stem (cf. also Chomsky 1995). Raising of the nominal head
to tIle c-commanding functional head positions will check off the properties of the complex
noun. For Turkish the same functional projections are distinguished as for Dutch and Moroccan
Arabic. Following Kornfilt (1990) and Kennelly (1993), we adopt for Turkish the traditional
he·.id-final ·,intilysis. Hence, the nominal head (cgrrying intlectional morphology) is always final,
and the features associatedwith the complex noun are checked offin covert syntax (i.e., feature-
r,using .ipplies covertly).

It-we take the same top-down view of the various functional layers, starting with DP, we see
that the Turkish noun phrase - contrary to the Dutch and Moroccan Arabic ones - never
displays any overt definite article. In view of the subordinating function of the functional
c.itegory D, it is assumed that Turkish has a DP projection that closes off the extended nominal
prOiection. We further tentatively propose that the bound morpheme expressing the Case of
the extended nominal projection relates to the D position, the locus of referentiality (cf.

K In Construct State constructions, the head N raises further on to Agr and D, as will be shown in Section 4.2.2.
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Chomsky 1995). The correlation between the morphological property ofaccusative case and the

interpretive property o f specificity (cf. Eng 1991)  is indicative of this relationship.
The next highest functional projection phrase is AgrP, which is the locus where the

possessor is licensed. The genitive feature associated with the possessor will be checked off in
this position by the possessed noun, as will be discussed in Section 4.2.3. As shown in (20), the
possessor can not remain within the lexical projection of NP and must be raised to Spec,AgrP.

(20)        bp [Ag,p Ay&e-n-ini [Fp   kirmizi [Np 9 araba- s-i]]] III)] (I'urkish)
Ay5e-GEN red car-      3sg

'Ayie's red car'

The next functional projection DetP is the locus of (strong) determiners, which have a nominal
type-indicating function (e.g., interrogativity <+wh> and proximity <+dem>). As shown in
(21), nominal-type indicators do not appear in a left peripheral position, but remain in situ in
overt syntax. Turkish interrogatives in (2la) and demonstratives in (21b) are located in a specifier
position which linearly follows the Spec,Agr position. Checking o f the corresponding features
<+wh> and <+dem> applies covertly (at LF).

(21)  a  bp [Ag,p Ay5e-n-Im ID•,p hangi [ araba- s-11]11                                 (Turkish)
Ay e-GEN which car- 3sg

'which car of Ay e's'
b   Lp [Ag,P sehin ID.,p  bu [   iki   el   -in  -de]]]]

you-GEN these two hand-2sg -LOC
'in these two hands of yours'

The next projection on the way down is QP. Just as in Dutch and Moroccan Arabic, Spec,QP
is occupied by quantifying elements, including cardinals. Note that presence of a cardinal
expressing plurality in the nominal structure blocks the occurrence of the plural  suffix on  the
noun,  as is exemplified  in  (22a,b) (cf. Kornfilt  1990).

(22)  a   bp 60 [Qp iki ip el -in   -de ]1]] jurkish)
two hand -2sg -Loc

'in your two hands'
b *iki el -ler -in -de

two hand-plur 2sg -LOC

The specifier position of FP is occupied by attributive APs. Attributive APs must follow
demonstrative determiners and quantifiers, as illustrated in (23) for a demonstrative.
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(23)  a   |DP 6,P bu [,p     guzel  [Np kit,p]]]] (Turkish)
this beautiful book

b   + g,izel bu kitap

A final note is in order about the distribution o f the indefinite'article' bir('a, one'). As a numeral

('one') it must precede the attributive AP, e.g., in (24·a). In that case, Spec,QP is ·a plausible locus.
Under the indefinite interpretation, there are two positions in which bi,· occurs. It generally

follows the AP, e.g., in (241)), but when birprecedes the adjective, the adjective is emphasized,
e.g., in (243), in which 'a beautiful book' is compared to 'a terrible book':

(24) a bir guzel (Turkish)ktmp
'one beautiful book' / 'a [beautiful book]'

b glizel bir kitap
"one beautiful book' / 'a beautiful  book'

We tentatively propose that indefinite biris adjective-like and as such is placed quite low in the
nominal structure (cf. Lewis 1967:74).

4.1.4 Overview of the noun phrase structure

After this brief characterization of the various layers within the extended nomin:11 projection,
An  overview is given of the phrase structural properties of the noun phrase in the three
1·,inguages. The major properties ·are summarized in Table 4.1: the common properties in the first
row, the properties which may differ in the other rows.

9
See Lewis (1967:54) for discussion.
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Table 4.1 Properties of tbe noun phrase in Dutch, Moroccan Arabic, and Turkish

Dutch Moroccan Arabic Turkish

Functional pro1ections DP,AgrP,Deth DP,AgrP,DetP, DP,AgrP,Detr,
QP,FP Qp,Fp QP,FP

Headedness head-initial head-initial head-final

overt N-to-X raising no yes no10

(i.e. X has a <strong> feature)

overt raising of XP from Spec,DetP yes yes no

to Spec,DP (i.e. D <strong>) 11

4.2 Possessive Structures and Case Checking

4.2.1.        Mechanisms of case checking

This section addresses the question as to how the possessive relation is structurally expressed

in Dutch, Turkish, and Moroccan Arabic. As the theory of case plays an important role in the
formal expression of the possessive relationship, some brief remarks about the application of
case theory within the nominal domain are in order.12

In line with Chomsky (1986), it is assumed that the possessor noun phrase (i.e., DP) carries
an abstract genitive case feature, and that it is the functional head D of the possessor DP that
has the genitive case feature as part of its formal feature complex. In an English possessive
construction like tbe mother's cbild, for instance, the definite article tbe is specified for the genitive

feature. See (25).
(25) functionalfeature (FF) complex

phonological matrix:   /the/
FF: [+N, -V, +D]

FF: 3 person
FF: singular

FF: genitive

10 i No' in the third and fourth rows implies that the feature to be checked is <weak>. The feature is checked after
feature raising has applied at LF.

11 At least for demonstrative determiners.

12 An alternative analysis ofpossessive constructions in which predicate inversion is applied is proposed by Den
Dikken (1998).
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This case feature must be checked at some point in the derivation of the possessive
construction.

Under current assumptions on case licensing, the genitive case feature must be licensed
(checked) within the checking domain (a specifier-head configuration) of a case checking
element. With Chomsky (1986), we take this case licensing element to be the lexical category N,
or more precisely, the case assigning feature that is  part of the formal feature complex of the
lexical category N. Thus, a genitive-case-checking nominal head child in the possessive string tbe
motber's child has the following features. See (26).

(26) functionalfeature (FF) complex

phonological matrix: /child/
FF [+N, -V]
FF 3 person
FF singular

FF + genitive case assignment

Thus, the genitive-case-assignment feature of the possessed noun in (26) must check off the
genitive case feature associated with the possessor D(P) in (25). The required structural
configuration is either available in overt syntax or in covert syntax, depending on the strength
properties of what we call beadjpatures and »ec.»tuns of the Agr head.ls

This genitive case is assumed to be an inherent case. This implies that such a genitive case
will only be assigned by N to a noun phrase that receives a thematic role from it.14 In line with
Chomsky's (1995:285) 'minimalist' reinterpretation of inherent case, we will interpret inherent
case as a +interpretable formal feature, and, by consequence, also the genitive case as
+interpretable. Being +interpretable, the genitive feature of DP need not, but could be, checked
in a Spec-head configuration.15 For English, this has the following consequences: the genitive
case bearing DP can remain within its base position throughout the derivation (i.e., both in overt
and covert syntax), since its genitive case feature need not be checked. This yields such

13 This  distinction between bead featun.F orid Specfeatures is made in line with Chomsky (1995). Head features of
Agr are those grammatical features that are typically checked by (features of) the nominal head N; Spec features,
e.g., of Agr, are those features that are typically checked by (features of) the possessor-DP, In Chomsky (1992),
Spec-features and head features are referred to as N features and V features, respectively. A Spec-related feature
o f  a functional head F is a feature that is checked o ff by some other feature in the checking domain o f  F. This
checking feature may be part of an element in Spec,AgrP (typically in the case of overt XP movement), but can
also be adioined to the Agr head (when the checking relation is established at LF).

14 For approaches in which genitive case is treated as a structural case, see e.g., Ritter (1991), Valois (1991), De
Wit (1993·

t5 A structural case feature like accusative case is - interpretable and there fore must be checked Qi.e., erased and
deleted) be fore LF (and before Spell-out if strong).
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possessive constructions as in (272). Here, €fis considered to be the morphological realization
ot the (abstract) genitive case feature on the possessorDP in the complement position to N (cf.
Chomsky 1981,1986) Alternatively, the possessor DP can raise to the specifier position of some
functional head (in this case: Agr), where its case feature can be checked off in a Spec-head
configuration, the canonical checking environment. Thus, in (27b), the possessor DP carrying

the genitive case feature is moved to Spec,AgrP. In that case, it is assumed that genitive case is
checked by the (possessed) noun (more precisely: by the genitive case assignment feature which
is part of the formal feature complex of the possessed noun cbild). Checking of the genitive case

feature takes place in LF, after the (formal feature complex)  of the possessed noun has raised

to Agr.

(21    a the child o f the mother/Mary
b   the mother's/Mary's child

The two modes of genitive case licensing distinguished above, are schematically represented
below:

(28) no  checking:    of-ini ertion  ( =  Spell-out of genitive case)
a      6p the  [Np child  bp the mother]  <g„.> ]]
b    the child of + the mother

(29) checking in Spec-head con guration

bp 0  6g,p  bp the mother]  *,» i  69  's [Np child <gen.,ssignment>  t,]]]]

The question arises as to which Spec-related formal feature of Agr attracts overt raising o f the
possessor DP. It is assumed that Agr is specified for a categorial D-feature:  [+N,-V,+D]. If this
feature is defined as <strong>, the categorial feature of the possessor ([+N,-V,+D]) is attracted,
dragging along other features of the possessor. One of the features that is carried along is the

genitive case feature. The genitive case feature gets a free ride, so to speak, and ends up in a
structural position where it can enter into a checking relation with an adequate genitive case
checker. We assume that in English, N is the appropriate case checker, more specifically its
genitive case assignment feature. The operation that moves the possessor to Spec,AgrP in overt

syntax is given in (30a). The LF representation in (301}) shows that after N-raising in LF (i.e.,
covert head movement), the possessed noun and the possessor DP are in the required case-

checking configuration.
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(30)  a in overt syntax:
DP

D                            AgrP

Spec Agr'

DP<+#n> i       -
Agr NP

Spec:<+N, -V, +D>:strong
head: <+N, -V>:  weak/\ 1  1N <Fn.as.ignmwit>           4

the  mother               ' s child

00) b in covert syntax:

DP

D             AgrP

Spec Agr'

DP  <+gen> 1

Agr<+N, -V>: weak NP

Agr       N              N       DP<gen. assignment> k

- 1           4    4
the  mother       ' s child

As will  become clear in the course of- the discussion, languages vary in their modes o f genitive
case licensing. Table 4.2 provides information about which modes of genitive licensing ( (i)
licensing in a Spec-head configuration, or (ii) no checking but of insertion) are used for the
T·arious construction types attested in the three languages at issue. In the following sections we
will discuss the various manifestations of the possessive relationship for each language, starting
with  forocain Arabic.
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Table 4.2 Manifestations  of tbe  (non-pronominal) possessive  relationship  in Moroccan  Arabic,  Duteb  and
Turkisb

Case checking type: Moroccan Arabic Dutch Turkish
Construction type

Checking in Spec- Construct State Saxon genitive d.n.a.

head configuration: weld t-taier                     Jans auto
son the-merchant 'John's car'

Construct pattern 'the merchant's son'

Doubling Construct Doubling possessive
State

xet-ha dyal Touria jan z'n auto
sister-her of Touria john his car

'Touria's sister' .John's car'

oftnsertion: Analytic construction Analytic construction d n.a.
1-weld dyal t-taier de auto van Jan

Analytic pattern the-son of the-merchant the car ofJohn
'the son of the merchant' '.john's car'

Checking in Spec- d.n.a. d.n.a. Possessive

head configuration: agreement
construction

Agreement pattern Ay*e-n-in araba-s-1
ARe-GEN car-3sg

'Av*e's car'

4.2.2 Moroccan Arabic possessive noun phrases

Moroccan Arabic distinguishes two major types of possessive constructions:
•            the  analytic or absolute construction  (=AC);
•      the so-called Construct-State construction (=CS).
The two constructions are exemplified in Table 4.2. On the surface, the CS and the AC have one
thing in common: the possessed nominal twel* precedes the possessor noun phrase (t-taie4.
Closer examination, however, reveals many differences between the two constructions. First of
all, in the AC, the (genitive marked) possessor is introduced by the prepositional element *al;
in the CS, the possessor is a bare noun phrase. Second, in the AC, the possessor noun phrase
carl be separated from the head noun by attributive APs modifying the head noun (see ( 31a))
In the CS, the bare possessor must immediately follow the head noun. Attributive APs
modifying the head noun must follow the possessor (31 b) and (31c):
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(31) a 1-bab 1-qehwi dyal d-dar (Moroccan Arabic)
the-door the-brown of the-house
'the brown door of the house'

b bab 1-qehwi d-dar

door the-brown the-house

'the brown door of the house'
c  bab d-dar 1-qehwi

door the-house the-brown

'the brown door of the house'

Third, definite AC noun phrases must be introduced by a (definite) determiner, such as the
definite article l (cf.3la ). CS noun phrases do not allow a definite determiner (4 in initial
position, (*l)-weld t-taier. Hence, the possessed noun is initial. The definiteness of the entire
possessive construction is determined by the definiteness feature o f the possessor.

How   is the genitive case distributed in the two types of possessive constructions? In the
AC, the possessor remains in its base position. As its genitive case is inherent, it need not be
checked in a Spec-head configuration. Even though the possessor remains in situ, the possessed
noun (bab) raises to a higher functional head (say Q), yielding a sequence like (32), in which the

possessed noun precedes the attributive AP occupying Spec,FP, as represented in (32).

(32)  Dp 1- IQp bab, [Fp 1-qehwi &p 4 d-dat.g.,»]]]]

the-door the-brown the house

The structure in (32) is spelled out morphologically. Spell-out of the abstractgenitive case feature
on the possessor-DP is realized in the form of the adpositional marker dyal.

I'he second major manifestation of the possessive relation, the Construct State, has a

derived structure as in (33):16

03) 6P 6 bab, [AE,p     d-dark Lig' t", [pp    1-qehwi t', INp t, t ]]]]]l

door the-house the-brown

In this structure, genitive case is checked off in a Spec-head configuration. The genitive case
feature on the possessor DP is checked off by the case-assigning feature associated with the

possessed noun. The required Spec-head configuration is created in overt syntax: Agr has a
<strong> Spec-related categorial D feature [+N,-V,+D],which attracts the possessor (including
its genitive case property) to Spec,AgrP. It further has a <strong> head-related N-feature which
attracts the possessed noun. After N (including its formal feature complex) has raised to Agr,
the genitive case assigning property of N checks off the genitive case feature associated with the

16 For recent analyses of the (Hebrew) CS, see e.g., Ritter (1988,1991), Iongobardi (1996), Siloni (1993
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possessor DP d-dar. Schematically (leaving out FP)

04)  Dp  6' ID  [*p  6'pd-darl  ..g,„.k  6,' bab..g„, ,„. „„g„.,    [Np  4 t ]]]]]

After genitive case has been checked off, the possessed noun moves on to D, yielding a surface
order in which the possessed noun immediately precedes the possessor. We assume that D is
specified for a head-related categorial feature [+N,-V], which has the strength property
<strong>.

17

Consider next a CS like (35), in which the pronoun is realized as a clitic on the possessed
18

noun.

(35) dar -1
house -lsg

'my house'

Following essentially a proposal made by Sportiche (1995) for clitic constructions at the clausal

level, it is assumed that the possessive clitic pronoun in (35) Ce.g., -i:  me/my') is generated as the

he·ad of a functional projection AgrP within the extended nominal projection. In Sportiche, it
is proposed for the clausal domain that such base-generated clitic heads stand in a syntactic
relationship to an argument-DP occupying the complement position to the theta-role-assigning

head (i.e., V). In non-clitic-doubling languages like French (see (36a)), the argument is an empty

pronominal (pro); in clitic-doubling languages like Moroccan Arab ic (see (361))), the argument
can be lexical (i.e., overt).

19

(36) a ie le vois pm (French)
I  him see   3sg

17 N-to-D raising is incompatible with the realization of a definite article in the D-position, As shown in (i),
demonstrative elements, which we analyzed as occupying Spec,DP, cannot occur in Construct States either vs far
as full DP possessors are involved. Compare the pronominal Construct State constructions in (38) and (40). Note,
furthermore, that definite articles can occur in analytic construclions.

(i) *had bab d-dar

that door the-house

'that door of the house'
(ii) had 1-bab dyal    d-dar

that the door of the-house
'that door of the house'

18 The clit:ic pronominal possessive form also appears in the analytic possessive construction. It is then attached

to the adposit:ional element t*al (as in d-dar 41al-i, the house of me; 'my houseD. It seems plausible to  analyze  the

form Ayal-i as the result of a cliticization process which adjoins the clitic pronominal to the adposition.

19 It is not entirely clear to what extent Moroccan Arabic allows clitic doubling in the clause.
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'I  see  him'
b  ana ieft-ba dik 1-bent f-el-madrasa (Moroccan Arabic)

1 saw-her that the-girl in-the-school

'I saw the girl in school'

1n order to sanction agreement with the clitic-pronoun, the (overt or covert) DP-argument must
move to the specifier position o f the ditic-head: the agreement features of the moved phrase
are checked off against those of the clitic head in a Spec-head configuration, which is the
canonic·al configuration for checking agreement features.

Wlien Sportiche's analysis is extended to noun-phrase-internal possessive clitics, we end up
with :in underlying structure for (35), shown in (37). After application ofovert N-to-Agr raising,
we get the structure in (37b); subsequent movement ot-the N+clitic complex yields the structure

in (37c). As far as the morphological spell-out o fgenitive case is concerned, we will assume that

genitive case is not morphologically expressed  by dyal because o f the absence of a lexical  (i.e.,
phonetically realized) host; i.e., pro does not permit attachment of dial

(37) a 6P LgiP  Agi' i ipdar prom]
b     bp 6* Sw·   b.g, dar,+i} ip t, pro]]]]
c      bp [dar,+il,    [,g,p 4  Np t, pro}1]

Contrary to CS constructions (cf. note 16) in which a full DP possessor figures, CS
constructions with a pronominal possessorallow indefinite articles and demonstratives preceding
the possessee, as illustrated by the ex·amples in (38a,b). These determiners are located in Spec,DP
,itter being raised from Spec,QP and Spec,DetP, respectively. See the derivation in (38c,d)

0* a walied sahb-i (H·arrell 1970:147)
a                               friend-lsg
a (certain) friend of mine

b hadak salib-1 (Harrell 1970:191)

tllilt friend-lsg
'that  friend  of mine'

C       Dp wahedk 6.  [sallb,+ill [,g,p 4 [Qp tk   Np 4 pro]]]]]
d      61, hadakk  ID·  [sal·lb,+i], [ p 5 IDETp tk  6,p t, pro]]]]1

Norni·ally, the indefinite article wabed is followed by the definite article (see Harrell 1970:189-190
and example (15) of=this chapter), which yields a specific reading. The possessive construction
in (387) h·.is the same specific indefinite reading. Hence, the qumtifier wabed m Spec,DP is
compatible with a complex N+clitic  in D' (38b), just like the quantifier wabed in Spec,DP was
compatible with a definite article in D' (see (15)). The demonstrative shares this property with
the indefinite article wabed, as we saw in example  (14). The question now arises what may be the
cause of the difference in grammaticality between (39a) and (39b) on the one hand, and (391))
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and (39c) on the other hand.20

(39) a 6p ID' bent:, TAgip   t-taierk I.·,gi' t''  Np t, tkJ |111 (Harrell 1970:196)
daughter the-merchant
'
the merchant's daughter'

b   ' bp wahed/hadik 6 bent, [Mp t-tafer  6' e,  INF 4 tk ]]]ll

a certain / that daughter the-merchant

'that daughter of the merchant'

c    Ap walied/hadik,  6,· [bent,+11]1 60 5 LETP/Qp 5 [Np 4 pro]]1] 1
a certain /that daughter-3sg

'a/that daughter of his'

The role ofpm seems crucial. As claimed before, the definiteness of the entire CS construction
is determined by the definiteness of the possessor.  In a pronominal CS construction, however,
the definiteness of the possessor is not specified because we deal with an emptypm and a clitic
that is base generated in Agr: Hence, in a full possessor Construct State like (39a), the definite
character of the entire DP is already established and blocks the presence of=any other determiner

in Spec,DP (39b). A possessive string like bent-u (daughter-3sg) is ambiguous between: 'his
daughter' (definite and specific) and 'a daughter of his' (indefinite and specific) and, in
consequence, allows further specification in the form of a determiner in Spec,DP. This also
explains the grammaticality of the following full Construct State construction in which the
definiteness of the DP possessor is not fully established.

(40) a wahed/had weld gemm-i (Harrell 170:189)
a / that son paternal uncle-lsg

'a/that cousin of mine'
b      bp wahed/hadi  6· weld, L.zip [Semm-ilk [Age  t. IDETP/QP 4  Sip 4 tk ]1111

As shown above, the Agr head occupied by a clitic differs from the Agr head present in a full

possessor Construct State as regards the strength of the Spec-related D feature. Whereas we
assume the Construct State with a full DP  to have a strong Spec-related feature definition and,
consequently, to triggerovertmovementofthe possessor-argument, we take the Construct State
with a clitic  to be specified as <weak>, to the effect that the Spec-related D feature on Agr is
checked off in LF. In LF, then, we have a representation as in (37c), where pro occupies
Spec,AgrP. Notice that this is also the position in which the agreement features of pro are
checked off against those of the clitic Agr head.

A decisive argument for assuming a <weak> Spec-related feature on the cline head comes

20 The N raising chain is represented somewhat simpler than in (38(:) and (38(1). In fact, bent, is adjoined to an

empty Agr head: [ben4 +Agrl
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from the existence of possessive doubling constructions like (41), which instantiate the
phenomenon of clitic doubling within the nominal domain. 21

(41) a xet-ha (s-sgira) (cf. Harrell 1970:202)dyal Touria,
sister-her (the-young) of Touria
'Touria'S (young) sister'

b mm'-ha dyal dik 1-bent,

mother-her of that the-girl
'the mother of that girl'

These constructions are hybrid in the sense that they display properties of both Construct-State
and analytic constructions. They lack a definite article at the beginning of the noun phrase (a CS
property) but allow a d- or *al-phrase (an analytic property).

In line with Sportiche's analysis of clitic doubling, we propose an underlying structure like
(42) for the doubling pattern:

(42) bp b.g,p ha [Np mm- [Dp dik 611 6 bent]]]]]

Overt head raising of N (mm) to Agr (see (43a)) and subsequent raising of the complex mm+ba
to D yields the structure in (43b):

(43) a [Dp [,g.p mm-,+lia [Np 4 lDp dik 611 6.p bent]]]]]
b      IDP [D mmu,+ha]i  [,g,p 4 kp 4 Lp«g„» dik 6 11 [Np bent]]]]]

The placement of the full argument (Tounk &k Z-bent) in (41) suggests that the Spec-related
feature of the possessive clitic head is weak. Feature checking of the categorial D feature takes
place at LF. This also holds for the agreement properties associated with the doubled phrase.
Those are checked off in LF against the agreement features of the possessive clitic.

Recall that checking is not required for inherent case. In the complement position, genitive

case is morphologically expressed by the insertion of the dummy preposition 4),at or d-. Insertion
is permitted as there is a lexical host for the preposition to attach to.

Table 4.3 summarizes the ma or outcomes o f the above discussion.

21 Harrell (1970:202) does not pay much attention to this construction type but claims that'inherently possessed'
kinship terms with a pronoun ending may occur as the first term of an analytic construction, e.g
(i) baba-h de-r-r:del

father-3sg of-the-man

'the man's father'
See Ritter (1991) for a discussion of similar constructions in Modern Hebrew.
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Table 4.3 P,vperties ofAAr in Moroccan Arabic possessive noun phrases

Analytic Construct State Doubling
construction Construct

full DP pos'sor clitic pc)s'sc,r State

AgrP not protected projected prolected prc,jected
(Clitic)

phonological matrix d.n.a. /0/ clitic ditic

of Agr

Spec-related Agr feature + d.n.a. <+N,-V,+D> <+N,-I',+D> <+N,-V,+D>
strength property <syong> <weak> <weak>

head-related Agr feature d.n.a. [+N,-V] [+N,-V] [+N,-VII,

<strong> <strong> <strong>

morphological realization
ok- genitive case dyal Id. bare DP bare DP dlat I  d

4.2.3 Turkish possessive noun phrases

The Turkish possessive construction features agreement in person and number between the
possessed noun and the possessor. This agreement is manifested by the agreement suffix -st in

(44) (see also Table 4.2).

(44) Ay*e-n-in araba-s-1

Ayf-GEN car-3sg
'AyFe's car'

The genitive case feature on the possessor is formally expressed by the case morpheme -in. We
imsume that these inflectional morphemes are part of the lexical items in the numeration. In this
respect, they behave differently from an adpositional marker like Moroccan Arabic *al, which
is inserted late in the derivation, namely in the morphological component after Spell-out.

As shown by (45), the possessor DP occurs in Spec,AgrP in overt syntax, which suggests

that there is some <strong> Spec-related feature of the Agr node that attracts the possessor DP.
W'e assume that Agr in Turkish has a <strong> D feature, tnggering overt raising of the
possessor DP carrying the genitive feature.

(45)         [Dp [ p   sen-in, [p„p bu [gp  iki [Np 4    el-in-de]]]]]
you-GEN these two hand-2sg-Loc

'
in  these two hands of yours'
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\I'e also take the position that the features associated with the complex possessed noun are
checked off iii covert syntax (i.e., feature-raising applies covertly). This implies that there is no
overt N-raising to Agr in Turkish. As a consequence of this, the required configuration for
genitive c·ase checking between the possessor DP and the genitive case assigning nominal head
N is absent in overt syntax. In LF, the formal feature complex associ·ated with the
morphologic·.lily complex possessed noun (e.g., el-in-de in (45)) raises to the dominating
functional heads and checks off the formal features associated with these functional heads. At
tile point where the formal feature complex of the possessed noun is adjoined to Agr, the
genitive case-assigning feature of this complex is able to check the genitive case feature of the
possessor DP, which heids the DP occupying Spec,AgrP.

Pronominal possession :is in (461) also involves a Spec-head configuration (see (46b)). Here,
the personal pronoun (e.g., ben; ' 1')  carries a genitive case-suffix (-im) and the possessed noun

./
·agrees with the possessor (see -im) in person ·And number.-- Checking of the genitive feature on
the possessor proceeds along the same lines as genitive checking with non-pronominals (see

above)

(46) 7 ben-im ev-imw'
1-GEN liouse-lsg
'NA' house'

b      [,ep ben-im, 6,p 4 ev-iml]

As indicated by the interpretation in (46), presence of a lexical possessor pronoun yields a
reading in which the possessor is emphasized (e.g., MY house as opposed to yours). In neutral

(i.e., non focused) readings, the pronoun is not lexically expressed (but indicated by number and
person features). With Kornfilt (1990), we assume that in those cases Spec,AgrP is occupied by
an empty pronominal: pro.

A final remark should be made about the role the possessor plays in definingthe definiteness
of the entire possessive construction. As opposed to the possessor in the Moroccan Arabic
Construct-State construction (cf. Section 4.2.2), the possessor in Turkish does not determine

the (in)definiteness of the entire possessive construction. This is clear from a construction like

(47a).
The lexical item defining indefiniteness of the entire DP is bir. Also in (47b), the possessor

does not determine the (in)definiteness of the containing DP either. This DP may have the
definite interpretation 'Ayse's book' or the indefinite interpretation 'a book of Ayse's'. The

22 Contrary to what this example suggests, there are two different morphemes as shown by vowel harmony.

(i) 0-n-un Qocuk-lar-1 (Lewis 1967:69)
he-GEN child-plur-3sg
'his children'

23 The string ben mmalso occurs in colloquial Turkish as an alternative  (cf. Turkmen, Dorleiin & Lamers 1988:62).
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context in which the noun phrase figures, is decisive for the interpretation. 24

(47) a Hasan-in gok eski bir kitab-1 (Kornfilt 1997:185)
Hasan-GEN  very old a book-3sg
':i  very old  book  belonging to  Hasan'

b A e-n-in kitab-i
ANe-GEN book-3sg
'Ay$e's book' as well as   'a  book of Ay4e's'

The same holds for pronominal possessive constructions as in (48a) in which the full
pronominal possessor is lacking. The string in (48b) is iudged as odd by most native speakers,
probably because the possessive in (481) expresses the same (cf. Koopman 1996:147-148).25

(48) a arkada*-im
friend-lsg
'my friend' as well as 'a friend of mine'

b zbir arkada -im
a/one friend- 1 sg

'a friend of mine'

Table 4.4 summarizes the properties of Agr within the Turkish noun phrase.

24 This is the outcome ofextensive discussions with colleagues of mine who are native speakers of Turkish: Kutlay
Yagmur, Mustafa GuleQ, and Mehmet-Ali Akinci.

25 Such  tiny - although important - differences between two languages are easily overlooked but became manifest
when native speakers of Turkish were asked to translate the details of the possessive expression 'a friend o f mine'
in Turkish. All of them answered by: arkada -im (483) and, reluctantly, came up with a partitive construction, e.g.,
(i), or the construct:ion in (ii).
(i)   arked4 -lar -lIn -dan bir-i

friend -plur -lsg -ABL one-3sg

'one  (out) of my friends'.
(ii)    bir arkada,-im

a  friend-l sg
'afriendofmine'

They commented that Turkish does not express the indefiniteness of the possessee.
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Table 4.4 Properties  of Agr in  tbe Turkish possessive  noun phrase

Agreement pattern

ABP (always) present

phonological matrix of Agr /0/

Spec-related Agr-feature [+N,-V,+D],
+ strength property <strong>

head-related Agr-feature [+N,-V],
+ strength property <weak>

morphological realization inflectional case morpheme
of <genitive >

4.2.4 Dutch possessive noun phrases

As shown in Table 4.5, the possessive relationship manifests itself-in various construction types.
Each ot-them has its own characteristic way of- formally expressing the possessive relation. The
analytic construction features the adposition van; the Saxon genitive displays the grammatical
element -s on the possessor. The doubling possessive pattern, finally, is characterized by the

presence ofa 'doubling' possessive clitic (€n), which agrees in person, gender, and number with
the 'doubled' possessor.26

The v·ariety in expressing the possessive relationship is subiect to certain lexical restrictions.
That is, tilthough all construction types are found with possessor proper names (ct. first column
in 1'.ible 4.5), common nouns do not permit realization in the form of the Saxon genitive (cf
second row). The doubling possessive construction can only be used for third person roles, and
it further has the lexical restriction that it only permits human (or animate) possessors.27

26 The clitic Z n is pronounced as ZOn (with a schwa). In this study, the Dutch clitic pronouns are spelled

orthographically.

27 Certdn kinship nouns (e.g., taste *aunt', oom'uncle') fall in the class of proper names. As opposed to non-kinship
common nouns, they gre permitted in the Saxon genitive construction: cf. (mijn)  tanks jiets'my aunt's bicycle'.
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Table 4.5 Possessor noun phrase (ypology and distribution in Dutch possessive constructions

proper name animate (human) common noun inanimate common noun
lan Ciarl) jongen (boy") boot  (' boat')

de zussen  van Jan de broer van de iongen de romp van de boot
the sisters ofJan the brother of the boy the hull of the boat

Jan z'n28 zussen de iongen z'n broer *?de boot z'n romp

Jan his sisters the boy his brother the boat his/its hull

Jans zussen *de iongens broer *de boots romp
lan-s sisters the bov-s brother the boat-s hull

The analytic construction (80 bmer van Jan/ beni) has a structure like   (49)."  The    genitive  case

feature on the DPJan need not be checked, since it is an inherent case property. After Spell-out,
the abstract genitive case feature is realized as van, yielding the sequence de gissen van Jani ben;.

(49) 6p de [Np zussen Lp«g'.» Jan/hemID

Let us next turn to the Saxon genitive construction, which has the possessor in prenominal
position. Following insights from Longobardi (1996), we take the position that these are in
essence hidden construct noun phrases. This is based on the fact that the Saxon genitive and the
doubling construction share certain properties with the Construct-State construction as found
in Moroccan Arabic. Quite similar to the contrastbetween the Moroccan Arabic Construct-State
construction and its analytic counterpart as regards the distribution of the definite article, the
Saxon genitive, (503), and the possessive doubling construction, (501)), block the presence of a

definite article in Do in Dutch, whereas the analytic construction, (50c), does not:

(50) a (*de) Jans zussen

(* the) Jan's sisters
b (*de) Jan z'n zussen / ede)    Ide man] z'n fiets

(* the) Jan his sisters  / the the man his bicycle

c        (de)    zussen    van Jan  /  (het) geld    van   de man

(the)   sisters of JaIl / (the) money  of   the man
'the man's money'

28
The clitic t'n is sometimes pronounced as R#n. This full pronoun, however, can never be stressed.

29 The analytic construction showing a pronominal possessor is not used very frequently. Instead of saying bet boek

van baar Qhe book of her), speakers tend to use baar boek (*her book'). In possessive constructions having an

indefinite interpretation, however, it is only possible to use the analytic construction: een boek van  baar ( 2 book of
hers')·
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ifore strikingly perhaps, the Saxon genitive construction .uid tlic do,ibling construction displdy
the (Construct State) property o f (in)definiteness inheritatice: the definiteness value of the head

noun depends on (is h·armonic with) the +/- definite status of the possessor. Evidence for this
comes from the examples in (51), representing existenti.11 constructions, which i·equire .in
indefinite subject that is associated with the expletive subject er ('there').

(51) w er stond [iemands fiets]  voor de deur
tliere stood someone's bicycle    at the door

b     er stond [iemand z'n fiets] voor de deur
there stood someone his bicycle  at the door

(52) a wer stood [Pauls motor] voor de deur
there stood Paul's motorcycle at the door

b    *er stond [Paul z'n motoil voor de deur
there stood    Paul his motorcycle  at the doof

The contr st between (51) and (52) suggests that it is the (in)definiteness property of the
possessor 4emand versus paz<4 which determines the (in)defititteness of- the entire possessive

30.31

noun phrase.

'1

\I'e are m·Nire that our discu si(,11 ot' the CS-like propemes of the Saxon genitive and the Doubling possessive
leaves ma.iii· issues unaddressed. Besides the above-mentioned similarities. there are :ome oh,·ic,us differences. For
une, in Dutch, the lexical head K does not occur m first pi,sition (ct. (ij). Scci,ncilv. there 1: m) Strkt adjacency
between the lexical head noun :ind the posse:sor. As illustritted in fit3, the p<)ssessor can 1,2 *epar;ited from the
possessed noun 1),· intervening ;ittrll,utive modifiers.
M a brcierjan:                                                 1,          br ,er.1:iii z'n

bmther lan-5 brother 181 his
(11) A 1;ins iongere broer                                         b        .lan z'n iongere broer

lan-: younger l)rother lan his younger brother
'I'he questi„n ariscs lic ti, ho,K these two apparently ncin-CS-like propertie+ can be reconciled with the ones iii (51)-
(52).  A possilile answer to this questic,n is thar Dutch N-ti,-D raising (cir more precisely, m:ing of categorial
feature [+X,-I']. tc,gether with the rest of the fc,rTn;11 feature complex (,f the possessed nc)un) Rpplies in covert
:rntax rather than in overt svntax (see Longobardi 1996). Thus, Dutch differs from :U.4 with respect to the point
it which X-tc,-D raising applies in the (Slron genitive/Doubling/Construct State) poss:s:ive construction. See
1.ongobardi (1996) for further discussion.

3t At this point, we would like to point out the ill-formedness of such examples as (i)
(i) a 'die lans zussen

those lan': sisters
'those sisters of.lan'

b     *een Jails broer
a.j;in's sister
'a sister ofjan's'

Evidently. it is not possible to move the determiner from Spec,DetP to Spec,DP, when there is a possessor in
Spec.AgrP. As a matter of fact, we saw comparable phenomena as in (i-a) for the Moroccan Arabic Construct State

(footnote  16). The question arises why this pattern is impossible. We tentat:ively assume that this relates to the fact

that (iii)definiteness of the entire DP is determined by the possessor in Spec,AgrP. More specifically, one might
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A notable property of the Saxon genitive is the presence of what could be called the
possessive morpheme -s. We will analyse -s as an instantiation of Agr.32 Hence, it occupies an

independent syntactic slot (cf. Corver 1990). Schematically:

(53)   [Dp [Ag'p Dan..g...], Sg,· -s [Np  N ....e' g". S-» t']]l]

We will assume that the <strong> Spec-related categorial D feature of Agr attracts the possessor
DP. The genitive case feature that is part of the feature complex of the possessor D is checked

off in LF, after the (formal feature complex ofthe) possessed noun (including the genitive-case-
assigning feature) has moved to Agr. See also the syntactic representation in (30).

As for the formal expression of the Saxon genitive case, we can say that similarly to the
Morocc·an Arabic Construct State construction, the genitive case on the possessor is not
morphologically realized in the form of an adposition or some case morpheme. That is, the
possessorin Spec,AgrP is a bare noun phrase. In Dutch, this 'bare form' of the possessor noun
phrase is somewhat hidden due to phonological cliticization of the functional head  -s onto the

possessor.
Let us next consider the possessive clitic doubling construction. The major characteristic of

this possessive construction is the presence of a possessive clitic which doubles the possessor
noun phrase. As illustrated in (54), the clitic agrees in phi features (person, number, and gender)

with the doubled possessor (hence, not with the possessed noun):

33

(54) a Paul z'n ZUS

Paul his sister

assume that the (in)definiteness feature is associated with the Agr-head under Spec-head agreement and
subsequently proiects to the highest funct:ional pro1ection (DP). The idea would be that, since (in)definiteness is
associated with the entire DP through this mechanism, itis no longernecessaryto express (in)definiteness by means

of a determiner (this is not the case for Moroccan Arabic, c f. examples (38) and (39))

32 ..i should not be interpreted as an inflectional case suffix. This is suggested by such coordination facts as in (i),
where the possessive marker is phonologically attached to the rightmost noun of a coordinated nominal structure

(Corver 1990).  If -s were a normal case suffix realized on the head noun, it would be expected to occur on both

nominal heads, iust like other inflectional endings attached to nouns (e.g., plural morphemes). In (ii), for example,
the plural morpheme must be realized on either of the two coordinated nouns.

(i)                    [[lan en Mariel's kritiek op elkaarl is iedereen bekend

John and Mary's criticism o f each other is (to) everyone known

(ii)
a. *miin [oom- en tante-4 komen morgen ook

my uncle and auntr come tomorrow too

b.            miln [ooms en tante.4 komen morgen ook
my uncles and auntr come tomorrow too

'my uncles and my aunts will come tomorrow too'

33 The variant may occur in which the full forms ®n 'his' and baar'her' are used.
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b Anick d'r broer

Anick her brother

c deze kinderen/meisles d'r/hun kleren
these children/girls their/their clothes

As we did for the possessive clitics in the Moroccan Arabic noun phrase, we will analyse the
possessive clitic (f'n, d'* as heading the functional phrase AgrP within the extended nominal
projection. We will further assume that the doubled possessor originates within the lexical
projection  NP and raises overtly to the specifier position of Agr. Schematically:

(55) Lp Ligip de longen, LAg,' z'n [Np broer t,]]l]

Overt raising of the possessor DP is triggered by the property <strong> that is associated with
one o f the formal features of :f'n in (55). It is also assumed that this feature is the Spec-related

D feature of Z'n, i.e., this clitic possessive pronoun requires a DP in its specifier position. Hence,
Dutch differs essentially from Moroccan Arabic in the strength o f the D feature associated with
the clitic.

As with the other instantiations of Agr in Dutch, it is assumed that the clitic possessive
pronoun is specified for ·a weak head-related N feature: [+N,-I ]. Thus, at LF, this categorial
feature of the possessed noun, together with the 'pied-piped' formal feature complex of the
possessed noun, will attach to the Agr head. The genitive-case-assigning feature, which is part
of this LF-raised feature complex, will now be ·able to check off the genitive case feature on the

possessor-D. (See also the syntactic representation in (30).)
Our discussion of the doubling construction paves the way to those possessive constructions

that involve weak/clitic possessive pronouns that precede the possessed noun. Some examples
are  given  in   (56):

(56) Ditteb weak pronouns  or chticpronouns
m'n / ie /    z'n / d'r broer
my/ your / his /   her brother

We will assume that, analogously to the pronominal Construct State constructions in Moroccan
Arabic, the possessive clitic heads the AgrP projection and stands in an agreement relationship
to an empty pronominal argument (pro), which underlyingly occupies the complement position
to the possessed noun (57a). This agreement relationship is licensed whenpm enters into a Spec-
head relationship with the possessive clitic. This required configuration is created after pro has
been raised to the specifier positlon of the possessive clitic, Spec,AgrP. As was argued for

possessive doubling constructions in Dutch, possessive clitics have a <strong> categorial D
feature. This strong D feature on Agr (overtly) attracts the D feature of the possessor DP. The
raised categorial D feature drags along the rest of the possessor DP, yielding a structure like

(57b):
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(57)  a   [Dp [Agp [,g,· z'n [.:p broer pro, 1]]1
b    [Dp LAFF proi   [AD. z'n [Np broer t,]]l]

At LF, the t-exture complex of N (containing the genitive-case-assignment feature) raises to the
Agrhead: the c·ase-assigning feature can now check off the genitive (Rse property associated with

the possessor in Spec,AgrP.
Besides the clitic pronouns in (56) and the strong possessive pronouns in Table 4.6, there

are  varieties of Dutch in which not only full DPs can appear in Spec,AgrP but ·also pronouns:
34

personal (58a), demonstrative (58b), and interrogative pronouns (580.

(58)       a          bp  [Ag'p        hem,  64          z'n INP broer  4 1]]] (substandard)
him his brother

'his brother'
b   die z'n broer (substandard)

that his brother

'the brother of that person'
c wle z'n broer (acceptable)

who his brother
'whose brother'

These constructions exhibit both the clitic or reduced pronominal constructions and the strong

(i.e., non-reduced) pronominal possessor which we will discuss now.

A strong similarity can be observed between the full or strong possessive pronominal forms

like baar/ 6n N and the strong object pronominal forms. In Table 4.6, the paradigm of the
strong possessive pronouns is given in the left column, the riglit column contains strong object

forms of personal pronouns.

34 From the examples in (582-c), the first example is generally "considered to be substandard and for some it is

even less acceptable" (cf. De Wit 1997:89), but these structures are often used by young native speakers of Dutch

as the children in the Aarssen/Bos corpus. Such strings occur also in several Dutch dialects, e.g., in the Tilburg
dialect (Boutkan & Kossman 1996:58). The second example in (58b) is acceptable to more speakers, and (58c) is

fully acceptable to mother tongue speakers.
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Table 4.6 Pmnominalforms»  Dutch possessives  and  object forms

strong possessive pronoun strong object pronouns

mijn (my)                                    mi j                (nle)
 OUW/UW S  ,Our) iou/u (Tou)

ziin (his) hem (him)
haar (her) haar              (her)

36ons (our) ons               (us)

lullie            (your)                                lullie            (your)
hun (their) hen/hun (them)

On the basis ofthis and a form like (58a),we propose that the possessive pronominal forms are
derived from the object forms. More precisely, we assume that a possessive construction like
baar buis ('her house') derives from a structure like (592) through overt movement of baar to
Spec,AgrP; (591)) gives the derived structure.

(59) a [Dp b,g,p [Np huis &p haar]]]]
b    6p I».p haar, [Np huis  4 ]]]

As for the forms Rfn ('his') and mqn ('my'), we will assume that these forms ·are suppletive forms
which tire realized in the morphological (language-specific) component of the Dutch grammar.
One might hypothesize that there is a rule which realizes the object forms m / and bem in Spec,

35 The written formjouu,/u,v is pronounced in the same way as the object form o f the personal pronoun.  Un' is the

politeness form.

36 This fc,rm is used for possessees of the gender neuter, e.g.. in (i)
(i) a het huis

the-Neuter house
1) ons huis

our house

In all other cases, standard Dutch uses the possessive pronoun 052, e.g
(ii)        a          de        min

the garden
b onj tuin n)

our garden(s)

c onT huizen

our houses

The second form suggests an adiectival character, which is also suggested by archaic (and dialectal) forms occurring
fur the first person role, e.g., the archaic form in (iii) and the dialectal form in (iv)

mijne heren

my-inflection gentlemen
(iv) menen buurman (from:  Boutkan & Kossman 1996:59)

my-inflection neighbour
Compare footnote 4 of this chapter.
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AgrP as the suppletive forms mUn, 6n, respectively, when they occur in the specifier position
of (phonetically empty) AgrP.

The maior findings of this subsection are summarized in Table 4.7.

Ta\Ae 4 7      Properties of Agr in the possessive noun phrases of Dutch

Hidden Construct pattern

Analytic DoublingSaxon
construction genitive possessive

AgrP not projected projected projected

Phonological matrix d.n.a.                   /-s/                     /CLITIC/
(e.&,  /  ©t /3

Spec-related Agr feature + d.n.a. [+N,-V,+D] [+N,- V,+D]
strength property <strong> <strong>

Head related Agr feature + d.n.a. [+N,-V] [+N,-V]

strength property <weak> <weak>

Morphological realization van bare DP bare DP

of genitive case

4.3     What has to be Learned

The main purpose of Table 4.8 is to provide a quick and explicit overview of the relevant
grammatical details in which the task of a Moroccan Arabic speaking learner of Dutch differs
from the task o f a Turkish speaking learner of Dutch. It is intended as a point of orientation
when the various possessive constructions are discussed in Chapters 5 and 6.

Comparison in Table 4.8 applies rowwise. The first row concerns case licensing and, as a
consequence, the necessity of projecting an Agr category. The second row concerns the
lexicalization of Agr by clitic-like elements. The third and fourth row compare the overtness vs

covertness of movement operations, which is related to the lexically defined strength property.
Rows five and six provide information about the morphological realization of the genitive.  It is
important to point out that these properties related to the instantiation of the possessive

relationship can be characterized either as lexical or as morphological. They are defined either
in the lexicon or the morphological component, i.e., the components of the grammar where

language variation is found.
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Table  4.8       Syntactic  and mo,pboloUcalpmperties  of (non»nominal)  possessive  noun phrases

Dutch Moroccan Arabic Turkish

1. Analytic construction: Analytic construction: Analytic constr.:
Projection of Agr(P) d.n.a d.n.a. nonexistent

in possessive Saxon genitive: Construct State: agreement constr.:
construction present present present

Doubling possessive: Doubling Construct State:

present present
9 Saxon genitive: Construct State: agreement constr.:
Realization of Agr 1-%1 /0 / /0/

Doubling possessive: Doubling CS: (agreement suffixes
/CLrrIC/ /CLITIC/ attached to N in

lexicon )

3.

Overt N-to-Agr NO Construct State: YES NO

raising (i.e strong
head-related feature Doubling CS: YES
on Agr)

4.

Overt raising of YES Construct State: YES YES

pos'sor to Spec,AgrP
(strong Spec-related Doubling CS: NO
feature
on Agr)

...                                                                                      analytic constr: dyal d.n.a.

Realization of adposition (I'a,i)

genitive Doubling CS: dyal
in complement

position

6. Saxon genitive and Construct State: agreement constr.:
Realization of doubling possessive:
genitive inflected form
in Spec,Agr bare noun phrase bare noun phrase (genitive suffix)



5

The Acquisition of
Nominal Possessive Constructions

by Turkish Learners

5.1 Introduction

5.1.1 Surface patterns and their frequencies

In this chapter, the focus is on the way in which Turkish learners of Dutch express possession

in their new language by means o fnominal constructions. In this and the following chapters we
will distinguish two levels of data presentation: (i) a plain, direct description, and (ii) an

interpretive structural description, because it is important to know what is already obvious from
the bare data and what a structural analysis can contribute to the explanation of the acquisition
process. Therefore, a theory-neutral description will be given first, which can serve as a basis

for any explanation of the acquisition facts. The second level of description is structural and
constitutes the main part of the chapter. For those analyses we make use of the theoretical
concepts given in Chapter 4, which provide, as will turn out, a deeper insight into the nature of
the developmental changes as it formulates those changes in terms of parameter-related

acquisition and non-parameter-related acquisition (e.g., morphological realization).
The nominal constructions present themselves in various shapes. Variation may occur in

the order of the possessor ;and possessee, and the categorial status of the possessor. The
possessee (i.e., the entity in someone's possesssion) is the central element in a possessive

relationship (cf. Section 1.2). It is always nominal, and refers to an object or person in the
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world. The possessee will be labeled X. The possessive construction is organized around this
X, which is the head of the noun phrase. The possessor - which will be labeled Y - can appear
before or after the kernel element X. So, the following possible orders may occur:

(i)  Y X - possessor-initial
(ii)       X Y - possessor-final

The ordering of X and Y is the first factor in the classification of the data on the basis of their
surface patterns. The second factor is the categorial status of the possessor. The possessor can
be either:

(i) nominal (labeled lower-case n);
(ii) pronominal (labeled lower-case p)

A pronominal possessor can have both an anaphoric and a deictic function. The cross-
classification of the two factors provides four basic patterns, as can be seen in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1 Classification ofpossessive nominal constructions

nomind pronominal

possess or-initial Yn X YF X

possessor-final XY XYn P

The two possessor-final patterns are considered to be two variants of the same construction
type. Both patterns are discussed in Section 5.4. As has been stated in Section 4.2, the two
possessor-initial patterns are different. They are analysed separately: the nominal Y„ X pattern
in Section 5.2,  and the pronominal pattern in Section 5.3. In addition to these main patterns,
·a fourth pattern is distinguished, which does not conform to any Dutch pattern and which is
not implied in the main patterns. This pattern occurs only rarely, viz.:

4  X  Ymp: a pattern with a doubling of the possessor.
The first Y is pronominal (p) and refers to the possessor. The second Y
can be either nominal or pronominal and refers to the same possessor, e.g.,
'his father ofJohn' (analysed and discussed in Section 5.5)

After having presented the distribution of these patterns over the acquisition data in Subsection
5.1.l,an interpretive, theory-oriented description is given for each of the surface patterns in the
Sections 5.2 to 5.5. The description starts with a tabular overview of alliearner variants that are
arranged in order of appearance: the earliest variant is at the top of the table and is discussed
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before the variants appearing at a later time. This overview gives the most extended collection
of-learner variants divided in developmental stages. See, for instance, Table 5.8 with regard to
the learner vari·ants of the Y.X pattern. In each section, a subsection is dedicated to the
description and analysis o f a pattern and is followed by a more quantative subsection, in which
the results are presented by means of frequency tables: the number of occurrences for each
stage and each variant is given. Finally, the development in stages is discussed, and the question
is considered to what extent this development can be observed across learners.

In order to gain insight into the process of the acquisition of possessive nominals, it is not
sufficient, however, to restrict oneself to the analysis of specific patterns. One should also
consider relationships between all those patterns. What a learner discovers by acquiring one
pattern, may be of crucial importance for the acquisition of another pattern. Therefore, the
developmental order of the distinctive possessive constructions is considered in Subsection
5.6.1.

Subsection 5.6.2 focuses on the overlap of stages and the length of conservation of Ll
grammar. We have visualized the potential overlap of developmental stages for an adult learner
and a child learner in Subsection 5.6.2. In the following subsection, 5.6.3, the developing
grammar  is syntactically represented over stages (Table 5.20), and, subsequently, in
correspondinggrammatical knowledge (Table 5.21).  In the last subsection, 5.6.4, we come back
to the predictions that were made at the outset o f the chapter.

Let us now consider the patterns distinguished above, concentrating on the four Turkish
adults first. Table 5.2 presents the raw frequencies of occurrences of the four patterns
distinguished in the three cycles, which lasted nine months each. Figure 5.1 presents the same
data graphically and in percentages, without the doubling possessor pattern (YpXY„). The
doubling possessor pattern - neither an Ll nor an L2-based pattern - occurred only twice in
Osman's production data, as can be seen in Table 5.2.
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Table 5.2 Dist,ibution  offourpossessive  patterns  in  nominal  constnictions forfourTurkish  tearnen

Yo X Ypx XY./p Yp XY.

Mahrnut: cycle 1              64           162           2
cycle 2                 54              135              2
cycle 3                41             112             6

Ergon: cycle 1              15            56            1
cycle 2                   9              147               3                -
cycle 3                  14              228               8                -

Osman: cycle 1             14          100           3
cycle 2                   5             124              14                -
cycle 3                   5              164              29               2

Abdullah: cycle 1             13            69           5
cycle 2                14              54             23              _
cycle 3                11              48             12

The raw data already provide information before any syntactic analysis has been made. When
we consider Table 5.2, we see that the Y.X pattern regularly figures in the L2 utterances,
especially in the earliest stages of acquisition, and particularly so for Mahmut, the slowest
learner. A clear decrease of Y.X patterns can be observed for Osman and Mallmut and, to a
lesser extent, also for Abdullah. The opposite situation emerges for the XY„/p pattern. This
pattern increases slightly for Mal:tmut and Ergun, and considerably for Osman and Abdullah.
The percentages in Figure 5.1 show that Abdullah was the most advanced learner in cycles 1 and
2, because he produced the highest percentage of XY„/p patterns. Osman shows the clearest
development because the Y„X pattern is decreasing while the XY.,p pattern is increasing. The
raw scores ofTable 5.2 provide more detailed information about the exact number ofoccurring
patterns and about the total number of L2 expressions. From these raw scores can be inferred
that Abdullah was fastest in learning the new XY„/p pattern, but also that he was less talkative
at the end ofthe project (because he lost interest and even quit before the end). Mahmut turned
out to be a good talker but not such a good learner, as he produced the fewest XY./P patterns
and the most Y„X patterns (which will turn out to be all patterns conserved from his Ll). As
this table shows, each o f the four in formants used a great number of possessive pronouns (see
pattern YpX) from the beginning of the data collection.
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Figure  5.1       Distribution  of three possessive patterns  in  nominal  constructionsforfour Turkish  learners

Dealing with development over time, the question can be raised whether the changes in the
distribution of the three possessive patterns over the three cycles can be considered to be

important shifts. For that purpose, the observed frequencies o f the three patterns are compared
to the expected frequencies. By computing the chi square (%2), one gains insight into the
question whether the differences between observed and expected frequencies are significant.
Table 5.3 provides an overview of the chi square values computed for each in formant.
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Table 5.3 Cbi squares (Pearson) comptitedfor eacb Turkish infomant; * = significant

%                               df
1

significance

Mahmut 2.63                               2                              .2673

Erglin 18.90*                               2                              .0001
Osman 24.58*                               4                              .0001
Abdullah 12.94*                  4                  .0116

The difference between observed and expected frequencies is significant (at .05 level) for Ergun,
Osman and Abdullah. This significant variation implies that Ergun, Osman and Abdullah show
important ·acquisition, and Mahmut does not.

Here, we present also the data o f five Turkish children who arrived in the Netherlands only
some weeks before the start of the data collection, because we want to know whether cliild
learners and learners in an earlier stage of development show similar tendencies. These data are
stored in the Van Helvert corpus (see Subsection 3.1.2 for more details on the subjects, length,
etc. of this corpus). The distribution of the three patterns over the nine months of data
collection is given in Table 5.4.

'Table 5.4      Distribution of nominal possessive patterms ·for.ftve -Itirkisb cbildrpn  (Van Hdvericorpus) over
three periods  of three  months each

Y„  X          Ypx         XY„, p Y. X Yp X      XY./p

Nesrin period 1           -       1 - Mehmet period 1
period 2 2       10        -              period 2
period 3             2         3 - period 3          1         1

Belgin period 1           - - Hagan period 1         -        -
period 2             -         1                          period 2          1         5
period 3             2         2 1 period 3          1         7         -

Sefer period 1           -
period 2             -
period 3            1         2

' The degrees of freedom for Mahmut and Ergun differ from those for Osman and Abdullah, because the third
pattern (XYJ is not taken into account here. The number of occurrences of that pattern were too small in all
three cycles (see Table 5.3).
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The most striking fact that can inferred from Table 5.4  is the almost complete lack of the XY„/p
pattern: none of the children 2 produced a construction such as'the father ofJohn,' although they
already produced possessive BE-constructions (e.g., datis van mf, that is of me; 'that is mine') in
which the copula was spelled out and also the genitive, as will be shown in Section 8.2. Other
important information provided by Table 5.4 is that we can see the emergence of the first
possessive constructions: the pronominal YpX pattern and, approximately at the same time, the
nominal Y.X pattern. For Nesrin this happened during the first three months, for Hagan and
Belgin duringthe fifth month, and for Mehmet and Sefer between the seventh and ninth month.

For the nominal possessives, also data of more advanced children are used. The reason is
that the adults largely remained within the conservation stage and therefore did not provide
much insight into the restructuring process. These supplementary data come from 16 Turkish
children in the Vermeer corpus.

The latter data collection started when the children had finished at least one year of
preschool, irrespective of how long they had been in the Netherlands before the year in
preschool. Thus, some of them might be more advanced than others at the first recording
session. In Table 5.5, the distribution of the four nominal possessive patterns is given for those

16 school age children  over a period of 2.5 years.

Just as in the case of the adult learners in Figure 5.1, all child informants (except for T30 and
T39) used many possessive pronouns (see pattern YpX) from the very beginning on.3 The
number of pronominal possessive constructions increased during the course of the data
collection (viz. from 219 in the first period to 565 in the last one; see Table 5.5). The number of
Y„X patterns was considerably lower than for the adults and doubled during the third period, but
the most striking fact is that the XY„/p pattern emerged only in the third period (after 20 months)
for the maiority of those children. Only five children out of 16 used this pattern from the

beginning.

2 Belgin used one XYp pattern: buis m#n (house my; 'my house'). In a structural Ll-based analysis, this is probably
a conserved Ll pattern, viz. m#n is representing the person and number morpheme -im. See Subsection 5.3.1 and
Tables 5.13 and 5.14.

3 The children of the Vermeer corpus have a code number. A Turkish child is encoded as T followed by a
number. These numbers may suggest that more  than 16 children were involved.  The  fact is  that some children
dropped out in the course of the proiect.
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Table 5.5 Distribution  of nominalpossessive patternsfor 16 Turkish cbild,En  (Venneer co,pus)  over
three pehods  of 10  months  eacb

Y„ X       Ypx     XY„/p Y,XY» Y„ X     Ypx     Xygp     YpXY„

pebod period
T22 1 1     33       -       -   T33 1 -     30        -

2          -      43        -                   2         1     25        1

3         8     47       3       -          3        -     30       3        -

T23 1 1     18       -       -   T34 1 3     58        -        -

2         -     13       1       -          2        2     26

3         1      29       2        -           3         1     59       8

T24 1 -     28       -       -   T36 1 5     21        -

2         3      27        -                   2         2     25        1

3         4      62      11       2           3         8     35       6        -

T25 1 6 5 2 1 T38 1 1 2-
2         6      46       2        -           2         2     11        -

3         8     47       5       1          3        1     15

T26 1 1 28  1  - T39 1 -3-

2         1      28        -                   2         -      4        -

3         1     53       7       -          3       12     17       1

T27 1 2 26  4  - T41 1 4     41       4        -

2         -     16       -       -          2        4     17       3        -

3         1      14       1        -           3         4     38       3

T29 1 7      1       -  T42 1 2     28       1        1

2         3     18       -                  2        3     17       -

3         6     15       2       -          3        4     43      11

T30 1 2      7       -       -   T43 1 4     36        -        -

2 1 6-    2-4-
3         3     15       1       -          3        9     46       5        1

All
informants

1        32    219      13       2

2        28     326       9        -

3        71     565      69       4

Merely from the surface patterns of these three data collections can be inferred that the XY.tp
pattern, which is new for Turkish learners, emerged much later in the acquisition process of both
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young adult learners ·and child learners than the other patterns. A structural an·.Ilysis may explain
the reason  for this late emergence (cti Section 5.4)

5.1.2 Predictions

7 he starting point for the structural analyses of the L2 data is the Consen·ation Hypothesis as
formulated in Chapter 2. Under this hypothesis, it is assumed that, initially, the Turkish learner

ot Dutch tries to generate the possessive constructions on the basis of the linguistic knowledge
which is dso used for producing those structures in Turkish. The nature of this knowledge is

specified in Table 5.6 and consists of (i) parametrized, (ii) lexical and (Mi) morphological
knowledge. 1n order to attain a target linguistic knowledge necessary for the formation of-Dutch
possessive structures, the Turkish L2 learner has to carry out changes in at le;ist the three

respects mentioned in Table 5.6. This implies a restructuring+ aspect and ·an acquisition aspect
for the items listed in Table 5.7.

Tab\e  5.6      Linguistic knowledge  at tbe basis of tbefomation of possessive constructionsfor Turkisb  learners

Knowledge of the parametric values
•   The Head parameter is set as head-final.
• Functional heads have <weak> head-related features, which implies that there is no overt

head-to-X raising.
•   Agr has a <strong> Spec-related D feature triggering overt raising of the categorial

feature [+ N,  - V, +D] (with concomitant pied-piping of the entire possessor DID·

•   D has a <weak> Spec-related D feature, to the effect that determiners functic,ning as

nominal type indicators remain in their base position Spec,DetP and are checked off in

LF.

Lexical knowledge
• Functional heads are phonetically empty: i.e., the feature constellation of a functional

head is characterized by an empty phonological matrix.

Morphological knowledge
•     Knowledge of the genitive suffix on possessor nouns.
•  Knowledge of the person-number agreement morphology between possessor and

possessee.

4 The term restructuring is  reserved for assigning a different value to a certain parametnzed property.
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Table 5.7      Knowledge to be acquired ky a Turkish learner

Resetting of
•   Head parameter from head-final to head-initial.
• Spec-related strength feature on D from <weak> to <strong>

Acquisition of:
• lexical items (and their properties) that can head:

- AgrP: 's, Clitic possessive pronouns, zero-forms (CD)
- DP: definite articles.

•      the absence of the Agr projection in analytic constructions;
•   the morphological knowledge that the genitive case is not spelled out as a suffix;
•    the morphological rule that morphologically spells out the abstract genitive case as  the

adpositional marker tan,
•    the suppletion rule for strong possessive pronominal forms (e.g., mijn,  in).

According to the Conservation Hypothesis, we can now predict what the earliest possessive
constructions of Turkish learners willlook like.

Prediction 1  : Tbe ban noun pattern (YX)
Beginning Turkish L2 learners  rely on their Ll grammar. The possessive pattern
emerging in the earliest stages o f L2 acquisition will be the Ll-based possessor-initial
pattern (YX), which we called the 'agreement pattern' (see Subsection 4.2.3 and
Table 4.4). These constructions will be stripped of bound morphemes because,
initially, bound function morphemes are not realized (see Table 2.4).

According to the Conservation Hypothesis, conservation  of grammatical knowledge applies at
various linguistic levels (syntactic, morphological and lexical).  If the primary linguistic  (I.2)  data
provide sufficiently strong positive evidence for a learner, that is, when potential L2 equivalents
occur in a salient form (frequent occurrence of a pattern can make it more salient), and  are
meaningful from the perspective of the learner (e.g., m the form of free lexical morphemes),
specific Ll-based features will be spelled out in the learner's utterances.

Prediction 2: Tbe spell-out pattern
a. Free morphemes will intervene between possessor and possessee, viz.

adjectives, demonstratives, quantifiers.
b.   At a later stage, L2 (free or bound) morphemes that spell out Ll features will

appear, e.g., genitive case, or person-number features.
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I f the Conservation Hypothesis is translated in terms  of parameter settings, the following
prediction can be formulated:

Prediction  3  : Parameter-setting consen,ation

The Turkish learner will initi·ally conserve the Ll par·,imeter settings:

for Agr a <strong> Spec-related D feature:
a <weak> head-related feature;

for D: a <weak> Spec-related D feature.
for the Head parameter: a strictly head-fin:11 organization of the extended DP.

The question arises whether one can predict the order in which the ruler Knt parametric values
will be restructured. In Chapter 2, it was claimed that L2 learners are able to change parameter
settings, even very rapidly, if there is clear, positive evidence in the L2-environmental input for
such 9 resetting. Hulk (1991), for instance, reported that her Dutch students of French, who first
conserved the Ll head-complement order, very soon acquired the French VO order. Similar
results ·are reported for Ll-Romance learners of German (duPlessis et ·al. 1987; Schwartz &
Tomasselli 1988. Eubank 1992) and Moroccm learners of Dutch (Van de Craats 1994) Studies
on the resetting of the Head parameter in the nominal domain are lacking, except for the study
of Van de Craats (1994), which points in the same direction for nominal constructions. If we
assume th·at L2 possessive structures in the lexical domain provide clearer and better positive
evidence to the learner (because they are salient, related to meaningful content words and more
frequently used in the environmental input) than possessive structures in the functional domain,
;i par,imeter related to the lexical domain will be easier to reset than a parameter related to the
functional domain.

An interesting question that arises here is the question whether there is evidence for aglobal
resetting of the Head parameter for 111 proiections within the DP, or whether this resetting
occurs for each functional projection separately. The acquisition studies above on the verbal
dom·ain observed an early switch of V-headedness for Romance and Moroccan Arabic  learners
of German and Dutch, and Dutch learners of French. Some of these studies pointed to the fact
that the he·adedness of the extended functional projections of the I'P did not change.  If we
tr,inster these findings to the nominal domain, we can formulate the following prediction:

Prediction 4: Ana(ytic X3 .,ppattern frst
Given previous research in the verbal domain, and given the stronger positive evidence
for  the head-initialness in the lexical domain, a phrase-initial head is expected first in
the nominal. and, subsequently, in the functional domain. This will become manifest
in the emergence of the analytic pattern before the Hidden-Construct pattern.

The predictions formulated above will be considered on the basis of the production data of the
adult learners from the ESF corpus. As supplementary data, we also used the children's data of
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the Van Helvert corpus for very early learners, and of the Vermeer corpus for more advanced
learners. (See Chapter 3 for details on the subjects and the corpora used.)

5.2     The Ynx pattern: Nominal Possessor-initial Constructions

5.2.1   Description and analysis

The first type of possessive pattern to be considered is the one in which the possessor is a non-
pronominal possessor and precedes the possessee. Table 5.8 provides two types of information.
First, it provides an overview of the Dpes of possessive variants that instantiate this pattern.
Second, it indicates the possessive variants that appear at the various developmental stages
according to our conception o f L2 development sketched in Chapter 2. Each type of possessive
variant is exemplified by a token. For the adults, this token represents the first (or one of the
first) occurrence(s) of the possessive variant in the ESF corpus (27 sessions). The rightmost
column indicates the recording session in which the token was found. ERG-X, e.g., refers to the

ESF recordings, and T-x refers to the recordings from the Vermeer corpus of children's speech
(6 recordings). It should be pointed out that this table does not provide information about the
number of occurrences of the possessive variants. That information will be given in Table 5.9
at the end of this section:

It is obvious that the information given in Table 5.8 is partly descriptive, partly interpretive.
It is descriptive in providing the range of possessive variants found in the data. It is interpretive
in the assignment of these variants to specific developmental stages. In order to motivate this
assignment, we will consider each of the variants in more detail and try to assign an explicit
structural analysis to them. In that way, we get a more explicit picture of the L2 development of
the possessive pattern Y„X

5 In this and following tables, only simplex possessive constructions are discussed. It should be noticed that
recursive patterns also occur in the adults'data, e.g.,
(i) [miin vrouw         [ oma [ andere man [ dochter 11]1 MAH-17

[my wife [grandmother [ other man [ daughter ]Ill
'the daughter of the second husband of my wife's grandmother
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Table 5.8 Possessive variants  of tbe (ype Y.X found in tbe developmental stages ofTurkish learners

Stage Example Subject code

1. Conservation stage
a. Content Word State (CWS) vriend huis MAH-3

friend house / 'my friend's house'
b. Free Functional State (FFS) garage die naam ERG-3

garage that name / 'the name of the garage'

Idie grote broe4 die kleine dochter MAH-5

that big brother that little daughter
'the little daughter of my eldest brother'

c. Bound Functional State (BFS) die iongens van vader ABD-3
that boys of father / 'the boy's father'

examen van tolk ERG-25
exam of interpreter / 'the interpreter at the exam'

de auto van de lichten T41-6
the car of the lights/ 'the car lights'

2. Restructuring stage

Stage a:
al - prepossessor van as morphological van Ergun auto ABD-16

expression of genitive case  (AGR: 0) of Ergun car / ' Ergun's car '
a.2 - die/de relates to entire NP (AGR: 0 ) de van de politieagent hoofd ABD-18

tbe €fthe policeman head / 'the policeman's head'

23 -   'n and   's as instantiations of AGR van Hendry Z'n foto T29-6

of Hendry his photo / 'Hendry's photo'
van Omers huis T29-3

of Omer's house / 'Omer's house'
die iongen van €in vader OSM-20

that boy of his father  / 'the father of that boy'
a4 - van as agreement marker (AGR:/0/) van Zorro van Turks film T25-1

of Zorro of Turkish film / 'the Turkish film Zorro'

-  7'n as agreement marker g'n jongen Z'n tekening T39-6

his boy his drawing / 'the boy's drawing'
Stage b:
bl - absence of prepossessor van de pan in deksel T24-5

the pan his cover / 'the cover of the pan'
b2 - absence of agreement between juffrouw Lia Z'n feest T27-1

possessor and possess. pronominal: miss Lia his party / 'miss Lia's party'
underspecified F'n Mark and Mieke ff 41 moeder T43-6

M. and M. his mother / 'M. and M.'s mother'
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3. Target state mijn ooms zoon ERG-26

'my uncle's son'
Kees Z'n vader T39-4

Kees his father  /
' Kees's father'

Ayhan d'r broer T25-4

Ayhan her brother / 'Ayhan's brother'

Conservation stage

At the Content Word State  (CWS),the ' .2 learner's computational system generates L2 possessive
expressions  on the basis of a lexical input (i.e.. numeration),6 which consists of phonologically

specified content words (typically nouns) and phonologically unspecified functional categories.
A possessive variant like vriend buis, for example, has a structural representation like (1).

(1)                                                        DP

AgrP                       D-% 0
DP, Agr'

NP        D NP Agr  < +N,- V, +D: strong><gen>
0/-0

N             DP     N
<case assign.>

vriend                                        t,                       huis

This structure instantiates the parameter settings characteristic of- Turkish: (i) a head-final

structure and (ii) a <strong> Spec-related D feature on Agr, which induces movement of the
possessor D (with concomitant pied-piping o f the entire DP) to Spec,AgrP. At LF, the formal
feature complex associated with the possessed noun buis raises to Agr. In that position, the

genitive-case-assigning feature, which is part of this feature complex, is able to check off the
genitive case feature of the possessor D: Thus, the derivational output in (1) is the result of
'grammar conserved' and an impoverished numeration, in the sense that it is only the lexical

categories (i.e., content words) that have a phonological matrix. The functional categories (i.e.,

6 Recall the meaning ofthe term 'numeration' (cf Chapter 2). From now on the term numerat:ion will be used as
lexical input into the computational s>·stem.  In this way, no confusion will arise as regards  the notion of input in
the sense o f primary linguistic data.

1 The structure indicated in (1) is the representation that is input to the morphological/phonological components
and to LF. Thus, it is an overt syntax representation. All representations given from now on are 'overt syntax'

representations, unless indicated otherwise.
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function words) are feature complexes lacking a phonological matrix.
In the Fne Functional  mo*beme  State   (FFS), the numeration is 'enriched' by free function

words carrying a phonological matrix: demonstrative determiners and other determiner-like

elements show up in the possessive structure.

(2)    a    garage  die naam ERG-3

garage that name

'the name of the garage'
b Thijs die vader MAH-12

Thijs that father
'Thils's father'

In (29) and (2b), a demonstrative element shows up between the possessor Qarage/Thgf) and the

possessed noun (naam/vade>. The linear ordering of these lexical elements is not permitted in
Dutch but is precisely the one which is found in Turkish (cf. Section 4.3). This is consistentwith
the Conservation Hypothesis. Although the numeration consists of lexical items from Dutch,
the parameter settings are still those ofTurkish in this early stage of the acquisition process. More
specifically, in the grammar of a Turkish L2 learner, the Spec-related feature of the functional
category D initially has the value <weak>. This implies that a nominal-type-indicating feature like

<+demonstrative> will raise only at LF for reasons of checking. Demonstrative determiners
carrying this feature do not raise in overt syntax in Turkish. In Dutch, however, the nominal type
feature o f D is strong and requires overt movement of a determiner-like element to Spec,DP.
This movement is not expected in an early learner variety under the Conservation Hypothesis.
This  implies  that garage &e  naam has the structure  o f (3).

(3)                                                            DP

Agip                                        D--            e
Dpi Agr'

M-*
NP                    D DetP Agr <+N,-V, +D strong><gen>

1 0 - 0
N Spec Det'

NP I)et

0

DP        N

garage die t, naarn
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Possessive learner structures like (3) can become more complex. In the string die grote broer die
kleine docbter (that big brother that little daughter 'the little daughter of my eldest brother'), for
example, the possessor DP We grote bmer contains an attributive AP and a demonstrative
determiner. The structure associated  is  the  one  in  (4).

(4)    Inp 6,p die 6.' Ipp grote IF·Ap broe4 F]] Det]] D] MAH-5

'I'he next three vari,uits  from Table 5.8, Aejongens van vader and the following two strings, are
assumed to fall within the BFS because they are characterized by the presence of the item van in
post-nominal position. These three variants are misleading for a native speaker of Dutch, because
he takes such a string for an analytic (XY„) construction (recall the Dutch construction in
Section 4.4). This misunderstanding leads to an interpretation which is completely different from
the one intended by the Turkish L2 learner. The Turkish speaker meant 'the boy' as the
possessor, the Dutch listener takes 'the father' to be the possessor.8 The same holds for the
noun phrase in (5).

(5) a examen van tolk ERG-25

exam of interpreter
'the interpreter at/of the exam'

b    Ap examen  DI• van tolk]]
C    INP [Dp examen van] tolk]

I.et us consider various possible ·analyses for such a string. A Dutch-like analysis as in (5b),in
which ran figures as an ·adpositional marker preceding the complement tolk, is highly unlikely.
Under such an analysis, the entire noun phrase would be interpreted as 'the exam taken by the
ititerpreter' or 'the exam to become an interpreter'. However, this is not the reading it has. This
possessive varl:int iS interpreted .is 'the interpreter at/ot the exani.' Thus, ex·amen acts as the

'possessor', r·ather than tolk. Under this  analysis  -  represented in  (5c)  -  van is treated as a

postpositional marker spelling out the genitive case on the complement to the possessed noun
tolk. Such an analysis seems implausible for a number of reasons. First, there would be no
gr,immatical source' for the construction ofa possessive noun phrase like (Sc) Neither the Ll

gr,imm,ir nor the primAry L2 data nor UG (ct-. Longobardi 1996) permit head-final possessive

constructions in which the genitive case on the possessor is realized by an adpositional marker.

Second, the occurrence of possessive variants such as (6), in which the possessor (auto van) is

separated from the possessed noun by an intervening determiner (de) suggests that auto is notin

8 Evidence  for this interpretation is found in the context of the  film in which it is obvious  that the father of one
specific boy is meant (there are only two persons involved in the scene, a boy called Thijs and his father) jongen.i

(boy-Plur) is meant as a singular form. This form is specifically produced by Abdullah.
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the complement position to ticbten.'

(6)         de auto van de lichten T41-6
the car of the lights
'the car lights'

We will assume that at this stage of acquisition de is analysed on a par with demonstratives like

Me; it occupies Spec,DetP. This yields the following representation  for  (6):

CD                  IDp  [Ag,p  Ide  auto  van],    6.,p de  Sip  4 lichten ]  Det ]  Agr] D] T41-6

If van in the sequence 'possessor van possessee' should not be analysed as the morphological

spell-out of the genitive case feature, what other interpretations are feasible? Two logically
possible hypotheses come to mind. One hypothesis would be to say that the Turkish L2 learner

treats van as a lexical item of the categorial type Agr. In view of the word order, this would
furthermore imply that he has found out the head-initial nature of the Dutch nominal structure.

The structure would be the following (adopting the assumption that headedness is reset for the

entire nominal structure if the L2 learner has discovered the head-initial nature of one of the

projections within the extended nominal domain; cf. the discussion on Prediction 4 in Subsection

5.1.2)

(8)            bp [ag,p examen, [,# 6 van] [Np tolk 4]]]] ERG-25

The second hypothesis would be an analysis in which van is treated by the Turkish learner as an

inflectional suffix attached to the possessed noun. So, van is considered to be the same kind of
element (viz. an inflectional morpheme) as the element -in in Turkish expressions like Ayse-n-in

araba-s-i (Ayse-GEN car-3sgi'Ayse's car'). Under this hypothesis, thewordorderis still compatible

with a head-final setting of the nominal structure:

(9)               bp  [Agp  [examen-van], [Age kp 4 tolk] Agr] D]

Under the second hypothesis, the Agr head is still 'available' to become lexically instantiated.

Under the former analysis, van would be in competition (i.e. complementary distribution) with
other lexical items instantiating Agr. Given this, the occurrence of such possessive variants as

(10a) are suggestive of an analysis in which van is analyzed as an inflectional suffix:10

9 Of course, one might argue that additional movement of de auto van to Spec,DP has taken place.

10 It should be noted that the L2 variants in (103) and (101)) are not from the same L2 learner. Strictly speaking,

one might still argue that in a sequence like &ejongens van auto (uttered by Abdullah), which lacks a possessive clitic,
the element van occupies the Agr slot. As both learners have the same Ll and show similar developing stages, we
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(10) a die iongen van zi in vader
11 osM-20

that     boy     of his father
'that boy's father'

b die iongens van vader ABD-3

that boy-plur of father
'that boy's father'

The nominal expression in (1Oa) differs from a possessive construction like (101)) in having the
lexical item T'n as part of its nominal structure. The structure in (10a) is highly parallel to the
doubling possessive construction that we discussed in Chapter 4. In fact, the Dutch equivalent
would be (lla) and, less frequently used, (111)), in which R#n cannot be stressed and therefore is
a variant of the reduced pronoun (see Subsection 4.2.4, footnote 28).

(11)  a    die iongen z'n vader
b    die iongen zijn vader

The only difference between the Dutch target construction in (11) and the possessive variant in

(103) is the presence of van in the latter construction. Under the plausible assumption that in
both  structures  2 92 heads the AgrP-projection, there is no  room left for van in Agr. This leads
to the conclusion that i)an functions here as an inflectional suffix. From here the step toward
adopting a similar analysis for the structure in (7) is very small. The only difference between (10)
and (7) will be that in the latter construction the AgrP pro ection is headed by a lexical item with
an empty phonological matrix.

This difference in the phonological instantiation of the Agr head may have one major
consequence, though, as regards the headedness of the nominal structure. The L2 possessive
construction in (6) is compatible with a head-jinalnominal structure as in (7), while this is clearly

not the  case for (10); if f'n heads  a heid-final Agr-projection, we would expect (unobserved)
sequences  like diejongens van vader  'n instead of the observed t#ejongens van *n vader.

(123 [Dp &,p die iongens-van 6· kp vader] Agr]] D]

tentatively assume that the other two adults, Abdullah and Ergun, who use van in similar constructions  also
consider 1jan m inflectional suffix rather than a functional head Agr. Moreover, Abdullah also uses some
constructions that are quite similar to (1Oa).

11 A comparable noun phrase showing the same phenomenon was found in the children's data:
(i)          die van z'n ding T25-4

that of his thing
'his thing'
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Restructuring stage

The acquisition of the weak possessive pronominal system (e.g., m'n,  En,  dB seems to mark an
important point. The acquisition by Turkish learners of the lexical knowledge that these items
are instantiations of Agr (i.e., are of the categorial type Agr) leads to a restructuring at the level
o f the lexicon. The learner's L2 lexicon no longer contains just the zero token of Agr. Rather,
the L2 lexicon is enriched with lexical items of the categorial type Agr, whose phonological
matrix is non-empty. This lexical restructuring has the concomitant effect of parameter resetting:
lexical instantiations of Agr precede the possessed noun, which shows that the parametrized
property of headedness is reset from a head-final value to a head-initial value. It is conceivable
that possessive structures lacking any overt realization of the Agr node are still o f the head-initial

type.
Another important part of the restructuring is the status of van, when the L2 learner

discovers that it is not an inflectional suffix. The changed status can be observed in structures

as   in     (19).  As  a  matter  of fact, sometimes this prepossessor van co-occurs  with   a  weak

possessive pronoun in Agr (cf. (131))), sometimes with a postpossessor van, as in (13c). Evidently,
the Turkish L2 learner still tries to overtly mark the realization of the genitive case on the
possessor in Spec,AgrP, presumably because this morphological process is a defining property

ot possessors in Turkish.

(13)  a    van Ergun auto ABD-16
of Ergun car

'Ergun' s car'
b van Hendry z'n foto T29-6

of Hendry his photo
'Hendry's photo'

c    van Zorro van Turks film T25-1

of Zorro of Turkish film
'the Turkish film Zorro'

How to interpret this van? One could interpret this element in the learner's derivational output
as a genitival prefix. Under that view, the Turkish L2 learner would have restructured his L2
grammar in such a way that instead of a morphological rule of expressing the genitive case by
means o f suffixation, he now uses a rule of prefixation. Such an analysis seems unlikely for at
least two reasons. First o f all, itwould mean that in a sequence like (13c), the genitival case would
be expressed morphologically twice on one and the same nominal stem, viz. by means of a prefix
van and a suffix van (i.e.IN van+N+vanJ Second, the occurrence of a pattern like (143), observed
in the Turkish children's L2 data, or (14b), found in adult learner data, suggests the interpretation
of the prepossessor van as an element combined with a phrasal constituent.
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(14)   a      bp IMp [vande rand], [pc,p      de  kp x zee] Det] Agr] D] T41-2
of the border the sea

'the border of the sea'
b    6>p  de 6op [van politieagent],  [Np 4   hoofd]  Agr] D] ABD-18

the of policeman head

'the head of the policeman'

The possessive variants observed in this stage can be accounted for by analysing van as an

adpositional marker that attaches to the possessor. Under this interpretation, the L2 learner has
identified the nature of van: it is a semantically vacuous preposition which morphologically spells
out the abstract genitive case on the case-assigned nominal complement. Developmental
evidence for this interpretation comes from the fact that the prepossessor van in possessor-initial
variants (1.e., van+Y„ X) co-occurs 12 with the prepossessor van in possessor-final (i.e., analytic: X
van+Y „·, cf. Subsection 5.2.3) constructions. The L2 learner overgeneralizes the morphological
rule of genitive spell-out. He does not restrict the rule to possessor noun phrases in the
complement position of the possessed noun but extends it to possessors in Spec,AgrP. Or, to
put it more formally, genitival spell-out by means of an adpositional marker is overgeneralized
to  multimembered  (i.e. {DP„t,}) chains.

The pair (14) shows a second important alteration. While de in (141) was still analysed to be
on a par with demonstratives like dze (compare also example (7)) and occupying the Spec,DetP
position, this  can no longer be the analysis  for the construction in (141)). It is quite clear that the
specifying element de relates to the possessee bo€/d'head', because in the same scene of the film
retelling a possessive noun phrase such as (15) was found in which de obviously relates to the

possessor 'policeman'.

(15)  .DP   Ag,P I van de pc,litieagent],  [Np 4 hand] Agr] D] ABD-18
of the policeman hand

'the policeman's hand'

The example in (141)) clearly shows that de occupies a position within the functional DP
pro ection (plausibly Spec,DP). Abdullah has discovered the target language property that
determiner-like elements like demonstratives are raised overtly from Spec,DetP to Spec,DP.

However, it remains a question whether this element de is taken for a head or a maximal

projection, in other words, whether we deal here with a demonstrative de in Spec,DP or with an
article de in D (viz. the target structure). On the basis of only one possessive noun phrase,

however, it is not possible to decide on this question. One should know (i) whether Abdullah
distinguishes the article from the demonstrative in a systematic way and  (ii) if there is evidence

12 Four children use a prepossessor van in combination with a lexical element in Agr head: T25, T29, T39 and
T41. This learner variant emerges at the same time or short after the first occurrences of the analytic construction.
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for a switch of headedness for other functional heads at this point of the development.

Although Abdullah makes use of both demonstrative &e and definite article de already in
early sessions and distinguishes between these lexical items with regard to their meaning, there
is no evidence found for a different structural placement of de and 8e. In session 8, for example,

the following variation in the expression of Y.X-type constructions is found.

(16)   a     die oom broer ABD-8

that uncle brother

a'   6p die, IA#p 00, 6.,p t.    Lp 4 broer]]]]
'that brother of my uncle'

a'   6p  Ag,p [die oom] i
kp 4 broer]]]

'the brother of that uncle'
b die voor de kerk man ABD-813

that for the church   man
b'   6p die, [ag,p [voor de kerk]j  [D.,p t. A·p 4 man]]]]

'that man belonging to the church (priest)'
b"   [Dp  IAFp [die voor de kerkli [Np 5 man]]]]

' the man belonging to the church'
c      de van de toeristen // van de toerist die zoiets asbak ABD- 8

the of the tourists // of the tourist that such ashtray
c'    6p de b,g,p [van de toeristen]i ]] //[pp  [t,ep Ivan de toerist],6„p die [Np t, zoiets asbak]]]]14

'such ashtrays  of the tourists'

The instances above show the use of dze in phrase-initial (163,b) and phrase-medial (16c) position,
and of de in phrase-initial (16c) position and following the adpositional marker van in (16b,c).
Particularly, example (16c), when Abdullah corrected himself in replacing de by die, shows the

confusion; in the corrected version, Abdullah fell back to the in Situ position of the

demonstrative. Over all recordings, a certain tendency toward de as belonging to the DP
projection and &e to the DetP projection can be observed, although de and che are interchanged
until the end of Abdullah's data, e.g., in (1741)).

(17)   a allemaal-van de kopis (de in the in situ position of a demonstrative) ABD-22

13 Only in this recording Abdullah alternated van with wor as the spell-out o f the genitive case.

14 It is not entirely clear which part of the utterance is corrected: the DP or only the AgrP.

15 One should not exclude the possibility that this noun phrase is influenced by the L2 equivalent in @

®         [Dp        al [ 7 de [Np   koppenll}

911 the heads

'all heads'
In this  case, de would occupy the D head. Because of other Ll properties in this same noun phrase (i.e.,van as

suffix)  and the fact that also a later expression as (171)) applies the Ll grammar, we do not adopt this analysis for
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all-of the head
'
the  heads  o f alI  (of them)'

b    van de schoenen die dingen (die in the in situ position of a demonstrative) ABD-24
of the shoes those things
'the shoe's things' (the shoelaces)

Although examples (14b-16) and (17b) showed van as an adpositional marker preceding
possessor DP, this cannot be considered evidence for the shift of headedness of a functional
head. Since possessive variants with inst:antiations of Agr (e.g., diejongen €n vriend) are completely
lacking for Abdullah, the conclusion must be that Abdullah has discovered the strong Spec-
related feature on D attracting XP to the Spec,DP. It is not plausible that he structurally
distinguishes de from *e, since functional heads are still phonetically empty, and probably head-
finvl.

Osm,in's development is comparable to Abdullah's, but differs in two aspects.
(i)      He produces  some instantiations of Agr such as in (103), repeated here as  (18), and
(ii)   he fails to produce examples such as in (16a-c) in which diel de js moved to Spec,DP.

In (18), for example, die refers to the boy whom Osman was talking about in the previous

sentence. So, £be must relate tojongen and not to vada-.

(18) 6>p IMp die longen-van, [w    zijn [Np t, vader]]]] OSM-20
that boy of his father

'that boy's  father'

As shown before, this noun phrase exhibits a head-final nominal structure for the AgrP
projection.  It is not unlikely that the other functional projections in the nominal dom·ain have
the same directionality. There is no ample support for this suggestion, but exactly the lack of the
article de in possessive noun phrases may be the evidence for a shift from a head-final to 21 head-

initial nominal structure in session 20 or some time before. This shift of headedness opened the
possibility for Osman to use the D position for generating the article de. Note that in a head-final

structure (based ona Turkish Ll structure in which the Spec-position is on the left) there is no
such possibility to generate a free-function morpheme in the right periphery. In a head-final
structure, the noun phrase in (192) would yield a string like [Dp 6, politieagent,  \Mp boofd t] Agr]
de]. The shift to a head-initial structure opens new positions (i.e., functional heads) to fill  with
small 1.2 words. The first emergence of de after the shift of headedness, as well as the lack of a
die/ de alternation are reasons to assume that the underlying structure for (192) is rather (19(:), in
which the article is in the D head, than (191,), in which de is moved to Spec,DP.

the construction in (172)
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(19)  a   de politieagent hoofd osM-27
the policeman    head
'the head o f the policeman'

b        6p  dek       6p Politieagent,  Lige  ID.,p  tk [Np hoofd  4 ]]]]
c       6p  6. de L.g,p politteagent, [w kp hoofd 4 Ill]

So, we tentatively conclude that Osman generates de in DI, and that Abdullah moves de (and Ae)
from DetP to Spec,DP.

An illustrative example for this specific developmental phase is provided by a Turkish child
from the Vermeer corpus in (20). In this example, the Agr head is phrase-initial and the Spec-
related feature on D has become <strong>.

(20)      bp diek [Ag,P van Kadir, [«   zi in 6.,p 4 kp 4 marna]]]]] T38-6
that of Kadir his mummy

' Kadir's mummy'

When a learner has identified  T'n as an instantiation  of Agr whose  Spec  can be filled  by  a

possessor DP, we can still observe conserved properties of the Turkish possessive construction.
An interesting example of such a conserved property is given in (21):

(21)        g'n iongen £n tekening T39-6
his boy his drawing
' the boy's drawing'

In this example, the agreement relation between the possessor and the possessee, which in
Turkish is manifested by in flectional morphology on the possessorand the possessee (see Section
4.3), is expressed by means of the possessive clitic Zin,

which shows up both on the possessor

and on the possessed noun. At about the same time as the Agr identification of Z'n, the learner
starts to identify the bound morpheme -s as an instantiation of Agr. This yields possessive

variants as in (22):

(22)  Dp I„g,p Van Omer, [A#    -s [Np    huis 4 ]]]]
T29-3

of Omer 's house

'Omer's house'

Presumably at the time the Turkish L2 learner has figured out the domain restriction on the
realization of van, he starts producing 'bare' possessor-initial structures, that is, structures in
which the possessor is not accompanied by any element reflecting a Turkish property on a

possessor in Dutch, such as de pan €n deksel (the ppn itS cover/'the pan's  cover').  Full mastery
o f the Dutch possessor-initial construction, however, requires knowledge of the lexical and - in
the case of the possessive doubling construction - agreement constraints on the possessor. As
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for the former, the L2 learner has to learn that inanimate nominals do not appear as possessors
in Spec,AgrP; thus, although the string de pan  €n  deksel is assigned the correct structural analysis
by the L2 learner, he has not yet learned the animacy requirement on the possessor. As regards
the agreement constraint, we can observe the production of such possessive variants as in  (23),
where the possessor Z'n co-occurs with a noun of feminine gender (23a) or plural number (231)):

(23)  a    juffrouw Lia z'n feest T27-5
miss Lia his party
'miss Lia's party'

b Mark en  Mieke z'n moeder T43-6
Mark and Mieke his mother

'Mark and Mieke's mother'

This (apparent) disagreement pattern is typically found with i'n. A possible interpretation o f this
state o f affairs is that the L2 learner considers T'n to be an underspecified possessive pronominal
form; although it is specified for the third person, it lacks number and gender features.16 At this
stage, they have not identified the clitics d'r (her) and bun (their) as lexical instantiations of the
functional category Agr. As soon as they have identified these forms (and their lexical properties)
as additional realizations of the Agr node, they will incorporate the animacy features and the
agreement rule as part of their L2 knowledge and start producing such target constructions as
Ayhan Er b,oer (Ayhan her brother; 'Ayhan's brother').

In the final stage o f the acquisition of the Y„X pattern, the L21earner acquires these lexical,
language-specific restrictions on the formation of possessor-initial constructions. He will form
such target patterns as given under the label Taget state in Table 5.8.

5.2.2 Results

Having provided an analysis of each of the possessive variants attested in our corpora and having
motivated its assignment to a particular developmental stage, we need to consider the following
clues tions.

•   How many occurrences of each possessive variant are observed in the learner's production
data?

•    Do the learners attain the target knowledge of the P'nX pattern1
Answers to these questions can be inferred from Table 5.9. Before discussing the results, we will
make some brief remarks about the information provided by Table 5.9.17

16 In this respect, Turkish child learners do not differ greatly from Dutch Ll learners who use T'n as an item
underspecified for gender for quite a long t:ime (c£ Subsection 1.3.1), e.g.,in the Aarssen/Bos corpus, 25% of the
6-year-olds used Z'n to refer to females.

17 These provisos also apply to comparable tables of the Turkish and Moroccan learners.
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First, it should be noted that Table 5.9 is directly related to Table 5.8. In the latter, all
variants occurring in the corpora are listed. In Table 5.9 the occurrences of those variants are
counted. Some variants are taken together as they can be considered variants of the same

structure;  e.g.,  T'n  (clitic:  'his')  and  van  ('of) as agreement markers (Substage  a4) are listed
separately in Table 5.8, but are taken together in Table 5.9 under the label 04. Similarly, the
variants within the CWS, FFS and BFS are shown in Table 5.8, but are not counted separately
in Table 5.9. Second, reading the high number of occurrences for the ESF informants, one
should keep in mind that the ESF data collection was more extensive (27 recordings over 30

months) than the two others. The results of the adult learners are not divided over the three
cycles of nine months each, for reasons of space. Such a perspective on the three vocabulary-
knowledge states (CWS, FFS and BFS) is given at a later time in Table 5.10.

Table 5.9     Distnbution Ofpossessive variants (Y,X pattern) produced ky Turkish learners over developmental

stages

Children Adult informants Children

(Van Helvert) (ESS              (Vermeer)
NES  BEL SEF MEH  HAG    MAH  ERG   ABD OSM group I     II

1. Conservation stage
- CWS 3 2 1 1   2   130  21    12  12   7/34      -

- FFS (da) 1   -  -   -   -    30  14    2   3    -       -
- BFS (van) - - - - - -2 4 1 3/2 -
2. Restructuring stage

Stage a:
21 -  prepossessor van - - - - - - -1 6 4 8/6* 1/1*

a2 - die/de relates to entire NP       -      -     -      - - - -4 2 2/2* -
93 -    f'n/'s as instantiation of          -       -     -       - - ---29/44  -

Agr + prepossessor van
24 -   g'n/van as agreement

inarker --------- 5/2*  -
Stage b:

-       absence of agreement - - - - -   - -   - - 19/6* 18/6*

3. Target state                               -      -     -      -      -            -       1         - - 27/7* 30/8*

Total 42112 160  38   38  24  80/8* 49/8*

*)  tbe first number is  tbe number of occurrences,  tbe  second,  tbe number of  subjects pmducing tbis variant.

As regards the children's production data, one should notice that the Van Helvert corpus
contains weekly recordings over nine months, and the Vermeer corpus six recordings over 2,5
years. The Van Helvert corpus started some weeks after the children's arrival in the Netherlands,
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the ESF corpus 9-12 months after the informants' arrival and the Vermeer corpus after the
children's attending pre-school for more than one year. So, the Van Helvert corpus shows the
earliest stages of the developmental process, the Vermeer corpus the most advanced stages. For
the latter corpus the number of occurrences of the possessive variants was too small to present
the learners' variants recording by recording for each child separately. Therefore, we split them
up in two groups of eight children each. Group I consisted of the children showing possessive
variants belonging to the conservation stage or to the first substages of the restructunng stage.
They exhibited a real L2 acquisition process, that is, the entire range of learner variants. Group
II showed only some developmental'errors' related to genderagreement or animacy restriction,
and  in this respect  did not differ from Dutch children  of the  same  age  Gee  note  15  of this

chapter).
The most striking result which can be inferred from Table 5.9 is the dichotomy between

those learners who are still in the conservation stage and those learners who are restructuring or
have restructured their Ll grammar. The dividing line is between Ergl:in, on the one hand and
Abdullah, on the other. It holds both for the adults and the Vermeer children that the more
advanced they are, the fewer Y.X patterns they use (see the total number in the last row of
Table 5.9). Several reasons may play a role: (i) more advanced learners avoid this pattern because

they are aware of the incorrectness of their learner's variant, (ii) they have already acquired an
alternative pattern, e.g., the XY„/p pattern (see also Section 5.4), (iii) they only recently reached
the target variant, as happened to most of the children of the Vermeer corpus.

What becomes immediately clear from Table 5.9 is that two adult learners (Mahmut and
Ergun) are still in the conservation stage at the end of the data collection. Most instantiations of
the Y„X pattern consist of free lexical morphemes (CWS) and free functional ones (FFS, e.g., cEe).

Instantiations ofbound morphology  (BFS, e.g., van) surface for Ergun only in the conservation
stage, and for Abdullah, Osman and the Vermeer children both in the conservation stage and
in the restructuring stage, as is shown by the substages 91-14 in the Table 5.9.

As is clear from the BFS row, the adult learners, but not yet the Van Helvert children, start

producing utterances containing van (e.g., diejongens-van vaden that boy-of father),which suggests
that they have identified this Dutch morpheme as all element playing a role in the formal
expression o f the genitive case. As we have discussed before, the L2 learner seems to use this
element as a genitival case suffix attached to the stem o f the possessed noun; in other words, he
tries to realize the Turkish morphological procedure ofexpressing the genitive case by means of
i;an. This means that also at the level of morphological realization of the genitive case, the Turkish

L2 learner has conserved his Ll knowledge in the production of L2 data.
The possessive clitic -s appearing in the Saxon genitive (substage 33) is absent in the data

of the Van Helvert children and three out ofthe four adults.18 The possessive clitic Z,n (substage

a.3)  as an instantiation of Agr is only found for Osman. This shows that the three other adults

18 Ergun produced the only Saxon genitive found in the adults'data.
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and the Van Helvert children have not yet identified these elements 18 instantixtions of the Agr
node. Their L2 lexicon is still, so to speak, in a conservative state as regards the lexical
instantiation of the category Agr; just as in their Turkish Ll lexicon, the L2 lexicon only contains

instantiations o f Agr with an empty phonological matrix.
The Vermeer children of group I overtly show the various learner variants (31 -a4) in which

they are struggling with the lexical restrictions on the initial possessor (al), with the blocking of
elements in D (a2), with the L2 properties of Agr (a3), the nature of adpositional i,an (a4) and the

unlearning of the Ll-based spell-out of the genitive case as van  (31 -93)

What can be derived further from Table 5.9 in combination with Table 5.8 is that the adult
learners have not yet acquired the lexical restrictions  on the initial possessors (substages 21 -23).
Such forms as in (24) clearly show that they have not yet acquired the knowledge that the

prenominal possessor should be bare (i.e., no accompanying element t,an), nor that the
prenominal possessor cannot co-occurwith a definite article in D (cf. (241)); compare also Table

4.7 of Chapter 4).

(24) a [van gemeente] huis ABD-24
of municipality house

'a house owned by the municipality'
b de [van de politieagent] hoofd ABD-18

the  of the policeman head

'the policeman's head'

In short, the adult learners Mahmut and Ergun, and the Van Helvert children generate strings

showing the linear order'possessor + possessee'. The structural representations associated with
these strings are similar to those associated with Turkish outputs; the L2 output and the Ll
output o f possessive structures only diverge in the lexical (or better, phonological) instantiation
of the syntactic tree.

As is made clear by Table 5.9, the Turkish children from the Vermeer corpus and the adults
Abdullah and Osman do reach the stage of restructuring. The children get close to or reach the
stage of full mastery of the target grammatical knowledge required for the production of Dutch
possessor- initial constructions. As can be deduced from the rows fallingunder the restructunng

stage in Table 5.9, Osman, Abdullah and seven children analyse van as an adpositional marker
(substage al, e.g., van Ipekfietr, of Ipek bike; 'Ipek's bike') in the course of the data collection; at
that stage, they have not yet acquired the target knowledge that this spell-out is restricted to noun
phrases in complement position. After the children have acquired this 'domain restriction' on
the morphological spell-out ofthe genitive case, they produce van-less possessor-initial structures
(e.g., mijn  Trisje fiin scboot:my sister his school; 'my sister's school' - T22). The two adults do not

attain the van-less possessor. The majority of children acquire the lexical knowledge that clitic
possessive pronouns instantiate the Agr node and, consequently, produce possessive patterns 0 f
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the target doubling possessive type (cf. Kees TP  vaderin Table 5.8). To a somewhat lesser extent,

children produce possessor-initial structures ofthe Saxon genitive type (cf. van Omers buis in Table

5.8). Those children have acquired the lexical knowledge that the clitic element -s lexically
instantiates Agr. The fact that more Agr instantiations with r 'n are found than with -s plausibly

relates to: (i) the more widespread distribution and use of the possessive doubling constructions
in the primary linguistic data and (ii) the fact that Z'n is easier to identify as a separate lexical item
than -s. The latter element always appears attached to the nominal host and is therefore hard to
isolate on the basis of the primary linguistic input, the former element shows up on its own in
the environmental input (e.g., 7'n Fts,· bis sister,· 'bis sister;,1.

Recall that acquisition of the lexical knowledge that z'n and -s instantiate Agr has a
concomitant restructuring effect at the level o f parametrized UG-defined lexical knowledge: that
is, on the basis  of the linear positioning of Z'n/-swith respect to the possessed noun, it is clear
that, at least for the categorial head Agr, the learner has reset the option provided by the
Headedness parameter: Agr takes the head-initial value rather than the Jurkish) head-final value.
In view of· the uniformity of headedness within the Turkish extended nominal projection, it does
not seem implausible that the Turkish children, and also Osman, but not Abdullah (see text
below example (17)), after having identified the head-initialness of the Dutch Agr projection,
extend this head-initial setting to :ill levels of projection within the nominal domain. (See also the
discussion in Section 5.6.)

In the final stage of acquisition, the children still tend to make errors with regard to the
animacy of the possessor (25) ;ind to the agreement between the doubling possessor and the

possessive clitic in doubling possessive structures (23).

(25) deze pan z'n dopie T42-5

this pan his cover
'the cover of the pan'

As indicated by the fourth row (the Target state) in Table 5.9,15 out of 16 children reach a stage
·ar which they produce target possessive constructions, instantiating either the clitic -s of the
Saxon genitive or a possessive pronominal clitic. This suggests that these children have reached
·.1 stage at which the L2 syntactic tree has been (partially or completely) syntactically restructured
from head-final to head-initial. Restructuring will be partial if the child L2 learner takes the
minimal hypothesis that resetting of headedness only applies to the proiection whose head
overtly evidences a different linear ordering with respect to its complement; such a hypothesis
would lead to a syntactic tree which is head-final except for the Agr projection. As pointed out
above, given the uniformity ofheadedness within the Turkish nominal projection, the alternative

hypothesis seems somewhat more plausible: evidence for head-initiality of the AgrP projection
leads to a uniform resetting o f the headedness parameter within the nominal domain.
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5.2.3 Stages

Development in stages

In this subsection, we deal here with questions such as
•   When does a developmental stage end?
•     Are stages overlapping and, if so, how long is the overlap?

In the discussion of the Y.X pattern and in Tables 5.3,5.8 and 5.9, development was defined in
terms of parameter resetting and acquisition of vocabulary knowledge. Because we claimed, in
Chapter 2, that parameter resetting and development of vocabulary are two distinct
developmental lines, that develop more or less independently from each other, we labeled the
parts or phases of those developmental lines differently for practical reasons, in order not to
confuse the phases of restructuring ('stages') with the morphological phases ('states')  of
vocabulary learning. The question arises as to what extent the data iustify the distinction in
developmental stages and states we made.

Table 5.10 Distribution   of  possessive   vadants    (YX   pattern)  produced   ky  four  Turkish  learners  over

developmental staMs and morpbeme realigtion states (over 30 months).

Mahmut Ergun Abdullah Osrnan

Cycles
I II III    I     II    III    I II III    I     II     III

1. Conservation stage
- CWS 53   44  33   13    4    4   5    7    -   9    3     -
- FFS 10   11    9    2    5    7    2    -    -   3    -    -

BFS -----22-1-1219
2. Restructuring stage
Stage a:
al - prepossessor van - - - - - -3 4 9 2 1 1
a2 - die/de relates                   -        -       -       -       -       -      2      2       -      -       -       2

to entire NP

73 - F'n as instantiation of        -        -       -        -       -        -       - - - - -2
AGR + van as suffix

In Subsection 2.4.5, the L2 phenomenon ofvariability and the period oftransition between the
two settings o f a binary parameter were discussed. Let us, first, consider the overlap between the

19 These two tokens refer to two possessives in which *n figures as an instantiation of Agr as well as van as a
genitival suffix. They are classified under the restructuring stage because of 62 in Agr head.
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conservation and the restructuring stages. How long will such an overlap last? Abdullah and
Osman are the most appropriate subjects to provide all answer to this question, for Table 5.9
showed them as the only adults who started a restructuring operation. This table did not,
however, provide information about overlap between the two stages because the time aspect was
neglected. Therefore, in Table 5.10 the development over time is represented by the three cycles

of nine months each.
Table 5.10 shows two important facts: (i) there is no end to the conservation stage for the

Van Helvert children and Mahmut and Ergun (and therefore no overlap) and (ii) the
conservation stage has ended before the start of cycle 3: completely for Osman, and with one
exception, for Abdullah. A long time of exposure was necessary for the conserved Ll grammar
to be abandoned: 18 months for Abdullah and 17 months for Osman, plus 12 months preceding
the start of the data collection.

As was shown at the beginning of this chapter (in Table 5.7), more than one resetting has
to be carried out before the target construction is attained. Evidence for such resettings can be
inferred from the substages in Table 5.10:
-  Substage a2 for the strength of the Spec-related feature on D;
-  Substage a3 for the position of the head Agr.
The phenomena involved in substages al and a2, however, do not exclude a head-final setting
of the Agr head (see the discussion about the examples (141))-(17b) in this chapter); and the

phenomena in substages al and a3 do not exclude a <strong> Spec-related feature on D.

Strength  parameter  on  D
With regard to the strength parameter on D, Abdullah showed constructions with either a
<weak> or a <strong> parameter value from session 8 until session 24 (see examples (141))-
(17b)): an overlap of at least 16 months. As for Osman, we do not find any instance of a
demonstrative in 3<tlt after the first variants of substage a2: no overlap at all for Osman.

Position  of tbe Agr bead
With regard to the question whether Agr has become head-initial for Abdullah, we cannot

provide any evidence. (See the discussion on the examples (14b)-(17b)). For Osman, the evidence
is provided by the two constructions in which g'n is the instantiation of Agr head. Examples in

which Agr head is still head-final cannot be given because  such a head-final Agr is always

phonetically empty.

Development in morpheme realization states

Can a similar overlap also be observed for the three morpheme realization statesi Consider again

Table 5.10 for that purpose. From Table 5.10, we can infer that at the end of the data collection
most possessive constructions display a Content Word State for Mahmut, a Free Functional-

morpheme State for Ergun and a Bound Functional-morpheme State for Abdullah and Osman,
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who both fully attained the BFS state. Mahmut and Ergun obviously need more time and
exposure to the L2 input before they are able to focus attention on bound morphology
(Niahmut,   Ergun)   or  to   abandon the Conservation stage for bound morphology   (Ergon)
Although the CWS has not ended for Mahmut and Ergun, it is clear that a shift has taken place

from the CWS to the FFS. The time span overwhich the overlap in morpheme realization states

is signaled, is more than 30 months for Mahmut and Ergiin, and about 18 months for Abdullah
and Osman.

At first sight, the children o f the Vermeer corpus in Table 5.11  seem to be faster than the
four adults. Even if we consider group I only, who are the 'real' learners (the other group seems

to be already native-like), they appear to be in a more advanced stage of development seven out

of eight children from group I succeeded in attaining the BFS; only a few CWS and BFS
constructions were found. From the seven CWS tokens five are produced by T30, who stagnated
after the first period and came to lag behind the other child learners. The children of group II
did not show any instances of the early morpheme realization states, nor of the conservation

stage: for them, no more overlap is found if we abstract from the agreement errors which are

also produced by Ll children of the same age (cf. footnote 16).

Table 5.11 Distribution  of possessive  vatiants   (Y „X    pattern)produced  by  16  Turkisb   ebild  learners  over
three  developmental  stages  and three morpbeme  realiRation  states  Cover 2,5 years,  split  up in three

periods  of nine  months)

group I (8 children) group II (8 children)

I        II          III          I        II       IIIPeriods

1. Conservation stage
CWS                                                           2            1               4             -                         -

- FFS
BFS                                                            1            -               2

2. Restructuring stage
Stage a:
91 -  prepossessor van                              4         4           1          -         -         1
32 -     die / de re\ates to entire NP                      -          1             1           -                     -
23 -    Z'n as instantiation of Agr +

prepossessor van                         -       2         6        -                -

a-1 -   f:'n/van as agreement marker                    1           1             2

Stage b:
bl - agreement error                                        4            5             10             6           3            9

3. Target state                                                 3            6             19             9           7          14
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All in all, the stages and states that were formulated on the basis of linguistic theory correspond
to phases in real acquisition data.

Developmental order across learners

The order in which the various morphological states and substages of the restructuring process
manifested themselves, turned out to be quite similar for adult and child learners. As regards the
substages of the restructuring process (see Tables 5.10 and 5.11), deviating orders were found for
four child learners, viz., T25, T30, T39, and T42. The order in which the substage properties
appeared for them is provided by Table 5.12.

Table 5.12 Occurrences ofY,X variants in tbe recording offourTurkisb children; tbe numbers refer to tbe
six  recordings  (one  in  evey fifth  month)  in  wbicb  tbe  variants  occurred

T 25 T 30 T 39 T 41

1. Conservation stage
CWS 2,4,6           6              -

- FFS                               -                 -        1
- BFS                -    6    -    6

2. Restructuring stage
Stage a:
al-  prepossessorvan                             1           -           6           2

22 -   die/de relateds to entire NP                                -                                                        -
33 -     469 as instantiation of Agr

+ prepossessor van 4,5,6                          6              -

a4 -   -  van as agreement marker                                 1
-  f·'n as agreement marker                                 -                                     -                 3,6

Stage b:
b 1         - agreement error                                                                           1                             2                           5,6                         1,4

3. Target state                                                         4                 -                5,6               3,6

As was already noted, T30 stagnated in his acquisition process. The only target expression
produced by him, dates from the second recording; his later possessive constructions are all
characterized as conservation stage expressions. T39 had already showed some target possessive
expressions in the fifth recording such as Kees Z'n vader (Kees his father;

' Kees's father') when the
first analytic construction emerged in the sixth recording. We assume that, under the influence
of the analytic pattern, this learner overgeneralized the adpositional marker van to the possessor

DP in a string as van mijn vader fin auto (of my father his car; 'my father's car') and two similar
instances, whereas the instantiation of Agr is omitted in the stringpapa en mama kamer(daddy and
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mummy room;'daddy and mummy's bedroom'), probably because the learner knew that a plural
form was required here, but did not know that form.

As regards the two other subjects with a deviating order of emergence - T25 and T41  -,

analytic constructions appeared at the same time as the hidden-construct pattern (Y„X). The
discovery of van caused for T25 the production of target Y.X constructions  (268), at the same

time with the prepossessor van (26b) and van as a marker for double agreement (260. This
overlap was still there durng the sixth recording.

(26) a Angelique z'n zusle T25-1

Angelique his sister

'Angelique's  sister'
b    van Tarzan Turks film T25-1

of Tarzan Turkish film
' the  Turkish film Tarzan'

c    van Zorro van Turks film T25-1
of Zorro of  Turkish film

'the Turkish film Zorro'

The last subject, T41, showed a comparable development, but this Turkish girl extended the
adpositional character of van to the lexical item Z'n ( 272), probably because of their similar
position between possessor and possessee in (27b) and (27c), after she had discovered the
adpositional character of van in (27d) Notice the order of emergence of these examples.

(27)  a z'n Smurf z'n huis T41-3
his Smurph his house
'the Smurph's house'

b   de zeven dwergen van de huis T41-1

the seven dwarfs      of the house
'the house of the seven dwarfs'

c Sneeuwwide z'n marna T41-1

Snow white his mummy
' Snow white's mummy'

d   van de rand de zee T41-2

of the edge the sea

'the edge of the sea'

Those expressions were still found in the sixth recording and it should not be excluded that she
considered van an instantiation of-Agr in expressions such as (27b), the more because expressions

in which 1,an and Z'n co-occur are not observed. (Compare Osman's example in (18): Idiejongen

van\ Wn vaden) Under such an analysis, the variant in (271)) is no longer a case of conservation.

All in all, there obviously  is a variable order in the emergence of T'n as an instantiation of Agr
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and the emergence of i,an in prepossessor position. This seems to relate to the moment atwhich
the analytic construction appears. We will come back to this point in 5.6, and will now continue
with the pronominal YpX pattern.

5.3     The YpX pattern: Pronominal Possessor-initial Constructions

5.3.1   Description and analysis

Conservation stage

The acquisition order of the pronominal possessor-initial pattern proceeds roughly along the
same lines as that of the nominal possessor-initial pattern. However, certain morphological
characteristics make a separate discussion of the pronominal variants necessary. Table 5.13
provides an overview of the variants of I.2 patterns that instantiate this construction type. It
further indicates which patterns appear at what stage, according to our conception of the L2
acquisition process.

A salient property of the early stages of acquisition is the occurrence of target forms, i.e.
possessive constructions that are superficially identical to possessive structures uttered by native

speakers of Dutch. As is immediately suggested by subsequent stages in the acquisition process,
the L2 learner does not really know the 'Dutch rules.' What seems to be the case is that the
Turkish learner has stored the pronominal forms as unanalyzed words in his lexicon. Although
he has knowledge of certain lexical properties associated with those lexical items, e.g., the fact
that m#n has the lexical properties 'first number' and 'singular'),20 he has no knowledge of the

morphological basis of such forms.
WIhen L2 learners start to decompose the possessive pronominal form, they come up with

expressions like ik tbuis (I home; 'my house,),-f/' bank (you bank; 'your bank'), and b#p®a (he
papa; 'his father'), where we have a subject form of the first, second and third person singular

personal pronoun, respectively. In addition, object forms sometimes occur in such a function,
e.g.,m# p®a (me daddy; 'my daddy').

Interestingly, in certain possessive pronominal variants a demonstrative element tdie)

appears. As is exemplified in (28), these demonstratives occurwith various surface forms of the
possessive pronominal:

(28) a die mijn dochter MAH-5
that my daughter
'my daughter'

b     die ik papa MAH-5

20 Although errors of this kind occur in the first and second cycles (see Broeder 1991).
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that I papa
'my daddy'

Table 5.13 Possessive variants of tbe type Y2< observed in developmental stages of Turkish learners

Stage Exarnple Subiect code

1. Conservation stage
a. Content Word state (CWS) mon buurman MAH-2

- unanalyzed pronoun my neighbour21

fn vrouw ERG-6

his wife
- subject / object form bj  i  mijpapi ERC-12

he / me papa / 'his /my father'

b. Free Functional state (FFS) die mijn dochter MAH-5

- die + possessive pronoun that my daughter / 'my daughter'
c. Bound Functional state (BFS) die van m» broer ERG-3

-  vant (possessive) pronoun that of my brother  / 'my brother'
van bem moeder ERG-18

of him mother / 'his mother'
- (possessive) pronoun + van die-van auto ERC-22

that of car / 'his car'
onfe-van broer T25-2

our of brother / 'our brother'
-  noun + 1422                                 moeder-mign

mother-my / 'my mother' MAH-8

21 Strictly speaking, the label 'lexical morpheme' is not so adequate for strings like m#n buunnan given the fact that

m#nisa function word rather than a content word, in the traditional sense. From that perspective, it would be
better to place these forms under b. However, we would like to restrict b to possessive patterns in which besides

the pronominal possessor and the possessed noun, free functional morphemes such as demonstratives show up.

22 This varimt was classified under the XY,/p pattern when we talked about surface patterns, e.g., in Table 5.4.
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2. Restructuring stage
a. Syntactic restructuring level

- 1. z,an + possessive pronoun van'rn broert e OSM-14
of him brother/ 'his little brother'

van  +  poss. pronoun  +  die/ een van ons die fabriek ERG-22
of us that factory  / 'our factory'

-  2. die/een relates to the entire NP un Ivan miln vader [vriend]] ERG-22

a [of my father] friend / 'a friend of my father'

die [van haar vader [vriend]] ERG-27
that of her father friend  / 'her father's friend'

b. Morphological realization
- 1. no suppletion bem foto T42-6

him photo / 'his photo'
- 2. neologism 'm huis

him house / his house OSM-27
d'm voet

him foot / 'his foot' T23-1

3. Target state (bare pronouns)
- strong pronoun + T'n in Agr hem in kamer T27-6

him his bedroom / 'his bedroom'
- suppletion: bem +GEN -0 ziin mijn / Jn vriend / 'my/his friend' T27-1

- weak pronoun (g'n) in Agr m'n / €n vriend / 'his friend' T29-4

Two possible analyses of these sequences come to mind. In the first analysis, depicted in (29a),
die belongs to the possessed noun (papa, docbter) and the possessor is a separate constituent
occupying Spec,AgrP. In the second analysis, depicted in (28b), die forms a constituent with the
possessor, and the constituent die+possessor occupies Spec,AgrP.'-3

(29)  a     [ [die]  [ [ik] papa ]] MAH-5

b    [ [die ik] papa]

Although (29a) is perhaps intuitively the most plausible analysis, it appears that (29b) is the
correct structural interpretation of the L2 possessive construction under discussion. The first
problem posed by the analysis in (29a) is the fact that the demonstrative precedes the possessor.

23 Equivalents of the L2 expression :50 m#n bmer gre not found in Turkish:
0) *bu benim kitab-im

this I-GEN book-lsg
' [[this my] bookl'

Thus, pronominals cannot be modified/specified in Turkish. It should be noted, however, that the Turkish
example in (i) is well-formed under the reading 'This is my book'.
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As we have seen in the previous section, such a pattern is quite uncommon with full nominal
possessors. That is, although we have encountered such expressions as vleelabnek die cbef (meat

factory that boss 'that/the boss's meat factory') md garage  die  naam  brage that name; 'the name
of the garage'), where the possessor precedes the demonstrative, we have not come across such
expressions as dr'e plee /abnek cbf(that meat factory boss 'that boss of (the) meat factory'), where
the demonstrative is interpreted as belonging to the possessed noun rather than to the possessor
noun. The absence of such structures24 at the earliest stage is due to the fact that the Turkish L2
learner still has conserved the Ll parameter setting for the Spec-related strength feature of the
functional head D.25 Since this strength feature is <weak>, nominal type indicators like
demonstratives are not expected to occur in a prepossessor position.

The structural analysis in (291)), according to which the demonstrative determines the
possessive pronominal, also receives support from the categorial status of pronouns in Turkish.
Turkish pronouns seem to be pronominalf (rather than prodeteminen) in  the true sense of this
word; i.e., they seem to be o f the lexical categorial type N rather than o f the functional categorial
type D (see Kornfilt, 1997:300). Support for this comes, for example, from their behavior with
respect to various morphological rules; like common nouns, pronominals in Turkish function as
stems to which case and plural morphology can be attached. Consequently, given the
Conservation Hypothesis, a Turkish L2 learner assumes that Dutch pronominals are of the
categorial type N as well. Being N, their projection may contain a slot for demonstrative
determiners (viz., Spec,DetP). Thus, the structure in (29b) would be more precisely stated as (30):

(30)            Lp 6,p   6p 6„p die  6.e [Np ik] Det] ID].   b.g,·  [Np 4 papa] Afll]] MAH-5

that I papa
'my daddy/father'

The correctness of this analysis, in which the demonstrative and the possessive pronominal form
a constituent, is corroborated by the occurrence of such forms as cke ik and die baarin emphatic

contexts like those in (31).26

24 These structures emerge at the same time as the pronominal structures preceded by t#e.

25 Importmtly, the first occurrence of such structures is attested at later stages of acquisition:

(i)         [die iongenl naam ERG-10

that boy name

'the name of that boy'
(ii) [die grote broer [ die dochterll MAH-4

that big brother that daughter
' that big brother's daughter'

26 One might interpret the presence of cbe as a way of encoding the property of emphasis. Recall from Chapter
4 (example (46)) that lexical realization of the possessive pronominal implies emphasis in Turkish (see also
Kornfilt, 1997:284).
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(31)   ·a        [die ik] hier werken MAH-4
that I here work
' I  work here'

b   Iii! wil niet [die haar]    is dood ERG-8

he wants not that her is dead
'he does not want her dead'

c    [die ik] Turks praten MAH-4
that I Turkish talk
'
I speak Turkish'

As can be seen in Table 5.13, the L2 learner tries, at all early stage, to realize the morphological
expression o f the genitive case characteristic of Turkish on the pronominal possessor. This is
done by means ot- the lexical item van. Analogously to the nominal possessors, we observe two
patterns: (i) a pattern in which i)an follows the pronominal possessor (cf. (32)) and (ii) one in
which it is preceding the pronominal possessor (cf. (33)).27 The syntactic representation that we
Assume to be the basis of these strings is given in the prime examples (moved items are in italics)

(32) a    die van auto ERG-22
a'    [t>p L.g,p die+van, 64 [Np 4 autol Agr] Dl
b    onze van broer T25-2

b'      [Dp [Ag,p onze+van, [Age [Np t, broerl Agr] D]28

(33) van hem moeder ERG-18

[Dp b.g,p van bem, 6# 6,p 4 moederl Agr] D]

On a par with nominal possessors, we will interpret postpossessor van as a suffix attached to the
pronominal stem: [[N onie-van]   bmed. The most obvious  analysis of the prepossessor /'an is the

one in which it is treated on a par with prepossessor i,an occurring on nominal possessors (cf.
i,an Ipekfiets of Ipek bike; 'Ipek's bike'): i.e., an adpositional marker spelling out abstract genitive
c,ise on a noun phrase. Schematically:

27 .I-he X+van pattern is more frequent with nominals than with pronominals. In the adults' data, the pronominal
variant occurs only in combination with the pronoun &2 'that.' In Turkish the pronominal form for the third
person is 0, which has the meaning of both 'that' and 'he/she/it.'  The I-2 no»n phrase die-van is then the literal
equivalent of the Turkish 0-nun that-GEN.sg 'that one's; his, her, its.'

.A comparable variant exists In Dutch, but it is uncommon and somewhat old-fashioned.
(i) dien-s auto

that-s CM

'his car'

28  Although we have decided on a head-final structure here, we should not exclude the possibility of a head-initial
structure. The reason is that at the time child T25 produced this possessive variant, he also produced doubling
constnictions in which the possessive clitic T'n is in Agr
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04) [ [van+XP] N]

We argued that those learners who produce strings like van Ipek fets have acquired the
morphological knowledge that Dutch realizes the genitive case in the form of an adpositional
marker, but not the knowledge that this spell-out only applies in the complement position to the

possessed noun (i.e., the domain restriction). There are a number of reasons, however, which
make this analysis less plausible for early possessive variants in which van is attached to a
pmnominal possessor. Such variants appear in the Van Helvert corpus and in the first cycles for
Mahmut and Ergun First of all, possessive forms of the type van+pronominal are attested at an

early developmental stage at which no XYn/p (analytic) constructions were produced yet.
29

Secondly, if van is analyzed as an adpositional marker attached to a pronominal occupying
Spec,AgrP, the question arises why this spell-out only occurs on pronominal forms. That is, those
learners produce strings ofthe type [van+pronominal] + possessee, whereas they do not produce
any instance of the pattern Ivan+full DP] + possessee (e.g., van Ipek fiets of Ipek bike; 'Ipek's
bike').  Importantly, the child learners in the Vermeer corpus do produce such forms, as  do
Osman and Abdullah. It seems that early occurrences of van + pronominal should be treated
differently from late occurrences of van + (pro)nominal (where late occurrences are those that
appear  at  the time analytic (XY'/P) constructions are found  in  the  data). A third reason  for

re ecting an analysis in which van is analyzed as an adpositional marker spelling out genitive case
on the possessor DP comes from such forms as (35).

05) die van miln broer ERG-3

that of my brother

'my brother'

In such a possessive variant, a demonstrative appears along with the possessive pronoun. As was

argued previously on the basis of strings like be mijnlik docbter (that my/1 daughter 'my
daughter'), it is implausible to analyze this string as [&'e [m#n [docbted]]· Rather, the demonstrative
and the pronominal seem to form a unit: [[be m#i docbtell. As sequences like Ae van mijn broer
show up in the acquisition data around the same time at which the pattern [Ae + pronominal]
+ possessee appears, it seems plausible that the former is a variant of this latter pattern. In other

words, &evan m#,1 bmw should be analysed as  (36).

(36)      bp Eg,p bp 6.,p die 64 Ivan miin] Det]]D], [dge [ 4 broe4 ·Agr] ID]

In an analysis in which van is treated as an adpositional marker realizing genitive case, one is

29 The variant de van m#n bmw, for example, was attested in early recordings o f our adult informants, viz, ERG-3.
As is clear from Figure 5.1 and Table 5.17 in Section 5.4, analytic forms showing van appeared much later, viz.,
ERG-23 and MAH-22, and did not emerge at all in the Van Helvert corpus (see Table 5.4).
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forced to state that the genitive case is spelled out on the NP pro ection rather than on the DP
projection. The latter would yield the unattested string: Ivan *e m#(nd  b,Der. Why the adpositional
marker attached to the NP projection rather than to the highest projection (DID would remain
unclear in this analysis.

In view o f such considerations, the tentative conclusion call be drawn that van in such early
possessive variants as (35) forms a lexical, unanalyzed word unit with the pronoun. Thus:

(33 t'p .. 6.p die 6., [Np IN van+mij(n)]]] Det] Dj

The frequent occurrence of the sequence van+pronominalin copular constructions (e.g., dat boek

is van mg·, that book is of me;'thatbookis mine') oftheenvironmental  input-which presumably
relates to their deictic nature - might be one of the reasons why these forms are memorized at
an early stage and occur as fixed lexical units in early possessive constructions. Learners store
these sequences as fixed, unanalyzed units in early possessive variants.

A final instance of the conservation stage involves the possessives in (38).

(38)   a moeder mijn MAH-8
mother my

'my mother'
b huis mitn BELG-26

house my

'my house'

These strings are rather infrequent and occur in a later stage of conservation. There are two
analyses possible of these strings. In the first analysis the instances in (38) are assumed to be
analytic constructions in which the genitive case is not yet overtly realized (cf. Section 5.4). The
alternative is to consider the possessive pronoun mi#n as the overt realization ofthe person and
number features on the possessee which are realized in Turkish by a 'possessive clitic,' in this
c?ise, -im (cf- Subsection 4.2.3). We tentatively opt for the latter analysis, because no analytic
constructions (XY. pattern) were found at that specific moment of the acquisition process.

Restructuring stage

The first indications of restructuring of the conserved variants of the YpX pattern are less
convincing than for the Y.X pattern, as they involve possessive constructions such as <Le van mijn
bmer which  are  interpreted as unanalyzed lexical units  (e.g., van m#n in *e Ivan m#n] bmet) in the
conservation stage, but also as analyzed constructions in the restructuring stage. What
distinguishes the analyzed construction from the unanalyzed lexical unit varies slightly for each
informant. It depends on the individual developmental path, viz., when other constructions
involving van emerge. Abdullah and Osman already used Y„X constructions with a prepossessor
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Mn (see Table 5.10) before they used the first pronominal YpX constructions with a prepossessor

t,an (in  III for Abdullah, and in  II for Osman). It is maintained in this study that the pronominal
constructions are also analysed units, in which van is treated as an adpositional marker preceding

the possessor. To these speakers, all of their pronominal constructions likely run parallel to the
nominal constructions (see the instances (5)-(10)).

The question of restructuring is more complicated for Ergun. He did not produce any Y.X
constructions with a prepossessor van. Yet, there are some indications of when he started
analyzing the pronominal variant die (van) mijn broer. They are worthy of consideration at this

point. During cycles I and II, Ergun exclusively used possessive variants in which &e figured in
phrase-initial position. The demonstrative ke did not figure in phrase-medial position, although
this is the position in which the demonstrative is to be expected on the basis of the Ll grammar.
From session 21 (cycle III) on, the demonstrative de suddenly emerged in Spec,DetP (in situ) for
Erg(in, as shown in (39).

09) a van ons die fabriek ERC-21

of us/our that factory

'our factory'
a'    [DP [ p van+ons, 6, ID.,p die L.; [Np 4 fabriek] Det]] Agr]] D]
b van hem die meis je ERC-27

of him that girl
'his girl'

b'   6p [Ag,p van+bem. [ g,· 6.,p die 6.e kp 4 meisie] Det]] Agr]] D]

As is  clear from these examples  in (39), there is no movement of the demonstrative (a nominal

type indicator) to Spec,DP because the Spec-related feature of D is specified as <weak>, an Ll
property which is conserved in this structure, while the prepossessor position of van is
characteristic of restructuring. Ergun's examples in (39) are considered to belong to the
conservation stage because of the position of die in Spec,DetP, but belong to the restructuring

stage because the string van+pronominal precedes the demonstrative 88. This points to the
breakdown of the (unanalyzed) string vantpronominal.

A final argument in support of the appearance of unanalyzed word-like units of the type
van+pronominal is formed by the possessive variant in (40) uttered by one of the Turkish
children from the Vermeer corpus.

(40) van die van ons de echte kerk T33-2
o f that of us the real church
'our real church'

What is striking in (40)  is that the possessor van &e van ons contains two van elements. The

left:most van is plausibly analyzed as the adpositional marker spelling out the genitive case feature

on DP. Under the natural assumption that the genitive case is not spelled out twice (by an
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adpositional marker) within the possessor DP, it seems evident that the second vait forms a
lexical unit (i.e., a word) with the pronominal. The result is the structural analysis given in (41):30

(41) DP

Agr1-1
van+DP, Agr'

DetP                         D Det,P Agr

Spec Det' Spec)et'

NP Det FP I)et

J Spec              F'

N< 7
t'

N
(van) die rn-ons de echte kerk

The pronominal possessive constructions considered thus far are, in essence, derivational outputs
of a 'conserved grammar' applied to a numeration of Dutch lexical items. More specifically, the

computational system is sensitive to parameter settings characteristic of Turkish; i.e., the
<strong> Spec-related feature of Agr triggers movement of the possessor to Spec,AgrP and the
<weak> Spec-related feature of D accounts for the absence of nominal type indicators (e.g.,
demonstrative determiners) in Spec,DP. At the level of morphological realization, the L2
derivational outputs considered thus far are conservative: the Turkish L2 learner is searching for
a method of expressing morphologically the genitive case feature in a manner which is identical
to the realization of the genitive case in Turkish. In this case, the element 1,an is used for this

purpose.
At a certain stage in the acquisition process, however, L2 learners discover ways in which

the environmental linguistic input differs from their L2 derivational output. This may lead him
to a restructuring of the grammatical knowledge. As was seen in the discussion of the nominal
possessive constructions, restructuring may apply at the lexical level (e.g., the acquisition o f new
lexical items forming instantiations of functional heads); this  may have the concomitant effect
of restructuring on the level of parameter settings. Earlier, it was assumed thgt lexical acquisition
ofthe elements T'n/'s led to a resetting of the headedness parameter from ahead-final  to ahead-

30 Although the choice is made here for a head-final structure, it is quite likely that the structure is head-initial,
given the fact that child T33 produces doubling possessive structures which under our analysis must receive a
head-initial analysis.
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initial setting. The examples in (42) are suggestive of another restructuring of parameter settings:

(42) a     een  van miin vader vriend ERG-22
one   o f my father friend
6 Gla friend of my father

b    die  Van haar vader vriend ERG-27
that   of her father friend
'her father's friend'

The relevant question here is whether the string should be assigned a structure like (43) or one
like  (44):

(43) a [[een van miln] vaded vriend

b     [[die van haar] vaderl vriend
(44) a     [een [[van mijn] vaderl vriend]

b     [die [[van haar] vader] vriend]

The structural analysis in (43) is reminiscent o f the analysis performed for such strings as che ran

mijn bmer (that of my brother 'my brother') in (35)-(37), where Ae was interpreted as an element

specifiying the pronominal possessor and van as an adpositional marker realized on the lexical

projection NP. Importantly, such strings in which the demonstrative functions as a specifier of
the possessive pronominal occur at a rather early stage o f the acquisition of the Yp X  pattern.32
The  strings  in  (42) are produced  at a later stage of acquisition (viz: ERG-22; ERG-27).  Thus,  it
might very well be that although superficially quite similar to the string in (35), the strings in (42)

have a different syntactic structure. In Table 5.13, it can be observed that at the same moment
of recording (viz., ERG-22 and ERG-23 Ergun formed such strings as in (39). The latter were

analysed as structures which had a <weak> Spec-related feature on D, to the effect that there
is no overt raising of the demonstrative to Spec,DP. The only way in which the strings in (39)
seem to differ from the ones in (42) is in the placement of the demonstrative; in (42), the
demonstrative precedes the possessor. In (42a),in particular, it is quite clear that the specifying
element een enters into a dependency relation with the possessed noun, rather than with the
possessor. The interpretation is 'a friend of my father's' rather than 'a father's friend'.
Consequently, the proper way to interpret the strings in (42) seems to be the manner given in

(44).  Such an analysis implies that the Turkish L2 learner has discovered the target-language

property that determmer-like elements (like demonstratives) are raised overtly from Spec,DetP

31 Een is used here as an indefinite article and not as a numeral. The use of full forms instead of reduced forms
is rather common in early learner varieties. See Broeder (1991)

32 The first occurrence of the string &e van + poss. pronoun was uased by ERG in session 3 and by  MAH in session

9. Die + poss. pronoun occurred in session 5 for MAH.
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to Spec,DP. The fact that both the strings in (39) and those in (42) were uttered in the same
session and, therefore, in the same stage o f acquisition suggests that Ergan had just identified
this property of Dutch and was allowing both parameter settings at that moment of the
developmental path, in other words, that the Spec-related feature of D could be either <weak>

or <strong> (cf. Subsection 2.4.5).
In addition to parameter resetting, evidence was found of changes on the level of

morphological realization: at a certain stage, rather advanced L2 learners such as Osman and
the children from the Vermeer corpus no longer attempted to express the genitive case

morphologically by means of the attachment of van to possessor nouns precedingthe possessed
33noun.  Furthermore, these learners discovered that object forms (mij, ben) of the personal

pronoun formed the basis of strong possessive pronominals in Dutch. lt led to the appearance
of such forms  as  in  (45)

(45) a bem foto OSM-21

him photo
'his photo'

b 'm huis34 osM-27

him (reduced form) house
'his house'

c bem z'n kamer# T27-6

him his bedroom
'his bedroom'

Although superficially quite similar, the strings in (43) may well have a different syntactic

structure. In (45a), we have a string which lacks overt realization of the functional category Agr
and it is assumed th:it it is also ture of (451)); in (45c), Agr is lexically instantiated by <:'n. As has
been argued, the latter element is pivotal for the restructuring of the syntactic structure from
head-final to head-initial in the functional domain. The result is a structure like (46) for (450:*

33 The categorial restructuring o f pronouns  from  N to D precedes the absence of attachment o f van to possessor
pronouns; i.e., the L2 learner is aware that Dutch has pro-determiners rather than pro-nouns. In the adult data,
the  string  ie /#/ was not completely absent at the end of the data collection.  In the child data, this string was truly
in exception:
01) die hii kleren T29-2

that he clothes
*his clothes'

34 It is plausible that the reduced form 'm ('him'-reduced) is in Agr as Agr is the typical location for reduced
forms.
35 Strings like  (45c) also occur in some Dutch dialects, e.g, the dialect o f Tilburg, where T27 lived. See Boutkan
& Kossmann (1986:58).
36 The Turkish child T27 had already used head-initial constructions o f the XY./P pattern.
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(46) 6p D  [Ag'p hern, L.ge z'n [Np kamer ti]]]] T27-6

37This structure plausibly extends to (45a,b), with Agr being phonologically empty.
At the target state, the learner has discovered that forms like mijn and Rijn gre, in fact,

suppletive forms resulting from the merger of the object form (mij and bem) with the Agr-head.35

Thus, although the surface output forms of m#n biturman (MAH-2) and mij n vriend (T27-6) is the
s'ame, their structural analyses are completely different.

There remains one interesting learner variant to be discussed, (47).

(47) a d'm voet T23-1

him (reduced form) foot

'his foot'
b     6p D L,g,p pro, 6# d'm INp voet til]]]

The Turkish boy formed the reduced masculine form d'm ('him') as an analogy to the feminine
form d'r (' her')  (c f. Subsection 4.2.4 example (56)). This neologism preceded the emergence of
the correct reduced form Z'n ('his').

5.3.2 Results

Having discussed in detail the various pronominal variants instantiating the construction type
YpX, we are left with the questions of how many occurrences  of each possesive variant were
found in the linguistic output of adult and child informants and how successful they were in
attaining the target instantiations of the construction type.

When comparing the results of adults and children39 in Table 5.14, the most striking result
is the same dichotomy earlier seen in Table 5.6 for the Y„X pattern. There is a clear difference
between those who had attained target constructions and those who were still in the
conservation stage. ErgOn is situated exactly on the borderline between the two groups. He is
the only in formant who had started the restructuring process (stage a) but had not yet managed

to attain the target state.

37 Head-initial constructions were also attested for Osman in the period before he produced (423,b)

38 Dutch children acquiring Dutch as their mother tongue may also pass through a stage in which they generate

such strings as bem vader (him father), op bem boed (on him head), or in bem band (in him hand) These possessive
strings were found in the speech of 4-, 5- and 6-year-olds in the Dutch corpus of Aarssen & Bos. Similar forms
occur in some Dutch dialects, e.g., in the Tilburg dialect (cf. Boutkan & Kossman  1986).
39 See for some general remarks about the information in this table the explanatory text in Table 5.9, which
provides similar information on the YI X pattern.
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T·able 5.14      Distribution  of pronon;inal  vatiants  (Y,X   patte,71) produced  liy Turkish  leaners over

developmental stag,es

children (van Helvert) adult inf. (ESF) child

NFS BEL SEF MEH HAG MAH ERG ABD OSM C errneer)

1. Conservation stage
CWS- unanalyzed 2 1 1 - 5 303 255 144 282 -1-

- subject/object form 11111 53          5        9 - 1/14

FFS- die + poss.prc,noun       -     -     -    -     -       43     30     1 7 1/1*

BFS- l'an + poss.pronoun 11    1   - - 6 10 120    - 4 24/12*

- poss.pron + van             -      -     -     -     -          -       2      -       2           2/1"
- N+miin .   1  -  -  -    0   -   -   -     -/

2. Restructuring stage
Stage a
al - van+poss.pron. -     -    -   -     -     7   14 36 2/2*

(+ dieteen)
92    -   die/een relates               -      -         -      -     -        -       10       - - 3/3*

to entire NP

Stage b:
b l       -      no  suppletion:  bem                -           -                -            -         -

- -    - 10 4/2*

b2   -  neologism:d'm          -    -       ---      -       -      1 - 1/1*

3. Target state
- strong pron.+ Z'nin AGR          -       -        -        -     -        -          -        - - 5/3*

- suppletion:
hem  +G E N   e   *,I                                           -              -                 -                 -           -                   -                  -                 1

4540 643/16*

- weak pronouti (2'n) in AGR       -      -       -       -     -
- - 2 2    578/15*

Ec,tal 14   4 2 1 12 411 429 172 388 1264/16*

*) tbe first number is tbe number of occurrences, tbe second is tbe number of subjects producing these patterns.

Abdullah and Osman were able to produce target constructions, but produced still variants
from the restructuring stage. All of-the children from the Vermeer corpus, however, had
reached full competence of the YpX construction type. All of the 16 children produced target
instantiations o f this pattern, either the pronominal Saxon genitive (Wn vades his father), or the

doubling possessive substandard variant (die/bem Z'n vader, him his father; 'his father'). The five
children in the Van Helvert corpus only produced possessive pronominal constructions based

on a underlying Turkish Ll grammar. The most  advanced among them - Nesrin and Hagan -

40 The pronoun g/n 'his' is probably not target-like for Osman; it occurs in the Agr head as is be explained in

example (49).
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exhibited a considerable number of van + possessive pronoun instances, which indicates that
they had reached the level ot- bound functional morpheme realization. Belgin had just reached
that level.41

Although there is considerable variation among the children from the Vermeer corpus
in the frequence of use of possessive pronominal forms, it can be concluded that all of those
children were successful in acquiring the target knowledge required for the formation of the
pattern YpX. In their final output, most of the children still had residual patterns of earlier
stages. They were very few in number, except for the BFS variant in which the functional
preposition van precedes the possessor. The majority of these tokens contains pronouns of the

first person plural such as van onde bond (of us dog; 'our dog')· That is not surprising- Broeder
(1991:84) already showed that pronouns of the first and second person singular emerged earlier
than forms for plural reference (and also that these plural forms have to undergo the 'split up

procedure' in which van is explicitly expressed).
As indicated by the three rows under the label of the target state, the children's data contains

both strong pronominal and weak (i.e., clitic) forms. It should be remembered that in Table 4.6
(Chapter 4), the former originate as object pronominals in the complement position to the
noun  and are moved overtly to  Spec, AgrP  (489);  the  latter, on the contrary, are analyzed  as

instantiations of Agr (481)).

(48) a b.g,p   hem 64 0 1 fiets]]] -+ zijn fiets
him -s  bike

'his bike'

b     [Ag'p [Ag, in [fiets]]]

Throughout the three recording cycles, the adult subjects produced possessive pronominal
forms which had the target form (e.g., Wn) but which were in all likelihood stored as
morphologically unanalyzed words. The adult learners also used the subject and object personal

pronoun as possessives, and pronominal forms specified by demonstratives (e.g., Ae mign)

throughout the three cycles, particularly the least advanced informants, Mahmut and Ergan. On
the basis of the seven occurrences of the restructuring pattern Ivan + possessive pronoun [
diel een [possessee]]], it is concluded that ERG can now analyze the string van+possessor as he

no longer produces possessives in which the prepossessor che is in a dependency relation to the
possessor. The ten occurrences of the pattern Idiel een [possessor] possessee], in which the
determiner relates to the possessee provide evidence that Ergan has started restructuring at the
level of- parameter setting. The (prepossessor) position of the determiner, which specifies the
possessed noun, indicates that Ergun has acquired the UG-defined parametrized lexical

41 Belgin showed the only instance of the conserved string buis mil;
house me; 'my house'. Here, the possessive

pronoun is equivalent  to the agreement suffix  on the possessed  item,  e.g., ev-im, house-15& 'my house'.  Cf.
Mahmut's expression moedgr mijn (mother my; 'my mother') in Table 5.13.
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knowledge that Dutch D has a <strong> Spec-related feature rather than a <weak> one.
Assignment of the <strong> value to this parametrized lexical property associated with D leads
to overt movement of demonstratives to Spec,DP in the syntactic structure.42 This
developmental step was not observable in the data on Osman and Abdullah.

5.3.3 Stages

Development in stages

As w·as done in Subsection 5.2.3 for the Y.X pattern, an overview is given of the stages of
restructuring, and the states for the morphologicallevels ofvocabulary acquisition in Table 5.15.
This table is meant to provide answers to such questions as:
•   When does a developmental stage end?
•    Do stages overlap and, if so, how long is the overlap?

Table 5.14 already showed us that the conservation stage has not finished for the Van Helvert
children. In Table 5.15, it becomes clear that the same holds for Mahmut. No overlap between
stages can be observed neither for these children, nor for Mahmut. For the three other adult
informants, the restructuring stage has started after a residence of approximately two years in
the Netherlands and after 18 months of taking part in  the ESF project. The overlap between
the two restructuring stages is still continuing in III.

What does this table say about the substages distinguished within the restructuring stage?

Only one of the three substages is directly related to a parameter setting to be learned, viz., the
strength parameter on D. The two other substages are related to morphological rules, such as
the spell-out of the genitive by an adpositional marker Vall (substage al), or the suppletion rule:
bem + GEN -+ Rlj,1.

S trengtb parameter on D.
With regard to the <strong> Spec-related feature on D, Ergun showed the most interesting

behavior. Possessive strings with a <strong> Spec-related feature, e.g., een van mijn vader vriend
emerged at the same time as a string with a <weak> Spec-related feature, e.g., van ons diefabriek,
in session 22. The cooccurrence of these two opposite parametric values remained throughout
cycle III for Ergun (6 months of overlap at least). For Osman and Abdullah, no visible
indication is found as evidence for a resetting. Compare the Y„X pattern where the <weak> and

<strong> alternation was found for Abdullah (in Subsection 5.2.3).

42 Note that the article deisoften not distinguished from 52, and is assumed to have the same demonstrative force.
In early stages of acquisition, Turkish learners probably consider this item in the same way as the Turkish  -dI, that
can be pronounced as /de/ or as /dY/, depending on preceding vowels.
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TaNe 5.15      Distribution  of possessive  variants  (Y;< pattern)  produced  47 four Turkish  lea,7:ers· over
developmental stages and morpbeme realifation states (over 30 months)

Nialimut Ergun Abdullah Osman

cycles
I II III     I     II     III I II III I    II    III

1. Conservation stage
CWS 135 128   93  48 106 106   70    54   30   97   84   101

FFS 23 4 1 6 3 2 1 6- -1 3 1 3 2 1 6
BFS 63 3   6 18 98     -     -     -   -    4      -

2. Restructuring stage
Stage a:
al- van + poss.pronoun           -        -       -      -        -        7 - -   14   -    -     36

(+ dieteeli)
92- ap/een relates to                  -        -        -       -        -       10       -        -        -      -       1          -

entire NP
Stage b:
bl- no suppletion: bem X            -          -        -       -         -           -

- -1- - 9

3. Target state
suppletion:
strong pronoun -     -     -    -     -      -     -     - 11 -   11    34

- clitic pronoun - - - - - - , - - - -2

In the acquisition of" the Y„X pattern (cf. Tables 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10), a third substage (a.3) was

distinguished related to the position of the Agr head. We also consider this point here for
reasons of completeness.

Position of tbe Agr bead
No indications for the resetting o f the Head parameter can be found in the YpX pattern for the
adults.

Development in morpheme realization states

Table 5.15 shows Mahmut and Ergon as the two learners who carefully go through the three
morpheme realization states before some restructuring takes place. Abdullah and Osman are

faster learners. Yet, it should be noted again that the 14 occurrences of restructuring (stage a)

for Abdullah and the 36 cases of restructuring for Osman are not optimal evidence for
restructuring. These forms can also be BFS variant. We decided to classify them under the
restructuring stage only because the speakers were able to construe analytic constructions with

a prepositional genitive marker van, and to produce clitic pronouns.
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Letus focus on the morphological developmentwhich displays more interestingdetailswith
regard to acquisition steps. As the overview of the results in Table 5.14 was rather global, we
focus here on some developmental details of the adults, viz. the acquisition of the possessive
pronoun of the third person singular *>1 'his'. The pronoun  Wn 'his' was acquired very soon,
it seems at first glance. After a short time however, the target form is replaced by a learner's
variant, and only comes back in the most advanced learner. This development is particularly
interesting as it shows us the successive emergence, disappearance and re-emergence ofa target
form, and so nicely illustrates the various (overlapping) morpheme realization states.

The possessive pronoun rfn'his' appeared after the emergence ofpronouns ofthe first and
second person role43. Its phonetic matrix *n differs more from the object form bem'him' than

/'it is the case for the first and second person form: viz. m#n - m  C my - me') for the first person
andjouw -jou ('your - you')  for the second role. In Figure 5.2 the distribution of the possessive
pronominal variants is given for the third person masculine of the four adult informants. From
this figure can be inferred that three out of four informants started offwith the target form FSn,
followed by the emergence of b#as a possessive pronoun, in the case of to the slowest learners
Mahmut and Ergon. As for Ergun, both variants are replaced with the variant van bem 'ofhim'
from period 5 (i.e., the sessions 13-15) onwards, and with &e van bem from the last period
onwards.44 Abdullah also started off with the form  01 immediately followed by bem, the variant
van bem emerged only in the periods 6-8. Some months earlier, van appeared as an adpositional
marker before the nominal possessor. e.g., van Er#in auto (,of Ergun   car;  'Ergun's  car').45  As

Abdullah already produced such strings in which van is obviously analyzed as an adpositional
marker (XY.,p pattern), it can be assumed that his possessive strings van bem X are also fully
analyzed in analogy with the nominal pattern (Y„X) as soon as they appear. Therefore, the van

molbem  X - variants produced by Abdullah are considered variants which have undergone
restructuring and are classified as such. Moreover, the variant bem Xwas preceding (compare

Table 5.15). A consequence of this restructuring is that the pronominal form *)1 disappeared
after the emergence of van bem.46 It is a striking fact, however, that this is just the opposite for
Osman: the variants (van) bem and :Wn cooccur in his data. This difference can be explained by
comparing these variants to the Y„Xpattern, as done in (49).

43
See Broeder (1991) for the relative order of emergence of the varlous person roles.

44  The 27 sessions of the ESF data collection were divided in nine periods of three months because the division
in  sessions was too short, but in cycles too long to observe the development
45 See Table 5.8 and example (13) of this chapter.
46 This was the reason for classifying the form *'n X'his X' in Table 5.15 not as a target state form but as  an
unanalyzed form, and bem X'him X' as an obiect form under the CWS.
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Figure 5.2 Distribution ofpossessive vanantsfor tbe  tbirdperson  singplarin  tbe  data offour Turkish  adult
learners  over 30  months  (nine  successive periods  of three  sessions  eacb).

(49) Osman Abdullah
Ynx [Ag,p die jongen van [Ag, R#'1 [vade4]] [, g,p van Ergun 640 [auto]]]

Ypx van bem besides Sin van bem replaces €in

[»p van hem IAw [rader]]] IMp van hem 6# [vaded]]
6p Ld ziin [vaderl]] [Ag,p Ziin [,ge [vader]]]

The complementary distribution o fthe two variants in Abdullah's data suggests that they occupy
the same position, viz. Spec,AgrP. This is not the case for Osman. For him Wn and f.'11 are

synonym instantiations of the Agr head, and van bem is moved to Spec,Agr.

Contrary to what could be expected, the three states of vocabulary learning are passed through
for each single pronoun type. Since singular pronouns are acquired before plural forms, and first
and second person pronouns before the third person pronoun (see Broeder 1991), we can
expect an overlap in states of different pronoun types. When, for instance, the BFS state for the

first person pronoun has passed (van  mijn  X), and only target forms are found (for Osman in

session 16), the acquisition process of the third person pronoun goes through the same

morphological states. So after the disappearance o f the variant van m#n X a lot oftokens ofthe
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van bem X variant can be found (session 14-24). So, we can find target possessive pronouns for
the  singular, but at the same time non-target (van + OnT X) variants for the plural in the data
of the Vermeer children. The fact that the learner goes through the same morphological
realization states for each pronoun, and apparently  does not grasp the rule system for the
formation of pronouns, is probably due to the opacity of the pronominal system in Dutch (cfi
Subsection 4.2.4, in particular Table 4.6).

In this section, the same stages and states as for the Y„X pattern were distinguished.
However, it was much harder to make a clear distinction between conservation stage and target
state since learners often started and finished with the same forms (a typical U-shaped type of
acquisition pattern). The distinction between conservation stage and target state can only really
be justified only when evidence for restructuring was found. Another difficulty was to
distinguish unanalyzed wholes (= pronouns) from analyzed and restructured ones. Only a clear

context, as in (42), or longitudinal data can be decisive in such cases.

Developmental order across learners

From Table 5.14, it can tentativily be inferred that the order in which the various morphological

states and substages of the restructuring process became manifest, is similar for adult and child
learners. However, such inference cannot be based on strong evidence since the children and
also Osman and Abdullah appear to go through the conservation and restructuring stages and
through the three morpheme realization states very fast. The order manifests itselfmuch clearer
for the slower adult learners.

5.4   The X Yn/p pattern: Possessor-final Constructions (analytic)

5.4.1  Description and analysis

In this section we discuss the acquisition ofthe possessor-final construction type, in abbreviated
form XY. together with the pronominal variant XYp Acquisition of the target construction

presupposes acquisition of the aspects of linguistic knowledge given in Table 5.16.
To what extent do the Turkish L2 learners succeed in acquiring this target knowledge? We

should stress that none of this linguistic knowledge is part of the Ll grammar o f the Turkish
L21earners. Turks are not familiarwith possessive constructions in which the possessor follows
the possessed noun. Hence, there is no conservation stage at issue for this construction type.
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Table 5.16 Knon·ledge to be acquired by a Turkish learner

Resetting of
•          the  Head  parameter  fr(,m head-final  to  head-initial.

Acquisition ofi
•       the absence of the Agr projection in analytic constructions.
•      the morphological rule which morphologically spells out abstract genitive ase as the

adpositional marker van.

Patterns o f the possessor-final type are only expected to occur as a result of restructuring  Ll
grammatical knowledge by the Turkish L2 learner. Table 5.4 already showed that this pattern is

completely lacking in the production data of the Van Helvert children, except for one  form by
Belgin which is assumed to be a conserved Ll pattern (see example (38) and Table 5.14). Figure
5.1 showed that this pattern is uncommon for the beginners Mallmut and Ergun, but it is more
frequently used by Osman and Abdullah. Most of the Vermeer children did not use this pattern

during the first year of the data collection, as was shown in Table 5.4.

Restructuring stage

When we consider Table 5.17, we get a quite clear picture ofthe way restructuring proceeds. The
adult Turkish L2 learners quite early identify and produce possessive patterns in which the
possessor follows the possessed noun. Those early instantiations are further characterized by the
absence of the element van

'of. This suggests that restructuring of the pararnetrized lexical
knowledge takes place before morphological changes: at a quite early stage, the adult L2 learner
resets the headedness parameter and assigns a head-initial value to it.

The head-initial N is the earliest case of headedness switch we have noticed in the adults'
data. The question arises as to whether this switch of headedness is indicative for a uniform
switch of headedness at all projection levels. As the functional heads in the possessor-initial
patterns (see Section 5.2 and 5.3) are all empty heads for three of the adult informants, we can
only speculate about their position. Only for Osman an instantiation of a functional (Agr) head
was found in session 20, while the first analytic construction was already found in session 5. So
for Osman at least, it is clear that the switch ofheadedness of N preceded all other restructuring.
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Table 5.17 Distribution  of variants  of tbe  ana(,tic pattern  ky Turkish  learners;  (Y. =  nominal possessor,

Yp=  pronominal possessor)

Stage Exarnple Subiect code

1. Conservation stage (the conserved pattern: agreement pattern;
see Table 5.8)

2. Restructuring
CWS/FFS:

Y„   (with nominal complement) kinderen die vrouw ERG-5
children that women / the children of that women

vrouw pngen MAH-13

woman boy / 'the boy's wife'
Yp  (with pronominal complement) baas mijn MAH-26

boss my / 'my boss'
3. Target state

Y„   (with nominal complement) ga.rage van die pakistani iongen ERG-23

garage of that pakistan boy
die andere mensen van transport MAH-21

the other people of the transport
de buik van de sneeuwpop T24-6

the belly of the snowman

64 (with pronominal complement) die zieken(fonds) van mi i ERG-24
- full pronoun that health insurance of me

water van ons T33-4
water of us/our water

- reduced pronoun vader van 'm OSM-12

father of him, 'his father'

5.4.2 Results

Here we consider the variants found with adult and child learners. In Table 5.18 their results are
compared.
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T·able 5.18      Distribittion over tbe acquisition  stages  of tbe analtic pattern  ily Turksisblearners; *)  tbefirst
number is tbe number of occurrences, tbe second is tbe number Of mbjects  producing these
constructions

adult informants (ESF) children (Vermeer)

MAI-i ERG ABD OSM group I group l I

1. Conservation stage does not apply does not apply

2. Restructuring stage
CWS/ FFS:
Y„ (nominal complement)            4         2         -         4 -/-* -li#
Yp (pronom. complement)            2         -         -         - -/-* -1-*

3. Target state
y                             2       5      39      29 22/7* 4/4*

I

Yp      full  pronoun                                                                        5                     1                     9 63/8* -/-*

reduced pronoun                               -           -          4 ./A 1/14

Total 8      12      40 46 2217* 68/8*

It is clear that adults as well as children produced target constructions of the analytic pattern for
the nominal variant. Adu'its exhibited some instances of restructuring, but only at the level of
content words (i.e. CWS); children did not show one instance of restructuring. As for the
pronominal variant, only one adult and five out of 16 children used the target pronominal
(·analytic) pattern. Each of the five children produced this pattern only once. All in all, there is
no important difference between the acquisition of adults and children with respect to the

analytic construction.

5.5 The YpXYn pattern: Double Possessor Constructions

There is a possessive variant which we would like to discuss separately and which is presented
asa separate construction in Table 5.5. As for the adults, only some occurrences of this type are
found for Fatima (Moroccan), and one for Osman (Turkish). This variant can be characterized
as a double possessor construction. Doubling here, however, is not ofthe Dutch type (cf. (50a)),
but more of the Moroccan Arabic type (cf (5Ob)), in the sense that the doubling pronoun co-
occurs with a possessor introduced by the adposition van.47 The instances of this doubling

possessive variant are given in (51):

47 Compare Section 4.2, Table 4.2 in particular, for the doubling pattern in Moroccan Arabic (the Doubling
Construct-State construction) and Dutch (the Doubling possessive construction).
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(50) a Jan z'n broer
Jan his brother
'Jan's brother'

b xet-ha dyal Touria
sister-her of Touria
'Touria's sister'

(51)   a zi1n schoenen    van de politieagent OSM-24
his shoes of the policeman
'the policeman's shoes'

b  ziln hoed    van z'n moeder T24-6
his hat o f his mother
'the mother's hat'

c   z n naam van die land T25-5
his name of that country' the  name  of that country'

d  m'n kleine zusie van mi j T42-2
my little sister of me

'my little sister'

These doubling variants are attested in the production data of Osman and four Turkish children
of the Vermeer corpus (T24, T25, T42 and T43). At a descriptive level, these variants are
combinations of the YpX pattern and the Xy./P pattern. And, in fact, at the time children started
to produce these doubling variants, instances of the YpX pattern and the XY./p pattern were
found in their speech.48 The same holds for Osman: in session 20 he just produced two target
Y„X constructions, in sessions 22 and 23 only analytic patterns were used before he showed this

combination of patterns.
The questionarises how to interpretthese doublingvariants analytically, which, interestingly,

are attested neither in Turkish nor in Dutch. The most plausible structure for this construction
is the one in which the possessive pronoun i'n  / m'n in Agr is not specified for a strong Spec-
related feature. This explains why the possessor van Z'n moeder C of his mother') in (511)) is not
moved to Spec,AgrP. This is the same for Osman, who produced both the reduced and the full
pronoun in the Agr head. Compare example  (10a) and our remarks on his acquisition of the
pronominal possessive construction with regard to (5Oa).

48 Except for informant T42. Although she produced YpX before producing the doubling pattern, she produced
a doubling pattern at session 2 and uttered her first analytic constructions in session 5. Because of the relatively long
time between the audio-recordings we might have missed earlier instantiat:ions o f the analytic pattern.
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5.6     Overview of the Acquisition Process

5.6.1 Developmental order of possessive constructions across learners

After the discussion of the individual possessive construction patterns the results are taken

together and the question is addressed in which order those patterns are acquired and whether
the developmental patterns are interrelated. Let us first consider in which order the construction
patterns emerge in the various learner groups. Notice that we do not talk ill}out surface patterns
here such as Y„X, YpX or XY„Ip, but at)out (the internal structure of) the construction types
such as labeled and discussed in Chapter 4:
-    the Agreement pattern For the Turkish nominal and pronominal constructions discussed in

Subsection 4.2.3;
-  the Anajtic pattern for the Dutch nominal and pronominal construction discussed in

Subsection 4.2.4 ;
-    the pronominal and nominal Hidden Constnictpattem for

(i)  the Saxon genitive (Paul  boek; Paul's book) and
(ii) the Doubling possessive construction (Paul in boek: Paul his book) discussed in
Subsection 4.2.4 and summarized in Table 4.7.

Table 5.19       Classification  ofTurkisb  learners  based on  tbe sequential order of nominal possessive  constmetion

Opes

ORDER OF EMERGENCE INFORMANTS + FIRST OCCURRENCE

adults (4) Vermeer children  (16)
27 sessions 6 sessions

Consecutive acquisition MAH ERG ABD T29

1. L2 Analytic construction           22      14      4       1
2.  L2 Hidden-Construct constr. -     26    8     3

Simultaneous acquisition OSM T25 T27 T41

- L2 Analytic construction                       5                 1        1        1
-  L2 Hidden-Construct constr.                    5                   1         1         1

T22 T23 T24 T26 T30 T33

3 3 3 1 2 2
Consecutive acquisition 645264
1. L2 Hidden-Construct constr.

T34 T36 T38 T39 T42 T43
2. L2 Analytic construction 11 3 5 1 1

5 4- 625
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In Table 5.19 we abstract from the double possessor construction (YpXY,), discussed in Section
5.5, as this construction is more or less a side-product, not important for the general line of

development.
As we  have seen before, alllearners  of the three corpora started off with the agreement

construction conserved from the Ll Turkish.They, however, differ with regard to the order in
which other possessive construction types emerged in the production data.49 The major part of
the adult learners started the restructuring process with the analytic construction, the ma ority
of the child learners, however, started off with the Hidden-Construct construction, followed
much later by the analytic construction pattern. For Osman and three children the restructuring
process yielded simultaneoulsy the analytic construction and the Hidden-Construct pattern. If
we abstract from simultaneous acquisition, we can observe more clearly:
(i) that there are two different orders in which the construction patterns are acquired;

(ii) that adult learners differ from child learners in an obvious way.

So, we may conclude:

(iii) that adult learners seem to focus more on information within the lexical domain for the

resetting o f parameter values than children.

5.6.2  Overlap and conservation

In this subsection, we want to outline schematically how the developmental stages may overlap
each other for adult and child learners, and how these stages develop in relation to each other.
Figure 5.3 outlines how those stages relate to each other in the case of the most advanced adult
learner (Osman) and Figure 5.4 does the same for a child learner.

The in formation in Figure 5.3 is ordered from left to right as is indicated by + time and the

consecutive sessions  1-27. The conserved knowledge of the agreement construction is situated
on the left-hand side of the figure, delineated by a bold line and colored grey. The new,
restructured, knowledge o f the Analytic construction pattern and the Hidden-Construct pattern
are also delineated by a bold line in order to indicate that thorough restructuring is necessary.

Examples of  the distinct morpheme realization states are written inside the frame of each
construction pattern, if relevant. We find, for example, the BFS represented in the form of van

in the analytic pattern, the Hidden Construct pattern and in the remainder of the Agreement
pattern. The first analytic construction emerges in session 5 as indicated within the figure below
by the block of the analytic construction pattern. The first Hidden Construct pattern is also
observed in session 5, as indicated by the number 5 under the block named Hidden Construct
pattern. From session  11  onwards  the adpositional marker  van is integrated  in  the Ll based

grammar which generates Agreement construction patterns using van as a genitive case suffix

49 Instances of the agreement construction were attested only by some child learners. Yet the Ll basis is assumed
because Ll remainders appeared in the course of the acquisition and because in an earlier stage of learning, the
Van Helvert children all showed the agreement pattern as well as all adult learners.
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te.&., mend-van buir, friend-of house 'my friend's house' at the bottom of this figure). The
Hidden-Construct pattern is introduced in session 20 (diejo,igen-Van ®n vader, that boy-of his
father; 'the father of that boy'). Tokens from the Ll Agreement pattern are no longer found

after session 18. Osman's attainment at the end of the data collection can be inferred from the
examples figuring in the two L2 construction blocks, viz., that he has attained the target state

for the Analytic construction but not yet for the Hidden-Construct pattern (e.g.,jongen-ilaM f n

vadeh

+ tirne 12  3  4  5678  9  10 11  12 13  14 15 16 17  18 19  20 21  22 23 24 252G7

Consenution Restructuring stage   =  Target state
stage

ANALYTIC PATTERN
AGREEMENT +

PA'rrERN

vriend huis +   huis van vriend   +   huis van vriend   +   huis van vriend   +  huis van vriend

5

Restructuring stage

+
HIDDEN CONSTRUCT PATTERN

van vriend huis   + van vriend huis +     iongen-van ziln vader

5                                          20

11                    18

AGREEMENT PA'17 ERN

1·nend hui: + Friend-r--ln hui:
rtiend die huis

CWS-PFS BFS +

Ffre 53        Scbematic overview of tbe development »m an Ll  possessive pattent toward two diferent 1-2

possessive pattents for nominalpo ssessors and tbe results of tbe adult Turkish leanterOsman,·

gry a a = conserved knowledge
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Two Vermeer children, T25 and T41, who were characterized in Table 5.19 as having a
simultaneous acquisition pattern, produced many possessive expressions with overlap (see
examples (26) and (27))· T25 showed how she could build up an Analytic construction departing
from an early Hidden-Construct pattern when she tried to express 'my cousin' in three attempts
ma row in (52).

(52)  a   [Dp [,g,p   van I ons tante], [Np 4 dochter]]] T25-6
of      us/our aunt daughter

'our aunt's daughter'
b   [DP 6 p   van [  tante], INp 4 dochter]]]

of aunt daughter
C   bp k' dochter van bp    tante] ..,.,.»]]

daughter of aunt

'the daughter of my aunt'

As we saw in Table 5.19, only one child started the restructuring process with the Analytic
pattern: T29. The majority of the children started producing analytic constructions much later,
as is schematically exemplified in Figure 5.4 for T22. 50% of this group did not display  any
influence from the acquisition of the Analytic construction on the Hidden-Construct pattern
(emerging first). The other 50% showed considerable repercussions of the analytic pattern just
acquired: they suddenly produced possessive Hidden-Construct patterns in which the genitive
was overtly marked, e.g T22 and T39.

The child learner (T39) in Figure 5.4, for instance, did not overtly show any instances of the
conservation stage during the first sessions (1-4): he did not simply use any Y„X pattern. He had
not been showing either any examples ofthe restructuringprocess, when suddenly target hidden
construct patterns emerged in the 54 session (baas rk kamer. hare his room 'the hare's room').

Although this child was  able to use target constructions, she added van as a genitive marker as
soon as she mastered the analytic pattern. What might be the reason? Although she had
apparently abandoned the Ll Agreement construction, the Ll based morphological knowledge
to overtly realize a genitive had not disappeared. Suddenly, due to the understanding of- the
Analytic pattern, this learner grasped how to realize a genitive, when she produced van Kees R.'n

vader tot Kees his father 'Kees' father'), and similar constructions in Figure 5.4. So, Figure 5.3
showed overlap of stages and conservation of morphological knowledge; Figure 5.4 showed
conservation of morphologtcal knowledge without overlap o f structure.
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-* time 0  + sessionl     2        3        4        5                6

Conservation Target state

Stage
ANALYTIC PATTERN

AGREEMENT +
PATTERN

+  huis van vriend

6 M

5                   van k

-*
vriend huis HIDDEN CONSTRUCT PATTERN

van Kees z'n vader

van auto z'n lamp
haas z'n kamer  + van mijn vader z'n
auto

CWS-FPS BFS

Figure  5.4        Scbematic overview  of tbe  development from  an  Ll   possessive pattern  towards  two  di#ennt  1.2  possessive

patternsfornomin  possessors and  tbe refults  of tbe Turkish  child  learnerT39·,gng area =  conserved

knowledge

5.6.3 Developing grammatical knowledge

After having considered the development o f the two new possessive patterns in relation to the
conserved agreement pattern, an overview is given of the syntactic representations in these

patterns and the main alterations which have taken place. Table 5.20 summarizes which
possessive patterns are produced at three stages of development. This development should be

interpreted as fallingwithin the boundaries of the interlanguage state, the time span between the

L2-initial state - the moment when nothing has been learned yet - and the moment when a
learner has reached target knowledge with respect to nominal possessive constructions.

Notice that there is not a linear order in the restructuring stages A and B. The children
preferred the order: Conservation -0 stage B -I stage A, the four adults in this study preferred
the order: Conservation -0 stage A -4 stage B, as argued in Subsection 5.6.1. Overlap between

these stages was shown for two learners: Osman and T39 (see the Figures 5.3 and 5.4). Ifwe

take, for example, Osman in session 15, we can infer from Figure 5.3 that in session 15 he could

generate (1) an Analytic pattern, (ii) a Hidden construct pattern, and (iii) that he still produced



Table 5.20  01,en,ieu· of tbe det'elopmental stages of 7 wkish tea,·ne,·s: tbe representation is somell·hat simplified : (a = (.11"S; b = FIr.f. c = BFS)

CONSERVATION S'l'AGE ILL.KI'RIJCTl-IRING Sl'AGI  A RES'l'RIJCYURING STAGE. 13

(i) Agreement pattern (pos.essor-initial) (i) Analytic pattern (possessor-final) (i) Hidden Construct pattern (possesscir-initial)
DP DI' DP0-0 k--

Agr<D  D DerP   XP  D'
0

DP,<+gen> Agr' Spec Det'                                       D                  AgrP

DetpAgr <+D strong>.                      Det              NP                                      DP,                    Agr'
---

-- 0 »DE<.g..2 4; DetP/QPDet'                                                               N
<+D:strong>

NP Det                                                                                            C          bet'/Q

4 N a. O vriend <+geii> pngeti Det/Q NP
M g.trage \-911 die iongen

nominal             die ziekenfonds van m4                   N   t,
a. vriend 0 huts nominal
b. gwage die chef c.      van Erguti          93               auti)

die longen a naarn van Omer           's                huis
c.    moeder-van de             kop (ii) Doubling pattern die iongeti-van z'n vader

pronominal z'n Smurf z'n huis

a. miin o buurrnan Agr  <+D: weak> N DP<+gen> die van Kadir z'n niania

24n o vrouw                                                      pmnominal
b.   die miln 0 dochter 111 n zusle \·,111       till

i

 

van hem o die vader

c.    die van-tntin O broer ziin schoenen van de een van mtin vader o vriend
van-hem o moeder p >lita die van haar vader      o                 vriend

onze-van o broer die-van z'n diiig

die-van 0 auto lieni (z'n) karner
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Table 5.21 Ovedew  of tbe  corresponding developing grammatical  knowledge  of   an  adult  Twkisb  1-2
learner; changes witb regard to tbe Conservation stage are bold;

0 - pboneticath emp(y

CONSERVATION STAGE RESTRUCTURING STAGE A RESTRUCrURING STAGE B

Lzxiron Ll Lixicon I_.2 Lexicon I_.2

Agreement pattern: Agr 0: weak head feature

Agr 0: weak head feature strong Spec-
strong Spec-feature feature

Agr non 0:  weak head
D 0: weak head feature D 0 weak head feature feature

weak Spec-feature weak Spec-feature strong Spec-
X·      [complement -] X:   I- complement] feature

D:              weak head feature

Mo,pbolog U Mo*bology I.2 strong Spec-

N + affg-  -+ [[N]aff} DP<+g,n» e van +DP feature
X:         [- complement]

Vocabulag I-2 Vocabulaty 1-2
auto, N auto, N Mo*bolog L.2

0,           Agr                 0, Agr DP<+gen> -+ van + DP
0,           D                     0,           D

Vocabula,y 1-2

miln, N mi in, N auto,      N

mii,         N m'n, Agr                      0,          Agr
ziin,         N ziln, Agr (Osrnan) -s,          Agr
van, affgm, [N -] van, P z'n, Agr

{.}    {...}    miin, D
m'n, Agr
ziln, Agr (Osman)
hem,        D
van, affgw, [N -]
van,             P

{I}

Agreement patterns. If we now consider Table 5.20, we can infer which syntactic
representations he was able to make. Initially, Osman could only produce, in his L2 output, the
constructions in the first colum (Conservation stage), next the constructions falling under the
Conservation stage + restructuring stage A + restructuring B, and finally he dropped the
structures in the first column for generating his L2 output. The grammatical knowledge which
is at the basis of those constructions is given in Table 5.21.
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This table reads  in  the  same way as the previous table.  If we want to  know, for instance,
what is the linguistic knowledge of child T39 in session 5, we can see that the child relies on the
grammatical knowledge of restructuring stage B, the third column in Table 5.21. It is evident
that the grammatical knowledge given in Table 5.21, is not summed up exhaustively.

Two major alterations can be distinguished in the development of the possessive
construction. The first involves the resetting of the head parameter. The adult learner first
acquires the knowledge that possessors can be realized in a right-branch complement position
and be associated there with genitive case. Recall that due to the inherent status ofgenitive case,
raising o f the possessor to a Spec-position ofAgrP, where case is licensed, is not necessary (see

Section 4.2). As a matter of fact, the learner concludes that Agr(P) is simply not projected in
analytic constructions.

The second major alteration point for most child learners is the identification of i'n and
-s as instantiations of Agr. As a consequence, they assign a head-initial value to the Head
parameter. For the adult learners this leads to a restructuring of the L2 vocabulary and a
concomitant restructuring of the L2 knowledge at the level of parameter setting: the category
AgrP can be lacking or has a strong Spec-related feature when it is filled by €n/·S. Most child
learners acquire this knowledge only after the emergence of the analytic construction at a much
later moment. After this restructuring of the L2 lexical knowledge, both the possessor-final (i.e.
·analytic) pattern and the possessor-initial pattern can be generated on the basis of an L2 syntax.

A third type of alteration in parameter setting concerns the Spec-related feature o f D.  In
Turkish, D has a <weak> Spec-related feature and, therefore, does not trigger overt movement
of demonstrative determiners to D. This explains the occurrence ofsuch sequences asgange Ae

cbefin the conservation stage, where the possessor is in Spec,AgrP and the demonstrative in
Spec,DetP. At the third column of Table 5.20, the child learner produces such forms as dze van

Kadir· fn marna. where the determiner, which goes together with the possessed noun, precedes
the possessor. This placement of the determiner suggests that the Turkish L2 learner has
acquired the L2 knowledge that the Spec-related feature of D is <strong>. The same alteration

is signaled for  pronominal possessives: van ons diefabriek with a <weak> feature on D is changed
m  een /  die  van  mijn  vader  vriend

\ llat leads the L2 learner to this resetting? An important factor might be the systematic

absence in the environmental input of the possessor-initial patterns such as  Jan Z'n cke vriend·,

J:in's that friend 'that friend of Jan's'), viz., the equivalent of the (well-formed) Turkish
possessive construction. In other words, on the basis of indirect negative evidence, the learner
hypothesizes that Dutch is a language in which determiners (base-generated in Spec,DetP) must
overtly raise to Spec,DP and consequently resets the Spec-related feature of D as being
<strong>. Of course, this raises the question ofwhy he does produce such possessive variants
as  een /die  van  mijn  vader vriend, since these are systematically absent as well in the environmental

input (*die  lans miend thatjan's friend 'that friend of Jan').

It is argued that the production of this pattern relates to a piece of conserved Turkish
grammatical knowledge which relates to the property of (in)definiteness. As was pointed out in
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Subsection 4.2.3, the possessor in Spec,AgrP does not seem to determine the definiteness of the

entire Turkish possessive construction. Thus, in Ayie-nin bir kitab-z (Ay5e-GEN one book-3sg),

where Ay e is obviously definite, we have an (overt) indefinite reading of the entire possessive
DP. In the Dutch Saxon genitive pattern, however, the possessor in Spec,AgrP does determine
the definiteness of the entire construction (cf. Section 4.4). In footnote 31 in Chapter 4, we
tentatively suggested that this property of (in)definiteness inheritance blocks the occurrence of

a determiner encoding (in)definiteness. Thus, the occurrence of such patterns as een /  die  van  mijn

vader vriend Canbe seen as a kind of overuse. It suggests that the learner has not yet discovered

neither the blocking effect which holds for Dutch nor the possibility to construe this by means

of the analytic construction een viend van m#n vader. Although all adult learners acquire the
analytic construction, none of them produced the combination of an overtly realized indefinite
possessee with a definite possessor, such as the example above.

5.6.4         Conclusions

Let us go back to the predictions formulated at the beginning of this chapter and see whether
confirmation of them can be found.

Prediction 1 : Tbe bare noun pattern YX
Beginning L2 learners rely on their Ll grammar. The possessive pattern emerging
in the earliest stages ofL2 acquisition will be the possessor-initial pattern (YX) which
we called the 'agreement pattern'. These constructions will be stripped of bound

morphemes because, initially, bound function morphemes are not realized.

This chapter has shown that there is ample evidence that Turkish learners, both adults and

children, take their Ll pattern as point of departure, and that morphological affixes are lacking.

Evidence was provided by children in the earliest stages of acquisition (those from the Van
Helvert corpus) who did not produce any other pattern than the agreement pattern, and by the
four adult informants who also showed a prolonged conservation stage for both the nominal
and the pronominal possessive construction patterns. Much less evidence was provided by the
Vermeer children:  15 out of 16 of them were too advanced to show a real conservation stage,

but they fell back into 'conservation errors' when they had to express a new item, e.g., a new
person role (34 person singular or plural), e.g., IAgp bullie vader\D•, de [auto]]] (their father the car;
' their father's car') instead   of bun vader  Z'n/'s  auto.   Or  when  they  had to express  a   new

pronominal construction pattern which provided an obvious similarity with an Ll pattern, as
described above for the lexical item van. Moreover, 10 out of 16 children acquired the analytic

pattern more than a year after the beginning of the data collection.
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Prediction 2: Tbe spell-out pattern
a. Free morphemes will intervene between possessor and possessee, viz.

adiectives, demonstratives, quantifiers.
b.     At a later stage L2 (free or bound) morphemes will appear that spell out Ll

features, e.g., the genitive case, or person-number features.

'I'he Sections 5.2 and 5.3 (see Table 5.20 for a summary) have shown that intervening elements,
particularly the demonstrative cize, occur in a position typical for a Turkish grammar: Spec,DetP.
I'his demonstrative does not occur very frequently but regularly, only for emphasizing the
possessee, as it does in Turkish. The same demonstrative cle may have the function of
emphasizing the possessor. In that case it forms a constituent with the possessor in Spec,AgrP
atid takes over the emphasizing function ofan explicit possessive pronoun (instead ofin empty

pronominal (pro) if there is no emphasis o f the possessor; see 4.2.3 and 5.3.1).
Both adults and children turned out to be keen on realizing the genitive case and the

agreement  relationship as soon as they could find an equivalent for this case in the L2
vocabulary. Some children even tried to realize the person-number agreement morphology on
both possessor and possessee when they had left the conserved stage far behind them. See again

Table 5.20, 3„1 column, and the discussion in the Sections 5.2 and 5.3.

Prediction  3: Parameter-setting, conservation
The Turkish learner will conserve the Ll parameter settings
for Agr: a <strong> Spec-related D feature;

a <weak> head-related one;
for D: a <weak> Spec-related D feature;
for the Head parameter: a strictly head-final organization of the extended DP.

In the L2 there is no difference in the parametric value of the two Agr features. The emergence
c, f the possessor-initial pattern is already evidence for the conservation o f these two parameter
settings. The third parameter setting, viz. the <weak> value of the Spec-related feature on D,

c.in be observed by determiners (e.g., demonstratives) intervening between possessor and
possessee, remaining in their base position Spec,DetP. Evidence for the conserv·ation of this
p,iriinieter value is particularly found in the ESF corpus; see the first column of Table 5.20 and
what was said   about the third type o f alteration, as well as the Sections 5.2 and 5.3. Evidence
t-or the conservation of the Head parameter settingis found in the initial absence of the analytic

pattern both for adult and child learners.

Prediction 4: Analytic XY.ip  patternfirst
Given previous research in the verbal domain, and given the stronger positive
evidence for the head-initialness in the lexical domain, a phrase-initial head is
expected first in the lexical, and, subsequently, in the functional domain. This will
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become manifest in the emergence of the Analytic pattern before the Hidden-
Construct pattern.

As can be inferred from Table 5.19 this prediction is only partially confirmed, viz. only for adults

but not for the maiority of the child learners. The functional domain seems more easily

accessible to children than to adult learners.
The analytic pattern is rather easily acquired by adults. The abundant availability (positive

evidence)  o f possessor-final patterns in the primary input data presumably leads the learner to
hypothesize that possessors originate in a complement-position following the possessed noun.

As  a  result,  the Head parameter  is  set for  the L2 lexicon  as [- complement].    In  view  of the
uniformity o f headedness in the Ll language, one might expect  that the Head parameter is set
as head-initial for the functional projections as well. However, such evidence is missing. Adults
do not fill functional heads with lexical elements, neither D nor Agr, except for instances

produced by Osman (e.g., die jongen-van zijn vader, that boy-of his father). When they do like
Osman, it is only a long time after they have shown a switch of headedness in the lexical

domain. One possible reason for not filling a functional head may be that this is still phrase-final
as we argued earlier in Subsection 5.2.1 for the functional heads D and Agr (see discussion on

the instances  (18)-(20) of this chapter).
The major part of the child learners follow the other way: they seem to discover first the

head-initial character ofAgr, and conclude for the head-initialness ofthe other functional heads.

Somewhat later only, when children start producing analytic constructions, they seem to
generalize this knowledge to the lexical domain as shown in Table 5.19.

What, however, might be the cause of this difference between adults and children? It might
be that adult learners are less susceptible to cues and triggers in the functional domain, especially

those which are not supported by an Ll equivalent. The adult learner picks up the functional
item van because it appears at a position in which he can expect such an item (he is even in
search of it), viz. as a suffix to a lexical head N.  but he does not expect a functional element in

Agr head. For adults the clitic-like elements seem harder to identify in the primary linguistic
input than for children. The adult learner may be helped in the identification and localization
of these elements on the basis of his knowledge that the target language has a head-initial

parameter setting (what he has already concluded from the acquisition of the analytic pattern).
The child learner plausibly comes to the same conclusion directly.
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6

The Acquisition of
Nominal Possessive Constructions

by Moroccan Learners

6.1 Introduction

This chapter follows the same line as the previous chapter on the acquisition by Turkish learners.

First, the distribution o f the three main surface patterns Y„X, YpX, XY./p and a fourth additional
pattern, YpXY. (see Subsection 5.1.1 for the classification, and the explication of the labels), is
presented in a direct, theory-neutral fashion for the four adult learners. Then the observed
frequencies of those patterns are compared to the expected frequencies in order to get art idea
of potentially important shifts in the course o f the data collection. Subsequently, the data on the
Moroccan child learners are presented in a simple overview. Next, relevant predictions are
formulated in Subsection 6.1.2 on the basis the linguistic knowledge of a Moroccan learner and
the development which can expected to be found under the Conservation Hypothesis. After the
discussion of the four patterns in Sections 6.2 - 6.5, the focus in 6.6 is on the order in which
those patterns are acquired and the reason why. Finally, the results of the Moroccan learners are
discussed in relation to the predictions formulated in the beginning.
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6.1.1 Surface patterns and their frequencies

To give insight into the distribution of the main possessive patterns for the four Moroccan
Adults over the three cycles of nine months, the occurrences of each type are brought together
in Table 6.1, and presented in percentages in Figure 6.1. The first pattern (Y.X) and the fourth,
doubling, pattern (YpXY,j are not clearly visible in the bar diagrams of Fatima and HassanK in
Figure 6.1 because of the small number of occurrences of these patterns. The latter were not
attested at all for Mohamed and HassanM.

Table 6.1 and Figure 6.1 show the pronominal YpY pattern as the most frequently used by

,ill Atoroccan LZ learners (notice that this was also the case for the Turkish learners in the

previous chapter). The XY./p pattern (analytic) is used particularly for full nominal possessors
(see Section 6.4). Thus, the Moroccan learners freely used both a pronominal (viz. the YpX
pattern) and a nominal (viz,. the XY„ pattern) possessive construction starting from a very early
moment in the acquisition process. This might be one of the reasons why Moroccan L2 learners

produced so few Y„X patterns.
The bar diagrams iii Figure 6.1 and the distribution in Table 6.1 indicate that there is little

variation in the surface patterns of the Moroccan learners. In order to ascertain whether there
is & significant shift in the distribution of the above surface patterns, a chi square test was
applied. The results are shown in Table 6.2. Only the YpX and the XY„,_ patterns were used in
calculating chi squares; the other two patterns were too infrequent.

Table 6.1 Dist,ibution  offour possessive  patterns  in  tbe  nominal  domainforfour Moroccan  learners

Yox YP X X  Y./p Ypxy.

Fatima: cycle 1             -           85            33            -
cycle 2              3            73              50             5
cycle 3             1            50            26            1

Atohamed: cycle 1            -          86           69           -
cycle 2               -           139              82             -
cycle 3              -          119             62            -

Hassan K: cycle 1            -         136           95           -
cycle 2               - 226 202         1

cycle 3             1 147 135         -

Hassanki: cycle 1             -         173            72
cycle 2             - 278 137          -

cycle  3                              -                      311                            84                            -
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Fatima Hassan K
100 - 100 -

   75
-    75 -

' . - 1 1 k t. - b I t
1 2,0

I.

cycle 1 cycle 2 cycle 3 cycle 1 cycle 2 cycle 3

E  Yn X   YPX                       E Yn X .  YP X

£9  X Yntp      YPX Yn    X Ynip      Yp X Yn

Mohamed Hassan M
100- 100 -

75 - 75 -
:

, all- 1,11
cycle 1 cycle 2 cycle 3 cycle 1 cycle 2 cycle 3

   Yn X   YPX BU  X Yn/p           0 Yn X . YP X    X Yn/p

Figure 6.1      Distribution ofpossessive construction Nes in tbe nominalpbrasefor two Moroccan adult  learners

Table 6.2     Cbi square  (Pearson) computedfor eacb Moroccan informant, * = significant

X 2                     df            significance

Fatima 4.30                        2                      .117
Mohamed 3.92                                 2                             .141

HassanK 2.85                        2                      .240
HassanM 14.34*                         2                        .001
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As can be inferred from the above table, 3 change (significant at the.05 level) was only observed
for HassanM. The other three informants were unanimous in showing no variation of the
occurrence of the various patterns, which implies that no significant acquisition took place.
None o f them acquired the new Y„X pattern, including HassanM, but he differs from the other
three informants because of his increasingproduction of pronominal forms overthe entire data
collection.

The question arises whether children are more challenged in acquiring the Y.X pattern
which is said  to be frequently used in the speech of Ll children: For that reason we also
consulted the data ofthe 16 Moroccan children from the Vermeer corpus.2 The speech of those
children was recorded from the time they entered primary school; previously, they had all been

in  preschool for at least one year. Some of them were already speaking Dutch with siblings and
friends so that they were more advanced than others when the recordings started. In Table 6.3,
the distribution o f the four possessive patterns is presented for each individual and for the entire

group.
The child learners as well as the adult learners in Figure 6.1 principally made use of the

pronominal YpX pattern. The analytic (XY.,p) pattern was notused from the start by every child
learner and the doubling YpXY„ pattern - an Ll pattern after all - was less often used by the
Moroccan children than by the comparable age group ofTurkish children (cf. Table 5.5 in the

previous chapter).
From Table 6.3 and Figure 6.1 can be inferred that the Y.X pattern is very infrequent and

probably difficult to acquire for Moroccan learners: only three child informants (out of 16)
produced this pattern regularly over the entire data collection: M02, Ml 1, and M17.

1 In order to be able to estimate the ratio of occurrences of the XY'/P pattern compared to the number of
occurrences of the Y.X pattern, the data of Dutch children of the Aarssen-Bos corpus was consulted (see
Subsection 3.1,4). It turned out that 6-year-olds (and older) produced the XYn/p pattern four times Inure often than
the YnX pattern. Compare also the logits in Subsection 10.2.6.

2 The children of the Vermeer corpus bear the same code number as the one they were given in the original data
collection. A Moroccan child is encoded as M followed by a number. The numbers exceed 16 because some
children dropped out in the course of the project.
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Table 6.3 Distribution of nominalpossessivepattemsfor 1 6 Moroccan children  (Venneer coipus) over three

periods  of ten  months  each

Y„ X     Ypx     XY„.p YpXY, Yn X Ypx XY„/p YFXY„

penod pebod
M02 1 1 34  -  - M11 1 -      23       1

2         3     12        4       -           2        3      54       6        -

3         2     17       2       -          3        1     14       8       -

M03 1 - 40  6  - M12 1 -              1                                 -

2         -     31        1        -           2        -      25       5

3         -     43        7       1           3        -      19       5

M04 1 -7--M13 1 -      29       1

2         -     15       1       -          2        -     17       4

3          -     22        5        -           3        -      31       6        -

M05 1 - 19  4  - M14 1 -     15       -       -

2         -     13       3       -          2        2      9       -       -

3          -     45        6       -           3        -      15       6        -

M06 1 - 21  1  - M15 1 -     42       5       -

2                 -           6              1              -                   2               -          44             1              -
3         1     37        3        -           3        1      8       8

M08 1 - 12  6  - M16 1 -     10       -       -

2         -     25       4       -          2        -     12       -       -

3         -     18       7       -          3        1     26      10

M09 1 2 21  11  - M17 1 2      37      12        -

2          -      5        -       -           2        3      38       8        -

3         1     54        7       -           3        2     47       8        -

M10 1 - 18  9  - M19 1 1     14       7

2         -     15       1       -          2        -      2       6       -

3         2     23        6       -           3        1      26       3        -

All
informants

1            6    343       63

2           11    323       45       -

3           12    475       97       1
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6.1.2 Predictions

Just as for the Turkish learners, an attempt will be made to find evidence supporting the
Conservation Hypothesis in the learner's data of Moroccan learners. Under the Conservation
Hypothesis, the Moroccan learner is assumed to generate, in the beginning at least, possessive
constructions on the basis of linguistic knowledge he already has. In alllikelihood, that is  Ll
knowledge but also knowledge from other languages acquired earlier can be part of it. The
nature of this Ll knowledge is specified in Table 6.4 for the relevant properties. As discussed
in Section 4.2, Moroccan Arabic distinguishes two major types of possessive constructions: the
Construct State and the analytic construction. In addition, Moroccan Arabic has a possessive
doubling construction, a hybrid construction displaying properties of both the Construct-State
and the analytic construction.

Table  6.4      Linguistic knowledge at tbe  basis  of tbeformation  of possessive stmetures for Moroccan leaniers

Knowledge of the parametric values

•     The Head parameter is set as head-initial.
• Functional heads have a < strong> head-related feature [+N,-V], which implies that there

is overt N-to-X raising.
•    Agr has a <strong> Spec-related D feature triggering overt raising of the categorial

feature [+N, -V, +D] (with concomitant pied piping of the entire possessor DP).

•       Agr has a <weak> Spec-related D feature (if Agr head is filled by clitic).
•     D has a <strong> Spec-related D-feature, to the effect that determiners functioning as

nominal-type indicators are moved to Spec,DP

Lexical knowledge
•    The functional head (e.g., Agr) can be filled by a possessive clitic.

Morphological knowledge
•        Knowledge of the morphological rule that abstract genitive case is not spelled out, if the

possessor is in Spec,Agr.
•    Knowledge of the morphological rule which spells out abstract genitive case as the

adpositional marker dyal or d., when the possessor is in the complement position to N.

Table 6.5 provides insight in what a Moroccan learner of Dutch has to acquire.
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Table 6.5 Knowledge to be acquired by a Moroccan learner

Resetting of:
•     The head-related strength feature on functional heads from <strong> to <weak> (no

N raising).
•      The <weak> value to a <strong> value of the Spec-related D feature, if Agr is ftlled

by a clitic.

Acquisition of:
•     Lexical items (and their properties) that can head:

-  AgrP:        's.
DP: indefinite article.

•     The suppletion rule for strong possessive pronominal forms.

Comparison o f the two analytic constructions leads to the conclusion that the two languages

only (naturally) differ at the level of vocabulary: Moroccan Arabic spells out genitive case, by
means of dyal or d., whereas Dutch uses van. Comparison of the (nominal) Construct State and
the Saxon genitive (a hidden Construct State; see Longobardi 1996), shows that the two
languages differ in two respects:

(i)     as far as lexical kn6wledge is concerned, Dutch permits a lexical item in Agr (viz., 's),
whereas Moroccan Arabic only has zero-instantiations of Agr;

(ii)   as far as parameter-based knowledge is concerned, Moroccan Arabic has a <strong>
head-related Agr-feature (triggering overt N-raising), whereas Dutch Agr has a <weak>
vdue.

Under the assumption of the Conservation Hypothesis, the earliestpossessive constructions of
Moroccan learners can be predicted.

Prediction 1:    Tbe bare noun pattent  (XY)
If beginning Moroccan learners mainly rely on their Ll grammar, only XY„ patterns
can be expected in the earliest stages. As the lexical development proceeds stepwise

in morpheme realization states (cf. Chapter 2), the earliest constructions will miss
functional morphemes, and, thus, it will be impossible to distinguish which is the
underlying Ll structure: the Construct-State construction or the analytic

construction (cf. Subsection 4.2.2 and Table 4.3).

I fthe learner receives sufficient positive evidence in the L2 for the existence ofa similar pattern,
this pattern, as well as the related functional morphemes, in particular free morphemes, will
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appear very soon.

Prediction 2:   Tbe spell-out pattern
The free L2 morpheme van will already intervene between possessor and possessee
iti very early stages.

According to the Conservation Hypothesis, Ll parameter settings are conserved in the L2. In
1foroccan Arabic, functional heads have a <strong> head-related feature (cf. Table 6.4 and
Subsection 4.2.2) which is also expected to emerge in the L2 output o f a Moroccan learner.

Prediction   3:      Parameter  setting  conservation
The Moroccan learner will conserve the <strong> Ll parameter setting of
functional heads resulting in N-to-X raising.

Prediction 4:   Ana ytic pattern XY. dominance
Because there is ample evidence in the L2-environmental input to support
abandoning N-to-X raising and to retain the analytic construction, Moroccan
learners will opt for the analytic construction as the only possible possessive

construction (in the case of a nominal possessor).

As can be observed in Tables 6.2 and 6.3 and in Subsection 4.2.2, several different strength
parameters are involved in one possessive pattern. The question arises whether a learner is more
oriented to the holisitic approach (global resetting) of such a pattern, and will reset all
p:irameters in one swoop, or more to the analytic approach local resetting) under which
parameters are reset one by one. In the previous chapter, it was predicted that Turkish learners
did not reset the Head parameter for all - lexical and functional - projections simultaneously.
Moroccan learners do not have to cope with headedness problems for the acquisition of
nominal possessive constructions. I fevidence is required ofa stepwise (parameter by parameter)
change of a possessive pattern, the following iacquisition phenomena require attention:
(i)      the abandoning of N raising to distinct functional heads, and
(ii) the simultaneous resetting of the strength ofthe head-related Agr feature and ofthe Spec-

related Agr feature.
In the case of global resetting, all <strong> functional heads will simultaneously change into
<weak> head-related features (cf. Table 6.5), and a <strong> head-related Agr feature will
simultaneously change with a <strong> Spec-related Agr feature into a <weak> value.

The predictions formulated above are considered in the first place on the basis o f the adult
data of- the ESF corpus, and in the second place on the basis of the children's data of the
Vermeer corpus. The latter data are used as supplernent to the adult data. Unfortunately, a
corpus o f very early L2 learners as those  from the Van Helvert corpus is lacking for Moroccan
learners.
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6.2       The YnX pattern: Nominal Possessor-initial Constructions

6.2.1 Description and analysis

In this section, how and the extent to which Moroccan I.2 learners acquire grammatical know-
ledge required for the generation of Saxon genitive and Doubling possessive constructions in
Dutch is discussed. As was pointed out in the introduction, Dutch and Moroccan Arabic are
quite different superficially, in the sense that Dutch displays the linear order possessor +
possessed noun whereas Moroccan Arabic displays the order possessed noun + possessor. At
the analytical level, however, the Moroccan Arabic Construct State construction and the Dutch
Saxon genitive/Doubling possessive construction share certain grammatical properties (e.g.,
inheritance by the containing projection of the (in)definiteness feature realized on the
possessor). The ma or difference relates to the presence of overt N raising in Moroccan Arabic
Construct State constructions versus the absence of such an overt head movement in Dutch
Saxon genitives and doubling possessive constructions (thus their characterization as 'hidden
Construct States')

As the Conservation Hypothesis predicts, the earliest possessive noun phrases are based on
the Ll grammar. What then are the first instances of such conservation? One would expect
possessives strings based on both the Construct State construction and the Analytic
construction. If those possessive noun phrases are stripped of functional morphemes, two
content words will remain to form a possessive construction. And, in fact, this is precisely what

is found, e.g., nummer telefoon (number telephone;'telephone number') in (la). This string can be
interpreted as a Construct State construction, but an alternative interpretation would be one in
which it is an analytic construction lacking van. However, the systematic absence of determiners
on the first element o f this construction makes a Construct State analysis more plausible, the
more so because the determiner only appears on the second element in the FFS state, e.g., scbool

de trui (school the sweater: 'the knitting school' in (tb). Although the number of Construct State
variants is limited, such forms are encountered, as given in Table 6.6 under the label

'Conservation stage', at the very early stages of the acquisition process.

Conservation stage

A possessive variant like n:immer tel*on (number telephone; 'telephone number') is derived by
applying an Ll grammar (a computational system governed by Ll parameter settings) to a
numeration which consists in part of phonologically specified lexical items of L2 and in part of
phonologically unspecified ones. The structure generated for a CWS string like nummer telefoon
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is given in (la) and for an FFS string like school de tnii in (lb).3

Table  6.6     Possessive  variants  of the  Me  Y„Xfound in  tbe  developmental stages  of Moroccan  learners

Stage Exarnple Subject code

1. Conservation stage (XYJ
a. Content Word state (cws) nummer telefoon FAT-2

number telephone  / ' telephone number'
Was Pascal M5-1

class Pascal / 'Pascal's class'
b. Free Functional state (FFS) school de trui FAT-3

school the sweater / 'the knitting class'

2. Restructuring stage (Y.X)
syntactic restructuring: no N raising
a. Content-Word state (cws) Keesje kamer M 15-6

Kees je room /  ' Kees je's bedroom'
[mii vader] vrouw FAT-20

[my father] wife / 'my father's wife'
b. Free-Functional state (FFS)            [gym va kleren M14-2

[gymnastics of] clothes / 'sports outfit'
van de wielen de dingen M8-2

[of the wheels] the things  / 'the tires'

die jongen bem vriendin HASK-21

that boy his girlfriend / 'the boy's girlfriend'
c. absence of agreement between

pos'sor and poss. pronominal
number vader en moeder €in bed M10-6

father and mother his bed /
' father and mother's bed'

- gender marna 4 zusie M17-3

mummy his sister / 'mum's sister'

3 One might object that de in.reboot de ind represents the Moroccan Arabic preposition d-, or the French
preposition de, meaning  'of.' This is not very likely as the string school die tna' (school that sweater; 'the knitting
class') also occurred  in the same recording session, in which the demonstrative pronoun die 'that' figures  in
Spec,DP of the noun phrases moved to spechgrp
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3. Target state ziln oma's m:ind M2-1
'his grandmother's basket'

hem vaden· aut04 M2-6
him father's car / 'his father's car'

koni intle Z'n hand Ml 1-5

rabbit his hand / 'the rabbit's hand'
marna d'rmond M17-2

mummy her mouth / 'mummy's mouth'

(1)                                 DP

D                   AgrP---
[N,+Agr], D Dpi Agr'

D NP Agr NP

1

N  [IN, Agr], N DP111
(a) nummer      .       telefoon          5           tk
(b) school       de       trui

Additional empirical evidence for the existence of overt N raising in early L2 expressions are the

examples in (22), (32) and (42), which show a postnominal attributive adjective. The postnominal
placement is the result of N raising as depicted in the b-examples.s

(2) a meisie marokkaans FAT-5

girl Moroccan
'Moroccan girl'

b      IDp D [Qp meisie, [Fp marokkaans IMP t,1]]]

(3) a die film marokkaan MOH-4

that Wm Moroccan
'the Moroccan film'

b       [Dp die 6, D [Qp film, [pp marokkaan [Np t,]11]]

4 This variant belongs to the target state because of the instantiation of Agr; suppletion, however, is not yet

acquired.

In the b-examples, the minimally visible raising of N is represented. Arguably, N raises further to D, when D
is not filled by a definite article. Note that in Subsection 4.1.2 we assumed that the demonstrative 68 is moved to

Spec,DP. See also Table 4.1.
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(4) a die telefoon modern HASK-7
that telephone modern

'that modern telephone'
b      bp die 6. D [gp telefoon, [Fp modern [Np t,]]]]

Nominal expressions are further attested in which, obviously, partial overt N-raising has taken
place; that is, the N has raised overtly to some intermediate functional head (e.g., Q) and not
to the highest functional head to which it should have moved accordingto the Moroccan Arabic
grammatical system. The following expression exemplifies such partial N movement:

(5) a m'n ZUS le Weine M5-1
my sister little

'my little sister'
b       6>p e LFp m1n IQp Zus je, [Fp kieine [Np 4 pro]]]]] 4

Restructuring

At a rather early stage in the acquisition process (more specifically, after the recordings of the
first five months), the process of overt N raising within the nominal domain disappeared from
the L2-derivational output of the adults. At this point, L2 learners have restructured their
grammar as regards the head-related strength property ofthe functional heads Agr and D: the
strength value has been reset from a <strong> value to a <weak> one. After having reset this
parametric property, the intergrammar will only generate nominal expressions in which the
nominal head N follows attributive adjectives:

(6) a die kieren Van die marokkaans ouwe mens FAT- 18

those clothes     of those Moroccan old people
'the clothes o f the Moroccan old people'

b die marokkaans cafe MOH-4
that Moroccan cafe
'the  Moroccan cafe'

With the head-related features of Agr and D being reset from a <strong> value to a <weak>
value, one might expect widespread occurrence of possessive variants which look like the Saxon
genttlve target construction (minus the clitic in Agr). It turns out, though, that such forms are
scarce in the Moroccan learners' production data; we will come back to this in Section 6.5. Let
us for the moment concentrate on the question of which structural representation could
plausibly be assigned to these instantiations of the possessor-initial pattern. Obviously, such a

6 It is tentatively assumed here that m'n is in Agr. It should be remembered that pro refers to the possessor which
moves to Spec,AgrP in covert syntax (see Subsection 4.2.2, example (36) and following, in particular).
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pattern will only be generated if the Spec-related feature of Agr has a <strong> value, a setting
conserved from the Ll. We end up with a structural representation like (71)) for a string like (721)

(7)    a         Keesie  kamer (Keesie bedroom;' Keesie's bedroom') M15-6
b       DP

D                                       AgrP

DP, Agr

D NP Agr NP

N                   N           DP11
0 0  1< ees je o kamer  4

In (7b), the functional Agr head has an empty phonological matrix and the possessor noun

(Kee#e)  is a bare form.
In addition to a possessive variant like (7a), a variant like (8) is found, in which the possessor

noun is followed by the element van. Like the variant in (79), this possessive variant is very
limited in its occurrence.

(8) gyrn van kleren M14-2

gymnastics of clothes

'sports outfit'

The question, of course, arises how to interpret van. An interpretation of van as an inflectional

genitive suffix (cf. our discussion of van in possessive variants produced by Turkish learners in
Section 5.2) seems unlikely given the fact that the learner is not familiar with such a case

morpheme on the basis ofhis first language. An interpretation of van as the morphological spell-
out o f the genitive case, a procedure which the Moroccan Arabic learner is  familiar with on the
basis o f his knowledge of the analytic *al-construction, raises the question of why van follows
rather than precedes the possessor; in Moroccan Arabic Ulat precedes the possessor.
Furthermore, if the L21earner were to hypothesize that the adpositional marker in Dutch might
be realized in postpossessor position, one would expectinstances of tile'possessor+van' pattern
in Analytic constructions as well. However, as will become clear in Section 6.4, these are not
attested in the L2-derivational output. Besides such sequences as (9a), in otherwords we do not
find such sequences as (91)):

(9) a baas [van die] (attested)

boss [of that]

b    #baas   [die van]      (# = unattested)
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This leaves us with one other logical possibility for van in  (8):  van as an instantiation o f Agr, as
is made clear in (10).

(10) Iop e 6p gym' [Ad van [kleren t:J]]] M14-2

In a way, van is treated here as a kind of possessive marker, quite parallel to the possessive
marker  -s that appears in the Dutch Saxon genitive construction.

Another possessive variant attested in our corpus is the following:

(11) van  de wielen de dingen M8-2

of the wheels the things
'the tires'

This  construction has the peculiarity of having a prepossessor van on a prenominal possessor;
the most likely interpretation  of this  van is  that of an adpositional marker attached  to  the  DP.
It cannot be interpreted as a genitival affix (i.e., prefix) to the noun (wielen) in view of the fact
that the determiner de intervenes.7 Thus, such forms as (11) are, in fact, the result of an
extension of a structural environment in which the morphological spell-out rule can operate:
L2 learners producing such utterances as (11) have extended the domain o f application of the
morphological spell-out rule which inserts van. 8   I t is suggested here that it is a consequence of
the analytic construction in which the genitive is spelled out by van-

In addition to this peculiarity of van, the construction in (12) features the definite article de
in between tile possessor and the possessed noun. Two potential analyses of the placement of
de come to mind: (i) de as head of DP, with van de wielen in Spec,DP (12a);  (ii)  de in Agr, with van

de wielen in Spec,AgrP (12b)

(1% a    6,p van de wielen, 6 de 6,p dingen t,]]]

b    Lp e L,g,p van de wielen, [w de [hip dingen t ]]]

Analysis (129) interprets de as a definite article. This structure is, first of all, not very likely from
a conservative' point of view, that is, if the structure is governed by an Ll grammar: in
Moroccan Arabic it is never possible to have a possessor in a Spec,DP position (whether D is
filled or not). Second, the primary linguistic input provides only rare instances of possessive

7 Unless van is attached to the article.
8 One may wonder why learners do so, if they do not do so in their Ll. A possible explication may be that, in that
way, the learner tries to underline the possessive meaning which, for him, the string does not seem to have without
1,an.
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constructions in which a definite article is immediately preceded by a possessor.9
The structure in (12b) seems counterintuitive, at first sight. However, recall that in the

Moroccan Arabic Construct State, Agr(P) plays an important role in the way (in)definiteness is
defined  over the entire possessive construction.  As was argued in Subsection  4.2.2,  the
containing possessive DP inherits (in)definiteness from the possessor. With regard to the

Construct State, this inheritance may be technically implemented, as made clear in (13). The
definiteness feature of the possessor DP (in Spec,AgrP) is pickedupunder Spec-head agreement
by the overtly raised noun which, after having been raised to Agr, moves on to D. In D, the
'picked up' definiteness feature on N projects (percolates) to the maximal projection DP.

(13) process  Of definiteness  inbetitance  in  a  Moroccan Arabic possessive  noun phrase

DP

4<def3-----_
D <def>4 AgrP

D  Agr<def>k DP, Agr'
<def> 0.

[Agr         NJ                     <def> 4. 4 NP

A
[Agr NA  4  4

Returning to example (12b), represented in (14), we could say that the learner who does not
apply overt N-raising to Agr, tries to express the definiteness inheritance by means  of another

linguistic means, viz., expression of the definiteness feature inherited from van de wielenby means

of the determiner. 10

9 Although in Dutch such expressions as (i) can be observed. Compare Corver (1990).
0         A: ken iii Paul;

A: 'do you know Paul'?
B:  ia.
B: yes.
A: nou, daanwn de vader doet iets met rekenen.
A: well there-of the father does something with computing.
A: 'well, his father does something with computing'.

10 An intriguing possessive string is produced by Fatima:

(i) miin tante # die kinder van FAT-5

my aunt that child             of
'the child of my aunt'
( # = short pause)

Several analyses are possible for this string. Only the most plausible are presented, based on a Moroccan Arabic
structure with a dislocated topic, Viz. m#n tante, which is resumpted by an empty pronominalpm Moroccan Arabic
does not allow such a construction in which *al is followed by pro, but Fatima was forced to violate this
constraint because she (lid not yet know the word for 'her' in session 5. The proposed analysis is given in (ii):
01)          [Dp miin tante, [pp die 6,p kinder van [Dp prol <gen> ]]].
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(14) process of definiteness inberitance  (under Spec-bead agreement) in an inte,grammarpossessive noun

pbrase
DP

D-- 'grp

DP,                gr'
<def> 4.

 
<def>*.AEr NP

/         N
van de

wielen        de               din en

Another type of possessive pattern found in the I.2 output of Moroccan Arabic (child) speakers

is exemplified in (15):

(15) 9 vader en moeder zijn bed M10-6

father   and mother his bed
' father and mother's bed'

b marna z'n zus je M 17-3

mummy his sister
'
Mummy's sister'

This pattern is similar to what has been termed the doubling possessive construction in Dutch

(cf. Subsection 4.2.4). The formation of such structures is possible only after the L21earner has

acquired the targetknowledge th·at Dutch possessive clitics have a <strong> Spec-related feature

(triggering ovcrt movement of the complement to Spec,AgrP). The structural representation
of- these possessive variants is the following:

(16)       I    [Dp e kg,p vader en moeder,   64 ziin       [Np bed tj]l] M10-6

b   [Dp e  Ag,p m*ng [*ge z'n kp Zusie tj]]] M17-3

In general, most Moroccan Arabic learners used the forms Z'n and ign interchangeably in
doubling constructions. This suggests that at that stage, they treated the two possessive elements

on a par. Z#n is not yet interpreted as a (suppletive) strong pronominal form.11 The same holds

t-or HassanK, who showed in example (17) that not only R#,1 carl figure in Agr head but also the

obiect form bem. In Subsection 4.2.4 (Table 4.6), it should be remembered, bem was analysed
as the input ft)r the suppletion process that obviously had not yet taken place.

"   Compare the production data of the Turkish learners who also produced possessive noun phrases in which
*n and Z'n were used interchangeably. See Sections 5.2 and 5.3.
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(17)   a die )ongen hern vriendin HASK-21

that boy him girlfriend

'the girl friend of that boy'
b  [Dp e [ag,p die jongen, Ege hem [hip vriendin 4]]]]12

The fact that bemappears in Spec,Agr shows that HassanK cannot form the suppleted form din,
and also that bem is not (yet) structurally distinguished from *n. Both can appear in the Agr
head.

Target stage

Suppletion is also difficult to grasp for children, e.g., the Moroccan child M2 who can generate

such noun phrases as $ oma's mand (M2-1) 'his grandmother's basket', a target construction
because the child has identified  -s as an instantiation  of the functional head Agr. Much later in

session 6, it turned out that the form *s was not analyzed as consisting of bem+GEN, because

M2 produced the string bem vaders auto  irn father's   car)    (see   Table   6.6).   For   this   child,
identificatton of -s as an instantiatlon of Agr seemed easier then applying the suppletion rule
which changes bem+GEN into R#n.

As is obvious from the examples in  (16), the L2 learner has not yet acquired the agreement
requirement between possessor and the doubling possessive pronominal. Possibly, ©1/ *1 is
interpreted as a form which is unspecified for number and gender features (cf. the discussion

of the Turkish learners in 5.2.1). In the target stage, the L2 learner has become aware of this

agreement rule and starts producing such forms as mama d'r mond (mummy her mouth;
'mummy's mouth') in Table 6.6.

6.2.2 Results

Having provided an explicit analysis of each of the possessive variants found in our corpora and
having motivated their assignment to a particular developmental stage, we need to address the

12 In an early stage of acquisition, viz.,  in the 5* recording, two interesting possessive constructions were found
which, at first sight, seem early instantiations of the Hidden-Construct pattern:
(i)          Icp die oma # Icp  jouw (= haar) man     [cp       hifis doodlll HASK-5

that grandma #     your (= her) husband he is dead

'my grandma's husband is dead'

( # = short pause)
(ii)          alleen moet een vrouw kp  jouw (= haar) man is dood] moet kleren hebben # kleren wit HASK-5

only must a woman your (= her) husband is dead must   have # clothes white

'only a woman whose husband died, must be wearing white clothes'
It is argued here that in (i) is a dislocated possessor which is referred to by the pronounjouw. The dislocated

possessor is adjoined to CP. Compare Subsection 7.3.3, example (40). In (ii), we are probably dealing with a
parenthetic clause and the pronounjouw refers to the woman in the matrix clause.
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following questions:
•      How many occurrences of each possessive variant are attested in the learner's production

date

•      Do the learners attain target knowledge of the Y,X pattern?

Table 6.7     Distribution ofpossessive variants  (Y,X pattern) produced gy Moroccan learners over developmental

stages;  9  tbefirst number is the number of occurrences,  the second i)  tbe  number of subjects producing

tbese pbrases

adult informants (ESF) child learners (Vermeer)
FAT MOH HASK HASM group I group I I group  I I I

(4)            (8)           (4)

1.Conservation stage    (XYn)

CWS 1     2     -      1                 3/1*

FFS 2 - 1          2                                 -

2. Restructuring stage  (Y„X)
no N-raising
CWS 3        -         -                                        7/4*

FFS 1 - 1 4/4*

absence of agreement                      -            -            -              -                                        2/2*

3. Target state 7/                       - 7/3* 10/4*

Total 7223 23/8* 10/4*

A maior conclusion which can be drawn from this table is that the occurrence of the possessor-
initial pattern is very limited, for both adults and children. The adult in formants MOH and HASM
did not produce a single instantiation of the Y.X pattern. They only produced two instances of
the conserved Construct-State construction. Another adult informant, FAT, produced three
Instances ot-the Construct-State variant (involving overt N-to-D raising) iind three instances of
the possessor-initial pattern (lacking overt N-to-D raising; thus, a case of partial conservation)
The three Construct-State constructions instantiate full conservation, whereas the possessor-

initial constructions instantiate partial conservation of the Ll. As regards the Y„X pattern, the
children were divided into three groups. The children of group I did not produce any instances

of this type. The children ofgroup II are the real learners: one informant produced Construct-
State constructions, and three of them even attained the target. The four children ofgroup III
did not show any learner variants, only a few target variants. Furthermore, only seven children

(out of 16) produced possessor-initial patterns that matched those of the target language.
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Development in stages across learners

As regards the adult learners, the number of occurrences was so small that it was  of no use to
go deeper into the various stages. This was also true of the child learners who produced a very
moderate number ofpossessor-initial Y.X patterns. For the two child in formants who produced
some of these patterns, a considerable overlap was observed between the substages ot- the
restructuring. In Table 6.8, an overview of the substages of restructuring is presented for those
two child learners. This table provides information about the order in which properties of the
various substages appeared.

Table 6.8 Occurrences  ofY„X  variants  in  tbe  recordings  of two Momccan  children;  tbe  numbers  r fer to

a recording (one in evety 5" month)

M12 M17

1. Conservation Stage                          -

2. Restructuring stage

no N raising
CWS 6    (1 occurrence) 1,3,6   (4 occurrences)

FFS                          -
absence of agreement                                 -                               3         (1  occurrence)

3. Target state 1,3,6  (5 occurrences)      2,5 (2 occurrences)

The first child learner, M2, already showed a target state construction Q#n oma's mand) in the first
session before he produced the non-target string bem vader kleren in session 6. Consecutively, he

produced:
session 1 -   ziln oma's mand (his grandma's basket)
session 3 -   de jongen Z'n fiets (the boy's bicycle)

pap Z'n club (daddy's club)
ons pap Zk werk (our daddy's work)

session 6 -   hem vader 0 kleren (him father clothes; 'his father's clothes')
hem vaders auto (his father's car)

What might be the reason for the shift from a target construction to a non-target construction?
It is suggested that the use of the non-target construction - in fact, a fall back - is related to M2's
understanding of the possessive pronoun dk In session 1, he used the full pronoun dinandthe

clitic form Z'n. In session 6, 6n is replaced by bem, and Z'n was no longer used. That points to

a beginning ofa morphological analysis ofthe pronominalform $ (see Section 6.3 for details).
The first consequence of more insight is a non-target construction: M2 avoids using bem and Z'n
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within one construction. The way out is (i) omitting  'n as the instantiation of Agr and (ii) using
the more neutral -5 as instantiation of Agr. Thus, it is not that this boy (M2) is still in the CWS
state, but rather that he is facing a new problem.

Similar things can be said about the Moroccan girl M17. She did not use the Saxon genitive
so she was urged to satisfy the agreement requirements in the doubling possessive construction.
Although she produced the string marna d'r mon(1 (mummy  her  mouth  'Mummy's  mouth')  in
session 2, the feminine and plural forms are apparently difficult: her errors ( /0/ instantiations
of Agr) in sessions 3 and 5 911 involved feminine and plural possessors, such as in (18).

(18) 9 niania e zusie (feminine possessor, target: d>) M17-3

mummy sister

'Mummy's sister'
b  z'n moeder en z'n vader    .    kamer   (plural possessor, target: bu,) M17-6

his mother and his father room
'his mother and his father's bedroom'

All in all, we can conclude that the Moroccan learners provided little insight into how the
acquisition process took place, as far as nominal possessor-initial constructions go. A main

problem was the lack of data.

6.3      The YpX pattern: Pronominal Possessor-initial Constructions

6.3.1 Description and analysis

Similarly to the Y„X pattern in Section 6.2, the earliest instances - those which were conserved -
of YpX pattern do not have the same surface order as the target construction. A conserved

pattern (Zus-ik: sister-1 'my sister') at the earliest stages o f acquisition has the opposite order in

the t,irget language (viz., mign Zister my sister'). The reason is that a possessive pronoun is a clitic

pronoun in Morocc·an Arabic (Subsection 4.2.2). It is base-generated in Agr head and clitizes
on the head noun after overt head movement of the possessed noun N to a position adjoined
to Agr, yielding the sequence 'possessed noun + clitic pronoun.' Subsequently, this complex
head raises to D. Occurrences of such patterns are extremely rare in the L2-derivational output

13of Moroccan Arabic speakers. Some instances were found, though, in our corpus.

13 The examples found  are all from adult L2 learners.
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Table 6.9 Possessive  variants  of tbe  Ope Y,X  found in  tbe  developmental  stages  of Moroccan  learners

Stage Example Subject code

1. Conservation stage (XYp) zus-ik FAT-3

Construct-State (CWS) sister-I / 'my sister'
een vriend-mil HASK-8

(IFFS) one friend-me / 'a friend of mine'

2. Restructuring stage (YpX)

syntactic restructuring: no N-raising and:
a. possessive pronoun in Agr (CWS)    m#n man FAT-1

no morphological analysis 'my husband'
€in vader MOH-3

'his father'
b. Free Functional state (FFS)     ik mijn vader FAT-3

subject form I my father / 'my father'

b# broer MOH-1

he brother / 'his brother'
c. Bound Functional State (BFS)    m# familie MOH-1

object form, no suppletion me family / 'my family'
bem vrouw MOH-11

him father / 'his father'
bem  debed M5-2

him the bed / 'his bed'
d. genitive realization, no suppletion (BFS) van ons main M2-2

of our mamma /   our mamma

3. Target stage
suppletive forms, reduced forms baar  /   d'r rnoeder FAT-9

haar moeder / 'her mother'

fn / T'n handen M11-6
'his hands'

Conservation stage

One example is the string Fs ik (sister I; 'my sister'), given in Table 6.9. If this string is the result

of a (conserved) Ll grammar applied to  an L2 lexical input, the derived structure will look like

(19)

(19)     [Dp [zus,+ik]i 6g,p 4 6,p t. IDp pro]]]] FAT-3

A second example of conserved Ll grammar is the string een wiend mil (one friend me; 'a friend
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of mine'),in which the function word een appears, a direct 'translation' of the Moroccan Arabic
string wabed sabb-i (one friend-me) (cf. Subsection 4.2.2). Based on an Ll grammar the structural
representation will be:

(20)       [Dp  een  6, [vriend,+mij], L,g,p 4 [Qp 4  [(2• t'. [Np t, 61' pro]]11]11 HASK-8

The fact that Construct-State constructions were found more frequently with nominal
possessors than with pronominal ones may be related to pronouns being acquired somewhat
later than nouns. This, in combination with the early discovery by Moroccan learners that Dutch
does not permit overt  N-to-D raising,14 may account for the fact that Construct-State
constructions with pronominal possessors are nearly absent in our corpus.

Restructuring stage

Having acquired the knowledge that Dutch does not permit overt N raising, the L2 learner
produces possessive variants in which the pronominal possessor precedes the possessed noun.
From the point of view of the Conservation hypothesis, the L2 learner considers Dutch
possessive pronominals to be the same kind of elements occupying the same structural slots as
their Moroccan Arabic equivalents, that is, they are treated as functional categories heading the
AgrP projection, which enter into an agreement relationship with the empty pronominal
argument WH) of the possessed noun (cf. Subsection 4.2.2). Thus, at this early stage of
acquisition, strong pronouns surfacing in possessive constructions are not morphologically
analyzed; the learner does not yet know the rule that strong possessive forms are the result of
a merger of an object pronominal form and an Agr head. This means that at first a string like

(21 a)  has the structure  (21 b):

(21) 7 mlin man

my husband FAT-1

b    [DI' e [*p Lg miinl [Np man 6p pro]]1]

In addition to these variants, in which the possessor has the shape of the target possessive

pronoun, possessive variants are encountered which feature a pronoun in the form o f a target
n 15

subject personal pronoun Ch# 'he') or a target object personal pronoun (bem 'him J.

(22) a hil broer (subject-form) MOH-1

he  brother

14 Overt raising of N ceased  in the earliest recordings.

i 5 Dutch cline possessive pronouns do not occur at all in the adults' data, probably because they are less easy to

perceive in the environmental input.
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'his brother'
b hern vrouw (object-form) MOH-11

him wife

'his wife'

It is not clear from this datawhether the pronoun is still analysed as being·an instance ofthe Agr
head (cfi (23·a)) or whether it has been reanalysed as an item standing in Spec,AgrP (cfi (22b)).

(23) a lDp e [Ag'P 6# hil / hem] kpbroer 6>p pro ll]]

b    [Dp e  L,g,p hii /hem,   Le 69 0] 6,p broer 1,1}]]

As indicated by the structure in (23b), the latter analysis presupposes a restructuring of the

Agr, but rather are analyzed as functional heads (plausibly D) heading a maximal projection that
grammar: the strong possessive pronouns are no longer considered to be of the categorial type

originates in the complement position to the possessed noun and is moved to Spec,AgrP (AgrP
now headed by a phonologically empty element). Furthermore, it presupposes the knowledge

that Agr has a <strong> Spec-related feature that triggers overt movement of the strong
pronominal to Spec,AgrP. Evidence of the existence of a structure like (23b), in which the

subject form' occupies Spec,AgrP, is provided by a possessive variant like (24b), which is

essentially a doubling construction:

(24) a ik miin vader FAT-3

I rny father

'my father'
b     [pp e [Ag,p iki [,•,g'. 1.ag• miln] [Np vader 41]]1

This analysis is most plausible for two reasons:
(i)      Fatima sttll produced Construct-State constructions at the same session, such as scboot de

tmi (school the sweater 'the knitting class'; see (lb)) in which the constituent de truz was

also moved to Spec,Agr (strong Spec-related feature on Agr).
(ii)     Nine months later, Fatima produced nominal possessives of the type: [[ my vaded Vmuni

with a <strong> Spec-related feature in which the possessor DP was raised to Spec,Agr

without a raising of N (compare the example  in (7)).

Possessive patterns are also encountered which are similar to those found with nominal
possessors (cf. our discussion of (10) and (12)); see (25). Hence, an analysis along the lines

sketched for nominal possessors would appear fruitful.

(25) a   van ons main M2-2

of our mummy
'our mummy'
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b hem de bed M5-2
him the bed

'his bed'

For (251)), this would lead to the structural analysis in (26), in which de is interpreted as a
lexicalization of the definiteness feature associated with the Agr node. Notice thvt in this
structure the strong pronoun bem appears in Spec,AgrP, the Agr head is occupied by de.

(26)     [Dp b.g,p hern, [Age de [Np bed 411]] M5-2

'rhe element t,an in (25® would be interpreted as a morphological spell-out of the abstract
genitive case by means of an adpositional marker. L2 learners seem to extend the rule for
morphological spell-out of abstract genitive case by means of an adpositional marker to the
specifier position. In otherwords, they have, so to speak, broadened the domain of application
of the morphological spell-out rule that inserts van (which is rather common in the Turkish data
As was shown in the previous chapter, but remarkable among Moroccan learners).

(27)     6p [*g,p van ons, [*gi Agr INp matn 41]]] N12-2

Until now, we have not focussed on errors which concern lexical properties such as person and
number. Those errors were not large in number and did not persist for a long time (see Broeder

1991).  Some more persisting errors arc signaled here. HassanK, for instance, produced  the
pronounjouw 'your'for the third person masculine (283) and feminine (28b), and used it in a
limited number of cases to indicate the second person singular (28c).16

(28) a    die man moet 10/*W hoofd  kilken  naar mekka HASK-5

that man must your head look at Mekka
'that man must look out with his head in the direction of Mekka'

b    die oma # jouu, man              hil           is dood HASK-5
th: t grandma # your husband he is dead

'grandma' s husband  is  dead'

c     als    le wilt naar moskee binnen moet eerst iou helemaal wassen en dan jouw hiinden
louw mond jouw neus louw hoofd ook HASK-8

if you want to mosque inside must first you completely wash and then your hands

3 our mouth your nose your head too
'If you want to enter 9 mosque, you ought to wash yourself first,
then your hands, your mouth, your nose, and also your head'

Another persistent errorwas observed for HassanM. It nicely illustrates how learners connected

16 It should 1)e noted that this mismatch is not caused by the Ll.
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an L2 label (i.e., a phonological matrix from the I.2)  to a wrong feature bundle. In the case of
HassanM those features are related to the French possessive pronouns son [+masc] wnd sa

[+fern].17 •I'he French sa agrees with a feminine possessee (e.g, sa bigclette; 'his/her bicycle'), and
sonwith amasculine possessee (e.g., so n pere·, 'his/her father').  Let us first look at the datain (29)

(29)    a    die jongen komt voor zi in  [+ fernl fiets  [N,  + fem] HASM-3

that boy comes for his bicycle
'the boy comes to get his bicycle'

b    naast de longen is  Ilaar [+masc] vriend [N, +masc] HASM-3
next to the boy is her friend
'next to the boy is his friend'

Zijn fiets in (292) is a correct phonological output, but has an incorrect feature structure (from
an L2  perspective, of course). That is proven by baar vriend (29b) which means 'his friend'.
'Friend' is masculine and so we expect to find  in, but HassanM produced baarin such cases.
In his perception, the rule was as follows: (i) a possessee that is estimated to be masculine (e.g.,
in French) triggers the possessive pronoun baar (ii) a possessee estimated to be feminine (e.g.,

in French) triggers the possessive pronoun fn Applying this rule, he produced several target
variants like those in (29a). He relied on this rule during session 3, but made some errors (i.e.,
deviations from his own personal rule) in the next session: *'n vader'his father' in the sense of

'her father.' The rule changed in session 14: baarwas used for feminine possessees, e.g., baar

moeder in the sense of 'his mother.' Until the end of the data collection, it remained a very
difficult issue for HassanM and it remained the cause of many errors not because of Moroccan
Arabic but because of his 'first' second language French.

6.3.2 Results

The next consideration is   how many occurrences of each possessive variant are attested in the
learners' production data and whether they attained target knowledge of the YpX possessive

pattern. The relevant data are given in Table 6.10. In this table, the third developmental stage
is not labeled 'target state' since there is not sufficient evidence for a target-like syntax, although
the full and reduced forms are found. In this (completion) stage, only those noun phrases are
counted that are evidently suppletive forms such as *n and not baar. The baar forms are only
interesting for HassanM (cf. example (29) and the  discussion of this example); the baar forms
of the three other adult informants are counted for reasons of comparison.

17 Note that HassanM was a proficient speaker of French (cE Chapter 3).
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Table 6.10     Distribution ofpossessive pronominal variants  9, X pattern) produced 47 Moroccan learners
over developmental  staMs  and mo*beme reali ation states  Cover 2,5 years); *)  tbefirst  number
is  tbe  number of occunences,  tbe  second is  tbe  number of subjects   pmducing  these patterns

Fatima Mohamed HassanK HassanM Verrneer children

Cycles 123123 1 2 3 1 2 3 gr. I      II    III

(4)      CD    (5)

1. Conservation     1      1    -      -     -    -      1

2.Restructuring
no N-raising
a.CWS miln X      55   54  43   31   56     7    14   54  18       7    7    63     -        -     -
b.FFS ik X
c.BFS     mii X             1 9      19    15       28      69      92       99      127     71        105 161 128 7/4*     -

a.CWS ziin X -   -   -   10 1 1 13 -   5    12  67   41    -       -    -

b.FFS  hii X        1    -   -   27    -     1 3 -----1/1' - -
c.BFS hem X       -     - - -   13   18    1    39  41 1 1   - 8/4* 23/7'  -

van hem (de) X        -      -    -      -      -      - - 3 - - - - - 3/2* -

haar X 1174- 2 3 6 8-  4 7 5

haar (=zi in) X        -     -    -     -     - - -1- 34   5 8 not counted

ziin (=haar) X        -     - - -    -   -     2  18  10

3. Completion
strong pronouns        -      -     -       -      -

- -   -      -    -    -   123    67   106

weak pronouns        -     -    -     -     -     -       1     - 1 -    1   -    85 178 165

The co-occurrence of the possessive pronominal forms (m(in/<01)  and the object forms
(,mij 1 beni) throughout the three cycles suggests that the adult learners had not yet acquired the
target grammatical rules that underlie the formation of strong possessive pronouns in Dutch.
The increasing number of obiect forms and the decreasing number of unanalyzed forms in
MOH's ·and HASK's data suggest that these informants have discovered that (strong) possessive

pronouns are formed on the basis of object forms. It is not clear from the data, though, whether
they also assigned them a different structural position, that is, Spec,AgrP rather than Agr.18 The

table further indicates that subject forms were only found in the first cycle. A final observation

which can be made  is that the adult data consists primarily of strong possessive pronominal

forms (mij n /  637), and only a rare case of the weak pronounje 'your' for the two Hassans.
At first sight, it would appear quite difficult to decide on the basis of the children's data

18 Recall that HassanK produced a YnX pattern (delhngen bem vriendin; that boy him girlfnend 'his girlfriend') in
which j}em figured in Agr head. This full pronoun is considered on a par with the weak form.  Compare example

(17).
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whether they h·ave acquired the target knowledge for the formation of pronominal possessive
variants. If-we divide them into three groups again, a clearer picture emerges. Group 1 are those
who produce obiect forms for the first and third person role: the members of group 11 tire
acquiring bound morphemes and their related features. They sometimes realize features where
the target l.anguage does not allow this, ils in bem de bed and  van ons mam (cE the rows c and d
in Table 6.9 ). Ciroup Ill does not produce any learner errors. I iow can we be sure that this
group does not consist of these beginners who only produced unanalysed forms? The number
ofweak pronouns is decisive: group III produced considerably more weak pronouns than group
I and fewer strong pronouns. For group I and Il, both possessive pronominal forms and object
forms are attested in their production data. Only one possessive variant (cf. last restructuring
row: L'an hem de >Cj was found  in which there was suggestive evidence for the placement of an
object form in Spec,AgrP, that is: bem de bed, in which de is analyzed as a lexicalization of the
definiteness feature. The children's data differs from that of the adults iii that it displays both
strong possessive pronominal forms ( n) and weak forms (Z'n). The fact that the children had
identified this distinction suggests that they were/were becoming aware of the different
grammatical properties of the two forms. Presumably, this distinction is not manifested
structurally at first; that is, it may be the case that both (phonologlcal) forms are (conservatively)
analyzed as instantiations of Agr. As a matter o f fact, the occurrence ot-both the strong form
and the weak form in doubling constructions (cf. Table 6.6) suggests that initially both forms
can  instantiate  Agr; see  (30).19

(30) a     IDp IAg,p vader en moeder, IAgp zi in [Np bed 41]]] M10-6
father and mother     his       bed

' father and mother's  bed'

b    bp [,g,p  mama, 6,   z'n kp  ZUS je Wl]] M17-3

niummy his sister

'Mumrny's sister'

One reason for being reserved in drawing the conclusion that alI children have acquired the
grammar ofpronominal possessives (i.e., the YpX pattern) is that this presupposes that they have
acquired the knowledge that there is a possessor movement of a pronominal DP from the
complement position of N to Spec,AgrP. This would imply that the child knows that Agr can
have a strong Spec-related feature. I f this were so, however, the question would arise as to why
children have such great difficulty in acquiring the target Y„X pattern. Note that in Table 6.5
only six out of 16 children produced target possessive constructions instantiating the Y,X

pattern.
In short, the conclusion that all children in the corpus had acquired the target knowledge

19 4As for the occurrence of Z'n and $ in doubling constructions these children do not deviate from Ll speakers

(see Subsection 4.2.4 Table 4.5 and footnote 28).
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for the production of strong possessive pronominals seems too optimistic. Given the fact that
the children's data manifests both strong and weak possessive pronominal forms, it may be
concluded that they had become/were becoming aware of the different grammatical properties
of the two forms.

6.3.3 Stages

Table 6.9 showed us a great number of possessive pronouns which could be characterized as
being in the restructuring stage (adults), or the near-target state (children). The existence of a
conservation stage, however, is not definitely confirmed by empirical data, though pronominal
possessives which can be characterized as such do occur, e.g., Fis-ik (see (19-20)). It is not
surprising that those strings are found in the data of the least advanced learner, Fatima.
Unfortunately, a data collection  of learners in very early stages, like the Van Helvert corpus for
Turkish children, is missing for Moroccan learners. However, the distinction of a conservation
stage can be justified for other, non-possessive, noun phrases displaying N raisingwhich can be
found in the early sessions both for adults and children, viz., the phrase-final position of the
adjective (compare the examples  (2)-(5)  in this chapter).  It is obvious from Table  6.9 that the
restructuring already started after a short time of exposure and that the restructuring was very
efficacious: the overlap between the conservation and the restructuring stage can be neglected.

The three morpheme realization states can be clearly distinguished during the restructuring
stage. As those morphological states cannot be observed for all possessive pronouns, only those
pronouns are integrated in Table 6.10 which clearly display morphological development, viz. the

first and third person singular forms: mijn and Wn.The feminine pronoun is only added to show
the remarkable behavior of HassanM, which differs from that of the other informants.  I f the
third person pronoun is considered (second set of data in restucturing stage in Table 6.10),
remarkably little overlap is observed between the CWS and the BFS for Mohamed and HassanK;
HassanM had problems other than those involving morphology. A similar argument can be
made with respect to the first person pronoun for the three male informants, but there is more
overlap.20 Fatima did not show real progress. Most child learners (11 out of 16) still showed
some instances of the BFS state, which implies an overlap for the restructuring and the target

stage.

20 One reason for this overlap may be the slight difference in pronunciation between the possessive form and
the obiect form.
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6.4 Tlie XYn/p pattern: Possessor-final Constructions (analytic)

6.4.1 Description and analysis

'r·able  6.11       Possessive  va,iants  of tbe  (>pe  X Y.,pfound in  tbe  developmental  stages  of Momccan  learners   '

S tage Example Sublect code

1. Conservation stage
- Construct-State (CWS) klas Abdul M5-1

Yn nominal complement class Abdul  / 'the class of Abdul'
(FFS) prijs de fiets HASM-3

price the bicycle / 'the price o f the bicycle'

Yp: pronominal clitic (CWS) zus-ik FAT-3

sister-I / 'my sister'
Yp:  prc,nominal clitic 9FS) een vnend-mj HASK-8

one friend me  / 'a friend of mine'
- Analytic pattern

Y (FFS) die sleutel die auto HASK-8n

that key that car / 'the key to the car'

Yp: demonstratives (FFS) baas van die MOH-3
boss of that / 'the boss of him'

2. Transition stage
Yp: strong pronouns (subject form) vriend van /4 MOH-3

friend of he  / 'his friend'

3. Target state
Y (BFS) broer van mijn moeder MOH-3n

brother of my mother / 'my mother's brother'
Yp: C non-subject case morpheme) opa van bem MOH-10

grandfather of him  /  'his grand father'
een ander kerk van ons M17-2

an other church of us / 'another church of ours'

Conservation stage

Moroccan learners of Dutch are familiar with analytic constructions. As can be seen in

21 In this table, an abstraction from N raising to a higher functional projection is performed which results in a
noun-adkctive order. Thus, the analytic pattern fornominals is considered to be a conserved pattern that is similar
to the target language.
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Subsection 4.2.2, Moroccan Arabic has constructions like l-weld *al t-taier (the-son of the-mer-
chant).  What they need to find out is which element morphologically spells out the genitive
case assigned to the final possessor. In view of its semantically vacuous status, one could
imagine that this item is initially absent in constructions of the analytic type. In other words,
although the possessor is in the complement position to the noun, the learner does not know
yetwhich element morphologically spells outthe abstractgenitive case assigned to the possessor,
as in (31).

(31)      a klas Abdul M5-1
Class Abdul
'Abdul's class'

b deur auto's M5-3

door cars

'the doors of the cars'

The structure which would be assigned to a string like (312) under this analytic interpretation is
..the following:-

(32) bp e [Np klas  [Dp e INP Abdul]]]]

It should be noted, though, that (313) could also be assigned a Construct-State analysis like (33):

633) [t>p [klas,+Agr], IMP Abdulk I .44 t. INp r1 tjlll

Given the availability of the Construct-State analysis, which is in complete correspondence with
Ll Construct-State constructions, these possessive vari·ants were analysed as conserved
Construct-State constructions as well as the variant prjs defiets (price the bicycle; 'the price of
the bicycle') and the pronominal variants 20.-ik (sister-I: 'my sister') and een rriend-mij (one friend-
me: '.1 friend of mine'). (See Sections 6.2 ·and 6.3 for details on the ·an·alysis of these possessives.)

The variants in (34) were not considered Construct-State constructions because

demonstratives and ·articles preceded the first term (cf. Subsection 4.2.2). A typical property of
the (-c,nstruct-State is the impossibility of such determiners preceding the first term (this is
typical  of a head N raised to the D position, as was shown in Subsection 4.2.2; see also footnote
17 in the same chapter). The possessive strings in (34) are analytic constructions in which the
the genitive case is not yet spelled out as the adpositional marker van.

(34)  a   die sleutel die auto HASK-8

that key that car
' the key to that car'

22 Note that Turkish learners produce analytic construct:ions lacking an adpositional marker (cf. the restructuring

stage in Table 5.17).
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b   de educatie de ander kinder HASM-9

the raising the other child
'
the  raising o f the other children'

c   de educatie mij HASM-9

the education  me
'my education'

The main task for the L2 learner in acquiring the XYwp pattern is the identification of the

adpositional marker which spells out genitive case, i.e., van. As illustrated in Tables 6.1 and 6.11,
possessive constructions containing this element are found in the learner's data early in the
developmental process. Their widespread occurrence in cycle 1 for all four adults indicates that
this target possessive construction type is acquired without difficulty as far as full nouns are

concerned.

The last instance of the conservation stage is given in  (35).

05) baas van die MOH-3

boss of that
'his boss'

Moroccan Arabic does not allow analytic expressions in which *alprecedes a strong pronoun.
Only attached clitic pronouns (e.g., dyal-ir, of-him), and demonstratives (e.g., 4)'at bada, of that-

masc;  'o f him' ; dyal badi: of that-fem;'of her') are allowed in pronominal analytic constructions.
Learners seem to also apply this rule in their L2 output before they discover that Dutch allows

a strong pronoun in an analytic construction.

Transition stage

As there is no parameter resetting involved in the acquisition of the analytic construction, this
stage is labeled the 'transition' stage. It only concerns the acquisition of strong pronominals.
Only two adult learners exhibited transition stage traits (viz. Fatima and Mohamed) in which
they used an adpositional marker + a subject form of the pronoun, e.g., in (36).

06) vriend van hi j
MOH-3

friend of he
'his friend'

Target state constructions are produced as soon as object forms are acquired (cf. Section 6.3).

(33 opa van hem MOH-10

grandfather of him

'his grandfather'
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The ·analytic pattern for pronominals is used in a very limited way, viz., by three out of four
adults and   58'4 of the children, as will be shown in the next subsection.

6.4.2 Results

The results for the acquisition of the analytic pattern can be inferred from Table 6.12. In order
to gain a better perspective on the development by the children, they were divided into two
groups: those who were not able to construe pronominal analytic constructions (group 1) and
those who were. The former group (seven children) was clearly in an earlier (and more
conservative) stage of acquisition, some still displaying Construct-State constructions (three of
them). The latter group (nine children) produced analytic patterns containing both nominal and

pronominal possessors and a limited number o f pronominal Construct-State constructions. It
is quite striking that no more than 58°/0 of the children used the pronominal analytic pattern. A
possible explanation might be that children master the possessor-initial pattern for full pronouns
and reduced pronouns and are less in need of an analytic pattern.

T·able 6.12    Distribution  of possessive variants  (XY.,p patten) pmduced  by Moroccan  learners   over

developmental stages

Fatima Mohamed HassanK HassanM Vermeer children
1 2 3 1 2 3 1    2     3    1     2 3 group I        II

1        (9)

1. Conservation
- Construct-State
CWS Y. 3 - -1 1- - 1 1 3 - - 6/3*  -
CWS/FFS S'p     1   1   -   -   -

- Analytic cotistr.
FFS 3'„ - - - - - -3- -        2       --              -                  -

FFS Yp 1 2 6 5 3- 1 - -1- - 4/2*

(demonstratives)
target Y„   29  47  20  55  50  27  86 143  102  67 111 64 78/7*  101/9*

2. Transition
FFS /ii)    Yp   - 2              11

3. Target state
BFS YP

- -    -   6  28  34   3 56 44 - 4 9 -    17/9*

*) tbejirst number is tbe numberofoccurrences,  tbe second is tbe number of subjects produang these constructions

The situation for the adult learners differed from that of the children: all four of them used the
analytic construction; while it was perhaps not yet the target form, it was in any case a pattern
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ot- an earlier stage. Fatima used the demonstratives variant (baas van die: boss of that) and the
three male informants exhibited an increased use of the pronominal construction (ppa van benr,

grandfather of him). In cycle III, developmental errors were no longer found for Mohamed and
HassanM. The Moroccan adult learners, as was the case for the Turkish learners, used this
pattern more often than the child learners (compare the previous ch·apter)

Development across learners

There is no parameter resetting involved in the acquisition o f this pattern. As for the nominal
pattern, the main task for L2 learners is the identification of the adpositional marker, and thus
there is no restructuring necessary, hence there is no restructuring stage. As for the pronominal
pattern, the acquisition is a question o f morphology: The learners' task is the identification of
the adpositional marker as well gis the appropriate morphological form of the pronoun. The
three male informants did not exhibit much overlap: the construction with demonstratives tbaas

van die; boss of that) decreased or ceased, while there was an increase in the number of  the
correct pronominal forms. Fatima's progress was much slower: the demonstrative patterns
increased slightly over the three cycles.

6.5 The YpXYn pattern: Double Possessor Constructions

In this section, possessive variants are discussed which were found in the I.2 data and came very

close to the doubling possessive construction found in Moroccan Arabic (see (37)). It should
be remembered that this construction was characterized by the presence o f a clitic pronoun in
Agr which was doubled by a nominal possessor argument in the complement position to the
possessed noun (37a) or a pronominal possessor argument (37b) (see also Subsection 4.2.2).

03 a xet-ha dyal Touria
sister-her of Touria
Touria's sister'

b xet-ha dyal-ha
sister-her of-her
'HER sister'

Some examples of the doubling possessor construction are given in (38), in (38a) the variant
with a nominal possessor argument and in (38b,c) with a pronominal one.

(38) a haar vader van Touria FAT- 11

her father of Touria

'Touria's father'
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b mij nederlands vriend  van mii HASK-8
me dutch friend     o f me

'MY Dutch friend'
c liem vriend van hem HASK-25

him friend ofhim
'
HIS  friend'

These doubling constructions were attested in the production data of Fatima, HassanK and two
Moroccan children  (M3 and M  15). They differed with the Ll construction only in the lack of
overt N raising to Agr (and subsequently to D). In (39), the structural representation of the
learner's variant (391)) is compared to the Moroccan Arabic construction in (39,1)

(39)  ti  [Dp [re#-1-halt LGR L kp tk d).al..g-» [Dp Touria]]]]

b  [DP D 6, haar [Np rader van..gen,  Dp Touria ]]]]

In essence, the structure (391}) is a possessive construction which is partially conserved and
partially restructured. It is partially conserved in the sense that the possessive clitic in Agr has
a <weak> Spec-related feature; as a consequence of this, the doubled argument must remain iii
the complement position. It is partially restructured in the sense that the clitic in Agr has a
<weak> head-related feature, just like in the target grammar. "I'hese doubling p·Atterns )'pXl'• 1,)
are counted in Table 6.13.

Table 6.13   Distnbution of tbe double possessor constniction t,Yp)0.t,)   p,·oduced   & four Moroccan  lea,7,ers

FAtima HassanK M3 M15

Cycles / periods 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

Double-possessor construction

- seccind pcissessor nominal           -        5        1      1       -       - -1 - -     1

(haar vader van Touna)
- sec ,tid pc)ssessor prc,nominal     - - -1 1 2- - -

(hem vader van ben)

1 t is  striking that precisely these four learners also produced (early) variants   of the Hidden-
Construct pattern (e.g., my vader vrouln my father wife 'my father's wife; cf. Table 6.6) which is
rather infrequent for Moroccans, as can be seen in Table 6.7. The question which immediately
arises is whether there is a relation between the emergence ofthe Hidden-Construct pattern and
tile Doubling pattern. Below, they are given closer consideration. The two constructions are

represented in (40)
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(4A ))
DP

D                                      AgrP

DP, Agr'

D NP Agr NP
1

N                N        DP
1 11

0 0 haar vader van Touria FAT-11

her father of'IP>uria

'Tc,uria's father'
b     0         0 zus moeder, haar man                t,           FAT-16

sister mother her husband
' ni0 tlier's sister's husband"

coe heni broer van hem liASK-25

him brother of him

'his  brother'
d   o de tongen, heni vriendin

t,
HASK-21

the boy him girl friend

'the boy's girlfriend'

The instances (403,c) are Doubling constructions, the instances (40b,d) are Hidden-Construct
patterns. The difference between the two constructions is slight. In (40a,c) the doubled
possessor remains in the complement position because of a <weak> Spec-related feature on
Agr. In (4Ob,d) the possessor is moved to Spec,Agr because of a <strong> Spec-related feature

on Agr. The second set of examples (40c,d) by HassanK is still more illustrative because it is
indicative o f the syntactic position of bem.

There are two alternative explanations:

(i)             The Double possessor construction (baar vader van Touna)  is a by-product of x transition
stage in which the strength of the Spec-related Agr feature may be both  <weak> and
<strong>;

(ii)       It a simple calque of an Ll pattern.
Before deciding between the two alternatives, let us consider the time at which these
construction types emerged in the data collection.
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Table 6.14 I·'ariants   of  tbe  Double-Possessor  pattern  and  tbe  Hidden-Construct pattern  (Doubling
possessor) in tbe data offour Moroccan learners

Fatima HassanK M3 M15

Occurrences of:
- Double-Possessor pattern session 11-20 session 3-25 session 6 session 6

Agr <+N, -V, +D>: weak haar vadtr van En broer van moder Wn brit van Yin deur van
Touria                9)              Rijn rader €n kamer

bem bmer van hem

(25)

- Hidden-Construct pattern session 16-20 session 21 session 6 session 6

Agr <+N, -V, +D>: strong Ips moeded de jongen de jongen un Keesje kamer
baar man bem vriendin            foto

For the adult learners, the Double-Possessor pattern emerged before the Hidden-Construct
pattern, and there is no reason to assume that its emergence is dependent upon the Hidden-
Construct pattern. Thus, it can tentatively be assumed that the Double-Possessor constructions
are'calques' based on the Ll grammar (with the exception that there is no N raising). Although
this possessive construction cannot be heard in the environmental input, the two parts of this
string can be observed separately  (baar vade,· and  de vader van  Touna)

This leaves us with the alternative explanation. The Double-Possessor pattern acts as a
trigger for the acquisition of the Hidden-Construct pattern, as shown by Fatima and HassanK,
the two adults who produced a pronoun in Agr (dejongn hem vriendin, Tus moeder  haar man).
Plausibly, the Doubling-Possessor construction attracts the learner's attention to the Spec-
related feature on Agr, and paves the way for the resetting of the Spec-related feature on Agr
from ·,1 <weak> to a <strong> value (if Agr is instantiated by a (clitic) pronoun). Such a resetting
is not necessary for generating a possessive string in which Agr is phonetically empty, e.g.,
IDP [A,·,P Keesje, [*F, INp kamert,]]]] (cf. (7)), because the <strong> value of the Spec-related feature
on  Agr is conserved from the Ll.

Fatima is an exceptional case altogether. Presumably, she conserved the <strong> value of
the Spec-related feature for a phonetically empty Agr (cf. the Construct-State constructions in
(1)). Subsequently, she overgeneralized this t-or a clitic Agr and moved strong pronominals to

Spec,Agr (e.g., ik mijn vaderin (24)). In this way, she could easily generate [[Rys moeded, baar man
ti]  by means of a conservative strategy. Other Moroccan subjects who seemed less intent on
considering pronominals as functional heads (plausibly D) had to reset this pararnetric value at
a later stage.
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6.6          Overview of the Acquisition Process

6.6.1 Developmental order of possessive pattern across learners

Here, the findings from Sections 6.2 - 6.5 are taken together. In the first place, the questions are
addressed in which order the various possessive patterns emerged and whether the development
cycles of these patterns are related. First, the order is considered in which the construction
patterns emerged for the two learner groups. The discussion involves not just such surface

patterns as Y„X, YpX or XY„ip, but also the internal structure of the construction types as
labeled and discussed in Chapter 4:
-      the Constmet-Statepattern for the Moroccan Arabic nominal and pronominal construction (cf.

Subsection 4.2.2);
-        the  anatytic pattern  for the nominal and pronominal construction in Moroccan Arabic (4.2.2)

and Dutch (4.2.4);
-   the nominal and pronominal Hidden-Construct patten for

(i)  the Saxon genitive (Pauls boek·, Paul's book) and
(ii) the Doubling possessive construction (Paul €n boek. Paul his book), discussed in

Subsection 4.2.4 and summarized in Table 4.7.
The adult and child learners are classified in Table 6.15 on the basis of the order in which the
various constructions emerged in the data.

Alllearners of both corpora, except for M14, started offwith Ll-based constructions: the
Analytic construction. Only the informants in the first row also used the Construct State pattern,
that is, three adults and one child. The three child learners in the second row produced only
analytic patterns: they had probably abandoned the Construct-State construction. The group of
learners in the third row exhibited more advanced language use: no more instantiations of the
Construct-State pattern (except for Fatima), but solely analytic constructions in the beginning
and the emergence of an early Hidden-Construct pattern at a later point in time. This group was
divided into those who attained the Hidden-Construct pattern after an inter-phase in which they
produced Double-possessor constructions, and a group which did not produce those
constructions but seemed to attain the Hidden-Construct pattern directly. The latter group
consisted entirely of children. There were only three child learners for whom the first Hidden-
Construct patterns were lacking, M2, M9, and M17. Those children were sufficiently advanced
at the beginning of the data collection to produce both analytic and Hidden-Construct patterns
right at the first recording.
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Table 6.15     Classfication  of learners  based on  tbe  sequential order of nominal possessive  constructions  in  tbe

pro ductio,i data of-Moroccan learners, FAT occurs twice because oftbe Constnict-State constructions

ORDER OF EMERGENCE INFORMANTS + FIRST OCCURRENCE

adults (4) -27 sessions Vermeer children  (16)  - 6 sessions

Simultaneous acquisition FAT MOH HASM M5
- Construct-State constr. 2 1 3 1
- Analytic construction 2 1 3 1

Unique acquisition M4 M12 M13
- Analytic construction 432

Consecutive acquisition FAT HASK M3 M15
1. Analytic construction 2 1 12
(la Double-Pos'sor pattern) 11 3 66
2. Hidden-Construct pattern                  16            21                                 6               6

Consecutive acquisition M6 M 8 M19 M10 Mll M16

1. Analytic construction 21 1 1 2 5
2. Hidden-Construct pattern 6 2 2 6 3 6

Consecutive acquisition M14

1.Hidden-Construct pattern                                                        3
2. Analytic construction                                               5

Simultaneous acquisition M2 M9 M17
- Analytic construction                                                1         1        1
- Hidden-Construct pattern 111

For Fatima - not a generally advanced learner  - and for HassanK, the Doubling pattern turned
out to be a helpful way of acquiring the Hidden-Construct pattern. It might very well be that
the other child learners using the Hidden-Construct pattern followed the same route. Such
expressions may have been missed. It might also be that children rely on their Ll grammar to
a lesser extent. All in 211, it can be concluded that the sequential order did not essentially differ
for adults and children.

6.6.2   Overlap and conservation

Before summarizing the development of the noun phrase-internal possessive relationship in
Tables 6.17 and 6.18, it is necessary to outline schematically how different patterns relate to each
other and in which ways they overlap.
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+ time session: 1   2  3  4  5 6 7 8 9 1 0 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 2 0 2 1 2 2 2 3 2 4 2 5  26  27

Conservation Target stage

Stage

ANALYTIC PATTERN
ANALYTIC i.
PAl'I'ERN

huis vriend +  huis van vtiend  + huis van vriend  + hui j van vitend  + huis van vriend

2                                                     25

1 Restructuring stage

CONSTRUCY
STATE HIDDEN

PATTERN CONSTRUCT
PATTERN

huis viend

iongen hem vriend

COFS-FFS BFS +

Figure 6.2 Scbematic   overview   of  tbe   development  from   two   Ll    possessive   patterns    towards    two  1-2

possessive patterns for norningl possessors and tbe results of tbe Moroccan adult learner
HassanK; 2.01 area =  conserved knowledge.

This is done for one adult, HassanK, for the nominal possessives in Figure 6.2, and in Figure
6.3 for the pronominal possessives, and for one child in Figure 6.4. In these figures, the
information is ordered from left to right as is shown by + nme and by the numbers of the
consecutive sessions. In Figure 6.2, the grey area indicates what can be considered to be
conserved knowledge, that is, the analytic and the Construct-State construction. The knowledge
on the analytic construction is represented in the upper half, and the knowledge of the
Construct State in the lower half. In Figure 6.2, the session 1 indicates that there are no
conserved Construct-State constructions found any longer in the first recording. The first

analytic constructions emerged in session 2. The first sign of restructuring which may yield a
hidden construct pattern was only found in session 25. This overview clearly shows that all
nominal possessives from session 1-24 are founded on a mainly Ll- based analytic construction
pattern. Session 27 marks the end ofthe data collection and indicates that HassanKhas attained
a target form for the analytic pattern and a restructured form for the hidden construct pattern,
but has not yet achieved a target form.

In Figure 6.3, a similar schematic overview is presented for the development ofpronominal
possessive constructions.
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+ time session:1 2 3  4 5 6 7 8  9 10 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 17 18 1 9 2 0 2 1 2223242526 27

Conservation Target stage
ANALYTIC PATTERN

ANALYTIC
PATI'ERN huis rgn

mij + huis van mi i +  huis van hem  +  die huis van ons

CONSTRUCr- ANALYTIC PATIERN
STATE

PATTERN ecn

vdend- + wiend van mit  + vriend vm hem  + een vriend van inii

mij

8     10

3           9         12                              22

Restructuring stage

CONSTRUCT- PRONOMINAL (HIDDEN CONSTRUCT) PATTERN
STATE

PATTERN

ziin/hii vriend hem vriend + (van) hem vriend +    zijn vriend

CWS CWSIFFS +          ClFS  /FFS / BFS

Figure 63     Scbematic overview of tbe  development.from  two Ll  possessive patterns  toward two 1-2  possessive

patterns for pronominal possessors  and  tbe  results  of tbe Momccan  adult  learnerliassanK,
Arey area = conserped knowledge.

Figure 6.3 shows that the conservation stage lasted somewhat longer (until session 3) for
pronominal than for nominal patterns (cf. Figure 6.2). The reason for this is that the
Construct-State pattern is the basis for a construction like een wiend-mij (wabed sabb-i a friend-me;
'a friend of mine'; cf. Subsection 4.2.2) which lasted until session 8. Before the first analytic
constructions with a pronominal possessor emerged in session 10, only unanalyzed and semi-
analyzed pronominals t€in/bg vriend·, his/he friend) were used. The variant bem vriend emerged
in session 9, and the (rare) BFS variant van bem mend in session 12. Target expressions like *n

wiendemerged in session 22. HassanKattained target expressions forboth constructions, though
few in number. A small overlap was observed for the developmental stages, but there was
considerable overlap for the morpheme realization states (CWS/FFS/BFS), as is made clear in
Table 6.10.
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For comparison purposes, the outline of the developmental process of a child learner, M17,
is also given below.

+ time  session:0     1                 2             3                  4            5          6

Conservation Target stage
stage

ANALYTIC PATTERN
ANALYTIC 1.
PAl'I'ERN

(die) huis (die)
vdend +  huis van voend  + huis van vriend  + huis vitn vriend  + huis van Friend

1                             2                      3                                                                             6

Restructuring stage Target state
CONSTRUCIL

STATE
PATI'ERN HIDDEN CONSTRUCT PATTERN

substage a target state substage a (c) target state

(bed babietie) babietie bed    + marna d'r zusje  +    marna (z'n) zusie + muis z'n kamer
z'n vader en z'n moeder kamer

CWS-FFS ITS  / BFS   +

Figure 6.4 Schematic oveniew of tbe  development »m  two  Ll  possessive patterns  towards  two 1-2
possessive patternsfor norrun31 possessors and tbe  results  of tbe Moroccan  child learnerM17·,

By area = conserved knowledge

The Moroccan girl M17 did not show any overlap between the Ll and L2 patterns; she did for
the substages within the restructuring stage from the Construct-State to the Hidden-Construct
pattern when she produced marna in Tufje (recording 3. substage c),13 marna 7,ge (recording 3;
substage a) and Z'n moeder en R.,n vader kamer (recording 6; substage c) after having produced the

target possessive construction marna d'r mond (recording 2)  (cf. the discussion on M2, and the
results of M2 in Table 6.8): this overlap was caused by the gender problems related to the
possessive clitic: a fall back to a phonetically empty Agr.

23 See Table 6.6 for the labeling of the substages of the Restructuring stage.
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6.6.3 Developing grammatical knowledge

In the previous figures, we saw how the three construction patterns, i.e., the Construct-State
construction, the analytic construction, and the Hidden-Construct construction, were used: one
by one (in Figure 6.2), or two at the same time (in Figures 6.3 and 6.4). It is now possible to
depict the acquisition ofthe possessive relationship by Moroccan learners as given in Table 6.14
for the representation of the three different acquisition stages, viz. the Conservation stage and
the Restructuring stages I and II,  and in Table 6.15 for the grammatical knowledge

corresponding to these stages.
As was observed for the Turkish le·arners in Subsection 5.6.3, two distinct restructuring

stages can be distinguished, but unlike to the 'furkish informants, there is a linear order for all
learners in the three developmental stages of Table 6.14. The second restructuring stage does
not alternate with the first restructuring stage, for either adults and children. The first
restructuring stage is characterized by .i l·ack of N raising, which already yields the basis of
Hidden-Construct patterns (e.g., babie#e bea). The second restructuring stage involves the
<strong> Spec-related feature on Agr for full pronominal constructions ( in kle,rn), and, as K
consequence, the semi-target Hidden-Construct pattern (marna €n Tuge). For the sake ot- clarity
the functional categories in Tables 6.14 and 6.15 are not exhaustively summarized, e.g., QP and
DetP were ,ibstr,icted because they did not pl·ay a crucial role in the analysis of possessive
constructions.

A maior alteration in the acquisition process concerns the overtness of N raising. The
learner identifies the absence of N raising in Dutch at a very early stage. The head-related feature
of the functional heads is set as <weak>. As for the Spec-related feature of (non-clitic) Agr (i.e.,
Agr 0), it can be observed that the Ll setting (i.e., <strong>) is conserved (first restructuring
column). The same was for the clitic Agr constructions (ik mijn t,adef·) for Fatima: the head-
related fe·ature is reset as being <weak>, but the <strong> Spec-related feature is conserved as
if Agr were empty. This is presumably b.ised on the categorization of-the full pronoun ik as D
(Fatim:i, see example (24)).  Normally, the hetid-related feature for clitic Agr constructions (e.g.,

miJ n   mai), ·,s reset as being <weak>, and the <weak> Spec-related feature is conserved.  This
explains the occurrence of such Doubling constructions as baar z,ader van Totiria ther father of
-I'ouria: 'Touri·a's father').

We should add here that the non-pronominal Hidden-Construct pattern (vader me,14 is far
less frequent than the pronominal pattern t,mij n   ma,4 . This might be caused by the availability
of the analytic pattern (see che bloes t,an jurk in the first column). It seems that many learners (as
w·as the case for Mohamed and many o f the children) do not go through the substage at which
the Spec-related features of-Agr and  ditic-Agr are different (as was the case for Fatima). In their
case, Agr is only specified as <weak>. Without such an intermediate step, the Hidden-
Construct pattern seems difficult to  acquire.  Indeed,  less  than  half of the children entered
restructuring stage II (third column of Table 6.15), in which the Spec-related feature o f Agr has
taken the L2 value <strong>.



l'al,le 6.14 01•el'tien·  of tbe  developmental  sta*s for Moroccan  learners;  only  tbe  most  relevantfunctionat projections  are  represented.

(a  =  CWS  ;  b =  FFS;  c  =  BFS)

CONSERVATION STAGE RESTRUCTURING STAGE I RESTRUCTURING STAGE  II

(i) Construct-State pattern (possessor-final) (i) Hidden Construct pattern (possessor-initial) (i) Hidden Construct pattern (possessor-

initial)
DP DP

DP

Spec                 D'                                           D                AgrP
-                           D            AgrP

D Age DP, Agr'

<+N-V:strong> - DP, Agr'

N,             DPk Agr' Agr NP

M-% <+N,-V:weak> Agr NP

Agr NP <+D:strong> N 4 <+N,-V:weak>

It:t=' />-br nominal pnno= 1  1
<+D: strong>     N             t,

t,   t,    tk a vader 0 vdend

nominal
a. klas Pascal (FAT nominal + pronominal) c.    hern        de       bed

b. school de trui (a.
ik mi n vader )

van ons 0 marn

(    zus rnoeder haar man )           ziin o kleren

D                     Agr         N         DP                                                                   0 z n handen

<+N,-V:strong> Agr<+N,-V:weak> N DP nominal

<+D: weak> <+D: weak> die longen hem vriendin
ditic pronominal                               \ pronominal van de wielen     de          dingen
a.    zus, -ik                          4              4            P '0 a. miin/ ziln man        plo marna zn zusie

ik / hii broer pro

(11) Analytic pattern (pos'sor-final; Agr not profected) b. mii / hem vrouw pro (ii) Analytic pattern (possessor-final)

b.  Spec,D         N                pI'l <+gen>                                                  1     »mominal N DP<+gen>
(ii) Doubling pattern 1 1

die bloes Van iurk haar vader van Touria vriend   van hem

baas Van die
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Table 6.15 Overview  of tbe  comsponding developing  grammatical knowledge  of tbe Moroccan  1-2-learner.
0 = pboneticall emp(y;

CONSERVATION STAGE RESTRUCTURING STAGE I RESTRUCTURING STAGE II

1.zxicon Ll 1.zxicon L2 Laicon U
Construct-State construction:

Agr 0 strong head feature Agr 0: weak head feature Agr 0 weak head feature

strong Spec-feature strong Spec-feature strong Spec-feature
Agr clitic: strong head feature Agr clitic:      weak head feature Agr non 0: weak head feature

weak Spec-feature weak Spec-feature strong Spec-feature
(FAT: strong Spec-feature)

D 0: strong head feature D 0: weak head feature D 0: weak head feature

Analytic construction: Analytic construction: Analytic construction:

X:         [- complement] X: [- complement]       X: [- complementl

Morpboloo Ll Mo,pbolog, 1.2 Motpbo# I.2
DP  «.p,    -D  P  + DP DP<.g«n>  -' van + DP DP<*%-> -* van + DP

I/ocabulaty I-.2 Vocabulaty 1-2 \/ocabulao 1-2
auto, N auto,          N                    auto,          N

0,            Agr                      0, Agr 0, z'n/ -s,    Agr
0,            D                        0/de,        D                       de,              Agr/D
mtin, Agr mijn, Agr m44 Agr/D
int1, Agr mij, Agr mq,             D
ik,               Agr                          ik,                 Agr, (FAT also: D)     ik,                  D

hem, Agr/D
dyal,         P                       van,           P                     van,            P
{.....} {.....} {.....}

6.6.4 Conclusions

Let us review the predictions formulated at the begining of this chapter. The first one was:

Prediction  1.    Tbe bare noun pattern  (XY)
If beginning Moroccan learners mainly rely on their Ll grammar only XY„ can be

expected in the earliest stages..

This is indeed the case as far as full nouns are concerned, as can be in ferred from Table 6.15. This
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It is not the case for pronominal possessors. Almost no XYp patterns were found. The
systematic  absence of N+possessive ditic in the primary linguistic dtita was so clear that L2
learners abandoned this pattern very soon (see Section 6.3, the Tables 6.9 and 6.10)

Prediction 2. Tbe speu-out pattern
The free L2 morpheme van will already intervene between possessor and possessee in

very early stages.

Since the analytic construction frequently occurs in the environmental input, Moroccan learners
are provided with sufficient evidence for the equivalence of the Moroccan Arabic spell-out of the
genitive dyal and the Dutch van, which occurs in the learners' data very early on. Analytic

constructions lacking van are only sporadically uttered (see Table 6.12).

Prediction   3:  Parameter  setting conservation
The Moroccan Arabic learner will conserve the following Ll parameter settings:

for Agr and D (and other functional heads): a <strong> heid-related feature.

for Agr 0 a <strong> Spec-related feature;
for Agr clitic: a <weak> Spec-related feature.

If Construct-State constructions in an L2 disguise (couched in L2 lexical items) are found, this
implies that <strong> Ll parametric values are conserved: <strong> head-related features as well

as a <strong> Spec-related feature. Without these <strong> values, a Construct State order could

not be generated. It was shown that the parameter value of the <strong> head-related features

changed very soon in the acquisition process (see Table 6.7 for the Y„X pattern and Table 6.10 for

YpX pattern). That is not surprising, as the target language offers abundant positive evidence of
the absence of N raising in the noun phrase. Although the number of Construct-State

constructions, both nominal and pronominal, was very limited, this does not refute the
conservation of <strong> parameter settings. The same holds for the weak Spec-related feature

if there is a clitic pronommal in the Agr head. This parameter specification is conserved because

Moroccan learners mistakingly observe ample evidence in the L2-environmental data, viz., in the
occurrence ofpossessive pronouns (clitic forms and full forms which are not clearly distinguished
1-or a long time) in the Agr heid.

Prediction 4: Analytic pattern XY„ dominance
Because there is ample evidence  in the L2 environmental input to support abandoning

N-to-X-raising and to retain the analytic construction, Moroccan learners  will opt for

the analytic construction as the only possible construction  (in the case of a nominal

possessor).

This prediction was largely confirmed. The analytic construction is certainly, and often for a long
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time, the main pattern for nominal possessives, as is shown in Table 6.15, and in Figure 6.2.

Fin·ally, the question of a stepwise or global parameter resetting was addressed. One can
conceive of situations in which a series of identical resettings occurs simultaneously. It is not
implausible, for instance, for  all of the <strong> head-related features of the syntactic tree to be
switched to a <weak> value at once, since this switch seems rather absolute.  As soon as Construct
State constructions disappeared, other evidence (e.g., N-A sequencies) of strong functional heads

likewise disappeared. Yet, a few cases o f partial N raising are found, especi·ally in the data of the
least advanced learners, e.g., the child MS in example (5) m'n Kilge kleine (my sister little 'my little
sister'). On the basis of such  data, it was intended to conclude that the resetting occurs for each
functional head separately, but that, by analogy, this resetting may quickly extend to other
functional heads. It is believed that the strength of the head-related feature is Locally reset.

A similar question is whether the resetting of a <strong> head-related feature has
consequences for a <strong> Spec-related feature on the same head, e.g., Agr. Do they switch
simultaneously from a <strong> to a <weak> value? It does appear to occur in this fashion.

Slender, though decisive evidence was found that the head-related feature on Agr switched to a
<weak> value, but  not the Spec-related feature on Agr (e.g., uader wiendin the second column of

Table 6.14). Note that similar Dutch constructions also have a <strong> Spec-related feature, e.g.,
vader fin  vriend.

It can tentatively be concluded that there is evidence of a stepwise modification of the
possessive pattern. A new pattern is not imitated as a whole but changes occur one by one. In
other words, learners reset parameters locally. Research which only deals with fast learners easily
overlooks this phenomenon. Slow learners in early stages of acquisition offer a window on such
important details of the acquisition process.
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The Grammar of
Possessive Clauses

7.1 Introduction

As we have seen in the previous chapters, the possessive relationship is expressed within the
confines of the nominal domain as well as within the domain of the clause. In the following
chapters, these dausal expressions are discussed.  The main purpose of this chapter is to
provide a structural analysis of the possessive clause which is adequate for a description of
acquisition. We start with a presentation of two types of locative constructions (the common
tocative construction and the existential construction) because recent studies have pointed out
that these locative constructions and the possessive 'HAVE'-constructions all derive from a

single underlying structure (Benveniste 1966; Lyons 1967, 1968b; Verhaar 1967,1968, 1969;
Kuno 1971. Milsark 1974; Clark 1978; Freeze 1992; Kayne 1993; Moro 1991,1997).

Many languages have sentence pairs like the Russian examples in (1) and (2) in which the
positions of the thematic arguments, the theme kniga (book), and the location, na stole (on the

table), alternate.  Each  o f those constructions is used to describe the location  of- an object in
a physical space.

(1)      locative sentence (Russian)

kniga byla na stole Theme Cop Loc

book-NOM was-Cop.fem.3sg on table-LOC
'the book was on the table'

(2)       existential sentence
na stole byla kniga Loc COP Theme
on table-LOC was-Cop.fem.3sg book-NOM.fem
'there was a book on the table'
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A possessive sentence such as (3) parallels the construction in (2) : the possessor which occurs

in a locative phrase (u menla.· ·At me-GEN) precedes the copula and the theme. The meaning of
this sentence is similar to the English and Dutch HAVE-construction.

CS       possessive sentence
u menja byla knip (Loc)Poss Cop Theme
,at me-GEN was-Cop. fem.3sg book-NOM.fem
' I  had a book'

In this chapter, the unity formed by locative and existential sentences will be discussed in
Subsection 7.2.1 before the parallel is drawn with the possessive sentence in Subsection 7.2.2.
The three examples above form the 'locative paradigm' (term of Freeze 1992). A second

possessive construction, (4), will be introduced in Subsection 7.2.3. This latter construction
superficially parallels the locative sentence in (1) because of the order in which the possessor
and the possessee appear. In such a sentence, the possessor of some entity is generally

identified, whence, provisionally, the label 'identificational' possessive sentence is given.

94      ' identificational' possessive sentence
eta kniga byla moja Thenne COP Poss
this book was-Cop.fem.3sg mme

'this book was mine'

Given the relationship between the above sentences,  it is crucial to use a structural framework
in which that relationship becomes manifest as clearly as possible for all three languages

involved in this study. Making use o f the ideas o f Benveniste (1960), Freeze (1992), and Kayne

(1993), we adopted Moro's (1991, 1997) work on copular constructions as the framework for
our study. The basic ideas of his work on Predicate Inversion, as far as relevant for our purpose,
are presented in Section 7.3. His theory is worked out in a discussion on the structural analysis

ofpossessive clauses. First, the possessive clauses in Moroccan Arabic (a I'SO/SVO language)
·are analyzed (in 7.4), and, subsequently, the possessive clauses in Dutch (7.5) and Turkish (7.6)
(both SOV languages).

7.2 The Locative Paradigm: General Properties

7.2.1 Locative and existential constructions

Above we saw the locative paradigm for Russian which clearly showed the Theme-Loc
alternation; but how does the locative inversion manifest itself in such languages as English,
Dutch, Moroccan Arabic, and Turkish?
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Starting with English and Dutch, let us consider the following sentences:

(% a   locative sentmce
the book is on the table Therne COP Loc

b   existential sentence
there is a book on the table there-Loc Cop Theme Loc

(f) a   locative sentence
(ik denk) dat de jongen in de tuin is 1 Theme Loc Cop
(I think) that the boy in the garden is
'I think that the boy is in the garden'

b    ex:istential sentence

(Ik denk) dat er in de tuin een iongen is there-Loc Loc Theme COP

(I think) that there in the garden a boy is
'I think that there is a boy in the garden'

The most striking difference with the Russian sentences in (1) and (2) is that the locative
inversion only holds ifthe pronominals tben and its Dutch equivalent erare considered locative
expressions.2 Such elements were traditionally analyzed as expletive elements which figure in the

subiect position. In the inversion analysis which will be presented in 7.3, there and er are not

expletives but locative pronominals labeled there-LocP It allows the introduction of a new
element, the theme of the locative, which figures in the position following the there-Loc, i.e.,
following the copula in SVO languages (cf. (5b)) and preceding the copula in SOV languages

(c f.  (610).
A language like Turkish, lacking the there-Loc, exemplifies the locative inversion in a more

straightforward way comparable to the Russian pair in  (1)  and  (2), e.g., in  (7a)  and  (71)).

' As Dutch has a SOV order as its basic order, which becomes manifest in the embedded clause, the Dutch
examples are not formulated in matrix clause order. The contents of the Dutch examples of (6) differ from the

examples in English, Turkish, and Moroccan Arabic because, in Dutch, the spatial position of a nonanimate theme

is also expressed in the verb, e.g., Het boek ligt op tafet (a book is bling on the table (it horizontal position)), and bet

kopje kofieswat op tafel (the cup of coffee is standing on the table). To avoid these copula-like verbs, an animate
subject has been taken.

2  Following Moro (1988,1993, Hoekstra & Mulder (1990), and also Den Dikken (1994), it is assumed  that, in
English, locative inversion can also be found for full locative PPs, as, for instance, in (examples taken from Den

Dikken 1994):
(i)          Down the hill rolled the baby carnage.
Here, the inverted PP occupies the same position as the subject in (#), viz., in Spec,IP.

(ii)         Down the hill, the baby carriage rolled.

'  We distinguish a pronominal locative expression (labeled 'there-Loc'), e.g, t/Jen, the Dutch er, and the French
y from a phonetically empty locative pronominal (labeled 'loc.pro') which is assumed to occur in Moroccan Arabic

existentials, e.g., examples (81))
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09 il locatil,e  sentence

kitap masa-da (-dir) Theme Loc (Cop)

book table-LOC (-Cop-3sg)
'tlie book is on the table'

b   existential sentence
m:isa-da (bir) kirap Var·t Loc Theme exist.Cop

table-Loc   (a) book exist-3sg
'there is a book on the table'

Moroccan Arabic seems to have the same p·attern as Dutch in the matrix clause, with the
difference that an overtly realized there-Loc form is lacking in the existential construction;
moreover, the copula is lacking in a locative construction in (82), but is an obligatory participle
(see Harrell 1970:178) in the existential construction in (8b).

(% 7 locatipe sentence

le-ktab fuq t-tai:)la Theme Cop   Loc
the-book on the table
'tlie book is on the table'

b    cxistential sentence

kayen (loc.pro) walied le-ktab   fuq t-tabla Cop Loc.pro Theme I.oc
being one the-book on the-table
'there is a book on the twble'

Although Moroccan Arabic does not show an overt there-Loc in (8), we may assume that such
a covert pronominal is present in an existential construction, all the more so because a there-
Loc form occurs in other dialects o f Arabic. In Palestinian Arabic, for instance, an existential
sentence displays an overt there-Loc form (i.e., ib'on it'; cf. Mohammad w.y.), exemplified in
(9a), opposite to the fulliocative construction in (9b).

(9) ;i existential sentence

k;ian filh ?ulad    gala) 1-maktabs (Palestinian Arabic)

Cop.Past there-Loc boys on the-desk
'there were boys on the desk'

h   locative sentence
7ulaad kan-u ga(la) 1-maktab (Palestinian Arabic)

4 The 'Turkish grammars consulted do not agree on the categorial nature of the copula Mr. Lewis (1967) and
Turkmen et al. (1988) consider it an adiective with the meaning 'existent, present'; however, the attributive use
of var is very much restricted. Kornfilt (1997) considers it an existential verb which behaves like the general
copula:y. In the present tense, no tense marker is suffixed; in the past tense, the suffix -& is added.

5 The example is taken from Freeze (1992:563).
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boys Cop.Past.plur    on the desk
'the boys were on the desk'

The examples (5) through (8) all exhibit the same Loc-Theme/Theme-Loc alternation if there-
Loc is considered a locative pronominal instead of an expletive. The second 'Loc' in the
existential construction is not involved in this alternation, as evidenced by the sentence pairs

in (5), (6), and (9). We may conclude that the second locative PP is an optional adjunct (See ·also
the analyses in Sections 7.4 - 7.6 for Moroccan Arabic, Dutch, and Turkish).

In addition  to the inversion  of the theme and the locative, there  is an alternation o f
definiteness between locative constructions in (5)-(9), on the one hand and the existential

constructions, on the other. Word order appears to vary with the definiteness of the theme in
existential and locative constructions across the three languages mentioned above.6 In many
languages, word order itself is the indicator of definiteness if there is no definite or indefinite
article available. In Turkish for instance, the indefinite bir'a, one' is optional in an existential

construction as in (101)), but the definiteness of the theme in (1Oa) is clear merely by the fact
that the theme figures in sentence-initial position.

(10) a locative sentence

kit© masa-da (-dir) (rurkish)
book table-Loc GCop-3sg)

'the book is on the table'
b     existential sentence

masa-da (bir) kitap   var
table-LOC   (a) book exist-3sg
'there is a book on the table'

Usually, existential constructions introduce a new referent and therefore contain indefinite
nominals. They contrast with locative constructions where the referent of the definite nominal

(in sentence-initial position) is typically identifiable for the interlocutor. The fact that indefinite
nominals normally do not show up in sentence-initial position is related to the information
structure in the sentence: new information is generally given at the end of the sentence  (Bach
1968; Moravcsik 1969). This is shown in the existential constructions in (2), and (5b)-(1Ob).

7.2.2 DATIVE-possessive constructions

Bach (1967), Lyons (1967, 19684 1968b), and Clark (1978), among others, have claimed that
there is an obvious similarity between existential constructions such as (2), (5b-1 Ob) and
possessive constructions, particularly if the possessed element is considered the theme and the

6 This phenomenon is named the De#niteness E d, it stands for the impossibility o f definite noun phrases in the

sublect position of existential sentences. For more details, see Milsark (1974) and Reuland & ter Meulen (1987)
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possessor a part ofa locative expression. This similarity is most straightforw·ard in the Russian

ex·amp les, repeated here as (1141))

(11) a existential construction
na stole b>,la kniga Loc Cop Theme
on table-LOC was-Cop.fem.3sg book-NOM.fem
'there was a book on the table'

b    possessive construction
u Iwan-a byla kniga P'sor Cop P'see

at Iwan-GEN was-Cop.fem.3sg book -NOM.fem
'lwan had a book'

As argued by Freeze (1992) on the basis o f evidence from different languages, not only are the
locative and the existential constructions derivationally related (see 7.3 for the analysis), but the
possessive construction in (llb) is also a construction belonging to the locative paradigm.

The possessive clausal constructions in Moroccan Arabic and Turkish support this claim,
Moroccan Arabic (12) clearly showing the locative character and Turkish the existential

character  (14).

(12) (Abder,) tend-u ktab P'sor P'see (Moroccan Arabic)

(Abder,) at-him book
'(Abder,) he has a book'

In Moroccan Arabic, the locative preposition Eend'at, with, by, at, at the place of ' precedes the
clitic possessor. In sentence-initial position, we find the dislocated possessor, Abder, repeated
by the clitic pronoun -u 'him' (see Harrell 1970:210).' A copula is lacking. This only occurs in
sentences  consisting  of a  (null)  sublect and  a predicate  (be  it a  nominal,  adiectival,  or
preposition,11 phrase) in the present tense (see Harrell 1970:159) and when there is no habitual
or repetitive aspect (see Harrell 1970.176). In the past tense, the copula is obligatory, as shown

in (13). The similarity with the existential sentence in (93), repeated as (13b), is obvious.

(13)  s  Possessive construction (Moroccan Arabic)
(Abder,) kan Eend-u ktab Cop P'sor P'see

(Abder,) was-Cop.Past.masc.sg at-him book
'Abder / he had a book'

'  If  the  pronominal  subject is  stressed,  the full pronoun precedes  as  a left dislocated topic,  e.g., in  (i)  (see
Hoogland 1996:11(3.
(i)  huwa, gend- u ktab

he,     at/with- him book

'HE has a book'
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b   existential sentence

kayen (toc.pro)  wahed le-ktab   fuq t-tabla Cop  Loc. pro Theme Loc

being - one the-book on the-table
'there is a book on the table'

The existential character o f the possessive construction is prominent in Turkish by the use of
the existential copular form var.

(14)  a  possessive construction
Hitay-m kitab-1 var P'sor P'see exist.Cop jurkish)

Hitay-GEN book-3.sg exist

'Hitay has a book'
b   existential construction

masa-da (bir) kitap var Loc Theme exist.Cop

table-LOC  (a) book exist-3sg
'there is a book on the table'

At first sight, the English and Dutch possessive clauses differ from the above examples from

Russian, Moroccan Arabic, and Turkish. Consider (15).

(15)   a   Paul   has  a book. P'sor Verb P'see
b     . dat Paul een boek heeft P'sor P'see Verb (Dutch)

. that Paul a book  has
... 'that Paul has a book'

The main differences between the possessive construction in (15) and the earlier examples are

(i)   that the possessor in English and Dutch does not explicitly express the locative
character as a preposition;

(ii)        that the copul:is differ  (have  ++ be; bebben  ++  *n)
It has been suggested by many researchers (among others, Lyons, Clark, and Freeze) - but the
idea goes back to Benveniste (1960) -, that, in possessive sentences with the verb bat)e,

(i)      the possessor appears in the position of the locative phrase and is in effect a location
itself,8

8 Subjects of HAVE-constructions are locations as can be shown by such examples in English and Dutch as:

(i)           the tree has a nest in it
(ii)         ik heb een boek bii me/*bii zich

1 have a book with me/*at him
In these constructions, the prepostional object is co-referential with the subject.If the prepositional object is not
co-referential with the subject, the construction is ungrammatical.
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(ii)     that the subject of bave is an 'animate location, ,9

(iii)    that the verbs itn and aiwir are very similar and both are copul;is.
"Aitoirn'est rien d'autre qu'un Etre-D inversd," he claimed. The verb avotris an instantiation of et,r
into which the preposition 8'to, at' has been incorporated. This idea will be worked out in a
structural analysis in Section 7.4. For the moment, we agree with Lyons (19684 1968b) that
languages with verbs like HAVE-possessives differ only superficially from languages lacking a
lit\IrE-possessive, but which use a copula  comparable to the English bewith a locative element.

Following the example o f Latin  (as will become clear in (21)), in which such a possessor has a
dative case, we label these - basically locative - clauses DATIVE-possessive clauses. Our
conclusion is that there is only a small superficial difference between DATIVE-possessives which
realize the copulas HAVE and DATIVE-possessives which realize acopulaas BE (or a phonetically

empty form, e.g., in Moroccan Arabic), as illustrated in (16). Both verbs are semantically
vacuous, dummy verbs introduced to carry tense, aspect, and person markers.

(16) DATIVE-pOSSeSSive ClaUSeS

BE-realiZation HAVE-realigation

a              -                                        )'ai un livre French
b              -                                        I have a book English
c    u menia 0 kniga - Russian

d                 -                                                ik heb een boek Dutch

e    (benim) kitab-im var                                   -                          Turkish
f    eend-i ktab                                           - Moroccan Arabic

7.2.3 GENITIVE-possessive constructions

In addition to the DATIVE-possessive, which is realized in marty languages by means of a BE-
copula (optional in the present tense, obligatory in the past tense), there is a second clausal

possessive construction which is exclusively expressed by a BE-copula, e.g., in (17).

(17) GENITII 15-possessive sentence (Dutch)
d      nominal possessor

. dat het boek van Paul is P'see COP P'sor

that the book of Paul is
'.. that the book is Paul's'

b     pronominal possessor
. dat het boek van mi j is P'see Cop P'sor

. that the book of me is
'. that the book is mine'

*  .Although possessive clausals in which the possessor is inanimate, as Tbe table basfour kgs, do occur, the canonical
possessor is assumed to be animate.
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The order of the possessed nominal and the possessor in (13 parallels the order of the Theme

·and the Locative in (1). However, the question is whether this sentence is really similar, ·and
more specifically, whether the possessor is also  part of a locative  phrae.

Let us first consider the comparable possessive constructions in languages like Russian,

English, and French.

(18)   a eta kniga 0 / byla moia  /  *Iwana
this book-NOM-fem is / was-Cop.Past3sg mine-fem. /lwan's

b   the book                  is                             mine / Paul'S
10c   ce livre est le mien / *le Paul / *de Paul/moi

this book-masc.                is the mine-masc/ the Paul/of Paul/me

We are not dealing with a locative possessor as, in Russian and French, the possessor is a

pronominal possessive formwith attributive inflection which cannot be replaced by a full noun.
Only English permits a construction with a full noun followed by a clitic -s, which points to a

possessive DP (cf. Subsection 4.2.1)
The Turkish GENITIVE-possessive (192),and, for reasons o f comparison, also the DATIVE-

possessive (191)) are given below.

(19)  a   GENITIVIE-possessive sentence

kitap Hitay-in
 0 

P'see P'sor (Cop) jurkish)
, -dirj

book Hiray-GEN -Cop-Pres.3sg
'the book is Hitay's'

a' *Hitay-in kitap
< -di, 
0      P'sor P'see (Cop)

Hitay-GEN book -Cop-Pres.3sg

'the book is Hitay's'
b   DATIVE-possessive sentence

Hitay-in kitab-i var P'sor P'see exist.Cop

Hitay-GEN book-3.sg exists

'Hitay has  a  book'
b' kitab-, var Hitay-in P'see exist.Cop P'sor

book-3.sg exists Hitay-GEN
'Hitay has a / the @7)  book'

There is a two-fold alternation at issue between this pair:

 0 French also has the possessive clause: a hme.rt a moi, this bookis to me  'this bookis mine' (cf  (221))). Here
the locative nature is clear. It is the non-inverted counterpart of :j 6 im km ('I have a book'). This same holds
for Moroccan Arabic which permits: le-ktab Eend-i·, the book at me 'I have the book'.
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(i)         a difference in word order possibilities, 11

(ii)           a difference in the kind of copula.
At first sight, there is also a difference in definiteness. This, however, is an effect of in formation

ordering as already observed above. The possessed element tkit® 'book') in (192) is typically
identifiable information, translated as 'tbe book'. The possessed element in (19b) can be either
identifiable and/or new information, translated as 'tbe book' or'abook', respectively. Because

new information is normally placed in a focus position - immediately before the verb in Turkish

(see Kornfilt, 1997:190) - an indefinite interpretation of the possessee is more plausible in such
expressions and occurs more frequently. 12, 13

'I'he BE-possessive construction for Aforoccan-Arabic is given in (20a). The copula is
omitted m a present tensed sentence.

(20)  2   GENITIVE-possessive sentence

le-ktab, (pro) 0 dyal Abder" P'see P'sor (Moroccan Arabic)

the-book     (it) of Abder
'the book is Abder's'

b   DATIVE-possessive sentence
(Abder,) Eend-u ktab P'sor P'see

(At)der,) at-him book

'(Abder,) he has a book'

In (2021), the possessed element is left dislocated and repeated by a pronominal zero-marker

0,0). The possessor does not seem to be a part of a locative phrase, but to be preceded by dyal
('of') as the realization of the genitive case (cf. Subsection 4.2.2), comparable to the Dutch
dummy preposition van ('of), which is also considered the realization of the genitive case.

" In the second example, the possessor is in a background position and the possessee is focused.

11 Native speakers often prefer the locative construction below if kitapis intended as identifiable information, e.g.:

(i) kitap Hitay -da
book Hitay -Loc
'Hitay has the book'

u A similar difference in definiteness is, less prominently, present in English and Dutch BE-possessives and HAVE-
possessives.  The theme O.e., the possessee) in a HAVE-possessive construction is generally indefinite and recovers
unidentifiable information.  I f the possessee is definite and can be identified by the listener, the speaker seems to

express a relationship which differs  slightly from the canonical possessive relationship. For instance: Paul bas tbe

car suggests that he has borrowed the car, or bought the car, or something similar.  In such cases, English and
Dutch speakers cannot recur to an alternative locative expression as Turkish speakers do (see previous footnote).

I 4 The comma in (20) indicates a short audible pause characteristic of a dislocated topic.
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7.2.4      Overview of locative and possessive constructions

Summarizing what we found, we can make a first characterization of- the possessive
constructions for Dutch, Turkish and Moroccan Arabic. As we saw above, the possessor in
possessive constructions is related either to a locative phrase (the DATIVE-possessive) or to a
phrase marked by genitive case (the GENITIVE-possessive). The locative and tile dative, most
often used to express location, are also used to mark the possessor. Turkish and (Moroccan)
Arabic use locative expressions. Latin used both dativel S and genitive case to express possession:

(21) a Johanni / mihi liber est (Latin)
John-DAT / me-DAT book is

'John has / 1 have a book'
b liber Johannis est16

book-masc. John-GEN         is
'the book is John's'

French exhibits the same constructions as Latin if the preposition a'to, in, at' is considered the
realization of the dative case. It is used for locative and possessive purposes, e.g., in  (22).

(22) a locative

le livre est b la table French
'the book is on the table'

b DATIVIE-possessive
ce livre est Li Jean /   lui

17

this book is to john / to him
'this book is John's / his'

The question arises whether the possessor marked by genitive case also has a locative nature or

whether we are dealing  with a different kind of relationship here. The distinction between the
two possessive construction types in (21) and (22) - in which the dative and the genitive appear
as possessive markers - indicate two types of possession in Latin. The dative characterizes

somethinglike temporary possession, withoutnecessarily implyingownership, while thegenitive

15 Particularly the dative is used to express locative relations as well, with the meaning at, in, or to a place, e.g.,
Celtic (Benveniste 1966:114), Hindi (Bender 1968), Hungarian (Szabolsci 1981), German (I'lliersch 1978) and
Kurdish (Benveniste 1966:121).

16 Latin does not permit a pronominal variant of the GENITIVE-possessive. Similarly to Russian and French, a
possessive adlectival is required in such cases, e.g, b'ber meUS ext, book mine-masc.sgis  'the book is mine'.

I7 0 LizTe est & lui is distinguished from re Svre est k ven. According to native speakers of French, the former clause

can only be used if the possessor is present.
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is used for 'true' ownership. The DATIVE-construction in (212) was, at a later moment of the
development from classic Latin to vulgar Latin, replaced by a construction with the verb babere

'to have<, viz.,.Jobannes b bmm babet (John has a book')
On the basis ofwhathas been discussed before, we propose a characterization of possessive

clausal constructions on the basis of locative-based and non-locative-based possessive clauses,
e.g., in Latin. In the scheme that follows in (23), BE+PREP is distinguished from COP+PREP. The
reason for this distinction is to indicate each possessive-clause type ma unambiguous way, but
the copula is essentially a BE-copula.

(23) Possessive clauses

DATIVE-possessives GENITIVE-possessives

HAVE COP+ DAT BE+PREP BE+GEN

CO·«S-»AT
LA. habeo DAT + esse             -                                     esse + GEN

DU: hebben           -                 -           ziln + van                          -
MA:            -             0 + und          -              0 + dyal
TU: 0 + var -Dir + GEN
FR: -oir etre + a

Before we move on to a proposal for the syntactic analysis of the possessive constructions
611)ove, we summarize the various locative expressions, possessives, and non-possessives for the
three languages involved in this acquisition study in Table 7.1.

'1'lie overview in Table 7.1 shows that these constructions are closely related  and are derived
from a common basis, viz., a copular construction.
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7'·,ible 7.\     C l,avacten,ation of Zocatit'e  and possejur·e constrtietio,1,

(there) Loc + Theme Theme + Loc

Existential construction Locative c(instruction

Dutch er             ligt    een boek op tafel het boek     ligt            op tafel
there-Loc Cop Theme Loc Theme Cop Loc

A·foroccan kaven o wahed le-ktab fuq t-tabla    le-ktab (kan) fuq t-tabla
Arabic Cop loc.pro Theme I_oc Theme (Cop) Loc

Turkish masa-da (bir) kitap var kitap masa-da (-dir)

Loc Tlierne COP Theme Loc (Cop)

DATIVE-possessive GENITIVE-possessive

Dutch HAVE: Peter heeft een boek BE-PREP: het boek ts van Peter

Loc 18 HAVE P'see P'see Cop P+P'sor

Moroccali COP-PREP: (Abder), tend-u ktab BE-PREP: le-ktab, 0 dyal Abder

Arabic Loc P'see P'see pro P+P'sor

Turkish COP-DAT: loc.pro Hitay-in kitab-1 var BE-GEN: kitap Hitay-in (-dir)
Loc P'sor P'see Cop P'see  P'sor+GEN (Cop)

7.3 Copular Sentences and Predicate Inversion

1 f loc,itive, existenti·al, and possessive constructions all have a copular structure in common, let
us first consider the structure of copular sentences in general, and, subsequently, the particular
cases: the existential and possessive sentences.

A standard (e.g., Haegeman 1994:600) copular sentence like (2«la) can be represented as in
(240. In such an analysis, the first noun phrase (DPt) is base-generated in Spec,IP. At first sight,
the inverse sentence in (24b) appears to fit m the same structural representation in (24c).

(24)     a      [Dp a picture of the walll was  [Dp the cause of the riotl
b     [Dp the cause of the riot] was  [Dp a picture of the wall]

18 This possessor parallels the possessor in the Moroccan Arabic example and thus, has a locative character.
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c                           IP (example down from Moro (199D)

Dpl VP

Dr,-%1 /L---
a     a picture of the wall          be the cause o f the riot

b    (the cause of the riot) (a picture of the wall)

Yet, those two sentences in (24) behave differently. Copular sentences like (24a) behave

differently with regard to extraction than sentences like (24b). Consider the sentences in (25).

(25) a [which riot}, was a picture of the wall  6p the cause of t,]P
b    * [which wall],was  6p a picture of t,] the cause of the riot,

As Moro points out, the two sentences in (24a,b) do not behave like sentences containing a
transitive verb with a subject and an object. In such sentences, extractions are possible from
the post-verbal obiect, but not from the subject (see, e.g., Haegeman 1994). The sentence pair

in (25) - which has (2420 as its basis - shows that an element can be extracted from DP2 (in a
position in which normally objects occur), but not from DPl (in a position in which subjects

normally occur). However, the pair of sentences in  (26) - which has (241,) as its basis - shows

that extraction from DP2 is also impossible in (26a).

(26)     a    4 [which wall], was  6p the cause of- the riot}  [Dp a picture of 4 ]P
b   *[which riotl, was bp the cause oft,] bpapicture ofthe wall] P

Why is the 'subiect-obiect' asymmetry absent in copular sentences  like  (26)?
The idea is that the underlying structure of a copular sentence is a verbless clause or Small

Clause (cti Stowell 1978,1983; Sportiche 1981). In example (24a), for instance, the second noun

phrase Itbe cause of tbe tiotl is dominated by a sort of super-projection: the Small Clause
(henceforth SC), which contains both noun phrases. The first one (24a) Ia picture  of tbe waul is

considered the subiect of the SC and the second noun phrase the predicate. Making use of the

Subject-inside-VP hypothesis (see, among others, Kitagawa 1986; Kuroda 1986; Koopm;in &
Sportiche 1987), the subiect of the SC raises to a higher position in a functional proiection, e.g.,
Spec,IP. This is exemplified in  (27)  for the canonical copular sentence in  (243)
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(27)                                      IP                                             canonical copular sentence

M--
DPl,                       I'

I           SC

t,                              DP2

a picture of the wall is the cause of the riot

Moro (1988, 1991, 1997) proposed that the predicate of the SC (tbe  cause  of tbe  404  c  2150 be
raised to Spec,IP. This derivation is represented in (28) (the structural representation of (24b)).
As the sentence in (27) exhibits the same subject-object asymmetry as a noncopular sentence,
this sentence is considered the canonical copular sentence; ;ind (28), which does not permit
extraction from either noun phrase, corresponds to the inverse sentence.

(28) IP inverse copular sentence

DP2,                      I'

I                SC

Dpl

the c·ause of the riot          is 9 picture of the wall

In inverse copular sentences, the postverbal noun phrase (DPl) is in the subject position of the
SC. This subject forms an island for extraction (see (26)).

A second characteristic of inverse copular constructions is the obligatory realization of a
copula. As Moro puts it:

"Predicate Inversion triggers the obligatory presence of a copular element in contexts in
.which a copula would not be required in the absence of Predicate Inversion.

(Moro 1990)

Let us take the sentence pair in (24) as an example.

(29)    a We consider a picture of the wall (to be) the cause of the riot
b    We consider the cause o f the riot -(to be) a picture of the wall
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The copula in (29a) can be omitted: 'consider' can take either a to-infinitival complement or
a common SC. In (29b), where Predicate Inversion has applied, the copula is obligatory:9 In
what follows, this theory of Predicate Inversion is applied for the entire locative paradigm
including the possessive clausal constructions. If we go back to Table 7.1, the first column of
existential and DATIVE-possessive clauses are 211 instances of Predicate Inversion, ;ind the
second column are all locative and GENITIVE-possessive clauses in which no predicate has been
inverted. After the discussion of each of these construction types for each of the three

languages, it will be clear that a copula is not "a lexical primitive but an overt realization of
functional heads" (Den Dikken 1998). Thus, the verb HAVE is also a spell-out of functional
heads and should be considered a copula.

20

In the next section we focus on the way in which the DATIVE-possessive and the GENITIVE-
possessive constructions are realized in the various languages (cf. the scheme in (23)). This
scheme suggesteda firstdivlsion in HAVE-constructtonsand COP+DAT/PREP-constructlons. So,
first, we have to address the question of what are the precise differences in the syntactic
structure between HAVE-constructions and COP+DATIVE-constructions. Itwill be argued in the
following sections that these differences are minimal, although they lead to a quite different
spell-out. A second question which is suggested by (23) is formed by the differences within the

coP+DAT-construction: (i) the spell-out of the dative differs, and (ii) the spell out o f the copula

as well. For Moroccan Arabic, the question is ofwhy there is no spell-out of the copula in the
present tense (see again (23)), although there is Predicate Inversion at issue. For Turkish, the
question is where the locative predicate is located.

So, the three languages involved show an interesting range of possibilities to realize the
DATIVE-possessive clause. The realization ofthe GENITIVE-possessive construction in (23) does
not show such a range of differences, and so, the discussion of this type will be much shorter
in the sections which follow now.

7.4 Copular Constructions in Dutch

7.4.1    Locative copular constructions

The locative construction

Locative copular sentences exhibit the same pattern as the common copular sentences. They
differ only in the categorial nature of the predicate, which is prepositional.

19 For Dutch, it is not as clearly manifest as in English to what extent the copula is optional because of the limited
distribution of the ECM in Dutch (Den Dikken, personal communication)

m  AS we present the phenomenon of Predicate Inversion in a somewhat sirnplified way, one should consult Moro

(1997) for technical details. See also Den Dikken (1994,1998), among others.
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(30)      [sc Subject [pp Predicate 1]

Consider first an instance in which no predicate is inverted: a locative sentence like (6a),
repeated here as (31). In the Dutch embedded clause, the subiect is moved to Spec,AgrP. The
copula is the spell-out of the functional heads T and Agr, as represented in (31).21

(31)   ... dat de longen in de tuin is
CP locative construction

non-inverted

C                             45£
Spec Agr'

DP,
TP                       Agr

s-
Pp

dat de iongen m de tum                isi

Existential construction

The analysis presented for existential tbar-sentences is also based on a SC, comparable to the
previous one, iftben is no longer assumed to be an expletive, base-generated into the Spec,AgrP

(or liD Position (·as was traditionally assumed).22 In Moro's analysis, tbm-Lnc is no longer the
place holder of the subject, but the inverted predicate, and, just like the predicate, noun phrase

in (28) the locational predicate tben is raised from a SC predicate position to the specifier

position of AgrP. The derivation of such an existential sentence is given below in (32). Notice
that in this structure the predicate is moved out o f the SC across the subject of the SC. So, in

this structure, existentlal sentences are inverse locative copular sentences. The structure o f the
English existential, for inst·ance,  may be represented as  in  (32).23

u In this and the following syntactic represesentations, we give the representation for the overt syntax.

22 See Moro (1997) for arguments against the analysis of ibm as expletive subiect and against the expletive

replacement hypothesis.

23 In instances of English, we have profected IP instead of the two projections AgrP and TP, as they do not play
a role in the explanation of the acquisition data.
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(32)                                       (IP) existential construction
inverted

IP                           (IiI')

thel;,  3 , (in the studio)

I                SC

DP

is              a picture of the wall

I f an optional locative PP (e.g., in tbe studio) 21so occurs in an existential sentence, this is analysed

as an adjunct (see Moro 1997), adjoined to IP. A similar adjunct-analysis can be adopted for
Dutch. Consider the Dutch embedded sentence in (33).

03) .dat er Iin de tuil een longen  is

rhat there in the garden    a boy          is

'...  that there is a boy in the garden'

In Dutch, the optional locative adjunct in de tuin must figure somewhere lower in the syntactic

tree than in Spec,AgrP. Adiunction to the SC is most plausible, as shown in the syntactic

representation below. 24

24 In Dutch, there are two other positions in which the adiunct in de tuin may appear, viz.

(i)           . dat er een iongen [in de tuinl is.
Gi)          ... dat er een iongen is  [in de tmn}

In (34) we depict a syntactic tree in which the PP in de tuin is adjoined to the left of the SC. An adjunction to the
nght, yields the first of the two sentences above; and an adjunction to the right o f AgrP yields the sentence in (ti)
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(34) CP existential sentence

inverted
C                               AFP

PP,                                           Agr'

TP Agr

t.
T'

S-T
PP            SC

Subject Predicate

1
1

dat er in de tuin een longen            4         is

The structure in (34) shows that (i) there-Loc (e,) inverts with the subject indepently ofwhere
the optional PP is adioined, and, that (ii) it is not the adjunct PP which inverts with the subject

7.4.2 Possessive copular constructions in Dutch

The DATIVE-possessive construction: the HAVE-variant

Like English and French, Dutch realizes a possessive copular construction by means  o f a verb

like HAVE, e.g., in (35) the finite form be€/t (have-Pres.3sg).

05) . dat Paul een nnotor heeft

... that Paul a motorcycle      has
'...  that Paul has a motorcycle'

Let us consider more closely the nature o f the copula in a possessive construction. As already

noticed for French by Benveniste (see Subsection 7.2.2), here, the verb bebben is an instantiation

of *n into which a preposition has been incorporated (see also: Freeze 1992; Kayne 1993). The
result of such an incorporation is another spell-out of the copula, viz., bebben. In French, it is
clear that the preposition incorporated is 4 because both construction types co-occur, as can

be seen in  (36).

(36) a  non-inco,porated variant
cette moto est    [pp   A Paul] (French)
this motorcycle      is         to Paul
'this motorcycle is Paul's'
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b      inco9orated vaiiant
1.    In,  6. est  +  4 (=a) [sc une moto [pp 4  Paul ]]]]
2.  [Ip  Ipp  e Paul], 6 a  [Sc une moto 4 111

'Paul has a motorcycle'

The inversion of the prepositional predicate containing the possessor yields a copula consisting
o f person and number features, a tense feature plus an incorporated preposition.25 In French,
this results in a conjugated form of avoin In Dutch and English, a similar process occurs: an
abstract preposition is incorporated into the feature bundle in I (or some other functional head,
e.g., T, if I is split up in the functional projections AgrP and TP). These features are spelled out
as a form of bave in English and bebben in Dutch.

Let us take a Dutch possessive clause like the one in  (35).  It is assumed that, at the basis o f
this sentence, there is a SC, with een motor as the subject and a PP as the predicate (see the
representation  in  (37))· The predicate consists o f an abstract P and a possessor.26 The abstract
P moves  out of the PP and incorporates into the feature in T; this complex is moved to Agr by
a <strong> head-related feature on Agr. Such movement fully obeys the Head Movement
Constraint (Travis 1984; Baker 1988). The incorporated P then becomes one of the factors
which determine the phonological form of the copula. In Dutch, the entire  [Agr +  [T+P]]-
complex is spelled out in Agr as be# 'has'. Subsequently, the PP, in which only the possessor
DP has remained, is raised to Spec, TP, the nearest pro ection, higher than SC, and subsequently
to Spec,AgrP. The possessive clause in (37a) derives from the SC in (371)) and is represented in

(37c).

(33 a . dat Paul een motor heeft

b  [sc een motor [Fp p Paul]]

25  Note that, in this approach, a copula is no longer a lexical primitive, but an overt realization of functional
features in I  (see for instance, Freeze  1992) or the realization of some functional heads, successively adjoined to
each other (see also Den Dikken 1994,1998).

26 It is not obvious which preposition is incorporated. A potential candidate is: b# (at'), as it figures in the reflexive
possessive expression Ik beb een boek b(j me 0 have a book at/with me). See also footnote 8 0 f this chapter. Let us
claim that it is all abstract locative P.
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c CP possessive copular construction

inverted
C                              AgrP

PP, Agr'

TP Agr

r Aish,11,
SC               T

M-- A
P'see [r + Pkll

Pk P'SOT

dat Pau een motor heeft

The GENITIVE-possessive construction

As we saw in Table 7.1, all three languages have a possessive construction using the Copula BE

plus genitive case or preposition. It is a dummy preposition which normally spells out the

genitive case in nominal possessive phrases, as we saw in Section 4.2. Let us consider example
(38).

(38) dat de motor van Paul   is

that the motorcyle    of Paul       is
' that the motorcycle is Paul's'

Following Den Dikken (1998:201), we assume that the string van Paulin the Dutch construction,
and Paul's in the English equivalent, is the possessor of an empty NP (the possessee).27 We are

dealing  here with an elliptic sentence which,  in full expression, would  be  like  (39).

09) . dat de motor [de motor van Paul] is

27 Den Dikken (1998) has also proposed a Predicate Inversion analysis for binominal and possessive noun phrases.

In his analysis, the  DP  [ 0  van Pau4 is the product o f a DP-internal Predicate Inversion, in which van is considered
the lexicalization of a copular element within the nominal domain.
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So, we  take the structure  in (40) underlying the sentence in  (39).38

(40) [cp dat [Ag,p [Dp de motor],  [Sc t, [ o  van Paul]] is ]]

7.5 Copular Constructions in Moroccan Arabic

7.5.1 Locative copular constructions

Locative construction

I.et us consider first an instance in which no predicate is inverted: an identificational locative
sentence, such as (7), repeated here as (41). The copular  form   kan    'to   be' is missing  in   a
common present tense sentence.M The underlying SC structure is given in (411))

(41) a le-ktab 0 fuq t-tabla
the-book Cop on the table
'the book  is on the table'

b   [sc le-ktab  [pp fuq t-tabia ]]

For the derivation of the sentence, we should bear in mind that the sentential structure of
(Moroccan) Arabic allows two possible orders: VSOand SVO. In Standard Arabic, the different
order correlates with a different agreement pattern between the subiect and the finite verb: in
a VSO order, a lack of number agreement is allowed, but not in a SVO order.30 Following

Moharnmad (1989) and Fassi Fehri (1993), we assume that the lack of agreement relates to the
position of the subiect in overt syntax. In the case of SVO order, Agr has a strong Spec-related

28 One may obiect that the string van Paul can be also analysed as a preposit:ional predicate, i f the preposition van
is ccinsidered a predicate itself in the sense of source, e.g., ... dat de motor van  Japan  is (,···   hat the motorcycle from
lapan is). Although such an analysis may be defensable, we do not adopt the PP analysis but the genitive analysis
because of the analogy with other languages, such as English (tbe motoqck is Jobn '.0, Moroccan Arabic (where *al
(*of') is the genitive marker and cannot not have a source meaning), and Turkish (where the possessor is also
marked by the genitive case).

3 The copula kan, preceded by the prefix ka-, can be also realized  in a present tense to indicate durativity or
hal,ituality, e.g
(i)  (huwa) ka- ikun fe-1-biru dyal-u dat,a

(he) durative-Cop.Pres.3sg in-the-office of-him now(a(lays)
'he is (regularly) in his office now (adays)' (example by Harrell 1970:176)

'° See Holes (1995:213) for a description of this agreement contrast in Standard Arabic, and  for a structural
explanation Mohammad (1989), Ouhalla (1994:335-339); for Moroccan Arabic, see Aoun, Benmamoun &
Sportiche  (1994) in particular.
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feature: <+N, -V, +D> which attracts the subject and which comes in a Spec-head relation
with the verb (attracted to T by a strong head-related feature and raised further to Agr). When
a VSO-order appears in overt syntax, Agr has a weak Spec-related feature, the subject cannot

be attracted and cannot, in overt syntax, come in a Spec-head configuration with the verb in
Agr, so that the agreement cannot be checked. A difference in subiect-verb agreement
dependent on the position of the verb with regard to the subiect does not occur in Moroccan

Arabic, except for copular constructions. They exhibit agreement for number dependent on the
position of the subject, as illustrated in (42).

(42)      mascutine  singular subject pre-  orpostverbal
a le-ktab kan/*kanet fuq t-tabla

the-book.m Cop.sg.masc/fem  on the table
'the book was On the table'

b pro kan/* kanet le-ktab fuq t-tai)la

Cop.Past. sg.masc/fem the-book.masc on the table

masculine plural subject »-  or postverbal
c le-ktuba kanu/*kan fuq t-tabla

the-books.plur Cop.Past.plur/sg on the table
'the books were on the table'

d pro kanu/kan le-ktuba fuq t-tabla

Cop.Past.plur/sg the-books on the table

If the subject is in a dislocated position adjoined to CP, audibly separate from the remaining part
of the sentence, the same agreement requirement holds. Compare the sentence  pair in  (43).

(43) a le-ktab, pro kan/*kanet fuq t-tabla

the-book-sg.masc Cop.Past.sg.masc/fem on the table

'the book was on the table'
b 1-ktuba, pro kanu/*kan fuq t-tabla

the-books-plur Cop.Past.plur/sg on the table

'the books were on the table'

As can be inferred from the above examples an empty pronominal pro, which is coindexed with
the left dislocated DP, must raise overtly to Spec,AgrP in order to come in a Spec-head

configuration with the copula.31 This leads us to the structural analysis of (44)

31 The presence of such an phonetically empty element in Spec,AgrP explains why there is always agreement
between the subject and the finite verb in Moroccan Arabic, even in a VSO order sentence.
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(44) CP locative construction

DP       C
non-inverted

C                         AgrP

Spec

Agr TP

Spec            T'

T          SC

I 'Iubjectf.
(a) VSO: kanu/kan, le-ktuba, 4 4 fuq t-tabla
(b) SVO: le-ktuba, kanu/*kan, 4 4 4 fuq t-tabla
(c) disloc.:le-ktuba, pro, kanu/*kan, 4 4 4 fuq t-tabla

Existential construction

We now consider an instance of an existenti31 sentence like (45) in which Predicate Inversion
has taken place. The spell-out of the copular form  (viz., the active participle k€yen; see Harrell

1970:178) differs from the copular form in (44) and is obligatory also for present tense.

(45) a kayen/kan loc.pro wahed le-ktab fuq t-tabla
Cop.Pres/Past.sg.masc one the-book.sg.masc on the table
' there is/was a book on the table'

b kayna/kanet loc.pro wahed 1-mistara fuq t-t;it)la
Cop.Pres/Past-sg.fem one the-ruler. sg. fem on the table
'there is/was a ruler on the table'

c kaynin/kanu loc.pro di-ktuba fuq t-tabla
Cop.Pres/Past-plur.masc some-book.Plur.masc on the table
' there are/were some books  on the table'

The basic structure is again a SC. The main difference with the structure in (44) is that the
sentence  of (45) contains a pronominal lexical item 'locative pro' (phonetically empty). The
predicate (i.e., a locative pro in Moroccan Arabic and a there-Loc in Palestinian Arabic; cf.
example (9)  from this chapter) inverts with the subject and raises to the specifier o f the nearest,
higher functional projection: Spec,TP. just like for other instances of Predicate Inversion, the
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copula is spelled out in T he·ad, and subsequently moved to Agr head because of a strong head-
related feature. We do not assume that the locative pro in Spec,TP raises to a higher position
in overt syntax (but it does so in covert syntax), as it also appears in this position in other Arabic
dialects with an overt there-Loc, e.g., the  Palestinian Arabic example in (9). The full pp fuq t.
tabb'on the table' simply functions as an optional adjunct PP. The operation will be the same
in an existential sentence without an overt PP, e.g., kqyen wabed le-ktab 'there is a book. 132

(46) AgrP existential construction
inverted

AgrP

Spec Agr' ep)

(covert: loc.pro,)  -
Agr:  Spec <-N,-V>:weak TP

COpk

Spec                 T'

loc.pro,
T: Spec: <-N,-V>:strong       SC

tk

Subiect                PP11
kayen <sg.masc> wahed le-ktab <sg.masc> t,     (fuq t-tabla)
kayna <sg. fem> wahed 1-mistara <sg. fem>
kaynin<plur.masc> di-ktuba <plur.masc>

7.5.2 Possessive copular constructions in Moroccan Arabic

The DATIVE-possessive construction: the COP + DATIVE-variant

We now move on to the analysis of the possessive constructions. We first want to discuss the
DATIVE-possessive. As we saw above (in Subsection 7.2.2), Moroccan Arabic does not realize
a HAVE-variant, but a DATIVE-variant, e.g., in (47). Present-day Moroccan Arabic, however,
displays a considerable variation in the expression of this DAT'IVE-possessive construction and,
after a closer examination, we will conclude at the end of this subsection that in addition to  the
DATIVE-variant we can discern a HAVE-variant in modern Moroccan Arabic.

32  Note that, in the present tense, the form of the copula changes from a phonetically empty copula in the
locative construction into the  form kEyen in the existential construction because a locative feature has been moved
to T and incorporates into it This movement is not possible when the past tense is lexicalized in T. This implies
that the copular form does not change in the past tense, as we will see also for the possessive construction in the
next subsection.
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We first consider the possessive construction in a matrix clause in the present tense (47a)
and the past tense (47b).33

(47)    2   matrix clause, present tense

Abder, gend-u wahed d-der kbira

Abder, at-him one the-house-fem big-fem
'Abder has a big house'

b  mat7ix clause, past tense

Abder, kanet tend-u wahed d-dar kbira

Abder, Cop.Past.3sg.fem at-him one the-thouse-fem big-fem
'Abder   had  a big house'

At first sight, the DATIVE-constructions in (47) seem in perfect analogy with the existential
construction in (46). In the present tense construction in (47a), the PP end-u seems to be the

inverted predicate which is moved to Spec,TP. The past tense construction in (47b) suggests that
the inverted PP gend-u occupies exactly the same position as the phonetically empty locative pro

in (46), and kanet the same position as kqyen in (46), agreeingwith the possessee Cd-dar kbird) for
number and gender. The structural analysis for (4741)) can be represented as follows:

(48)    a   [cp Abder, [CP [Ag,p [Age [Cop = 0]k  [Tp [Eend-u], [r tk 6£ wahed d-dar kbira t, ]11]]]1
b  [cp Abder, [cp [/.g,p [Age kane4 [·rp [Eend-u], [r 4 Isc wahed d-dar kbira 4 ]]]]]]]

We are not sure, however, that  (48a) is the right structural analysis for (47a) because the
DATIVE-construction displays different syntactic behavior dependent on its environment, e.g.,
in a negative possessive clause. Ifwe consider (49), we can see that the verbal heads in (494b)
allow circumposition ofthe negation ma- fli),whereas non-verbal heads (49c) do not. The'real'
PP (with a purely locative meaning) is preceded by the entire negative complex, but not E:end-i.

So, it can be concluded that eend-i in (49a) behaves like a verb, and end-na in (49c) like a PP.

(49)   a  ma- gend-i-& le-flus (Harrell, 1970:156)
not at-me-Pres. the-money
'I don't have the money'

b ma-kan-& gend-i tumubil

not-Cop.3sg.m-Past   at-me car
'I did not have a car'

33  AS in French (le hn est a Abd,4. the non-inverted counterpart of (47) is also used. It is a common locative

clause, e.g.:
(i) le-ktab eend Abder

the-book at Abder

'Abder has the book'
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c ma-& gend-na

not at-us

'not with us, not at our place'

From the comparison of (49·a) and (49b), it can be inferred that the DAT'IVE-possessive
construction in the present tense differs syntactically from the DATIVE-construction in the past
tense. How is this difference explicable? Let us first consider the syntactic structure of (49b)
depicted in (50). Here, following the analysis of negation for Romance languages proposed by

Pollock (1989), Belletti (1990), Haegeman & Zanuttini (1991),we assume that, as in French ne
pas, in Moroccan Arabic, sentential negation is expressed by means o fa clitic ma- and an element

i (i). Ma is a head-like element which cliticizes to Agr and 5(0 occupies the Specifier position of

the functional projection NegP. By a head-to-head movement, the verb (or the material in T)
raises to the Neg head and incorporates into Neg, giving rise to the [Neg + T] complex
ma+kan. This complex moves to Agr to form the [Agr+[Neg+T]] complex jumping over the
second part of the negation -f)), which results in a circumposition of the negation around the

verb·.ma-kan-i(i).

(50) ma-kand  Eend-i  tumubit  (movement of  und-i is indicated by *e arrow)

AgrP

Spec                   Asr'
(covert: PPI   Agr:Spec<.N: v, we,kNegP

Agr + [[\leg+ „ Spec Neg

Neg TP

[N:;0121]I '*S=-=-... 11111.31 
[Ir +  13] T SC

tk
Subject           5

0       ma-kan -A ee id -1 tumubil

As we saw above, the past-tensed copula must be spelled out in Moroccan Arabic (in contrast

to the present-tensed copula). So, TP must be projected, which creates the specifier position for
the entire PP to move to (after the clitic -i has adjoined to P (teng). The derivation in  (50)
represents the situation after movement in overt syntax; we assume that later, at LF, the PP is
moved from Spec,TP to Spec,AgrP attracted by the <weak> categorial feature on Agr. Let us
next consider the negated possessive clause in the present tense in (49a), represented in (51)
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(51)    ma- rend-i-fleflus (movement of  and-i is indicated by the arrow)
Agrp

Spec Agr,

AM NegP

Agr   [Neg +IT [P+D]11  -
Spec Neg'

Neg TP

Neg +  [T[P+DI]*  Spec             T'\-, pp- M-KT          SC

[Ir + [P+D]jk Subiect ppm

P,    DPA l
P   DJ   4

0     ma +  0+gend+i -i le-flus

In (51), the clitic -iadjoins to P (re,14 ; this complex (end-t) is moved to the T head in a head-to-
head movement, and subsequently to the higher positioned functional head Negwhere itadjoins
to the negation ma-; finally, the latter complex (ma-eend-i) is moved to the Agr head. The entire
PP which is phonetically empty after the complex eend-ihas moved out and can now invertwith

the subiect of the SC (leflus), in analogy to other inversion-operations such as the one in (50).
The difference between the two derivations in (50) an (51) lies in what kind of linguistic material
is contained in the T head. The basic idea is that the T head must be lexicalized in the course
of the derivation if possible: If there is a past tense feature involved, the feature complex is
spelled  out as a copula and does not permit adjunction of any other head. Consequently, the
entire PP predicate, which is not phonetically empty in that case, can invertwith the subject, as

was  the  case  in  (50)
We will extend this analysis to non-negated possessive sentences like the one in (47a). The

only difference is that NegP is not projected in such a sentence. Now we have reason to re1ect
the provisional analysis in (48a) and to propose the following, improved analysis in (522) in
which eend-u figures  in the Agr head. The syntactic structure o f two sentences which was not
different  in  (48a,b) has become different  now, as shown  in  (52a,b).

(52)   a [cp Abder, [cp L,g,p 64  [Eend-u], 6 [r 0 6c wahed d-dar kbira 4 ]]11]11
b  [cp Abder, [CP [Ag,P [Age  [kanet],  [Tp [tend-u]:    Ir t  Sc wahed d-dat kbira t, 1111111
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I fwe deal with a possessive sentence  in the present tense, T is not blocked for adjunction (since
the common present tense feature is not lexicalized); the preposition tend-clitic can be adjoined
to T and, the complex [T [P + D]] is subsequently adjoined to Agr. The analysis above points
to a 'verbal' behavior of end-u: viz. it appears in the position where normally a verb is expected
in the SVO-order.

The second indication for a verbal behavior of tend-clitic is given by the position of the
'subject' preceding rend-clitic in embedded possessive clauses, e.g. in (53). In personal
communication with native speakers it turned out that, in addition to the matrix sentences above

(in 47),34 native speakers allow possessive constructions in which the full possessor DP appears
following the complementizerwhich suggests a position similar to that of a subject, in particular
of end-clitic. Considered more closely, however, the possessor turns out to occupy a dislocated

position.

(53)   embedded clause
a kan-gref belli Abder gend-u wahed d-dar kbira

I know that Abder at-him one the-house big

'1 know that Abder has  a big house'
b kan-Eref belli Abder kanet gend-u wahed d-dar kbira

I know that Abder (was-Cop.sg.fern) at-him one the-house big
'I know that Abder had a big house'

c >Pkan-gref Abder belli 0 / kanet gend-u wahed d-dar kbira.
d *Abder kan-gref belli 0 / kanet gend-u wahed d-dat kbira.

In (53a,b) we deal with a full DP possessor in a position lower in the tree than the C head.  In

(53c) the full possessor is adjoined to the embedded CP projection. The sentences (533,b) are
fully accepted by native speakers; the third one is not accepted or is considered "odd", and the
last one is not accepted at 311.  As can be inferred from the examples above, the full possessor
DP may occur:

(i)       in the position directly following the complementizer (532,b).
(ii)      preferably, not adioined to the embedded clause (53c);

(iii) not adjoined to the matrix CP (53d).35
The question is what the syntactic position of Abder in (534b) might be. There are only two
possibilities: (i) in Spec,AgrP or (ii) adjoined to Spec,AgrP. The second possibility is implausible

since Spec,AgrP cannot be filled by any constituent in a DATIVE-possessive clause as we have

34 We found them in Harrell (1970)'s reference grammar for Moroccan Arabic and in a school grammar for
teachingpurposes (Hoogland 1996:110-111). The latter expliatly prescribes the left dislocated construction as the

only possible construction if there is a full DP possessor.

35 This is based again on the judgements of native speakers who unanimously prefer the possessor Abder
immediately after the complementizer.
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seen before in (50) and (51). So the question remains whether there is evidence for such a
dislocation within the embedded clause. Consider a non-possessive sentence in (54).

(54) a kan-iref belli Abder ka-t-gref-u hetta Malika
I know that Abder know-him even Malika
' I know that even Malika knows Abder'

b kan-gref belli Abder hetta Malika ka-t-gref-u

I know rhat Abder even Malika knows-him

C        ·   Cp belli [,pp Abder 60 hetta Malika [Age [ka-t-gref-ul, [vp  4  11]]]

In (54a) we deal with a VSO-sentence in which Abderis dislocated, repeated within the clause
by the resumptive pronominal clitic -u (him'). In the SVO-sentence of (54b) Abder is again
dislocated and, thus, we can infa its position: adjoined to AgrP (54c). Note that, in (543,b),
Abder cannot be the subject because of the presumptive object clitic which refers to Abder.

Now, we can also infer the structure for the DATIVE-possessive in (531)), given here under
(55):

(55) . [cp belli [Ag,p Abder [Ag,p [Age kanet,  Irp gend-u,    [r t, Isc walled d-dar kbira 4 ]]]]]]1

This way Abder is a dislocated possessor, which is a potential candidate for becoming the subject

of P+obiect clitic (rend-u) which shows more and more the verbal behavior o f a verb like HAVE:
61 DP serving as subiect, an almost verbal complex with verb-obiect agreement.

Coming back to the question we posed in Section 7.3, in which we wondered why there is
no obligatory spell-out of the copula, although there is Predicate Inversion, we are now able to
find the answer: realization o f the past tense is obligatory and blocks head-movement from P
to T (presumably, because P cannot adjoin to on a verb in Moroccan Arabic); in the present
tense the copula is not spelled out, so we never get a situation comparable to Dutch and French:
- French: itre + 8 4 avoir
- Dutch: 91#n + P 4 bebben

-   Moroccan Arabic: [. 01 + tend-clitic -D tend-clitic.
It can be concluded that there are two types of operations involved in the Moroccan Arabic
HAVE-possessive constructions:

(i)   a Head movement operation for the present tense possessive clause, when a prepositional
predicate Eend-clitic behaves like a verb and is moved to Agr head;

(t )  an XP movement operation for the past tense possessive construction when a prepositional
phrase (i.e., rend-clitic) is moved to Spec,TP.

This detour was necessary in order to explain why a native speaker of Moroccan Arabic tends
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to assume that the possessive expression eend-clitic + theme is a verb o F the HAVE-type.36  Such
a tendency in  the development of the Moroccan Arabic vernacular is also observed by Caubet

38(1993),3- and is similar to what is signaled in other Arabic dialects.

The GENITIVE-possessive construction

This construction parallels the Dutch construction discussed in 7.4.2. (examples (38)-(40)) like the
expression of the genitive by means of the dummy preposition *at or d- t 'of), which cannot
function as a two-place predicate like €end ('at.)

(56)  a  le-ktab,         (pro) dyal Abder
the-book,            (it) of Abder
'the book is Abder's'

b le-ktab ma-st dyal Abder

the-book not of Abder

'the book is not Abder's'

For its structural analysis we refer to its Dutch counterpart discussed in 7.4.2. It only differs from
the Dutch structure in the dislocated position of the possessee le-ktab, which is repeated by a
phonetically empty pronominal pro. The dislocated position is indicated by an audible pause.

Without such a pause it would seem a possessive noun phrase, viz., le-ktab 47al Abder ('Abder's
book). The negated sentence in (561)) clearly shows  that we are not dealing with a noun phrase

but with g complete sentence and an ellipted DP as predicate. So, for the sentence in (56) we
assume a base structure as represented in (572) and a derived structure as in (57b).39

(57)   a   [sc  pro bp dyal Abderl] possessive construction
b   [cp le-ktab, [cp b,g,p pro, [sc t, [pp .     dyal Abder}]]]] non-inverted

the-book             (it) of Abder    (i.e., the book, it is of Abder)
'the book is Abder's'

36 This is supported by some (linguistically educated) native speakers of Moroccan Arabic who categorized
tend-+clitic as a verb when they were asked about the nature of the HABEO-construction in Moroccan Arabic.

37 Caubet (1993:51) considers the construction by means of and+ch-n-c as 'une tournure prdpositionnelle qui est
utilis6e comme un pr6dicat de possession. La verbalisation de cette expression de localisation est trEs avanc6e,
puisqu'on a un vdritable paradigme qui est devenu une conjugaison, et l'ordre de phrase a 6t6 ddfinitivement
renvers6.

38 The  verbalizat:ion  of a prepositional phrase  is not restricted to Moroccan Arabic. Comrie (1989: 219-225)
observed a similar development for Maltese (historically a form of vernacular Arabic). In Maltese, there is no
dislocation of the possessor, and gband+clitic, the equivalent of and+clitic, negates like a verb.

39 in the embedded clause the possessor seems to be dislocated in a position adjoined to AgrP, cf. (54) - (55).
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7.6 Copular Constructions in Turkish

7.6.1 Locative copular constructions

Locative construction

Finally, the copular constructions in Turkish are considered. We first look at the plain locative
constructions. We start from a prepositional SC like we did for the languages discussed previously.
We assume that the Turkish locative sentence (e.g., in (58a)) is the right-headed counterpart of the
Moroccan Arabic construction  in   (44b).  The  use  of the copula is optional,  as  is  the  case  in
Moroccan Arabic (41)-(44), and it reflects the person and number features (3sg). The copula is
optional - quite in line with Moro's theory - because the predicate does not invert with the subject
of the SC. The derivation is presented in (581)).

(58) a kitap masa-da 10 1
1-dir J

book table-LOC Cop.Pres.3sg
'the book is on the table'

b A P locative construction
non-inverted

DP, 42,

TP Agr: Spec: <+N, -V, +D: strong>

f -T' Ir, + Agr]

SC               T

4 PP

kitap masada 0 /-dir

The subject of the SC, kit®,is moved to Spec,AgrP, where it comes in a Spec-head configuration

with the Agr head containing the person and number features, which are optionally spelled out as
-dir.

Existential construction

As we have seen for Dutch, it is assumed that the existential construction is the inverted

counterpart ofthe construction above in (58). Following Moro's analysis (see (32) for English), we
propose a structure for Turkish which parallels the English structure, abstracting away from the
position  of the head. This existential sentence is given in  (59a), the base SC structure in  (59b) and
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the derivation in (59c)

(59) a (masa-cia) bir kitap var

(table-Loc) a book present
'there is a book (on the table)'

b  [sc bir kitap [pp loc.pro]]
c (AgrP) existenttal construction

inverted
(pp) Agrp

loc.pro, Agr'

TP Agr

A
C,                                                                 T'                               [T,       +    Agr]

SC            T

DP            PP,
/--

(masada) (bir) kitap var

This construction differs. form the English structure in the position o f the optional locative PP
masada ('on the table'), which is assumed to be left-adjoined to AgrP.40

Evidence for the inverted predicate is found in the obligatory spell-out of the copula: var
('present;  exists').  This  spell-out is also  obligatory if the  overt locative PP masada  C on the table')
is missing, which supports the supposition that we are dealing with an inverted predicate here
(nothing else  but a phonetically empty locative PP  can  be the inverted predicate).

7.6.2 Possessive copular constructions in Turkish

The DATIVE-possessive construction: the COP + LOC-variant

Let us now move on to the possessive constructions. At first sight, a Turkish possessive
construction like  (60), does not seem similar to the possessive constructions discussed before.

,° It is assumed that adjunction to AgrP is the standard adjunction position (cf. the example in (59) and the
alternative order: bir kitab var marada (a book is on the table) which is adjoined to AgrP on the right (see Lkwis

1985:241). Adjunction to SC (as  is the case in Dutch; see the discussion in Subsection 7.4.1) is the more particular
adjunction position. Adjunction to the SC, however, cannot be excluded here, because SpecAgrp is occupied by
a phonetically empty element (locative pro) Since there is no similar construction in which the expletive locative
pm is overtly expressed, there is no evidence either for adiunction to the SC.
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First, the possessor is marked by agenitive case, and second, the locative character ofthe predicate
is not obvious, as in Moroccan Arabic and, to a lesser extent, in Dutch.

(60) Hitay-in kitab-1 var

Hitay-GEN book-3sg present
'Hitay has a book'

The first question which arises, is whether the genitive marked possessor Hitqy-in is a locative

expression which has inverted with the subject of the SC, kitab-z.  If this were the case, the copular
form varwould be the consequence o f the inversion - the spell-out of a functional head - as was
the case in Dutch and English. Such an analysis can be represented as in (61).

(61) 60 Hitay-in  6 kitab-i [pp i 11    var]

There are some obvious objections to this analysis: (i) the 'possessive' suffix -t (3sg) which refers
to a relationship with another noun phrase, cannot be licensed 1; and (ii) the copular spell out var

cannot be the consequence of the inversion of the DP Hitqy-in marked by genitive case because
the copular form var is also found in sentences like (624b) in which the genitive bearing DP and
the possessive suffix  -; are missing as well.

(62)   a   Lvp Ipp loc. pro]i Isc kitap [pp 4 ]]  varj
book present

'there is a book'
b   ["g,p    ben-de [A# [pp loc. pro]i [sc kitap [pp 9 ]] vi ]]

I-LOC book present

'I have a book with me'

Therefore, there must be another reason for the spell out of the copula var. The only element
which the sentences in  (62a,b) have in common, and which can invert with the subject of the SC,
is the phonetically empty locative pro. We assume that this is also the case in (621)) in which the
locative ben-de ('with/at me') is adjoined to AgrP as an optional adjunct,  as occurred in (59).

Let us now consider a similar construction in which the genitive bearing possessor occurs
together with a locative PP, e.g.,  in  (63)

(63) L.g,p ben-de [Ag,p [pp loc.pro]i Isc Hitay-in kitab-1 [pp 4 ]]      var]]
I-Loc Hitay-GEN book-3sg present

'I have Hitay's book with me'

In  (63) the copula is obligatorily spelled out because a PP has inverted with the subject of the SC.

41 An empty pro as the possessor is no alternative because Hit€)1-in glready expresses the possessor.
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We can infer from (624 that the inverted PP is a locative pro and not the overt PP, like in (62b).
The only difference between (62b) and (63) is that the possessor of the book is specified: Hitqy-in.
The conclusion must be that the genitive bearing possessor Hitqy-in is not the inverted predicate.

We can now understand how the structure of the Turkish possessive construction is derived:
from a SC with Hitqy-in kitab-: 2s the subject of the SC and the locative pro (i.e., 0) as the predicate

(see (64)).

(64) [Ag,p [pp loc.pro], [sc Hitay-in kitab-i [pp t1 ]] var]

Hitay-GEN book-3sg present
'Hitay has a book'

What is less clear is how the copula var is built up (in other words: what are the functional heads

which the copula consists of). Notice that the locative existential construction in (59) showed the
same existent:ial verb var. It is plausible that these two existential constructions, (59) and (64), are
distinguished from the common locative construction (in (66)) by a different feature complex
which is also spelled out differently. The 'normal' copula -Dir  is the spell out of person and
number features  and a tense feature:  [T+Agr]· The existential form var is the spell out of person
and number features plus a locative feature (cf. Freeze 1992), i.4 [[P +T]+Agr].

Until now we have assumed  that an empty locative PP was moved to Spec,AgrP (see (59) and

(62-63)) without going into the internal structure o f such a PP. It seems more plausible to assume

a layered structure  of the loc.pro,  i.e.,  [pp   P  [Dp pro]] Similarly  to  what was assumed for Dutch,
the locative P can move out, and by head-to-head movement can be raised to Agr head where the

[[P +T] Agr] complex is spelled out as var. Crucial is that a locative feature is integrated in the spell

out, whereas this is not the case for the common copular form -DIr. The last step is that the
remaining part of the phonetically empty PP is moved to Spec,AgrP. This movement operation

is  represented  in  (65). The movement operation itself   does not basically differ from Dutch  in
which the remaining part of the PP is filled by an overt possessor.

(65) lip possessive sentence
inverted

Pri                                  Age//*
DP         4 TP Agr

T'                [[P + 711  + Agr]

SC               T.-.
DP PP, Fk + T]1

0                 Hitay-in kitabi var
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Yet, the string Hitq-in kitabi cannot be considered a normal possessive noun phrase as discussed
in Subsection 4.2.3, because we also find constructions as in (66), in which (an adverb or) a PP
occurs between the possessor and the possessee.

(66) Hitay-in o banka-da para-st var

Hitay-GEN that bank-LOC money-3sg exist
'Hitay has money on that bank'

Such possessive clausals point to a syntactic structure in which the possessor has moved out of
the DP (plausibly, via movement to Spec,DP which functions as an escape hatch, analogous  to
a Hungarian possessive noun phrase (cf. Szabolsci 1983,1992)). The possessor DP is moved to a
higher position than the adjoined-locative phrase o bankada:2 Analogously to Hungarian again, we
assume that this movement occurs for reasons of topicalization or focalization to peripheral
positions as Topic or Focus.43 Here, we take Spec,CP for that position. This analysis is represented
in (67).

42 This  analysis for the position of the possessor is supported by the fact that, if an adverbial like o bankada is
inserted into a noun phrase, it is made adiectival by additon o f the suffix -ki, e.g., in (i). Cf. Lewis (1985:251).
(i) Hitay-in o banka-da-ki para-si bir milyondan fazladir

Hitay-GEN that bank-LOC-rel money-3sg one million over is
'Hitay's money on that bank is over a million'

43  Hungarian shows the various positions of the possessor DP more clearly than Turkish. In Hungarian possessors
behave like subiects, They bear nominative case (i)  and they are moved to Spec,CP. A possessor which is moved
to Spec,DP gets dative-marked  (ii)  and is focused when moved to Spec,CP (iii)
(i) Kitud6dott  DP ID·     a [ AOF P6ter 60 tilk-a]m (example: Szabolsci  1992)

came-to-light the Peter-NOM secret-3sg-NOM
'Peter's secret came to light.'

00 Kitudddott Ipp Pdter-nek,   [ D a  I *p 4 6    titk-am]
came-to-light Peter-DAT the secret-3sg-NOM

'Peter's secret came to light.'
(iii) Pliter-nek, tud6dott ki IDp     t:   [D·       a   [ t,e,p t,  [*    titk-all]]

Peter-dat came to 11ght the secret-3sg-NOM
'It is Peter whose secret came  to light'
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(67) CP possessive sentence
inverted

Siec -*-                   ---- C'

Agrp                        C

PP,                         AgrP

Agr'

TP Agr

T'                                             [[P +T],    +       gr]

SC                         Ti

DP PP, [Pk +  T]

/\ /- DP k23,
Hitayin„, o bankada |Dp t'= |Ag,p & pm-sl]] var

We assume that, in analogy to the above example with an adverbial PP, the possessor 'runs away'

from the containing DP in all clausal possessive constructions. In such a construction, the
possessor has a topicalized position at the beginning of the sentence (cf. Kornfilt 1997:200-1).
This position of the possessor DP is characteristic for the DATIVIE-possessive construction in
Turkish and yields the possessive reading which corresponds to the English HAVE-construction

(cf. Lewis 1985:251).44
The same derivation is assumed when the possessor is not represented by a full DP, but by an

empty pronominal pro. As argued in Subsection 4.2.3, the possessor DP in a possessive noun

phrase can be either a pronominal form, e.g., 0-nun (he/she-GEN), or an empty pronominal pro,

if the possessor is not emphasized. In order to get a possessive reading of the clause, this pro
moves to the topic position in Spec, CP.

44 Lewis claims that the syntactic grouping of Mebmed'in parm var (Mehmet's money exists) must not be thought
of as consisting in an izafet group +  var,but as: Mebme /parmvar. As evidence for this claim he comes up with
the example in (66) in which possessor and possessee are separated by an adverbial PP. Kornfilt (1997:185)
supports Lewis in his view.
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The GENITIVE-possessive construction

Finally, we consider an identificational possessive construction like (68).

(68) a kitap Hit"-in 1.11
book Hitay-GEN Cop.3sg
' the  book is Hitay's'

b   [sc kitap bp Hitay-in  0 ]]

'I'he structure of this sentence is basically identical to its Dutch and Moroccan equivalents discussed

in Subsections 7.4.2 and 7.5.2, respectively. The basis is a SC with kit* as the subject and an elliptic
DP as the predicate, represented in (68b) The subject of the SC is raised to Spec,AgrP because of
a strong Spec-related Agr feature. The person (3"5 and number (sg) features are optionally spelled
out in  the Agr head as the copular clitic -DIr (Cop.3sg). The derivation is given  in (69) below.

(69) possessive sentence
non-inverted

DP, AQT'

TP Agr:  Spec: <+N,-V, +D:strong>

t'   T  T, Agr

t'

t,                         D

kkap bp b.g,pHit,y-in [NP 0 ]]] 0 / -dir

7.7   Overview and Conclusions

just as in Chapter 4, we close off this theoretical chapter by summarizing in what respects the three
languages differ from each other and in what respects they are similar. In Table 7.2, general

information is given which holds for both the DATIVIE- and the GENITIVE-possessive construction.
This regards the position of the head, and V-to-C movement as applied in the well known V2-
construction (see Haegeman 1994 for details). The V2 effect becomes manifest in Dutch matrix
clauses in which a subject-verb inversion is required after an adverbial in sentence-initial position.
The head-final setting of the Head parameter becomes manifest in embedded sentences. Both
phenomena are not directly related to the expression of possession in the clause, and therefore,
we will keep them separate from the possessive construction in the discussion of the data.
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However, when the question must be answered whether an informant has attained the target state

or not, we cannot completely abstract from these L2 properties. Therefore, this information has
been  integrated  in Table 7.2.

The rows marked 1 provide information on the application ofPredicate Inversion. The rows
marked 2 concern information about the overtness of the movements (o f the predicate or o f the
subject) to TP and AgrP. In the last two rows (3,4), information of a more language-specific kind
can be found. Row 3 provides information on the spell-out of features, and in row 4 the
properties of the possessor DP are given.

From the perspective o f the Conservation Hypothesis, it is crucial to indicate precisely which
are the differences between source and target language, and what has to be learned by Moroccan
and Turkish learners of Dutch. We have indicated this schematically in the three colums of Table
7.2 by marking in bold characters the differences between the source language and the target
language. As the table above shows, the three languages are almost identical with respect to
structure, but they display variation in the realization of the spell-out of the functional features. A
superficial, but important similarity is that in 311 three languages, the DAT'IVE-possessive

construction - the main clausal possessive construction - presents itself in the order possessor-

possessee although the syntactic structure is considerably different.
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Table 7.2         Syntactic  and  morpbological pmperties  ofpossessive  clauses;  diferences  between  source  langufe  and

ta,Ret language are in bold

Dutch Moroccan Arabic Turkish

General properties of the clause
- headedness head-final head-initial head-final
- VS"-to-C movement yes no no

DATIVE-possessive
1.   PP Predicate Inversion yes yes yes

2. Spec-related feature  [- N,- V]
attracting PP

- on T <strong> <strong> <strong>
- on Agr <strong> <weak> <strong>

head-related feature
- on T and on Agr <strong> <strong> <strong>

3.    incorporation of P / LOC
- spell out in present tense yes (P) no yes (LOC)

- spell out in past tense HEBBEN no VAR

HEBBEN KAN VAR-DI

4.   Possessor is: nominative DP full possessor DP: genitive DP
in Spec,Agrp - dislocated topic moved to

adjoined to AgrP Spec,CP
reduced possessor
- P + clitic suffix

GENITIVE-possessive
1.  Predicate Inversion no no no

2. Spec-related feature [+N,-V,+Dl
- on T and Agr <strong> <strong> <strong>

head-related feature
- on T and Agr <strong> <strong> <strong>

3.     spell-out of copula
- m present tense ZON no optional: -DIr

- m past tense ZON KAN -DI

4.   Possessoris:

- part of: ellipted DP ellipted DP ellipted DP
- marked for genitive by: VAN DYAL genitive case
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The Acquisition of
Possessive Clauses

by Turkish Learners

8.1 Introduction

In this chapter, possessive constructions in the clausal domain are described as they are uttered
by Turkish learners. In this and the following chapter, we roughly follow the same line as we
did  for the acquisition of the nominal possessive constructions. First, in Subsection 8.1.1, the
distribution of the main surface patterns is given, first for the four adult learners from the ESF
corpus, and next for the five Turkish children from the Van Helvert corpus. The latter are the
earliest learners in the corpora we had at our disposal. The Vermeer corpus was not used
because the children were already too much advanced at the beginning of the data collection.
Then some predictions on the development are formulated with regard to the possessive

constructions which can be expected under the Conservation Hypothesis (in Subsection 8.1.2).

More particularly, it will be predicted what possessive clauses ofa Turkish learner of Dutch will
look like in the early stages ofacquisition, and how they may develop in the stages which follow.
The predictions are followed by an interpretative structural description of the surface patterns.
The clausal constructions are discussed in the same order as they were presented in Chapter 7:
first the more frequently used DATIVE-possessives (in Section 8.2), and, subsequently, the

GENITIVE-possessive constructions in Section 8.3. At the end ofeach section, the results of the
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Turkish learners are discussed with regard to the developmental stages across learners and to
the predictions which were formulated before. We finish this chapter with an overview of the
acquisition process for possessive clauses in Section 8.4.

8.1.1 Surface patterns and their frequencies

Clausal possessive constructions appear in various shapes. Just like the nominal possessives,
variation may occur in the order of possessor and possessee. As we have seen in the previous
chapter, the order possessor (Y) - possessee (X) typically occurs in DATIVE-constructions
(Subsection 7.2.2), while the order possessee (X) - possessor (Y) typically occurs in GENETIVIE-
constructions (Subsection 7.2.3) and in non-inverted DATIVE-constructions (Subsection 7.2.4,
examples  (21)  and  (22)).  We  take this difference in order as the first dimension  in  the
classification of a possessive clause.

(i)    order of possessor-possessee    : Y X (possessor-initial),
X Y  (possessor-final).

What distinguishes clausal possessive constructions from nominal possessive constructions is
the presence of the copula as a linking element between the possessor and the possessee. This
'linking' copula is either overtly realized,  or  as a zero-marker (see Section 7.3). Hence,  the
second classifying dimension is:

(ii) copula realization: - overt realization,
zero-Inarker.

The cross-classification of the two factors provides four patterns, as can be seen Table 8.1. As
we have seen in the previous chapter, the copula in Dutch is spelled as a form of bebben in

DATIVE-constructions (where the predicate has been inverted with a YX order as result), and
as a form of *,1 in GENITIVE-constructions.

Table 8.1. Classification  of dausal possessive  constructions

Overt copula realization Zero-marker

Possessor-initial YX + overt realization YX + zero-marker
(bebben)

Possessor-final XY + overt realization XY + zero-marker
(Rijn)
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The division of possessive clauses with non-copula realization in two types as in Table 8.1
seems arbitrary, at first sight, but it is not. The distinction is very straightforward, and a

misinterpretation on behalf of the researcher is not likely here. Let us give an example.  I f it is
clear that we deal with a possessive clause, e.g., the clause ' ikjied 0 bike), it must be a DATIVE-
construction with the meaning: 'I have a bike'. It cannot be a GENITIVE-construction because
the meaning would then be:'I am ofthe bike,' which makes no sense. In using this classification

for the raw data, we did not find exceptions or really problematic cases. Existential
constructions, for instance, could easily be distinguished from possessive constructions, even
if the copular spell-out was not target-like (as will be illustrated by the examples in (18a,b) and

footnote 16).

Table 8.2      Distribution  of  fourpossessive patterns  in  dausal constructions  forfour Turkish  learners;

X =  possessee and Y = possessor

YX YX XY XY
bebben zero-marker  *n zero-marker

Mahmut: cycle 1               -              66              -              2
cycle 2                 6                79                -                4
cycle 3                10               109                -                5

Ergun gycle 1              29              28              -              1
cycle 2                92                31                -                4
cycle 3 105            22           4            4

Abdullah: cycle 1              60              12              -              -
cycle 2                78                 14
cycle 3                37                  5                -                1

Osman: cycle 1             29             45             -             5
cycle 2 103             17            3            2

cycle 3                88                 15                6                4

In Table 8.2 and Figure 8.1, the distribution of the four types is given as they emerged in the
second language data ofthe four Turkish adults ofthe ESF corpus over the three cycles of nine
months. The occurrences of the YX type are divided into realizations of HEBBEN  and zero-
realizations; the occurrences of the XY type are divided into realizations of the copula Wn and
zero-realizations. In Table 8.2, the raw scores are given, and in Figure 8.1, the distribution of
the four copula realizations is presented in percentages. The bar diagrams provide insight into
the general developmental line o f each in formant; from the combination  of diagrams  and the

raw scores, it can be inferred, for instance, that Abdullah was the fastest in learning how to use
the new copula bebben, but that  he did not talk so much at the end of the project (because he
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lost interest and even quitted before the end). Mahmut showed he was a good talker, but he
relied almost exclusively on Ll patterns: only a few realizations of the verb bebben.

Mahmut ErgUn
100 - 100-

80- 80 -

  60-     60 - --L-

"- 1         140- .»    liil  20 ,..0 r..
,-71              0

cycle 1 cycle 2 cycle 3 cycle 1 cycle 2 cycle 3

    Hebben (YX)        Zero-YX      Hebben (YX)            zero-YX
     Z4n (XY)              Zero·XY     Zin (XY) r2    zero-XY

Abdullah Osman
100 - 100 -

80 - 80 -                                         -

5
60_   60-

1 40-                  1 40-

2:-  .            . - ,     71   .   .20  
cycle 1 cycle 2 cycle 3 cycle 1 cycle 2 cycle 3

   Hebben (YX)      Zero-YX     Hebben (YX)         Zero-YX
91   Ziln (XY)              Zero-XY  1  an (XY) 0 Zero-XY

Figure 8.1    Distnbution of copula (ypes  (percentages) in clausal possessite constructions for 4 adult Turkish

learners over 2.5 yean  (ESF co,pus)

Figure 8.1 also shows that BE-type copulas gre rarely used (abstracting away from how the
copula is realized), although source and target language share this clausal type. The most
frequent way to encode possession in the clause is definitely by means ofa HAVE-copula (overtly

realized or as a zero-marker). The bar diagrams clearly show that three out o f four informants
learn how to use of the HEBBEN-copula.  In the first cycle, Osman and Ergun did not realize
the verb bebben in about 50% of the cases, but this changed during  the second cycle. Abdullah
had good scores from the beginning, and Mahmut hardly showed any learning effect over the
30 months. These observations are confirmed by the chi squares given in Table 8.3. Only Ergun
and Osman show significant changes  (at the .05 level), indicative of acquisition.
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Table 8.3      Cbi squares (Pearson) computedfor eacb Turkish infor,nant; * = signijicant

X 2                        df
1

significance

Mahrnut 5.663                            2                              .059

Ergun 19.301                             2                              .000*
Abdullah 0.474                         2                           .789
Osman 62.458                            2                              .000*

Table  8.4       Dist,ibution  of copula  (ypes  in  dausal possessive  constructionsforjive Turkish    children    (Van

Heivert  co*us)  over three   periods  of tbne  months;  X  =  possessee  and Y = possessor

YX YX XY XY
bebben zero-marker  *n zero-marker

Nesrin: period 1 2               8               1              2

period 2                            2                 4                14                4
period 3                            1                 1                 4                7

Belgin: period 1                        2              10               -              2
period 2                          4               17                -               2
period 3                            1                 4                 3                3

Sefer: period 1                         1               1               -              1
period 2                            -                 1                  1                 -
period 3                              2                   3                   -                  3

Mehmet: period 1                         -               5               -              4
period 2                            -                 1                  -                1
period 3                               -                                       -                  8

Hagan: period 1                        2               9               -              -
period 2                            1                 7                 2                4
period 3                                                                  2                3

As the zero-markings of the copulas bebben and tin typically occur in the earliest stages of
development, we also present the data of five Turkish children who arrived in the Netherlands

1 In computing the chi squares, the XY pattern is not taken into account because the occurrences of this pattern
were too small in number in all three cycles (see Table 8.2).
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only some weeks before the start of the data collection (Van Helvert corpus). In comparing the
scores of those children with the scores of the four adult informants, one should take into
account that the child corpus is much smaller than the huge ESF corpus (see Section 3.1 for
det·ails about the size)

The most striking facts which can be inferred from Table 8.4 are the great number of zero-
markers and the fact that the children used many more constructions with an XY order and also
more BE-copulas, particularly Nesrin, than the four adults. One child, Mehmet, did not even
attain the realization of bebben throughout the data collection.2

8.1.2 Predictions

Ta\Ae 8.5       Linguistic  knowledge  at  tbe  basis  of tbeformation of possessive  dausesfor Turkish leaniers

General properties of the clause
•    The Head parameter is set as head-final.
•      No Vfin- to-C movement.

DATIVE-possessive
Parametrized syntactic knowledge

•      T and Agr have a <strong>  Spec-related  [- N,  - V} feature triggering raising of  PP.
•      T has a <strong> head-related [- N, - V] feature triggering raising of P.
•    Agr has a <strong> head-related feature triggering the [T+P] complex.

Non-parimetrized syntactic knowledge
•     The possessor is projected DP-internally as the complement of N.
•    The knowledge that P can incorporate into a copular form.

Lexical knowledge
•    P c·an take a zer<) complement: P:  - bp 013

Morphological knowledge
•      Knowledge of the obligAtory spell-out of the [Agr+FT+P]] complex as a ccipul,i when

PBocj incorporates into T.
•      Knowledge of the spell-out of the genitive suffix on possessor nouns.
•      Knowledge of person-number agreement morphology between the DP-internal

possessor and possessee.

2 We have not included the occurrences of HAVE-copulas produced by some of the children during a game
entitled IF'bo is wboF In the game, the players posed questions to each other such as IFie beg# Iva,1 haw, 'Who has
black hairP' Some children began to imitate the sentence, but did not use it in any other context, nor did they use
another form than bef  'have-3sg'. For that reason, the occurrences of bebben from the game sessions were
excluded.

Although phonetically empty in DATIVE-constructions, P contains a locallve feature  Boc]  (c f. Freeze  1992),
which is spelled out as the locative case -da, if the complement of P is lexically filled.
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GENITIVE-possessive
Parametrized syntactic knowledge

•      T and Agr have a <strong> Spec-related  [+N,- V, +D] feature triggering overt raising of
a P.

•      Agr has a <strong> head-related [-N,+V} feature triggering overt raising of the
material in T.

Non-parametrized syntactic knowledge
•     The possessor is projected within the second noun phrase, which is ati ellipted one.

Morphological knowledge
•      Knowledge of the optional spell-out of the copula.

If we bear in mind that the Conservation Hypothesis predicts that a learner relies on the
structure  of his mother tongue, we expect the presence of grammatical properties of Turkish
in the earliest stages of acquisition. The nature of this knowledge - relevant for constructing

possessive clausal constructions - is specified in Table 8.5 and consists o f (i) syntactic knowledge

(parametrized and non-parametrized knowledge), (ii) lexical and (iii) morphological knowledge
with regard to DATIVE-possessive and GENITIVE-possessive constructions.

On the basis o f the linguistic knowledge listed above, we can make a list of which aspects

of linguistic knowledge must be acquired by a Turkish learner of Dutch. Items to be acquired

are listed in Table 8.6.

Table 8.6      Knowledge  to  be  acquired  by  a Turkish  learnef

General properties of the clause

Acquisition ofi
0 VS*#C movement

DATIVE-possessive

Acquisition of:
•    The syntactic knowledge that a possessor is generated within the PP as a complement

of P (no genitive case involved).
•    The morphological rule which spells out the [Agr + [T+P]] complex as a form

of bebben

4   In the summary of this table, we abstract from the Head parameter setting for DP. As discussed in Chapters

4 and 5, Turkish learners depart from a head-final setting. As this does not play a visible role in the acquisition
of HAVE-constructions, this parameter has not been included in the table, nor in the discussion of the acquisition
process,  It will become overt in the syntactlc representation of various examples.
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GENITIVE-possessive
Acquisition of

•     Tlie morphological knowledge rule which spells out abstract genitive case as the
adpositional marker van.

•      The knowledge of the obbiatog spell-out of the BE-copula.

It can inferred from Table 8.6 that there is no resetting to be done for Turkish learners, as far
as the DATIVE- and the GENITIVE-possessive constructions are involved. We will also abstract
from general changes within the clausal domain (in the uppermost row of Table 8.6) because
this is not an aspect of the syntax of possession. So, the work to be done by a Turkish learner,
will concern morphological and non-parameter-related knowledge.

Given the Conservation Hypothesis, we can predict now what the earliest clausal possessive
constructions will look like. On the basis of the Ll properties we might expect: overt copulas

in DATIVE-possessive constructions, genitive marked possessors, ·and optional forms m
GENITIVE-possessive constructions, if the learner had the entire vocabulary of the target

language at his disposal. Such a full mastery of the L2 vocabulary cannot be expected for a
beginning L2 learner. As the Ll structure o f a beginning L2 learner is disguised for ·a long time,
it is not surprising that more Ll elements show up when the L2 vocabulary is more enlarged.
If we  .issume a development of lexical  items in morpheme realization  states  (see  Chapter 2),
content words are supposed to emerge before free functional morphemes, and free functional

morphemes before bound ones. In principle, a copula m.ay be classified both as a free and a
bound morpheme. It can be considered a free morpheme because it is an independent word,
but ifwe take into account that a copula is, in fact, the derived lexicalization of several abstract
features, we pret-er to cl·assify copulas as instantiations of the BFS. This implies that (i) copulas,

as functional morphemes, are supposed to be absent in early learner stages. This le·.ids to the

following predictions.

P  dion 1: No overt copulas in tbe earliest stages

All copular forms (HAVE-types and BE-types) are lacking in the earliest stages o f

acqulsttlon.

Prediction 2: HAVE-copulas before BE-copulas

Frc,ni the perspective of Conservation, copulas that can be considered
equiv.ilent to the Ll copula par - being obligatory in the Ll grammar - will

emerge before the BE-copula, which is always optional in the Ll. From the
perspective of vocabulary learning (cf Subsection 2.4.4), the HAVE-copula  is
more meaningful than the BE-copula since the former is strongly associated with
the possessive relationship, whereas the latter is not.
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The adpositional genitive marker van is comparable to the copula because it is the realization of
the genitive feature, realized as a bound morpheme in the Ll, but as a free morpheme in the
L2.  On the basis o f these properties, emergence of the genitive marker van must be considered
an instantiation of= the BFS, and accordingly, (i) be lacking in the beginning of the acquisition
process, and (ii) emerging approximately at the same time as the HAVE-copula

Under the Conservation Hypothesis, we may even expect a conservation stage in which
van+possessor DP co-occurs with the HAVE-copula because such a construction directly
represents the Ll grammar. In this stage, we expect to find the copula at the end ofthe matrix
sentence (because the headedness  in the clause is still strictly head-final,  as  in  the  Lt).  The
morphological form of the HAVE-copula will be uninflected for two reasons. In the first place,

we  know from earlier research  that all learners start the acquisition  of the  verb by using  an

unanalyzed form without morphological properties. Klein (1986) called it a 'morph', Coenen
& Van Hout (1987) prefer 'stem or root forms and full forms',5  but it may be clear that they
mean that we are dealing with unanalyzed lexical items and wholes, which can be called chunks

(as  a term more generally understood) Coenen  & Van Hout proposed   that the two Turkish
core informants prefer an infinitival as a chunk because, in the primary linguistic data, they are
regularly confronted with infinitivals  in the same position as where they are used to finding
inflected verbal forms in their Ll, viz.,at the end of the matrix sentence.6   So, as long as there
is no variation in the verbal form, Turkish learners produce infinitivals (or full forms) in
sentence-final position for main verbs, and also for the HAVE-copula, viz.,bebben. In the second

place, the Turkish copular form var presents itself as invariable for person and number within
the DATIVE-possessive clause (see Subsection 7.6.2). This reinforces the learner's supposition
that bebben is equivalent to var, and that, consequently, the possessor must be marked for
genitive. In the same line of reasoning, we expect the genitive marking of the possessor to

disappear as soon as the chunk bebben breaks down; in other words: as soon as there will be

inflection on the copula bebben. We formulate this in terms of the following prediction:

DATIVE-possessive
Prediction 3: Co-occurrence ofvan and HAVE-copula

The emergence of bebben as a 'full form' co-occurs with the appearance of a

genitive-marked possessor. In a later stage, when inflected forms of bebben

appear in a subject-verb agreement, the possessor DP is no longer analyzed as

a possessor with genitive marking (marked by van, or as a possessive pronoun)

j
They prefer these terms because 'morphs' of Turkish learners look more like 'full forms' (or infinitivals), and

'morphs' of Moroccan learners are more like 'stems' or *roots', although these stems can have an inflection suffix,
e.g., beeft. Compare Subsection 9.1.2.

6 Similar findings for Turkish learners of Dutch are found inJanssen, Lalleman & Muysken (1981), and to a lesser

degree in Appel (1984) and Lalleman (1986); see also Van de Craats (1994) within a generative framework and
footnote 14 of this chapter.
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but as 9 subject of the verb bebben.

Whatwe cl·aimed  for the emergence of the genitive marker van and the HAVE-copula, also holds
for the emergence ofthe BE-copula, as both are instantiations of the BFS. From the perspective
of Conservation however, it is expected that van will emerge before the BE-copula because (i)
the BE-copula is optional in the Ll (at least in the present tense), and (ii) van has more semantic
content. I.'an is more or less the bearer of the possessive relationship in GENITIVE-possessive
constructions.

GENITIVE-possessive
Prediction 4: I'AN emeiges bffore tbe BE-copula
As van has a more possession-specific meaning than the BE-copula, and the BE-
copula is optional and often absent in the Ll, the genitive marker will appear
first.

The predictions above will be tested on the basis of the production data of the four adult
learners of- the ESF proiect, and on the basis of the children's data from the Van Helvert

corpus.

8.2 DATIVE-possessive Constructions

8.2.1   Description and analysis

Which steps are taken when an L2 learner, like Ergun in the example below, develops from m
Ll -based learner of Dutch  in  (11), to  a target-like speaker in  (lb)? And with which syntactic
representations do these utterances correspond? These questions will be explained in this
section.

(1)  a     die van mii] geen ziekenfonds ERG-3

that of me no health insurance

7  have no health insurance'

b   [ikl heb geen ziekenfonds ERG-13

'I have no health insurance

Two construction types tall under the DATIVE-possessive constructions: (i) the COP+DAT-

construction  as in (la) for Turkish  (cf. Subsection 7.6.2 for a structural analysis), and the
1 1.1\'E-construction as in (lb), typically occurring in the target language (cf. Subsection 7.4.2).
According to the Conservation Hypothesis, the former, the source language construction, is
assumed to be the starting-point of the development which, ideally, ends up with a target

construction by means of an inflected form of bebben. Making use of  his Ll knowledge as

summed up in Table 8.5, the Turkish learner takes the line that a clausal possessive is a

construction, consisting of possessor and a possessee originating in a DP-internal relationship,
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imd a kind of existential copula (M,; 'present, exists'), which is located at the end ot-the clause,

·and which does not agree in person and number with the possessor, nor with the possessee in

a clearly visible way.7  As can be inferred from Table 8.6, the learner has not much restructuring
work to do because there is no parameter resetting to be done, except for the resetting of the
Head parameter, which is not specific for the expression of a possessive relationship in the
clause. Hence, a restructuring8 stage will be lacking, and  constructions that are neither longer
based on an Ll grammar, nor are fully target constructions, will be very limited. Such devi·ances

will be ot- another n·ature, not parameter-related, but morphology-related. With regard to the

target state, we want to emphasize that all possessive constructions are considered target

constructions if they consist of an inflected form of the copula bebben (also if the subject-verb

agreement is not fully target-like, e.g., (14)) and if they figure, for the ma or part,  in a clause-
medial position ofthe matrix clause. Note that we abstract from the precise syntactic structure
of the cl·ause, e.g., with regard to the role of C (attracting Vfin in a target I.2 structure) and the
position of the head. Therefore, the main changes that can be observed will be morphological
changes reflecting the three morphological realization states in the development o f lexical items

(c f.  Chapter 2).
For a learner, the semantically most important parts are the possessor and the possessee,

and he seems to focus on recognizing and producing these two main entities. As adult learners

do not focus on functional elements in the very beginning, only the possessor and the possessee

are supposed to emerge in the Content Word State  (CWS). The copula is supposed to be

lacking. Next, the learner will focus on free functional morphemes as being independent
elements like die ('that'). For the expression of the DATIVE-possessive clause, this state is not
relevant to distinguish. It is more adequate to distinguish a mixed FFS/BFS state in which
bound Ll functional morphemes are expressed by free L2 morphemes, e.g., the copula and the

genitive marker 1.,an. Also possessive pronouns can be produced as the expression of a genitive
bearing possessor. These are divided into a CWS or a BFS state, depending on whether the
learner considers them a chunk or not (the same division is applied in Subsection 5.2.1 for
nominal possessive constructions).

According to the development in morpheme realization states, we expect a step by step

emergence o f the following surface patterns in possessive clauses:

1.  Possessor + Possessee, (bare pattern:  CWS);
2.    -    Possessor + Possessee + Copula without verbal inflection, (FFS/BFS);

-    Possessor(+GEN) + Possessee(+poss.marker) + Copula without

l  See  Subsection  8.1.2, the text preceding prediction  3.

8  Recall that we reserved the term 'restructuring' for a changed parameter setting, and 'acquisition' for non-

parameter-related changes.
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verbalinflection;'
and, as a consequence o f changed base-generation of the possessor and ofPredicate Inversion:

3.   Possessor + Copula with inflection + Possessee.
On the basis o f these expected morphological realization states and the expected shift of the
position ofthe possessor (not related to a strength parameter),  the learner variants in Table 8.7
are divided into Conservation stage, Transition stage (instead of Restructuring stage), and
Target state. Through these stages, the three morpheme realization states are distinguished. The
learner variants of Table 8.7 will be discussed extensively. The number of occurrences of each
variant is given in Table 8.8 in Subsection 8.2.2.

Conservation stage

In the earliest stages of acquisition, alllearners produce expressions consisting o f two nouns
as in (2a) which can be extended as in (2b).

(2) a Belgin straf NES-6

Belgin punishment
'Belgin has punishment; Belgin is punished'

b    [mi in vader] Turkse winkel ABD-1

my father Turkish shop
'my father has a. Turkish  shop'

On the basis of how these noun phrases manifest themselves in early developmental stages, it
is difficult to decide what the syntactic structure is: a bare VP, a small clause, or a fully-fledged
structure with an inverted (loc.pro) predicate? As we have observed before, subsequent stages
of development may provide a cue for which structures might be the preceding ones. In line
with the Conservation Hypothesis, we may assume that the structure underlying (2a,b) is a
Turkish possessive clause (see Subsection 7.6.2), but only in later stages does evidence for this
underlying structure come to the surface as soon as distinctive morphological elements manifest
themselves. Such distinctive morphological elements will be genitive case markers  on  the
'subiect'  (i.e., the possessor) of the copular form bebben.

9  AS the learner will not find evidence for the existence of a possessive marker on the possessee in the target
language, we do not expect to find this feature realized in learners' data.
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Table 8.7 1.'anants  of tbe DATIVE-possessives found in  tbe  developmental  stages  of  four Turkish  adult

learners andfrve Turkish children; possessor DP is indicated by square brackets

Stage Example Sublect code

1. Conservation stage
a. Content Word state (CWS) [Belgin] straf NES-6

- [DP] + NP Belgin punishment/ 'Belgin gets punishment'
[miin vader] Turkse winkel ABD- 1

my father Turkish shop/ 'my father has a Turkish shop'
- [poss. pronoun] + NP Im#n] drie broer ABD-6

my three brother / 'I have three brothers'
b/c. Free/Bound Functional state

(FFS/BFS)
- [I)Pl+NP +clause-final+bebben [Sevgi] vrienden bebben osjf-7

Sevgi friends have / 'Sevgi has a boyfriend'
[(pro)] eentie jongen bebben osM-5

(he) one boy have / 'he has a son'
- [poss.pron.1 + NP + bebben [miin] veel vrienden bebben osM-7

my many friends have/ 'I have many friends'
VAN

- [van-poss.pron.] + NP [clie van mij] auto MAH-9

that of me  car  /  'I  (stressed)  have  a car'
[van onze] geen stadium (=stadion) ERG-17

of our no stadium/ 'We don't have a stadium'
- [van-poss.pron.]+NP+bebben [van ons] ook zo thuis hebben ERG-18

of us also such home have/ 'we have also such a house'

- [van- DP] + NP (+bebben) Ivan een mens] veel schapen ABD-13

of a human being many sheep/ 'someone has many sheep'

2. Transition stage
- [object form]+inflect. bebben als [onil hebt zo een huis ABE»18

if us has such a house  /  'if we had such a house'

3. Target state
- clause-final inflect. hebben [(pro)] vier aas beeft

osM-17

(he) four aces has/ 'he has four aces'
- nc, correct agreement [ikke] be /t un mandaninlo NES- 19

I has a mandarin/ 'I have a mandarin.'
- fully correct target [hii] bee# un brief osM-27
construction he has a letter/ 'lie has a letter'

10 In the transcript, un is used as the spelling for the reduced indefinite article, normally spelled een.
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According to the Conservation Hypothesis, the underlying structure of (2a,b) is a small
clause structure with an inverted phonetically empty PP (as in Turkish), and a phonetically
empty I head because the specific morpheme realization state (BFS) in which functional features
are being realized, has not yet been reached. The representation of (2) is given in (3) (cf.
Subsection 7.6.2 example (67) for the account of the structural analysis).

(3)                                   CP

DPm                                          C'

IP                               C

PP,                                     I'

o     t          SC                I

DP            PP.    Fk + I]

[cp Beigin™ 0 |Dp t     h  p 6 6pstrat U                          01
[cp [miin vader},„ 0 [Dp t'„. IMp t- [Fp Turkse winket}]]         e ]

As it was the case For the nominal possessive constructions (see Sections 5.2 and 5.3), the next
stage of development displays more Ll elements. Consider, for instance, the example in (4).

(4)   mi in- drie brock ABD-6

mv three brother

'I'his string might be a possessive noun phrase with the meaning: ny' three b,ntbm, but given the
fact that we are dealing with an entire sentence here, it cannot be a simple possessive noun
phrase.  If an Ll structural basis is adopted, this string can have the clausal reading represented

in (5).

(5)                  tcp mi in »,„   Itp  [pp 0],   [sc  IFp t™ [8g'p tm [Qp drie broerl]] 4 ]  I] C]

my three brother

'1 have three brothers'

There are several reasons why the clausal analysis is preferred:

11 The diacritical sign -  in the transcript marks a rising contour in combination with a slight pause.
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(i)       within the discourse context,12 the string m» dne bmer has a propositional reading
rather than an 'argumental' reading;

(11)             contrary to Dutch as the L2, the possessor in an Ll-based clausal possessive is marked

for genitive (note that Abdullah already knew the words ik and  94' ('I'  and 'we'), but
that he explicitly used the genitive bearing form mijn).

(iii)         a kind of segmentation is observed after the possessor marked by a slight pause and
a rising contour (indicated in the transcript by the diacritical sign: -); it is indicative o f
a topicalized position.

Additional arguments can be found in other utterances, which give the following constructions:

(iv) constructions, produced by Mahmut, in which the genitive-marked possessor (m») is

separated from its possessee by particles such as niks ('nothing, not'), or ook ('also');

see  (6);

(v) constructions, produced by Osman, in which the genitive-marked possessor (m#n) co-
occurs with bebben; see  (8);

(vi) constructions, produced Mahmut, Ergon and Abdullah himself, in which the genitive-
marked possessor is preceded by van,· see the examples  in  (11).

We would like to discuss these constructions starting offwith the particles as separators. Just
as in Turkish (cf. Subsection 7.6.2, example (67)), the possessor can be separated from its

13possessee by particles, e.g., ook 'also', or the negator niet/ niks, 35 in  (G)·

(6) a miin niks andere familie MAH-9

I-GEN nothing other family
'I have no more relatives.'
[cp mijn,    [Ip  Ipp 0],  IN. p niks  6c  6p t'„, [Mp  t,„ [pp andere familie]]]  4 ]  Neg]  I]  C]

b miin ook auto MAH-15

I-GEN also car

'I have also a car.'
[cp mijn",   6p ook  Gp   [ p 01,   6c  bp t'.. b.g,p t„, [Np auto ]]] 14] I]]  C]

In this example, Mahmut does not use the nominative form ik, which he already knows, but the
genitive-bearing pronoun mgn. As we already noticed in Section 5.2, he produces m9n as a
pronoun in Spec,AgrP, bearing an abstract genitive case, although he does not know the
morphological implications of assigning an abstract genitive case.

12 The context was a conversation between Abdullah and a housing officer. Abdullah explained the situation at
home.
Officer: Je hebt geen eigen kamer? (You don't have a room of your own?)
Abdullah: Wil hebben +// miin° drie broer #. (We have +// (= starts again) my three brothers).

Alles wilt zelf een kamer. (All of them want a room of their own.)

13 An alternative analysis of the two sentences in (6a,b) is the one in which ook and niks are attached to the DP,
but such an analysis does not alter the fact that possessor and possessor occur separately.
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The early learners of the Van Helvert corpus show similar constructions as in (5-6), but
·also an earlier variant showing a nominative-case-marked possessor as in (7a) besides the

genitive-bearing form mgnm (71)). The object form m# in (7c) is exceptional in this context.

(7)  a ikke deze SEF-15

I-NOM this
'I  have this  one'

b mi in° andere naam SEF-27
I-GEN other name

'I have another name'
c mij dit koe MEH-8

I-DAT/ACC this cow
'1 have this cow'

We assume that the structural analysis of these three sentences is identical to the one in (3)  and
that the learner considers ikke in (7a) as an abstract genitive bearing form iust like (71)). The
chronogical order in which ik(ke) 2nd mijn emerge, varies from informant to informant, but it
is clear that these variants precede the emergence o f the clauses in which the genitive is marked

by van 'of; see the discussion later in the examples under (11).
We now pass to the next morpheme realization state characterized as the FFS/BFS. The

features constituting the copula 1)ar 'exist/present' are obligatorily spelled out in Turkish. So,
it is not surprising that the uninflected form bebbeni4 emerges as an equivalent of var, which is

not overtly marked for person and number in Turkish either.15  Such an early appearance of-
bebben at the end of the clause is exemplified by Osman in (83), represented in (8b).

(8) a miln veel vrienden hebben OSM-7

my many friends have

'I have many friends'

14

In principle, any other form of bebben would be equally well possible here, but the infinitival form is more

plausible as Turkish learners often start the acquisition of verb forms with ' full forms' (because these verb forms
typically occur at the end of the clause where Turkish learners expect to find the conjugated verb form in their
Ll). Such an infinitival 'full' form figures, for instance, in (i)
(i)    dan (pro)         twee maand geld baien ERG-12

then (ik) two months money fetch
'then I get money for two months'

15 Faris not marked for plural because the possessee with which it agrees, is unspecific, and not marked for
person because possessive DATIVE-constructions always carry the third person role, which is not spelled out in
the present tense of the copula 'to be' (stem: i-) (see Lewis 1985).
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b               CP

DP„,                                         C'

IP                  C

PPi                                     I'

DP G  SC   I
DP      PP,    [Pk + Il

mi nm 0               Dp t'„, L.g,p t= [Qp veel vrienden]]] hebben

In fact, there is no structural difference between (8b), in which the functional features in the I

head are spelled out as bebben, and the Turkish equivalent, in which the spell-out is uar. In the
L2 realization of the functional heads in I (bebben), person and number are not overtly marked
iust like in the Turkish form var. 16

In line with the above analysis, we assume that the clause in (9a) has the same structure

since it occurs in the same recording session as  (8). A more target-like analysis as in  (9b)  is
possible. In this analysis, the possessor Seqi is base-generated as the complement of P;  the PP

containing the possessor Se!0 is subsequently moved to Spec,IP as a result of overt Predicate
Inversion as represented in (9b). This analysis, however, may be possible, but not plausible
because of (8).

(9) a Sevgi vrienden hebben OSM-7

Sevgi friends have
'
Sevgi has a boyfriend'

16 The similarity between the properties of L2 lexical item bebben and the  Ll  item  var also manifests  itself  in

existential constructions, e.g., in @, and with an inflected form of bebben (3.Sg) in (ii)

0          [tp bp loc·prol, [sc [:,p veel mensen] L ]P+I= hebben] OSM-7

many people have

'there are many people'
61)         6,  daar  [m [pp loc.pro ], It· P+I= heeft  [sc lDp geen  pilsl  4 1111

osM-20
there has no beer

'there is no beer over there'
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b                                      IP

PP,                                  I'.-.
DP          4                   SC                                I

A
DP           4     Pk + I

1
1

Sevgi | p vrienden] hebben

In the instances (8) and (9), the possessor was expressed by a pronoun or a full noun. The
examples in  (10) show that the possessor pronoun can be dropped, if the possessor is topical
and the topic is continued (an Ll based rule; see Subsection 4.2.3 and Kornfilt 1990). This pro-
drop phenomenon is observable irrespective of the fact whether the functional features are

already spelled  out as a copular form  (101))  or not (103).

(10) a CWS: (pro) eent)e fiets OSM-3

(1.sg) one bicycle
'
I  have a bicycle'

tcp pro„. 6 [loc.pro], [sc bp t'", [ag,p t„, [gp eentie fiets] Agr]D]  41  I] C]
b FFS: (pro) eentie iongen hebben OSM-5

(3sg) one boy have

'he has a son'
[cp pro,. 6p [loc.pro], 6c Dp t'„, IMp t„, [Qp eentle iongen]Agr]D] 41 hebben] C]

Bet-ore reaching the target state, some learners show a variant like, for instance, the clauses in

Ella-d), in which the possessor is preceded by the genitive marker van 'of=.' It is striking that

pronominal possessors preceded by t'an (1 la-c) emerge earlier in the development process than
full noun possessors (lld). In this respect, they reflect the developmental order of the nominal

possessive constructions which shows strings such as van  m(in  broer' of my brother' before pan

Peter broer'ot- Peter brother' Gee Subsection 5.2.1)

(11)    51   die van mii auto MAH-9

that of my car

'I (stressed) have a car'
[cp [die van mii]„, [tp [loc.prol, [sc 6p t„, auto] ti ]0] C]"

b    van miin niet      pi in                 (target: ik beb geen piin) HAG-18
1-GEN not pain'
I  have  no  pain'

17 For the possessive string ibe van m# in which die stresses the possessive pronoun, see Subsection 5.3.1
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[cp It'an mi in]„. [Ip Boc.pro], 61·gp niet [sc bp t„, piin]  4 1 Neg] 0 ] C]
c    van ons ook zo thuis hebben ERG-18

of us also such home have

'we also (want to) have such a house'

tcp [van ons]m bp ook [tp Boc.pro], [sc IDp t„, zo thuis] 4 ] hebbenl Cl
d   van een Inens veel schapen ABD-13

of a human being many sheep
'someone has many sheep'
[cp [van een mens]„.  6p [loc.pro], [sc 6p t„,  [Qp veel schapen]] 41  0] C]

Constructions of the variant in (lla-d) clearly display the genitive-marked possessor which is

characteristic of the underlying Ll structure. One might object that the above possessive clauses

have the same structure as in Moroccan Arabic, in which the entire PP is inverted, and that van

is a locative preposition, an alternative of the Dutch preposition aan or voor ('to'). Of course,

this possibility cannot be excluded completely. If we consider the last example in (11* (van un
mens veet scb®en), there is no spell-out of the copula, and, therefore one might suppose that the
entire PP van un mens his been inverted with the possessee and is moved to Spec,IP. In such

a case, van should be interpreted as a locative preposition, which is not implausible if this were
a string uttered by Ergun who, typically, overgeneralizes the use of- van Gee footnote 18).  For
Abdullah, however, this is less plausible because (i) he did not show such overgeneralization of

van, and (ii) he already used to spell out the functional heads in I as a form of bebben, ·and (iii) a

Turkish learner is used to incorporatig the locative feature but not to spelling it out. Moreover,

iust the fact that the possessor DP  does not figure in Spec,IP explains the systematic lack of

agreement between the possessor and bebben, and the occurrence of the genitive-marked DP,
which is no longer found as soon as bebben is replaced by an inflected form. When inflection of
the verb bebben emerges, the possessor seems to have become a subject, and can no longer be

case marked by a genitive.18 Consider, for instance, the clause in (12), a telling example for an

important shift in Ergun's learner's grammar.

(12)         ik heb ook // van miin ook zak ERG-19

I have also // of mine also bag

18 .Although the genitive case marker  is not compatible   with a sublect  in  the   L2  (but  it  is  in  the   Ll,  viz.,in
possessive and embedded clauses), Ergan shows such variants. He overused the genitive as a de fault case marker
for subjects, direct and indirect objects, and locative and directional expressions. He even 'corrected' the subject

form  b# in a form case marked by van in (i)

(i)          hii // van hem niet Adt ERC-20

he-NOM // ofhim does not drive
'he does not drive a car'

This supports, in fact, the Conservation Hypothesis, because it shows how strictly the Ll morphological rule of
overt case realization is applied by Ergun. For more examples and details, see Van de Craats & Van Hout (1993
In the Van Helvert corpus, Hagan exhibited a similar tendency.
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'I  also have  a bag'

Chunks

In (12), Ergun seems able to construct a possessive clause by using bebben, and he even uses an
inflected form of bebben, but he produces a self-correction in the wrong direction: he changes

a correct form (ik beb) into an Ll-based form, in which the pronominal possessor is genitive
case marked by van. This is not an error, nor the remainder of a previous stage, but it is just the
beginning of a new stage in which the chunk [ik-beb] breaks down. Interestingly, all
instantiations o f the verb bebben that occur before recording session 17 are ik beb or the 'root'
form bebben in clause-final position.19 The invariable character of the string ik beb makes it

plausible that we are dealing with a chunk [ik-beb] here. This chunk is only used if the possessor
is a first person singular; if the possessor is a second person or third person, Ergun has other
solutions: (i) drop the pronominal and use the invariable form bebben, or (i) use the DP + NP
combination.

(13)   a   0,0) NP + bebben
(pro) frikandel hebben? ERG-6

(you)  sausage have
do you wantto have a saugge

b    DP + NP + 0
mtin vnend twee diploma ERG-11

my friend two diploma
'my friend has two diplomas'

This is the state of affairs, when the examples in (14) show up.

(14) a   van onze geen stadion ERG-17

of  ,ur-infl. no stadium

'we do not have a stadium'
1,-p tran onze},„ Ilp 6C  Dp t„, geen stadium] 4 1 0] C]

b   van ons ook zo thuts hebben ERG-18

of us also such home have
'if we also had such a house'

tcp Ivan ons],„   bpook  6p Foc.pro], [sc  6, t , zo thuis] 4 1 hebben]] C]

The above examples illustrate the conservative character of Ergl:in's clauses. In (144b) he is
using the possessive pronoun van  ons/ onKe because it is the possessor derived from the
Spec,AgrP position within the DP (SC-internal). Togetherwith the constructions in (14), other

19
Except for one example in session 9: die ander auto heef ongeluk (*that other car has an accident').
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forms of bebben appear, e.g., in (15).

(15) a als 14 garage beeft (target form: hebt) ERG-18

if you garage have

'if you have a garage'
b   miin vader beeft wel

my father has indeed

'my father does have one'

At the beginning of cycle 3, the breakdown of the chunk is continued. Now, we find the clause

in (12) and similar examples. Examples like the one in (12) are still found in session 25, together
with target strings  like #b bebben  ('we  have')  and  e. bed ('she  has').  Concluding, we may  claim

(i) that Ergon  did  not use any target stage constructions before session  19,  (ii)  that  he was still
producing conserved possessive clauses until session 25, and (iii) that a period of overlap
between conservation and target constructions had started in session 18 with the emergence of
variable forms of bebben. What exactly chunks are and what exactly fully analyzed forms are,  can
only be decided by approximation. We can safely assume that HAVE-constructions from session

26 onwards are target constructions.
Mahmut followed the developmental path taken by Ergun. He also started by using

chunks. The chunk that emerged first is [ik-beb], which was used in addition to the sentence-final
uninflected form bebben. During the last cycle, a second chunk emerged: [beb-ik]. This chunk

formation becomes clear in sessions 24 and 25 when Mahmut produced the following clauses.

(16) a ik zo probleem [heb-ik] MAH-24
I such problem    [have-I]
'I have such problems'

b ik [heb-ik] # anders niks MAH-24
I [have-I] other nothing
' I have nothing else'

c     (pro)     [heb-ik] niet parttime MAH-25

(D [have-I] not parttime
'I do not have part-time work'

Transition stage

Abdullah may have had similar problems as Ergun and Mahmut before the start of the data
collection. However, he was already able to use various inflected forms of bebben from session

4 onwards. He proved to be able to produce the string w#' bebben several times already when
suddenly, in session 18, he came up with the clauses in (17).
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(13   a als ons hebt zo een huis ABD-18

if us have-Pres.2sg  such a house

'if we had such a house'
b onzem heb ook een huis ABD-18

us-inflected have-Pres. lsg  also a house
'we also have a house'

The question arises why he makes this 'error' just here, if he is able to Use Uti bebben. In (173)
the reason may be that he does not know how to express the conditional mood, but in (171))
in which there is no conditional, he produces the same construction. Actually, two facts are
remarkable in the above constructions: (i) the object form ons/ono, And (ii) the singular form

beb(9. The latter is the more remarkable because Abdullah does not make agreement errors. So,
there must be a reason for him not to establish subject-verb agreement. As we already saw for
Osman (see footnote 17 of this chapter), the form bebt/ begt is 21SO used in existential clauses.
Recall also that in Turkish the same copula var is used for existential and DATIVE-possessive
constructions (cf. Subsection 7.6.1) . 1 fwe take into account that Abdullah had already produced
a few existential constructions before session 18 (e.g., in (18)), it is plausible that (174b) are also
existent:ial constructions. Consider first (18).

(18)     a muziek heeft ABD-11

music has-Present.3sg
'
there is music'

IIP IFF 10C.pre], [sc muziek t, } Pllor] +I- heeft]
b   in Nederland heb Tilburg ABD-25

in Netherlands have-Present. lsg Tilburg
'there  is  Tilburg in tile Netherlands'
lip in Nederland [ip  [pp loc.prol, I l' P[10.1 + I = heb kc Tilburg 4 ]]]]

The differences between (182) and (181)) are (i) the position of the I head which has changed

from head-final in (183) to head-initial in (18b); and (ii) the presence of an optional adjunct PP
in Nederiand in (18b).21  Let us now go back to the sentences in (17), repeated here as (19). If

(17a) is intended as an existential embedded clause introduced by the complementizer alr ('if),
bebt ('has') is the existential copula, and there must be a loc.pro. But what may be the function

o f ons ('US')? Ok· figures in a position where optional adjuncts normally occur (cf. example (59)
in Subsection 7.6.1). This points to the role of beneficient or the person involved, very similar
to the dative-marked possessor. The meaning of these clauses differs only minimally from a

20 In our learner varieties, the form on  ('us/our'-inflected) alternates with ons (*us/our') without any difference

m meaning.

21 We come to this switch of headedness when we discuss the target state.
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normal possessive sentence as illustrated in (19)

(19)  a als ons (loc.pro) hebt zo een huts

if us-DAT/ACC (there) have.Pres.2sg such a house
'if there were such a house for us'
tcp als hp ons     bp  Ipp  loc.pro1, [t. Plio,·1 +1= hebt [Sc zo een huis t, 1]]]]

b onze (loc.pro) heb ook een huis

us-inflected-DAT/ACC      (there)  have.Pres.l sg 9150 a house

'for us there is also a house'

Lp onze bp  [pp loc.pro], 6· P[to«] +I- heb   Isc ook een huis t, ]]]]

In short, the two sentences in (17) and (19) should not be considered possessive clauses, ·and
consequently, they cannot be classified as belonging to the transition stage.

Target state

After the necessary morphological changes have taken place within a fully Ll-based structure

the syntactic knowledge is acquired that in Dutch the possessor is base-generated within the
locative PP. By means of this linguistic knowledge, target constructions can be made. Note that
for the notion of the target state of the DATIVE-possessive the criteria summed up in Table 8.6
are used and abstracted from the general properties of the clause summed up in Table 8.6. This
implies that target state constructions are characterized by an inflected form of bebben and a
possessor in the subject form. From (i) the position of the intlected verb, for example, (ii)
subject drop, and (iii) thelackofsubject-verbagreementwere abstracted. Thus, the clauses in

(20) and (21) were considered to be target variants.

(20) (pro)    vier aas heeft OSM-16

(he)     four aces    has
'he has four aces'
bP Ipp pro], [sc bp vier aas]  T ]P+I= heeft ]

In (20), for instance, an inflected form of bebben was found in a matrix clause in clause-final
position. This indicates to a typical head-final structure of the category IP, and a lack of
movement from V to C. Another Ll element in (20) is the empty pronominal, which is a
dropped topical possessor which is presumably generated as the complement of a locative

preposition because the inflected form begftwas found. The variant of (212) is also considered
a target state construction irrespective of the incorrect subject-verb agreement (and not as an
unanalyzed form, because Nesrin displayed considerable variation in the inflection of bebben).

(21 b) seems a perfect target construction.
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(21) a ikke heeft un mandariin NES-19

I has a mandarin oringe
'
I  have a mandarin'

b hii heeft un brief osM-27
he has a letter

'he has a letter'

A further issue, however, unrelated to the syntax of possession itself is the position of the verb
in those learner variants. The problem is sketched in brief below.

Superficially, (2la,b) are target HAVE-constructions. Yet, there are some serious objections
to adopting a target V2 (verb second) structure for (213,b) Learners from both the Van Helvert

corpus and the ESF corpus, did not systematically apply a subject-verb inversion following an
adverbial adjunct in clause-initial position (e.g., in (22a)), nor a correct verb placement in
embedded sentences, e.g.,in (221)),as required in Dutch. Consider first the instances in (22),
as  :1 native speaker of Dutch would produce them.

(22)      Dutch of a native speaker 
a   verb second

hier heb ik een mandarijn

here have I    a mandarin orange

'here 1 have a mandarin'
[cp hier [c· heb, [tp [ ik], [t· Isc   een mandartin 4]   4 ]]]]

b    SOV order in embedded sentence

ik geloof dat Nesrin een mandariin heeft

I believe tliat Nesrin a mandarm orange   has
' I believe that Nesrin has a mandarin'
ik geloof  tcp   [C· dat  [Ip  [Nesrin], 6  [sc   een mandarijn 4 1 heeft]]]]]

Instead of producing (22), Turkish L2 learners are inclined to produce the SVO order in both

constructions,  e.g.,  (23).

(23)     Dutch of a Turkish L2 learner
a   no verb second

hier ik heb een mandariintje

here I have a mandarin orange

[cp  (hier) [c· bp  hier [Ip [ ik], 6· hebi  [sc een mandarijntie t,]  1, ]]]]

22
In (22a) and (221)),  this is abstracted from beb/be(/t being derived from [P+I].
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b     Si/0 order in tbe embedded sentence

ik geloof dat Nesrin heeft een mandariintie
I believe that Nesrin has a mandann orange
ik geloof   [cp    [c· dat  [tp [ Nesrin],  6· hee«  Isc  een mandarijntie  4 ]    t,  ]]11

Both sentences can be generated by means of head-initial functional heads. In (23a), the
adverbial bier is adjoined to IP (what is typical for Turkish, English and Romance languages),

while such adverbials are topicalized to Spec,CP in Dutch and German.23  It is highly plausible

that our Turkish learners adopted this structure simply by resetting the head-final value of the
Head parameter to a head-initial value,  the more so because the switch o f headedness can be

considered a relatively easy shift. There is sufficient lexical evidence in the matrix sentence of
the primary linguistic input (cf. Hulk (1991) for a comparable shift by Dutch learners of French,
and  compare  also the findings  for the nominal domain in Chapter  5). In early  and  more

advanced stages of development, the clausal types (24) and (25) frequently occur in the data.
See Van de Craats (1994) for a more detailed discussion on the acquisition ofword order in the

clause. Here,  only  a few examples are given for each of the informants.

(24)   no verb second
a     in Turkije   ook margarine be # (target: in Turkije is er ook margarine) OSM-18

in Turkey also margarine has ( in Turkey is there also margarine)
'in Turkey, there is also margarine'

b    5 ianuari    ik beb geboortedatum (target 5 januari heb ik mijn veriaardag)     ERG-20
5 January   I have birthday

'January 5 is my birthday'
c dan ik beb   twee jongens een meisie (target: dan beb ik twee iongens) ABD-9

then I have   two boys one girl

'then I had two boys and a girl'
d   vandaag    ik beb buik slaan (target: vandaag heb ik buikonderzoek) MAH-27

today I have belly hit
'
today 1  had a belly examination'

(25)     SVO order in tbe embedded sentence
a orndat hier bebt geen werk (target: omdat er hier geen werk is)    OSM-18

because here has no work

'because there is no work over here'

23 If early learners adopt a structure in which V does not move to C, this must also become manifest in wh-
questions. And, indeed, it does. Although wh-elements are fronted, the verb is not moved to C, e.g:

C) Wat ik moet betaal? (target Wat mon ik betaleni)
What I must payp

ERC-18

'What must I Pap'
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b als ik beb Nederlands vriend (target: als ik een Nederlandse vriend beb) ERG-26

if        I have Dutch friend
'if I have a Dutch friend'

C als ik beb een vriie tiid (target: als ik vri ie ti id heb)   ABD-18

if       I have  one free time
'if I have free time'

In view of the above considerations, we assume that the structure for (21) is the one presented

in (26). In that analysis, the restructuring is restricted to a switch o f headedness for the I head,
and there is no CP projection involved. Note that this resetting of the Head parameter is not
target setting. Therefore, a re-resettingwill be needed. Of course, the resetting to a head-initial
value is not limited to possessive and existential clauses as in (24-25), but extends to all verbal

clauses of the informants (see again Van de Craats 1994), except for Mahmut who still fully
relies on his Ll grammar. The consideration o f (26) as a target DATIVE-possessive construction
is prompted by:
(i)    the incorporation of an abstract P into the I head, spelled out as a finite form of the verb

bebben.

(ii) the disappearance o f the genitive marker on the possessor DP.

Ge ikke heeft un mandartin

IP

PP,                                                               I'A
tk        DP           I                                   SC

Pk + I<lsg> DP PP,

1
/-

ikke heeft Lp un mandari in]

In (19), the possessor is no longer a part of-the subject of the small clause, but is basegenerated
as the complement of a covert P which is incorporated in the I head (in head-initial position
here, but that position is irrelevant for the acquisition of target DATIVE-possessive).24 Next, the

PP, which is no longer phonetically empty, is moved to Spec,IP; subsequently, subject and

copula can agree in person and number. This (abstract) agreement takes places in (26), although
the child speaker has not yet found the correct spell-out of the features involved.

Let us close off this section with a remarkable example illustrating that an important
change in the base structure has taken place: the base-position of the possessor has changed

and  incorporation of a preposition into the I head has taken place. The question arises of

24 In a head-final setting, the clause ikkeun mandarin beep would also be a target DATIVE-possessive construction.
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whether there is evidence in the acquisition data for these phenomena. Consider (27)  for this
purpose.

(23 a ik alleen thuis van hebben25 ERG-6

I only home of have
'I only want to have a house'

b   ik alleen [thuis-van] hebben
c   ik alleen fhuis [van-hebben]

The  question  can be raised what the status  is  of van in (273) There are two possible answers:

(i) van is a suffix on the possessee tbuis (27b), or (ii) van is a free prepositional morpheme (27c)
The first possibility, represented in (27b), is unlikely, because van as a marker on the possessee

does not occur in Ergun's data. The sentence in (27c) indicates that van is in a position adjacent
to the verb bebben. If so, what is the exact position of van and what does it express? Consider

(28).
(28)                                IP

PP,                                         I'

DP 4 SC                     I

DP PPi                  I/- 1
ik                       6p alleen thuls] Jan hebben

As for the second possibility represented in (27), we assume that van is not a realization of the

genitive case, but a locative preposition generated in the prepositional predicate of the SC. That
is not implausible because Ergun considerably overgeneralizes the use of van, also for locative

expressions  (see footnote  18 of this chapter). The overt locative preposition van, generated in

P, is moved to I, to which it adjoins. If the preposition originates from within the PP, it is also
plausible that its complement position is filled, viz., by the possessor ik. In that case the entire
PP (including ik and the empty head P) inverts with the subject, which yields a 'possessor
subject' in Spec,IP. This construction is target-like except in the following respects:
(i)              the adjunction of van instead of the incorporation of van +   in -* bebben;

(ii) the head-final nature of the functional projections;
(iii)            the lack of subject-verb agreement.

Summarizing, we have seen how learners acquire the DATIVE-possessive construction in three

steps:

25 Ergiin wants to say: "I only want to have a house, not an apartment in a building."
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1.     the DATIVE-possessive construction is based on the Turkish Ll structure, as in (3);
2.      an intermediate construction emerges in which an equivalent for the Turkish existential

copulawas found in the Dutch bebben, and in which the possessor is still bearing a genitive
feature, sometimes realized by mn or a possessive pronoun, as in (13);

3.         a construction based  on the possessor within a PP predicate, as  in  (20).

Moreover, we have seen that the learners seem to have carried out a switch of headedness for
1 (and probably for all functional categories in the clausal domain) on the basis of positive
evidence of the word order in the matrix clause (which does not correspond to the L2
grammar).

8.2.2 Results

After the explicit analysis of the various possessive variants produced by the four Turkish
informants of the ESF database and the five Turkish children of the Van Helvert corpus,
questions arise as to (i) how many occurrences of each possessive variant are attested in the
learner's production data, and  (ii) to what extent the learners attain target knowledge of the
DATIVE-possessive construction. We first consider the results of the adult learners brought
together in Table 8.8 (in relation to Table 8.7).In Table 8.8, more distinctions are made than
in Table 8.7, viz.,at two points: (i) for Ergan the strings ik-beb 0 have; ' I have') are counted
separately bec·ause they are considered unanalyzed wholes, and (ii) the pronominal possessors

are distinguished from the full DP possessors, because it seems that the latter lag behind in the

development of the possessive clause.
The first result that c·an be inferred from the above table is that alllearners used forms

of bebben, but only three of them attained target knowledge of HAVE-possessives; two out of
tbur inform·ants (ifwe leave out the unique example produced by Ergiin in cycle 1) even did
so within the first cycle. The two fast learners - Abdullah and Osman - almost skipped FFS/BFS

constructions within the conservation stage: for them, the spell-out of functional hegds leads

tc, .in intlected form of the target copula bebben. Particularly Ergun still applied the Ll

morphological realization rule in the cycle: he was still using possessive forms (e.g., mugnand van

m#n) instead of subiect forms.
A conspicuous outcome is ·also that full noun phrase possessors more often occur in

combination with a zero realization of bebben than pronominal possessors. This tendency is

decreasing toward the end o f cycle 3, but is still observable for all learners in the last cycle. In
cycle 3, Osman and Abdullah, being the best learners, do not exhibit any zero realization of the
copula in combination with a pronominal possessor, but in the case of a full noun phrase

possessor, they use as many zero realizations as overt HAVE-realizations, or even more
(Osman). Only when we consider the results of the last sessions (these are sessions 26 and 27

for Osm;in, and 25 for Abdullah), a 100% score is attained, so no more zero realizations are
found.
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Table  8.8        Distnbution   of tbe   variants   of  tbe   DATIVE-possessive  constniction  produced   ky four adult

Turkish learners over developmental stages

Mahmut Ergun Abdullah Osm;in

Cycles
1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

1. Conservation stage
CWS
Dp + Np                        64    74 108   26   23     8    11   10   5   45    16    15

- poss.pronoun + NP 1 4- -461--- 1

FFS/BFS
DP + NP + Hebben -    2   3   11   2 7 1   4   1 14 10    1

- chunk + NP -    4   7   17 85 52    -    -   -   -      -    -

- poss.pron + NP +Hebben - - - - - - - - -6  1-
VAN
- van-poss.pron+NP 1 1 1 2 4 7-3- -  - -
- van-poss.pron+NP+Hebben     -       -     -     -      1      -     -     -     -     -        -     -
- van-DP + NP - - - - -1-1 --          --

2. Target state
full DP + Hebben +D P         -      -      -     1 - 3 2 7 5 1 10   5

- prominal + Hebben + DP        - - -  -  4 43 57 67 31 8  82 82

Total          66 85 119 57 123 127   72  92  42  74  120 103

Evidently, the acquisition proceeds within the pronominal construction. That is not surprising
because a pronominal possessor provides more reliable information on its Case than a full noun

phrase possessor. Only a pronominal possessor, clearly marked for a nominalive, can convince
the learner that he should reject the genitive marking of the possessor in HAVE-constructions,
and that a subject-verb agreement is required instead.

Although the copula bebben emerged in very early stages already, not all forms of bebben

turned out to be morphologically analyzed. Ergan is a good example of such a behavior: he
was using ik-beb, which was later replaced by bebben (sentence-final) or by a genitive bearing

possessor van mljn (see example (12)). To give a clear picture of  the acquisition results of the

informants we have determined the percentage of target variants for each informant over the
three cycles. In Figure 8.2 we give the percentages of all HAVE-forms irrespective o fwhether
it is a morphologically analyzed form, and irrespective of how the possessor manifests itself.

In Fig. 8.3 we give the results in percentages only for the HAVE-constructions which we
consider as target variants, irrespective of whether the subject was dropped, or whether the

subject-verb agreement was correct.
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HAVE-realizations target HAVE-constructions
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cycle 1 cycle 2 cycle3 cycle 1 cycle 2 cycle3

Mahmut - Ergun Mahmut -  Ergun

Abdullah -·-·-·-·- Osman Abdullah -·-·-·- Osman

Figure 8.2 Results on tbe acquisition of tbe HAVE-constmctionforfourTurkisb adult informants: lit for
all  realkations  of HEBBEN;  rigbtfor  all  tailet  constructions

The difference in the results of the four informants are accounted  for by the occurrence of
chunks and the morphological development that must take place. This development can be
observed at the surface of the DATIVE-possessive clauses for Osman and Ergun, and much less
so for Abdullah and Mahmut, who had not fully abandoned the conservation stage at the end
of the data collection (his scores  are not visible  in the right graph).

At the beginning of this chapter, the overall results o f the adult and children in formants
were presented in the Tables 8.2 and 8.4, respectively. It was a striking fact that the children
used the GENITIVE-possessive construction more often than the adults; but how often do they
use the different DATIVE-possessive variants compared to adults? For this comparison we took
only the results of cycle 1 (the first nine months of the ESF data collection)  for the adults, and
compared them to the results of the first nine months (which is equal to all sessions of the child
corpus) for the children. These data are listed in Table 8.9.26

From Table 8.9, it can be inferred that the differences between adult and child learners are
not very striking. As for the children, target constructions form the minor part o f the DATIVE-

constructions, 'conserved' patterns are in the majority. Only three out of five children show
variants in which the Ll morphology becomes manifest. Those variants - rare as they may be -
show exactly which representation still leads  the L2 learner in constructing his possessive

clausals. It is not the case that all learners show evidence for an underlying Ll construction;
Nesrin and Belgin do not show Ll based morphemes, Sefer, Mehmet, and Hagan do. In this
respect, the latter three children do not differ from the adult learners.

26 Recall that the ESF corpus is much more extensive, and that the adults were several months longer in the
Netherlands at the start of the data collection.
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Table 8.9 Dist,ibution of DATIVE-possessive variants produced by four  adult Turkisb learners and five

Turkish  children  over  tbe.first  nine  months   of acquisition

adult informants child informants

MAH ERG ABD OSM NES BEL SEF MEH HAG

1 Conservation stage
CWS: DP+Np                                64         26      11        45      13        31 4 4  13

poss.pronoun +D P             1        -       1        -
- -1 1-

FFS/BFS:   DP + NP + bebben - 11 1     14 - -1- -
poss.pronoun+NP +bebben       -          - - 6     -

van+poss.pron + NP 1 2- - - - - -3
2. Target state -     18   59     9    5      7   2    -   3

Total       66 57 72 74 18 38 8 5  19

8.2.3 Stages

Developmental stages

In Subsection 8.1.2, the linguistic knowledge to beacquired byaTurkish learnerwas formulated

(Table 8.6). We can infer that no parameter resetting is required, and that all new knowledge

is related to the position in which the possessor is base generated, and to the morphological

and lexical domain. Consequently, a restructuring stage is missing because there is no value  to

be reset.27
As clearly shown in Table 8.8, there is a considerable overlap between the conservation stage

and the target stage which has not completely ended for the informants in cycle 3, except for
Abdullah in session 25 and for Osman in session 26. This overlap can not be accounted for by
the resetting of a parameter, but by the difficulty of generating the possessor DP in a position
different from the position in the Ll grammar. The cue for this syntactic change lies in
morphology, and so, depends on the morphological development.

Development in morpheme realization states

All changes and shifts in the DATIVE-possessive constructions can be classified in two distinct
morpheme realization states ofvocabulary development. Alllearners start with the CWS: only

27 Note that it is abstracted from the resetting of DP-internal headedness (see foomote 3 of this chapter).
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content words are realized in L2 lexical items which are related in a possessive relationship
which is not realized by a copula. That is obvious because the realization of a copula is
considered a more elaborated morpheme realization state. Only at the level of the FFS/BFS
genitive features are realized in the form of van as genitive marker on the possessor or as

possessive pronouns (e.g., mon 'my') when the learner is in the Conservation stage. For learners

as Osman and Ergun this state leads to the discovery that the position o f the possessor must
be different in a syntactic respect. For Abdullah, the process is likely identical, but more hidden
becauseweobserved fever overt signals ofthis process (i.e., possessors marked by genitive case
in a DATIVE-constructions; cf. Table 8.8). This probably holds also for two children of the Van
Helvert corpus, Nesrin and Belgin, who did not produce FFS/BFS instances within the
conservation stage. The three slower learners do show Ll based morphemes realized on the

possessor. One of them, Mehmet, produced only CWS state constructions.

Developmental order across learners

The order in which the developmental stages and the various morpheme realization states
manifest themselves, appears similar for adult and child learners, except for the fact that fast
learners seem to skip the FFS/BFS within the conservation stage, and directly perform HAVE-
constructions.

8.2.4 Conclusions

Here, we come back to the predictions formulated at the beginning of this chapter.

Prediction 1:    No oven copulas in tbe earliest stages
All copular forms (HAVE-forms) are lacking in the earliest stages o f acquisition.

As  the HAVE-copula is a functional morpheme - the realization of a feature bundle in  I - it is
not expected to be realized as it was shown in the previous subsections, where beginning
learners did not spell out the functional features in I as a copular form. Two learners (Mahmut
and Mehmet) did not produce any form of a copula during the first nine months o f the data
collection. Osm:in and Ergun produced a very limited number of copular forms in the first
cycle (see Table 8.8. The same holds for the Van Helvert children: they produced a limited

number of HATE-forms (see Table 8.9). The first occurrences of the copula bebben, however,

emerged fairly early for three out of the four adult learners. This possessive copula is the

equivalent o f the Turkish existential varin clause-final position; like varit does not display phi-

features.

Prediction 3:    Co-ocairrence ofvan and HAVE-copula

The emergence of bebben co-occurs with the appearance of a genitive-marked
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possessor. In a later stage, when inflected forms of bebben appe·ar in a subject-

verb agreement, the possessor DP is no longer analyzed as a possessor with
genitive marking (marked by van, or as a possessive pronoun) but as a subject
of the verb bebben.

This prediction is fully confirmed by the findings of the previous section summarized in Table
8.8. The genitive marked possessor which is required by the Ll grammar, became manifest  in
all cases in which a pronominal possessor was combined with :i zero realization of the copula,
or with a realization of an uninflected bebben. As soon as the copula bebben was inflected for
person and number, subject-verb agreement became necessary and the genitive marking
disappeared. None o f the informants marked the subject for genitive case, as soon as the verb

bebbenwas inflected. Counterexamples are not found. This is exactly the evidence for a changed
grammatical structure with regard to the abstract locative feature [LOC] that functions as the
predicate o f the SC in Turkish. In the learner's L2 grammar this locative feature is replaced by
a locative preposition which requires a possessor in its complement position (and which inverts
with the possessee after movement of P).

8.3 GENITIVE-possessive Constructions

8.3.1    Description and analysis

In line with the Conservation Hypothesis we may expect that,  in the earliest stages, Turkish
learners formulate GENITIVE-possessive constructions based on the linguistic knowledge of
Turkish (see Table 8.5) which is a pattern like (29).

(29) nominalpossessor construction:

a (0) kitap Hitayin -dir
0

( hat) book Hitay-GEN Cop.Pres.3sg

'(that) the book is Hitay's'
pmnominal construction:
b      (0) kitap benim j -dir  1

10 J

 hat) book I-GEN Cop.Pres.3sg
'(that) the book is mine'

c (pro)

benim            < -dir  10  3

I-GEN Cop.Pres.3sg
'that is mine'

The optionality (in Turkish) and the functional character of the copula (in Turkish and Dutch)
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make it unlikely that a copula emerges right at the beginning of the acquisition process. The
same holds for genitive case marking. In Turkish the genitive is realized by means of a
morphological case, in Dutch by means of the preposition van 'of (see Subsections 7.4.2 and

7.6.2). If the Turkish learners follow the same developmentalline as within the nominal domain

(cf. Subsections 5.2.1 and 5.3.1), we may expect van+ pronoun occurring as a chunk before the

string will be analyzed. The string van+full noun is expected in a later stage (cf Subsection 5.2.1
where the same was expected for the possessive DP), around the same time as the spell out of
the copula because, in both cases, we are dealing with features realized as bound morphemes
in the Ll and as free morphemes in the L2.

Because GENITIVE-possessive constructions with a nominal possessor like (29a) do not
differ, syntactically, from those with a pronominal possessorlike (291),c),we present and discuss

them together. The bar diagrams in Figure 8.1 and Table 8.3 already showed that these

constructions are rarely used by the four adult L2 learners, but relatively quite often by the
children (in Table 8.4). The GENITIVE-possessive constructions having a full noun as possessor
are extremely rare in the learner's data. Constructions with a pronominal possessor are more
frequently used, especially by the children. In Table 8.10, the occurrences of GENITIVE-

possessive constructions (both with a nominal and a pronominal possessor) are listed for adult
and child learners.

T·able 8.10     Dist,ibution of GENITIi'E-possessive constructionsforfourTurkisb adult learners andfive child
learners: a cycle covers nine months; a period three months.
(nom.  = full noun posssessor; pron.  =  pronominal possessor)

cycle 1 cycle 2 cycle 3 total per in formant

nom. pron nom. pron. nom. pron. nom. pron.

Mahmut 2-3 1 2 37 4
Ergiin -1- 4 - 8     -          13

Abdullah - - - -1 -1 -

Osman 1 4 2 3 5 5     8          12

Total                                                                                     16               29

period 1 period 2 period 3

Nesrin -3 1 14 - 11     1          28

Belgin -2- 2 - 6     -          10

Sefer 1- -3 1 -2 3
Mehmet  -2- - -8-1 0
Hagan -4 1 1 5     1         10

Total                                                                                     4                61
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Before discussing the various gpes of possessive variants that instantiate the GENITIVE-

possessive construction, an overview is given in Table 8.11. In this table. the same
developmental stages can be found as for the DATIVE-possessive construction presented in
Table 8.7 and discussed in Section 8.2.1, viz., the Conservation stage and the target state. Ifwe
assume that the learner takes his Ll knowledge (summed up in Table 8.5) as the basis for the
L2 acquisition, there is no parameter resetting required in order to attain target knowledge (cf.

Table 8.6). Consequently, a restructuring stage will be lacking.  Yet, we will  see that Turkish

learners carry out a parameter resetting with regard to the Head parameter (from head-final to
a head-initial setting).

28

We have considered GENITIVE-possessive constructions to be target state constructions,
(i) if they spell out the copula as a BE-copula in a dause-initial position in the matrix or
embedded clause, (ii) and if the genitive case is realized by van ('of). If only one of these

conditions is met, the construction is considered a transition stage construction. We abstract
from subject drop, and from what exactly the syntactic position of the copula is in such
possessive clause since this is irrelevant for the expression of the possessive relationship. Thus,
the changes which can be observed are morphological changes reflecting (i) the three

morphological realization states with regard to the development of lexical items, (ii) the L2
morphological rule concerning the obligatory spell out of the BE-copula (see Table 8.7), and (iii)
the knowledge that the genitive must be spelled out as the preposition van.

Conservation Stage

At the Content Word State (CWS), clausal possessives are generated which consist of content

words and phonologically unspecified functional categones. A possessive clause likejongen mijn

vrouw bmer, for example, and like the pronominal variant traktor ikke, end pop mijn have a

structural representation like (23a,b,c), respectively. Recall from Subsections 7.4.2 and 7.6.2 that
in GENITIVE-possessive constructions (in the Ll and also in the I.2) the possessor is part of
a DP in which the head N is empty.

28
In Subsection 8.2.1, it was argued for HAVE-copulas that beginning L21earners do not systematically apply Vs-

to-C movement, but, instead, they seem to move V to a head-initial I.  See the examples (17) and (18) and the
discussion related to this issue. The same can be argued for BE-Copulas.
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Table 8.11 Variants of tbe GENITIVE-possessive construction found in the  developmental stages of
Turkish adults and children

Stage Example Subject code

1 Conservation stage
a. Content Word state (CWS) [die autol [mi in tante [zoon]] MAH-5

- nominal possessor that car my aunt  son
'that car is my aunt's son's'

pronominal possessor [traktor] ikke MEH-12

tractor 1 / 'the tractor is mine'
[pop] miin BEL-10

doll my / 'the doll is mine'
b/c. Free/Bound Functional State

(FFS/BFS)
- realization of genitive

- pronominal possessor [deze voetballen] van pu: MAH-24

these footballs  of youP/'is this football yours?
- nominal possessor (pro) van politie SEF-6

of policeman  / 'that belongs to policeman'

2 Transition stage
-  realization of copula

- nominal possessor die is juf NESR-18

that is teacher / 'that one is the reacher's'
- pronominal possessor ut is miln OSM-9

it is miin / 'it is mine'

3 Target state
- nominal possessor die is t,an Apo OSM-23

that is of Apo/ 'that is Apo's'
(pic) is van school osM-23

is of school / 'that belongs to my school'

- pronominal possessor omdat die brood is van hem ERG-17

because that bread is o f him
'because the bread is his'
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(30)                                     IP

DP,                                               I'

SC                                                               I [+3$& tense]

DP
MK-

AgrP

DPm NP

4                  N

a              die auto [miin tante [zoon]] <+gen> 0 0
b traktor ikke <+gen> 0 0
c pop mi in <+gen> 0 0

As a result of the 'conserved Turkish grammar' and the gradual development of the L2
vocabulary in morpheme realization states (see Chapter 2), a functional feature such as

[+genitive] is not spelled on the possessor miin tante Zoon, nor are the person and number (and
tense) features in the I head which is assumed to be head-final, as in Turkish.

One may raise the objection that there is no evidence for the head-final nature of the I
head. Admittedly, there is no GENITIVE-possessive construction in the learner's data showing
a BE-copula at the end of the sentence. This fact, however, confirms the Conservation
Hypothesis because the BE-copula is optional in the present tense in an Ll structure, and
supports the lexical developmentin morpheme realization states (cf. Chapter 2). Thus, one does
not expect a BE-copula in this early stage of acquisition for two reasons.

Similarly to the DATIVE-possessive constructions, it is not relevant to distinguish the free
functional morphemes state (FFS) from the bound functional morpheme state (BFS). In the
combined FFS/BFS strings like van m# and van bem emerge. just as it was the case for the
nominal domain (cf. Subsection 5.3.1), those pronominal strings should be interpreted as

chunks (i.e. unanalyzed wholes), e.g., in (312).

01) a [deze voetballen] Viin-joul (chunk) MAH-24

these footballs of-youP
'is this football yoursi

b (pro) van politie (analyzed structure) SEF-6

(it)   of policeman
'it belongs to the policeman

The genitive marker van in (311)), however, precedes a full noun phrase and can no longer be
considered a chunk.It is an independent free morpheme. It is not plausible that infrequently-
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used combinations of lexical items are considered chunks. A chunk is typically formed when the
learner is continuously exposed to the same string ofwords without understanding the parts of
the whole. Thus, van+full noun is not a potential candidate for chunk formation; if such a string
appears it is rather a sign of the breakdown of the chunk in analyzed parts. This explains the
earlier emergence of pronominal noun phrases with van than nominal noun phrases with van,

as we saw for the nominal domain in Chapter 5, and also the higher amount of pronominal
genitive-possessives in the learner's data (c  Table 8.10).

The possessive clausal construction in (32) must be considered more closely.

(32) dew nlachine rail Um broertie OSM-14

this machine of  him-reduced form brother-diminutive.
'this machine is his little brother's'

This clause allows different syntactic interpretations dependent on what van relates to: to um

broerje (33a), or to um (33b) with a head-final setting for N head. The example in (33c) shows
another alternative: ahead-initial setting o fthe N head (and consequently, no longer an instance
of the conservation stage). The three interpretations are given below.

03) a deze machine  bp [Ag,p van [um broertie]<+gen>,               [Np 4 0 ]11
b deze machine   Dp [Ag,p - [van-um broertie]<+gen>,       14, 4 ellI
c deze machine  bp  [Np [N·[NO] van   [um, broertie 41<+g,n>111

Given the recording session in which this construction was produced, and given the total
developmental line of Osman, we take (331)) and (33c) to be the most plausible analyses,

because, at that specific moment, Osman was already able (i) to make analytic (XY.'p)
constructions with a head-complement order. The second analysis is plausible as far as the string
lian  rim is concerned because Osman frequently used pronominal possessives like Ivan beml buis·

(of him house: 'his house') (cf. Section 5.3) in the sessions 14-16, in which t,an is a genitive

realization on bem.) Arguing from Osman's viewpoint, he should have realized a double van:
the first related  to  [van um bmege]  and the second to  [um bme,94 ·

Transition stage

A transition stage is introduced because L2 learners produce GENITIVE-possessive constructions
which are not (yet) target constructions, nor Ll based constructions. Those constructions have

29
It is likely not a chunk because he already realized 1,an as adposition to full noun possessors in a very early

session.
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undergone a morphological modification, viz., the obligatory spell-out ot-the copula.30 So, if the

copula is spelled out as a BE-form, and the genitive marker van is lacking, the clause is considered
a transition construction; if both the copula and the genitive marker are realized, the
construction is considered a target construction (although this is not completely correctin other
respects, viz.,for the head-complement order and the lack of V-to-C movement). The
possessive clauses in (34) exemplify this transition stage: Nesrin and Sefer spell out the features
in I head as the target copular form is, but not the genitive case at the same time.

04) a die is iuf NES-18

that is teacher

'that is the teacher's  (cup of coffee)'
[rp die,  [r is  6C t.  6p [ag,P juf INP 0 Ill]]]

b ut is miin OSM-10

it (reduced form)    is   mine
'that is mine'
bp '4  6 is [sc  4  6,p [aep miin [Np 0 ]1111]

The question arises of which is the internal structure of the predicate DP, or in other words:
are we dealingwith an Ll based or an L2 based DP structure (cf. Subsections 7.4.2 and 7.6.2) P
An Ll based DP structure yields (35a), an L2 based DP structure yields (35b).

05) a   6P  Ag,P Duf]<+gen>i [Np t,  [N 01111 - Ll structure
b    [DP kp [N 0 ]  van  p iuf]<+gm> ]] - L2 structure

Is there evidence for one of the two structures? The I.2 structure in (351)) requires a head-initial
setting of the Head parameter for N. Although, in this stage of acquisition, there is evidence
for a head-initial setting of the Head parameter in the verbal domain, specifically for I   (viz.,21
clause-initial position of the copula), the evidence for such a resetting is lacking within the
nominal domain. As we saw in Subsection 5.1.1 (Table 5.4), neither Nesrin nor any of the other
children produce an XY„/p pattern or an analytic construction in which N takes its complement
to the right. Consequently, an L2 based structure like the one in (351)) is implausible.

Target state

When Osman spells out the genitive case and the copula as well, as in (36), he has attained  the

target state. Instance (36a) shows a null subject, but the target state construction (361)) realizes

all L2 properties: (i) realization ofthe copula; (ii) realization of the genitive as van; (iii) realization

30 Note that we restrict ourselves to those linguistic items which are directly related to the expression of the
possessive relationship in the clausal domain and that we abstract from the setting o f the Head parameter, See the
discussion in Section 8,2 for the position of the verb in early learner varieties o f Turkish learners.
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of the subject.

(36)     a   (pro)    is van school osM-23
is   of school

'it belongs to school'
b die is   van Apo

that          is      of Apo

'that is Apo's'
[Ip   dis 6.    is GC t'  6p    NP  N o l van [pp Apo]<gen>]]]]]31 osM-23

The GENITIVE-possessive clauses produced by the children require somewhat more attention
because the children used DPs overtly marked for genitive case exclusively in clausal

constructions, e.g., Sefer in (374b) and Nesrin in (37c).

(31 9 (pro) van politie SEF-6

(it)           of policeman
'it belongs to the policeman'

b (pro) van jou SEF-21

(it)              of you

yours
c die is van lou NES-17

(it)            is of you
' that is yours'

Why do children produce GENITIVE-possessives in clausal constructions and not in nominal
constructions (viz.,in the analytic XY.,p-pattern)?

A suggestion that comes up first is that possessive predicates like vanjou (of you; 'yours')
tire  chunks, i.e. unanalyzed wholes consisting o f several lexical items which do not alternate in
the learner's L2 output. These strings are stored as a whole in the learner's lexicon because he

ligs  frequently been exposed to them in the L2 environment. The child learners may have

several different chunks at their disposal such as vanjou (ofyou: 'yours'), van mij (ofme; 'mine'),

i,an   ons (of our; 'ours') etc., or it is a semi-chunk which permits some variation, e.g., the
possessive pronoun (mij, jou,   ons). Another possibility is that the whole string is t,un m# is a
chunk. The idea that we are dealing with a chunk or semi-chunk might explain why pronominal
ppitterns occur much more frequently than non-pronominal patterns (see Table 8.11), which
cannot be chunks because each van-DP is a new, unique combination.

The next question which arises is of when the chunk breaks down. The only child
informant who regularly produced GENITIVIE-possessive constructions with an overt copula,
is Nesrin. From session 14 on, she only used BE-copular constructions like (37c). The pronoun

3l

Apo is a nick name for Abdullah.
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is the only element which alternates: che is van mij and die is van jou. The l·atter possessive
expressions may be considered (semi-)chunks in which m# can alternate withjou, but on the
other hand, Nesrin and other children are able, though, to use the BE-copula also in other
constructions than GENETIVE-possessives. That restricts what we can consider to be a chunk,
viz.,not more than vanjou, etc.

And what can we say about Sefer's possessive clauses in (374b)? He shows the largest

variation: nominals and pronominals occur in combination with and without van·.

-   van politie (session 6)
-  is miln (session 20)
-  van iou (session 21)
-    van Jan (session 27).

This series is more suggestive for a target-like analysis than the semi-chunks produced by
Nesrin. All in all, it is not easy to decide what is a chunk and what is an analyzed clause or DP.
We are inclined to consider most GENITIVIE-possessives chunks and semi-chunks, as none of
the child in formants produced noun phrases with a possessor preceded by the genitive marker
t,·an,  e.g.,  de  motor van Paulf bem (the motorcycle of Paul/him; 'Paul's motorcycle) and most
children showed little variation in the free production of this GENITIVE-possessive clausal.

Whether the copular form is part of the chunk varies from child to child.

8.3.2 Results

After the discussion of the variants attested in the two corpora, we give an overview of the
results in Table 8.12 in which the number of occurrences o f each possessive variant can be
found, and where we can see to what extent learners attain target knowledge of the GENITIVE-

possessive construction.
It is a striking fact that children use this GENITIVE-possessive construction more often

than adult learners, particularly if one takes into account the much smaller data collection of
the children. (To make a fair comparison, one should multiply the scores of the children by 3.)
Given the nature of the discourse in which adults are involved, this construction seems of
minor importance for them, as they do not need to de fend theirbelongings as much as children
do, and thus, are not so often urged to say: that is mine! Abdullah even produced this

construction only once.
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Table 8.12 Dist,ibution  Of GENmVE-possessive  variants forfour Turkisb  adult  learners  and jive
Turkish child learners

adult informants child informants

MAH ERG ABD OSM NES BEL SEF MEH HAG

1.Conservation stage
cws:  nominal p'sor      4 - -4- -

pronominal             2         3         -         5         2         4         -         2        -
FFS/BFS:
- realization of

genitive
nominal p'sor      3 - 1 1- -2- -
pronominal 26 -1 9 3 2 8 7

2 Transition stage
- realization of copula

nominal p'sor      -          -         -         -          1         -         -
pronominal - -1- -1- -

3. Target Stage

nominal p'sor      -          -          -          3         -          -                      -          1
pronominal -4-5 1 7 3- -3

Total nominal p'sor      7 - 1 8 1- 2-1
pronominal 4 13 -     12     28     10      3     10    10

The most frequently used learner's variant is the pronominal FFS/BFS-variant dege vanjou (this
o f you; 'this is yours') in which the genitive case is realized by van, but not the copula. Target
constructions are used by half of the learners. Most of them are pronominal constructions,
especially in the children's data collection. That may suggest that, for the children at least, those

pronominal GENITIVE-constructions (is van mb)  are not fully analyzed, but are semi-chunks.
Why else would the use of the string vaii mijbe restricted to clausal constructions and not figure
at all in the nominal domain? That argument does not hold for adults who did use van+pmnoun

in analytic constructions. For children, strings like van-mij seem to remain chunks for a long
time; they are used like predicates. Most children apparently add a copular form (viz., is (be-3sg.
Pres.; but the plural form $ is not attested) but that does not change the fact that van-mg
remains a chunk until clausal possessives with a full noun possessor show up (cf., Sefer in  (37)).
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8.3.3 Stages

Developmental stages

Because of the very small number of occurrences of the GENITIVE-possessive pattern and the
supposition that most of the pronominal target constructions may be chunks or semi-chunks,
one should be careful in drawing conclusions regarding the attainment of= the target state. There
is only one informantwho has surely attained the target structure: Osman. He produced both
nominal and pronominal GENITIVE-possessive constructions, as well as pronominal analytic
constructions (de jiets  van  bemi  the  bicycle  of him)

Development in morpheme realization states

Although we cannot be sure about attainment of the target state, we may claim that two
morpheme realization states of vocabulary development become clearly manifest: the CWS
without the clearly visible properties  of a GENITIVE-possessive clause, and subsequently,   the

FFS/BFS in which van emerges, as the main morpheme acquisition. When somewhat later the
realization of the BE-copula emerges, the target state is attained.

All  learners show instances  of the FFS/BFS; only the children Sefer and Hagan  seem  to

skip the CWS; Hagan also produced some target constructions. There is overlap between these

states, though limited.

Developmental order across learners

As there are no parameters to be reset which directly relate to GENITIVE-possessive
construction (except for the N complement orderwithin the SC predicate; recall the discussion
about example  (26)  of this chapter), we can limit ourselves to the order in which conservation

stage and target state constructions appear across learners. In fact, there are only three
deviances of the order we expected to find, viz., three instances in the transition stage. These
examples are examples of the BFS, in which the realization of the copula precedes the
realization of the genitive marker (see (27)).  In the case of Nesrin, the cause is clear: she is still

using chunks (e.g., van-mij,i) for pronominal constructions and so she cannot form a nominal
construction (82 is -j,#i example (27)). The two other examples (6e is mgn; that is my 'that is

mine')  are very early instances  of copula realization at an early moment of development when
Osman had already produced such a genitive-possessive without the copula (viz.,die cuito - van

m#n;  that  car  -of my 'that car is mine') in session 9. In session 10, he did not succeed in
producing the realization of both the genitive marker and the copula (probably too difficult a
task for the early moment of acquisition)

Only two learners did not abandon the conservation stage: Mahmutand Mehmet. Abdullah,
proficient in other respects, produced only one GENITIVE-possessive, which is characterized
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as a 'conserved' construction.
As parameter settings are not at issue here, the developmental line is reduced to a

development of morpheme realization states. The order of these realization states is similar for
alllearners.

8.3.4 Conclusions

Now, we come back to the predictions formulated before and related to the GENITIVE-
possessive, viz.,the Predictions 1BE, 2 and 4. (The predications 1HAVE and 3 are evaluated in
Subsection 8.2.4.)

Prediction 1: No overt BE-copulas in tbe ea,liest stages
All copular forms (BE-forms) are lacking in the earliest stages of acquisition.

Just as it was the case for the HAVE-copula (cf. Subsection 8.2.4), it was shown in the previous
subsections that beginning learners, both adults and children, do not spell out the functional
heads in the I head as a BE-copula (see Table 8.12). It is striking that the children were faster
than adults to spell out this copula. See also Subsection 8.4.1 and Table 8.13.

Prediction 2: will be considered in Subsection 8.4.1.

Prediction 4: VAN will emege before tbe BE-copula
As van has a more possession-specific meaningthan the BE-copula, and the BE-
copula is optional and often absent in the Ll, the genitive marker will appear
first.

This prediction is confirmed by the data in the previous section: genitive features are realized
overtly, before the realization of the copula (shown in Table 8.12). This is indicative of the
strong Ll based morphological rule to overtly realize the genitive case, and by the L2
environmental input in which  van is obviously related to the expression of genitiveness.  It is a
frequently used item, and highly equivalent to the Turkish genitive case. Those factors make it
easier for a Turkish learner to realize the genitive by van than to realize the copula which is
optional in the Ll. This is the general developmental line, certainly for adults. There is one
counterexample found, viz.,for Osman in session 10, where he realized a copula without the
genitive marker van (example (34), repeated as  (38b)). One session before, however, he realized

a GENITIVE-possesssive clause without BE-copula (38a), which confirms prediction 4.

(38)       a     die auto van mlin (target: is van mij) OSM-9
that car ofmy' that  car is mine'
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b ut is mtin (target: is van mij) OSM-10

tt Is my
'it   is        mine'

The question ofwhy adults use the GENITIVE-possessive construction so rarely does not have
a straightforward answer. Several pragmatic factors might play a role. Both children and adults
are familiar with this construction type from their mother tongue, and therefore a conservation
effect is expected for both learnergroups. Foradults, however, the L2 environmental input may
differ from the input to children. Adults may have less opportunities to listen to and to practice
this construction type than children who have to defend their dolls and other toys against
playmates. If that is true, the Van Helvert children were more often confronted with this
construction from the very beginning on. More generally speaking, children are more inclined
to use deictic expressions and to emphasize what is going on in relation to themselves. A
second potential reason might be that adults are worried not to be understood in the L2 so that
they prefer being as explicit as possible also in the cases where this explicitness is not required,
and that they prefer the string dat (is) mijn boek. The latter string, however, is considered a
variant of the YpX pattern and is discussed in Chapter 5 on the nominal domain.

8.4 Overview of the acquisition process and main conclusions

8.4.1 Developmental order of clausal possessive patterns across learners

After havingdiscussed the DATIVE-possessive and the GENITIVE-possessive clausal construction
and the order in which the various learner variants manifest themselves, the results can be put
together. just like we did for the nominal domain (cf. Section 5.6), we will consider here in
which order the target patterns emerge in the L2 data of our informants. Since we assume that
bebben is formed by incorporation of a preposition into the copula *n,   an overview is given in
Table 8.13 of the order of first occurrences for the copulas bebbenand *n. As for the latter, we
have distinguished clauses in which  n figures in a GENITIVE-possessive construction, from
clauses in which *n is only a common copula.

As Table 8.13 shows, adults and children take different paths. All four adults start off the

acquistion process with spelling out a copular form of bebben.  For two of them, Mahmut and
Ergun, a preliminary stage can be distinguished in which chunks are used. Somewhat later,
forms of the copula K#n emerge, and only much later gin in a GENITIVE-possessive clause is

spelled out (only two of them attained this phase). Contrary to the adults, the children started
off by spelling out the BE-copula, also in common copular sentences, which supports the idea

suggested before that van-m# may be a chunk, whereas is van-mgis certainly not. Children seem
to  acquire the  BE-copula more easily than adults. One  o f them, Nesrin, realized the BE-copula

in GEN-posssessive constructions before bebben emerged.
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Table 8.13 Classification  of learner bpes  basedontbeorderin wbicbcopularforms  emeqe    (based on

first occurrences)  in  tbe pmduction data of Turkisb adults and cbildnn

ORDER OF EMERGENCE INFORMANTS +     SESSION OF FIRST OCCURRENCE

ESF adults (4) Van Helvert children (5)

Consecutive emergence of NES BEL SEF MEH HAG

1. ibn asa common BE-copula 11 6 8    12    11

2. bebben as a posses. copula 14 9 25     -     12

3. g/n in a GEN-posses. clause                                               13      27      20        -         14

Consecutive emergence of ABD OSM ERG  MAH
O. chunks -     -     2     10

1. hebben as posses. copula 25 4     13

2. g>n as a common BE-copula      3 7 9    14

3. sin in a GEN-posses. clause - 10 19     -

All in 211, we conclude:

(i) that there are two different orders in which the copular forms are acquired;

(11) that adult learners clearly differ from child learners;

(iii) that adult learners seem to focus more on the semantic content of a lexical item than the
children do, since (with the locative preposition,) the essence of the possessive meaning
is more or less incorporated in the copular spell out of bebben. In the GENITIVE-
possessive construction, on the contrary, the essence of the possessive meaning is the

preposition van, not a copular form like is or *n.
(iv) that adult learners probably use bebben without analyzing it (subconsciously of course) as

fdin + P before they attain the target syntax and the target spell-out. Children give the
impression that they follow a more direct path.

We still have to consider Prediction 2, which is repeated here.

Prvdiction 2: HAVE-copula before BE-copula
From the perspective of Conservation, copulas that can be considered equivalent
to the Ll copula var- being obligatory in the Ll grammar - will emerge before the
BE-copula, which is always optional in the Ll. From the perspective ofvocabulary
learning (cf. Subsection 2.4.4), the HAVE-copula is more meaningful than the BE-
copula since the former is strongly associated with the possessive relationship,
whereas the latter is not.

This prediction is confirmed for adult learners as shown above, but not for child learners. The
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children used not only less HAVE-copulas, but also two of them. viz.,Nesrin and Sefer (cf. Table

8.13), did so at a later moment than the GENITIVE-possessive clause. For them Ll conservation
and the factor of meaningfulness seem to count here to a much lesser extent (see also Section

10.1).

8.4.2       Overlap and conservation

Here, we want to outline schematically how the developmental stages may overlap for an adult
learner.32 In the figure below, the developmental line is sketched for Osman since he exhibits
the most extensive shifts.

+ time 1   2  3   4    5   6   7   8   9   10  11   1213  14  15  16 17 18  19  20 21  22 23 24 25 26  27

Conservation Target state

stage
HAVE PATTERN

+ ons vier aas heeft + ik heb geen fiets   +  ik heb geen fiets  +
BE-LOC

PATTERN                 5

vader gax't problcein

ik gri zit
+ mlin   vcienden                   11                                                                                                                     25probleem hcbben

16                        24
- ----

BE-GEN BE-PREP PATTERN Target state

PATTERN
9                                      die is van Apo / die is van mil

die kinderen +  die auto van milo + die auto van miin
mijn

ars + FFS  / BFS   +

Figure 8.3 Schematic ovemiew of tbe developmentfrom an Ll  based possessive clause  (twopatterns)  toward

an  L2  based possessive  clause for tbe  adult Turkish  learner Osman, gr y  area =conserved

32 We do not insert a similar schematic overview for a child learner because, for the children, the number of
relevant data is too small to distinguish separate stages and overlap (cf. Table 8.4 at the beginning o f this chapter).
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knowledge

The information in Figure 8.3 is ordered from left to right as is indicated by + nitte and the
consecutive sessions.33 The acquisition pattern of two possessive clauses is sketched in the
figure: the DATIVE-possessive clause (upper part) and the GENITIVE-possessive clause ( ower
part)as well (separated from each other by a broken line).

Firstly, Figure 8.3 shows that the target HAVE-pattern emerges before the target BE-P
pattern. Secondly, it shows the overlap between the conservation stage and the target state.

Contrary to the comparable figures in the Chapters 5 and 6, the above figure does not show a

restructuring stage, because the developmental shifts do not involve parametric switches (and
therefore the new patterns are not delineated by bold lines). The only syntactic change which
must be carried out, relates to the position of the possessor in the BE-LOC pattern. Until session
11 conserved syntactic structures are produced. That is shown, for instance, by a possessor
marked by genitive case (m jn vrienden bebben·, I-GEN friends have: 'I have friends'). At the same
time, from session 5 onward inflected forms of bebben are shown without a possessor marked

by genitive case. That implies an overlap period of approximately 6 months. Although session
11 marks the end of thegenitive marked possessor, clauses in which the copula bebben is lacking,
persist in the data until session 25 (all full noun possessors). This lack ofan overt copula spelled
out does not occur after session 25. So, Osman has attained a 100% correct score on the HAVE-
construction in the session 26 and 27. The lower part of Figure 8.3 relates to the GEXITIVE-
possessive construction. Here, no syntactic shifts at all are to be done (abstracting from the
resetting ot the Head parameter). That is the reason why the target BE-PREP pattern is not
separated from the BE-GEN pattern by a bold line. Osman follows the acquisition order as
described before: first, ran+pronoun (session 9) emerges, next the copular form is, from session

16 onward. GENITIVE-possessive clauses without the BE-copula have disappeared from his dat·a

·after session 24. So, Osman ·attained also a 100% correct score on the BE-P construction in the
sessions 24-27.

8.4.3 Developing grammatical knowledge

Now that we know how the conservation stage may overlap the target state, an overview is
given of the syntactic representations corresponding to those stages (in Table 8.14) and the
grammatic·al knowledge which is at the basis ofthose representations (in Table 8.15). Notice that
the transition  phase is not represented separately in those tables. It is a part of the target state

since the cases falling under the transition phase are very few and can be reduced to (Ll based)
deviances of the target state (see the Sections 8.2 and 8.3).

How to read those tables? liwe want to know what is Osman's grammatical knowledge in

33 Figure 8.3 is comparable to earlier figures, e.g., Figure 5.3. For more information on the design of the figure
the reader is referred to the explanations in Subsection 5.6.1
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session  16, for example,  it can be inferred from Figure 8.3 which construction patterns  he
produced in which stage: viz., going from the top to the bottom: the HAVE-pattern, a remainder
o f the BE-LOC pattern, and target state constructions of the BE-P pattern as well as conserved
constructions o f the BFS state. In Table 8.14, the syntactic representations o f these patterns can
be found and in Table 8.15, finally, Osman's linguistic knowledge is defined at the level of the

lexicon, the morphology and the vocabulary for the main linguistic items which are relevant for
the production of DATIVE- and GENITIVE-possessive clauses.

The ma or alteration which entails the further development from a BE-LOC to a HAVE-
construction involves the position in which the possessor is base generated. The adult learner
acquires the knowledge that possessors are base generated as a complement of P (and notas the
complementof N, subsequently rnoved upwards to Spec,CP). The position offunctional heads,
as it becomes manifest in the second column of Table 8.14, does not relate to the possessive

syntax, but appears in the majority of the verbal clauses. In the latter respect, the structure in
the second column is not a target state.

Regarding the GENITIVE-possessive construction, the main alteration consists of the

obligatory spell out o f the copula. The spell out of the genitive as a preposition is not specific
for the possessive clause but also occurs in the nominal domain. This morphological rule is
obeyed  in an earlier stage by the Van Helvert children, than by the adults.
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rable 8.14         Overview of developmental itagesforpossessive clauses pmduced  by Turkisb leaniers: tbe taqet state is
onb concerns  tbe  fyntax ofpossession  (position  of 1  is  not  taget-like);  (a =  CWS ;  b =  FFS :e=  BFS)

CONSERVATION STAGE TARGET STATE

DATIVE-possessive construction (COP-DAT) DATIVE-possessive construction  (HAVE)
CP                                        IP

DP=                       IP                                    PP,                         I'

I            SC
PP,                             1' .-0

4    + I DP               PP,
SC            I

/1,4 D
DP       PP,   Pk + 1

0 t 
tm   N        c ikke heeft mandariin

hii heeft een brief
a. Belgin 0 straf                         o

tiitin o drie broer           o
c Sevgi  o vrienden hebben

mtin o veel vrienden hebben
r.;in   ons o zo thuis hebben

van een n-lens o veel schapen        o

GENITIVE-possessive construction (BE-GEN) GENITIVE-possessive construction (BE-PREP)
IP                                       IP

DP,                              I'                                   DP,                  I'

SC                     I 1+3sg, tense] I [+3sg, tense] SC0--
t, DP    t, DP--- .-i

AgrP N DP<+gen>

1 1DP<+gen> NP

| die       is                   o     van Apo
a iongen miln vrouw broer 0     (omdat) die is o     van hem

traktor ikke                             0
deze beesten mij                              0

c deze voetballen van jou           0
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T· ble 8.15     Overview of tbe corresponding developinggrammaticat  knowledge  of an  adult Turkisb  L.2  leanter;

tbe  taiget state only concerns  tbe gntax (fpossession; changes  witb regard to  tbe Conservation  stage

are bold; 0 = pboneticalb emp(y

CONSERVATION STAGE TARGETSTATE

1-aicon Ll Lexicon 1-2

X:        [complement - 1                                           I: I -complement ]

BE-LOC construction: HAVE construction:

Agr strong Spec-feature Agr strong Spec-feature
[-N,Vl  triggering PP [-N,-V]  triggering PP

P'sor: [- Nl P'sor: [p -]

BE-GEN construction: BE-PREP construction:

Agr,: strong Spec-feature Agr,: strong Spec-feature
[+N, -V, +D] [+N, -V, +DI
triggering DP triggering DP

Mo,pbology Mo,pbolog,

N  +  affg„,   -+ [[N]aff] DP <+gen> 1 van +DP

Vocabulag L.2 Vocabulag 12
vriend, N vriend, N
hebben, [ +loc, +tense] hebben, [+pIur,+loc, +tense]

0             [ +loc, +tense] heeft, [+3sg, +loc, +tense]

0,          [+tense]                                      is, [+3sg, +tense]
miin, N (possessor)                             ik,         D (possessor)

mil, N (possessor) mij, DWossessor)

Ivan-mill  N <+gen> van,         P
{""} {....}

Table 8.15 shows the changes at the level of the lexicon and the morphology already discussed.

Moreover, the changes in the knowledge of the vocabulary are given.  In the first column,  for
instance, bebben is unspecified for singular and plural forms and is equivalent to the Turkish vat-

In the second column bebben has been specified for plural, and new singular forms have been
acquired. Phonological matrices which were empty in the conservation stage, are filled now by
L2 lexical elements in the second column.
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9

The Acquisition of
Possessive Clauses

by Moroccan Learners

9.1 Introduction

The focus of this chapter is the acquisition of possessive clauses by Moroccan learners. The
organization of this chapter is similar to that of previous chapters: we start with the
presentation of the various surface patterns and their frequencies in 9.1.1. Subsequently, we
describe the exact linguistic knowledge o f a Moroccan learner before he starts learning Dutch.
On the basis of that knowledge and the assumptions of the Conservation Hypothesis,
predictions are formulated on the development we expect to find in the data. We then move
on to the interpretative structural description of the data on the DATIVE-possessive clause in
Subsection 9.2.1, followed by a discussion o f the results (Subsection 9.2.2) and the stages and
states distinguished in the developmental line (Subsection 9.2.3). Subsequently, the data and the
results on the GENITIVE-possessive clause are presented and discussed in the same order in
Section 9.3. An overview of the acquisition process of possessive clauses is presented in Section

9.4, the final section of this chapter.
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9.1.1 Surface patterns and their frequencies

For the presentation o f the possessive clauses, we use the same classification dimensions that
were used for the Turkish learners in the previous chapter (Table 8.2), viz., (i) the order in
which possessor (Y) and possessee (X) appear, and (ii) the realization of. the copula: overtly
(HAVE-type or BE-type) or by means of a zero-marker (cf. Subsection 8.1.1). The distribution
of the four types is given in Table 9.1 and Figure 9.1. In Table 9.1, this distribution is presented
in raw scores and in Figure 9.1, in percentages.

The bar diagrams in Figure 9.1 give an impression of the general developmental line for
each informant. The raw scores in Table 9.1 show other details, e.g., that Fatima was the least
verbose compared to the male informants over all three cycles. Fatima displays the clearest
developmental pattern - slower than the other three adults, but steady - with art increasing
number of HAVE-realizations over the three cycles. The total number of HAVE-realizations

greatly increased after the first cycle for all three male in formants: about three times higher than
in the first cycle. This reflects the general L2 proficiency of those informants. Only for
HassanK„ was a decline observed in the absolute number of HAVE-copul:is in cycle 3; in
percentages, such a decline is not visible and, thus, not significant, as can be inferred from
Table 9.2.

Table 9.1        Distribution ofcopula types  (1'air scores) in clausalpossessive constmetionsforfourMoroccan  adult
learners; X - possessee and Y = possessor

l'X YX XY XY
hebben zero-marker  n zero-marker

Fatima: cycle 1                       9               57              -               1
cycle 2                   27                67                -                2
cycle 3                   89                22               -

Mohamed cycle 1               44             18            1             4
cycle 2 140           12           5           2

cycle 3 159            1           3            -

HassanK cycle 1                 84               2             4              1
cycle 2 168            8          11            -

cycle 3                   82                 6               7                -

HassanM cycle 1                 59               8             5              -
cycle 2 146            3          14            -

cycle 3 138             -           4           1
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Fatima Mohamed
100 - 100 -

80 -                                                                 -                             80 -

  60-

- Al-.

:   60--

1 --                                    1 40-
20 -

20 -          .

0                       0    Ill         ,
cycle 1 cycle 2 cycle 3 cycle 2 cycle 3cycle 1

    Hebben (YX)       Zer»YX     Hebben (YX)          Zero-YX
ER Zlin (XY)     7 Zero·XY 83 rio (xy) Q Zero-XY

HassanK HassanM
100 - 100 -
.,--

80 - 80 -     -

  60 -                                     60 -
40 - 40 -

20 - 20 -

O---ItrL- le .„ 04 -„ „-
cycle 1 cycle 2 cycle 3 cycle 1 cycle 2 cycle 3

    Hebben (YX)        Zero-YX /   Hebben (YX)     //   Zero-YX
% Zlin (XY)      0 Zero-XY   Ziin (XY)   Zero-XY

Figure 9.1    Distribution  of copula  (ypes  (in  percentages)  inpossessive  dauses forfour  adult Moroccan  learners

over 2.5 years  (ESP-corpu4, X = possessee and Y = possessor

Figure 9.1 also shows that, for the XY-type, the zero-marker is rare and almost disappears after
the first cycle, while the occurrences of the BE-copula increase after the first cycle (see Table
9.1), except for Fatima who did not realize any BE-copula in the entire course of the data
collection. Note that even at this moment, the Moroccan learners differ from the Turkish L2
learners in the much higher rate of BE-copulas (atotal of 54 occurrences versus a total of 13 for
the Turkish learners) However, the most frequent way in which possession is encoded within
the clause is definitely by means of the DATIVE-construction and, after the first cycle, almost

exclusively by means of bebben.

Table 9.2 presents the chi squares for the four Moroccan learners. All the informants,
except HassanK show significant (at the .05 level) changes over the time which is indicative of

acquisition.
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Table 9.2   Cbi squaies (Pearson) computed for eacb Moroccan informant; * = significant

dfl significanceX

Fatima 96.484                         2                             .000*
Afohamed 47.488                         2                             .000*
Hassan K 2.013                         2                             .366
HassanM 22.380                         2                             .000*

We cannot provide data from a still earlier stage for the acquisition by Moroccan learners, as we
did for the Turkish learners: the child learners in the Vermeer corpus were all much more
advanced than the four ESF subjects and therefore, the Vermeer corpus was not used for this
part of the study. Fatima, being the least advanced, was our 'earliest' Moroccan I.2 learner for
whom Ll characteristics were expected to emerge most clearly.

9.1.2 Predictions

In line with the Conservation Hypothesis, the Moroccan learner is expected to rely on  the
structure of possessive cl·auses in his mother tongue. The nature of his Ll knowledge - as far
as relevant - is specified in Table 9.3 and consists of (i) syntactic knowledge (parametrized and

non-parametrized knowledge), (ii) lexical knowledge, and (iii) morphological knowledge with
regard to DKI'IVE-possessive and GENI'I'XVE-possessive constructions.

i The third and fourth patterns are not taken into account for any of the in formants because of the small number
of observations and because o f comparison with the Turkish learners..
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Table 9.3 Linguistic knon,ledge at tbe basis of tbeformation of-possessive clausesfor Moroccan  learners

General properties of the clause
•     The Had parameter is set as head-initial.
•    No Vi„-to-C movement.

Morphological knowledge
•      Knowledge that the copula is spelled out with a past tense feature and not with a 'normal'

(= non-durative) present tense.

DATIVE-possessive
Parametrized syntactic knowledge

•       T has a <strong> Spec-related  [- N,  - V] feature triggering raising of PP  (if past tense).
•     T has a <strong> head-related [-N, -V] feat:ure triggering raising of P only if the

features  in T are not lexicalized in a copular form (if present tense).
•        Agr has  a  <weak>  Spec-related  [-N, -V] feature.
•     Agr has a <strong> head-related feature triggering the raising of T.

Non-parametrized syntactic knowledge
•        The  possessor  is   projected  as a clitic  in D which diticizes  on  P  (when  the PP  is  inverted)
•       The possessor is projected as a full DP complement of P  (when the PP is not inverted).
•    The matrix clause permits adjoined elements to CP/AgrP which are coreferential with the

Clitic.

Lexical knowledge
•     T head must be lexieally filled (by a copular form or by a preposition).

GENITIVE-possessive
Parametrized syntactic knowledge

•      T and Agr have a <strong> Spec-related [+N, - V, +D] feature triggering overt raising of
the DP which is the subject of the SC.

•     Agr has a <strong> head-related [-N, +V,+T] feature triggering T.

Non-parametrized syntactic knowledge
•     The possessor is prolected within the second noun phrase, which is an ellipted one.

Morphological knowledge
•    Knowledge that the genitive is spelled out as *yal

The state of the linguistic knowledge represented in Table 9.3 implies a resetting aspect with

regard to parameter values, and an acquisition aspect with regard to other linguistic items, viz.,
the items listed in Table 9.4.
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Table  9.4        Knowledge  to  be  acquind   gy  a  Moroccan  learner  of Dutch

General properties of the clause

Resetting of
•     Head parameter: resetting to a head-final value.

Acquisition of:
I Vblo-C movement

DATIVE-possessive
Resetting of

Spec-related feature [-N, -V] on Agr resetting to a <strong> value.

Acquisition of:
•   the syntactic knowledge that both a full noun possessor and a pronominal possessor

are generated as a complement of P;
•  the syntactic knowledge that P can incorporate into a BE-copula,
•  the knowledge that a copula is always spelled out;
•   the morphological rule which spells out the [I + P] - complex as a form of bebben.

GENITIVE-possessive:

Acquisition of
•   the morphological rule which spells out the abstract genitive case as the adpositional marker

t,an,

•  the knowledge that a copula is 'always spelled out.

Given tlie Conservation Hypothesis, an emergence of Ll properties can be expected in the
beginning of the acquisition process, c.g., copulas are not overtly realized in the present tense,
appearance of-locative prepositions, And a BE-copula in DATIZE-possessive constructions in the
past tense (cf. examples (491)) ·and (50) in Subsection 7.5.2: ma·kan-i eend-i tumubit, was not at-me

car, ' I did not have a car') Those 1.1 properties do not necessarily come to the surface. There
are several reasons why they may remain unobserved (cf. also Subsections 2.4.3 and 2.4.4):
1.        the speed of the change:

-   if the primary linguistic data are clear and convincing, an L2 learner will abandon his

Ll grammar very soon.
2.       the morpheme realization in which the Ll can become manifest:

-    Ll properties which can already manifest themselves in the contentword state have

more opportunity to emerge than properties related to bound morphemes. A learner

may  already have sufficient evidence for changing some Ll-based item before he is
able to express it. This may happen when the acquisition of a given linguistic element
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proceeds very fast
3.      the time span of the data collection:

-    the acquisition process has progressed too far to observe Ll elements.
If the speed of a change is an important reason why we cannot observe it, slow learners may
give us more opportunity to see the intended change; more specifically, to provide evidence for
the conservation of Ll  properties.

Given these considerations, we can formulate the following predictions:

Prediction 1: No overt copulas in tbe earliest staMs.

Because of the complete lack of overt copulas in possessive clauses (for the
present tense) in the Ll, and the fact that copulas are a spell-out of formal
features (BFS), we do not expect to find copulas in the earliest stages of

acquistion.

Prediction 2:  Emegence of locative prepositions in DATIVE-possessives

Locative prepositions instead of spell-out of the HAVE-copula can only be
found in early stages, and only for slow learners, since there is ample positive
evidence in the L2 for a frequently-used free (verbal) morpheme expressing
possession, which is the spell-out of formal features as a HAVE-copula.

Given the development ofvocabulary in morpheme realization states (cf. Subsection 2.4.4), and
given the fact that a locative preposition (£end) has more semantic content than a feature bundle
which is not spelled out in the present tense (the BE-copula), the learner is expected to focus
first on finding an equivalent of the locative preposition. This leads to the formulation of
prediction 3:

Prediction 3: HAVE-copulas b«ore BE-copulas
From the perspective of conservation, copulas which can be considered
equivalent to the Ll linguistic item, viz., the prepositional complex rend+clitic -
obligatory in the Ll - will emerge before the BE-copula, which is not realized
in present tense Ll copular sentences. From the perspective of vocabulary
learning (cf. Subsection 2.4.4), the HAVE-copula (as an equivalent of the
Moroccan Arabic prepositional complex rend+clitic) is more meaningful than
the BE-copula since the former is strongly associated with the possessive

relationship  and the latter is  not.  If learners consider the HAVE-copula to be
an equivalent of the Moroccan Arabic prepositional complex send+clitic, this
string (FFS) appears as more salient to a learners than the BE-copula (BFS) and
will be acquired earlier.

As known from other studies (e.g., Klein & Perdue 1992; Starren & Van Hout 1997), initially,
adult L2 learners do not mark past tense by a verb form, but mainly by means of temporal
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adverbials. The past tense is marked by verbal forms only in later developmental stages.

Therefore, the question is whether any trace o f Ll conservation will be left in more advanced
developmental stages. If Moroccan L2 learners of Dutch have really understood that bebben is

a verb which can be conjugated like any other verb, it is plausible that they will use the past
tense or the perfect tense of bebben rather easily, at the same time and in the same way as they
use main verbs. If, however, the learner still associates the infinitive bebben and its conjugated
forms to reno+clitic, a  form of the BE-copulawill be expected for expressing the past tense (cf.
example (50) of Subsection 7.5.2). In the latter case, forms like was (past tense) will be expected.
This leads to the formulation of prediction 4.

P diction  4:  BE-copularforms  in  the past  tense  of DATIVE-possessives

In a more advanced stage of development, past tense forms of the BE-
copula (e.g., waA will emerge in order to express the past tense of the

copula bebben.

In regard to the GENITIVE-possessive construction, both the BE-copulaand the genitive marker
van are realizations of functional features  (BFS).  Both are free morphemes in the L2 as well.
Because of the strong similarity of the GENITIVE-possessive construction in Moroccan Arabic
and Dutch, the genitive marker is expected to emerge before the BE-copula, absent in Moroccan
Arabic.

Prediction 5: VAN bfore BE-copula

Because of (i) the direct match between the Ll and the L2 construction, and
(ii) because van is more closely associated with the possessive relationship, the

genitive marker van will emerge before the copula, which is covert in the Ll

grammar.

In more concrete terms, it is expected (as a combination of predictions 3 and 4) that:
beb/ beeft (have-Present tense)    will emerge before is   (be-Present tense)

and was (be-Past tense) will  emerge  before  bad (have-Past  tense)

The above predictions were tested on the basis of the production data ofthe four adult learners
in the ESF project.

9.2 DATIVE-possessive Constructions

9.2.1  Description and analysis

This section shows how a Moroccan learner of Dutch developed from an Ll-based COP-DAT-
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construction, in  (la),   to a fully fledged HAVE-construction which conforms  to the target

language,  in  (lb)

(1)   a ik met klein winkel FAT-3

I with small shop
'I had a small shop'

b ik beb  vii f machine FAT-27

I have five machine

'I had five knitting machines'

Two construction types are covered by the heading DATIVE-possessives: the COP-DAT-

construction, as in (la) for Moroccan Arabic (see 7.5.2 for a structural analysis), and the HAVE-

construction, as in (lb) by means of a possessive copula like HAVE (see Subsection 7.4.2).
Adopting the Conservation Hypothesis, we must consider the former construction - the CoP-
DAT-type construction without a copula, and with a locative preposition - the starting-point
of the development which, ideally, ends with the acquisition of the target HAVE-construction

by means of the copular verb bebben.  It is assumed that Moroccan learners of Dutch start out

from the idea that a possessive clausal is a construction consisting of a dislocated possessor, a

prepositional phrase containing a resumptive clitic, a possessee and a copular verb which is not
realized in the present tense. Like the Turkish learner, the Moroccan learner seems to focus,
initially, on recognizing and producing the main entities, viz., the possessor and the possessee.

In the beginning, the learner focuses on significant elements, full noun phrases, and  not on
functional elements. Accordingly, only the possessor and the possessee emerge in the Content
Word state (CWS). Subsequently, free functional morphemes appear as independent elements

which are less salient than content words (FFS). Some prepositions are such free morphernes
(e.g., met 'with', VOOT 'to, for') marking location and direction; other prepositions have less

semantic content,   like the preposition   van   'of.      Like the possessive copula, which   is   the

expression of a feature complex rather than the expression of a clearly described semantic

content, the preposition van is assumed to be less salient and thus, appears at a later stage in the

development than prepositions like met'with'. Finally, the functional feature complex is spelled
out as a form of the possessive copula bebben. First, a specific, finite form of the verb is used,

but no observable agreement is found. Subject-verb agreement appears later. Theoretically, we
may therefore expect, for the Moroccan learners, a stepwise emergence of the following
patterns as the result of gradual development in morpheme realization states:

1.    Possessor + Possessee; (bare pattern: CWS)
2.    Possessor +P+ Possessee; (FFS)
3.    -  Possessor + Copula (no agreement) + Possessee; (BFS)

-  Possessor + Copula ( agreement) + Possessee;
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Table 9.5 1.'ariants  Of tbe  DATIVE-possessive  construction  attested in  tbe  developmental sta#s  offour
Moroccan adult learners

Stage Example Subject code

1. Conservation stage
a. Content Word state (CWS) ik klein winkel FAT-3

- DP + DP I small shop / '1 had a small shop'
nou (pro) geen huis FAT-6

now no house / 'now you do not have a house'
miln vrouw ook klein huis MOH-6

my wife also small house

'my wife also has a small house'
b. Free Functional state (FFS) ik [met pro] klein winkel FAT-3

-D P+P+D P I with small  shop  /  'I  had a small  shop'
Fatiha Mustafa [met pro] ander moeder FAT-12
F. M. with other mother / 'F and M have another mother'

ik [be(# ] 47 jaar FAT-9

- prepositional bedi I has 47 year / 'I am 47'

c. Bound Functional State(BFS) ik was ruzie met leraar HASK-12

- past tense: was I was trouble with teacher
' I  had  troubles  with  the  teacher'

die was beeft een huis HASK-18
- past tense: wa beet that was has a house/'he had a house'

2. Restructuring stage
- PP + DP [met die man] naam semsar FAT-7

with that man name semsar/ 'that man is called semsar'
- PP + is + DP [t,an de boer] is meer autoos HASK-27

of the farmer is more cars / 'the farmer has more cars'
- PP + beE# + DP met Soumiya be#j veel pi in HASM-23

with Soumiya has much pain / 'S. has a lot of pain'

3 Target state
- present tense: beeft hit bes/t geen geld FAT-27

'he has no rrloney'
- past tense: had ik bad ruzie met leraar HASK-19

'I had troubles with the teacher'

The question now is how the preposition incorporates into the feature complex in the I head
and whether there is some evidence for this incorporation in the learner's data.

In Table 9.5 the learner variants exemplifying the morphological states above and the
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expected restructuring are divided into the conservation stage, restructuring stage and target
state. Unlike we saw in the development of the Turkish learners, we can distinguish a
restructuring stage. Some changes which are not parameter-related shifts are classified under
the restructuring stage, although, strictly speaking, there is no parametric change. We will come
back to these cases. 'I'hroughout these stages, the three morpheme realization states manifest
themselves. First, the various learner variants presented in Table 9.5 are analyzed and discussed.
The number of tokens of each of these types is given in Table 9.7 in the next subsection.

Conservation stage

At the earliest stage of acquisition, all Moroccan learners, just like the Turkish learners, seem
to produce clausal expressions consisting oftwo noun phrases as in (2)., Most ofthe Moroccan
learners, except Fatima, left this stage at the beginning o f the data collection (as we will see in
Table  9.6).

(2)     9 niqn vrouw ook klein huis nominal possessor MOH-6

my wife also small house

'my wife has also a small house'
b ik klein winkel pronominal possessor FAT-3

I         small shop'
I  had a small  shop'

Although the earliest stage in the learner varieties of Moroccan and Turkish learners is, at first
glance, similar, the Conservation Hypothesis predicts that theirunderlyingstructures differ. The

Moroccan utterance in (2) has an Ll-based structure, while a similar utterance from a Turkish
learner has a Turkish Ll structure (compare (23)  of this chapter to example  (2a) of Subsection
8.2.1). Adopting an Ll underlying structure, we propose (3a,b) as the syntactic structure for
(2a,b), in which the possessor m» vn,uw is in a dislocated position because it is followed by a
pause separated from the possessee klein buis, and by the particle ook ('also'), presumably
adjoined to the SC.
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(3)                  *P

DP AEEP--*I )-
Spec Agr'Agr-TP

Agr   [r+ [13+  Djlk    PP.,                                  r

Tk             SC.-. K--
T  [P+ Ddi Subiect

5       DP
1

7 + DJ    4

a mijn vrouw               0          0 p i n klein huis
b ik         0   0 pro klein winkel

The underlying structure o f (3) is a small clause structure with a PP predicate, the head o fwhich
is phonetically empty, as is its complement. The head P is still empty when it is moved and
attached to T, and later to Agr. Just as in an equivalent Moroccan Ll utterance, there is
adjunction, but no incorporation of the preposition into a copular form (with a different spell-
out, as is the case in Dutch or French).

It is supposed that (31)) has the same syntactic structure as (3a), although the pronominal
possessor ik may suggest that ik is the obiect pronominal cliticizing on P (phonetically empty
here).2 That might also be suggested by the fact that there is no clearly observable pause after
the pronominal. Such a pause, however, is often not audible. The reason the analysis in (31)) is
to be preferred is that, in a subsequent morpheme realization state (FFS), a preposition emerges
between the possessor and the possessee, e.g., in (4a,b). In (42), a pronominal possessor

precedes the preposition; in (41)), a nominal possessor.

(4) a ik met klein winkel pronominal possessor FAT-3

I with small shop
'
I  had a small  shop'

b Fatiha Mustafa Khilifiye met andere moeder nominal possessor FAT-12
Fatiha Mustafa Khilifiye with other mother

2 One may object that ik (1-1sg) is not an object form, but, in early learner stages, that argument does not hold
as ik is often used instead of possessive forms. Compare Section 5.3 in which we saw learner variants like«,lstraat
(you street;'your street') and bij p®a /e papa; 'his papa'),in which subject forms function as possessive forms.
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'Fatiha Mustatii and  Khilifive have another niother'

The analysis of (4) - fully based on the structure of Moroccan Arabic - is represented in (5).

(5)                 AerP

DP AgrP

Spec A'

Agr · TP

Agr   [I'+ [P+  D ]Ak    PP-

Tk            SC.-0T + 7+Ddi Subject            6

DP
A I
7  DJ    4

a ik o     met pro klein winkel
b    Fatiha, M., K. o       met pro andere moeder

In (59,b), the proposition met (i.e., [P+D]) adjoins to the feature complex in Agr, yielding the
[I+IP+D]]-complex, but is not spelled out as a HAVE-copula, just like in the source language.
0 f course, other ·analyses of these clauses are possible, but seem implausible in the light of the
Conservation Hypothesis. The sentences in (4), for instance, may be considered SC
constructions in which ik /Fatiba,  etc., gre the underlying subjects of a PP small clause, the head
of which is the preposition met, 9nd  klein  winkelf andere  moeder the complement of P, as is
represented below:

(6)   a       [App ik, b.gp L.gr 0 6c t, [pp met 6p klein winkel ]]]]]
b         b.vp  [Fatiha,  A fusta fit, Khilifiye] b,g,p [,40 [sc L [pp met 6p andere moeder ]]1]]

Although there is no formal objection against this analysis, it is not likely in the light of the Ll
structural basis and in the light of the intended meaning. The structure in (6) does not have a
possessive reading associated with. That is, in (6), the possessee is the complement to P,
whereas COP-DAT sentences take the possessor as complement of P.3

3 Observe that this is identical to Portuguese possessive clauses, e.g.,in (i),in which the possessor is moved to
Spec,!P and the preposition com 'with' clitizes on the copula esta. Note thatfome is not the complement of com.

®          o menino est - com fome (example: Freeze 1992:587)
the child is  - with hunger

'he child is hungry'
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At this point of the presentation of the DATIVE-possessives, it is useful to compare the
inverted COP-PREP-construction in (541)) and (7a) with the noninverted COP-PREP-construction

in (71)). (NoninvertedCOP-PREP-constructions wil| be presented and discussed further in section

9.3.1.)

(7) a ik [met prol klein winkel inverted COP-PREP-cvnstruction FAT-3

I     [with pro] small shop
'I  had a small shop'

b    [die ander tas]  (pro)   met die man noninverted COP-PREP-constmction FAT-6
that other bag   (it)    with that man
'that man has the other bag'

In noninverted copular constructions, the order of possessor and possessee (YX) differs from
the order in inverted clauses (XY). In a noninverted clause, the possessee is usually an identified
entity which is topicalized, while that is not the case in an inverted clause like (73). The inverted
construction may have an identified possessee, but such a possessee cannot be the dislocated

topic. Because Fatima was the slowest learner and showed this early stage in the clearest
way, we follow her development. Consider first the examples in (8).

(8)  a    mi in moeder heeft twee kinder FAT-5

my mother has-Pres.3sg two children
'my mother has two children'

b ik heeft 47 jaar4 FAT-9

I                  h;ive-Pres.3sg   47 year'
I  am  47'

C iullie lieeft un bus FAT-12

you-plur has-Pres.3sg a Kiln

'you  have  a  van'

Although (8a) seems a perfect ex·Ample o t-a target construction, we reiect the interpretation that

be(/7 is a conjugated verb because the finite verb befft is not inflected at all, i.e., does not display

In addition to this juxtaposition,,1 possessive clause occurs in which the preposition has been incorporated, that
is, the [copula + P] is spelled out as tem, e.g
(i)       o menmo tem fome

the child has hunger
'the child is hungn,'

4 In Moroccan Arabic, one's age is also expressed by mems of a HAVE-construction, e.g., in (1)
(i) gend-i tmeneya u Eeirin  sana

with/at-me twenty and eight  year
'I am twenty eight'

So, the use of bebben in (7) i: a case of Ll conservation.
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overt agreement with the subject (8b,c).The very first forms of bebben emerge in session 4 and

5: beb-lsg, which probably is an imitation since, after these first examples, she does not show
any variation in the finite form, and she continually uses be#? for the first person singular (e.g.,

in (8b)), and forany plural form as well (8c). In addition to this lack of- agreement, one can
observe an alternation between met and be#t for 10 months, until be€# outweighs me4 as shown

below  in  (9).

(9) Fatima: met - bebi beeft altentation in tbe gcle 1  and 2
session 3: met

session 4: heb

session 5: heb/heeft
session 6: Inet

session 7: heeft / met
session 8: nlet

session 9: heeft
session 10: rnet

session 12: heeft

session 13: met heeft

session and ff heeft

In this time span, be#t has the same meaning as met. It is the equivalent of met and has the
conserved value of a preposition  [-N,-V]. This is not surprising ifwe assume that the learner
is  trying to match the L2 linear string/lbder be#t een boek ('Abder has a book') with the string
Abder eend-u ktab (Abder with-him book) in the Ll. Identifying be72 as the equivalent of gend-u

is obvious then. Therefore, we consider the time before session 14 as a pure conservation stage.
Only  at  the  third  cycle  is  beb  (lsg)  systematically  distinguished from beeft (3sg).

Another striking Ll property manifests itself in HassanK's data when he attempts to produce
DATIVE-possessive clauses in the past tense. Recall that, in Subsection 7.5.2, it was argued that
Moroccan Arabic has different syntactic structures for DATIVE-possessives in the present and
in the past tense(cf. example (52) of Chapter D. As we have seen, in the present tense, the
P+clitic (rend+clitic) can move to Agr, while this movement is blocked when the past tense is
spelled out, so that the past tense consists of a form of kan (be') followed by P+clitic. If
learners base themselves on the structure of their Ll, possessive clauses like (1041)) will be
evident.

(10) a ik was nizie rnet leraar (target:  ik bad ruzie....) HASK-11

I     was quarrel with teacher
'I had a quarrel with the teacher'

b  hii was verkering    met een meisie (target: hii bad verkering ...) HASK-11

he was    relationship with a girl
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'he was going out with a girl'
c hi i be64 twee kinderen HASK-11

'he has two children'

Although HassanK seems able to produce target possessive clauses in the present tense in
session 11 (e.g., in 10c), Ll properties appear for the past tense. First, clauses appear in which
the past tense of bebben is represented by the past tense of the BE-copula (cf. (104b): waf> .
Subsequently, clauses emerge in which the copular form was is followed by befft (cS. (1241),c))
We first consider the structure for the clauses in (103,b), based on an Ll grammar and
represented in (11).

(11) Agrp

Spec AgrP

Spec Agr'

Agr TP.-0
[Agr + TJ  Ppi          T

p        DP           tk                   SC

Subject               t

a ik was [0 pro]i ruzie met leraar

b hi  was [0 pro], verkering met een meis e

In (11), the emergence of was is already reminiscent of the Ll grammar of Moroccan Arabic,
butwe even assume that the copula was figures in the same syntactic position as the Moroccan
Arabic copula kan (be-Cop-Past.masc.) instead ofa finite form of bebben thatwould be expected.
The speaker, HassanK, does not yet seem to consider beeft a verb which can be marked for the
past tense. Instead he expresses the past tense through the copular form was (similarly to what
is expressed by the copular form kan in Moroccan Arabic; cf. Subsection 7.5.2, example (50)).

Note  that  (11)  is a fully conserved structure in which  P is phonetically empty and  pro  is  the
resumptive pronoun which refers to a dislocated noun phrase.just like in Moroccan Arabic, the
Spec-related feature on Agr has a <weak> value, with the result that the PP is not moved
upwards within overt syntax. This becomes manifest somewhat later in (12), when the copula
was is followed by bee#.In Moroccan Arabic, a P+clitic (eend+clitic) would be expected in the
same syntactic position, viz., in Spec,TP. As we saw for Fatima in (9), learners seem to assume

that be€ft is equivalent to rend+clitic as it normally emerges in Agr, but here, the Agr head is filled
by the copula was.  What is the way out for our learners?
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HassanK seems to take the same position as Fatima when, two months after the emergence
of the sentence in (10), he produced the sentences in (12), viz., that be€# is equivalent to
end+clitic.

(12) a die was heeft -pro 301aar HASK-12

he was-Cop.Past.3sg has [gend+3sg] 30 years
'he was 30 years'

b  die meis je was nooit heeft -pro verkering HASI<-13
that girl was-Cop.Past.3sg never      has[gend+3sg]      relationship
'that girl was never in a relationship'

c dan \V,ls heeft - pro een huts HASK-18

then was-Cop.Past.3sg has [gend+3sg]  a house
'then he had a house'

The structure which represents this possessive clause is given in (13).

(13) AgrP

Specpl.rp

Spec Agr'

Agr NegP

Agr wask Spec Neg'
-/M-

Neg TP
t'k

PP,              T'

P DP t  SC

Subject             4

a cle \Vas heeft - 3sg 30 jaar

b   die meisie was nooit heeft - 3sg verkering
c dan uras heeft - 3sg een huis

In fact, the structure in (13) looks more Ll-based than earlier occurrences of HassanK, e.g.,

(14a)-(14c) from session 8, in which the verb bebben appears in various inflected forms.

(14)   a   die ander boermensen beef't een dochter HASK-8
those other farm people has-Pres.3sg one daughter
'those other farmers have a daughter'

b miin vader bebt geen auto HASK-8
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my father has-Pres.2sg no car

'my father has no car'
c   eerst ik beb een klein huis HASK-8

first I have.Pres.lsg a small house
'first, I had a small house'

The clauses in (14) suggest that we are dealing with inflected verb forms and, consequently, with
a target syntactic position o f the HAVIE-copula (viz., in Agr)  and a subject in Spec,Agr. Similar
forms figure in HassanK's speech from session 2 on. These clauses are in fact misleading. We
cannot observe what exactly is the underlying structure. The syntactic structure can only be
inferred when, in session 11, the past tense emerges in clauses like (10) and (12). These clauses

suggest the opposite idea, viz., that HassanK still departs from an Ll-based syntactic structure

for the generation ot- the possessive clauses and that, in his grammar, Agr is still having a
<weak> Spec-related feature which triggers the PP only at LF. The expression ofthe past tense,
however, forces HassanK to unfold the structure on which he builds his L2 possessive clauses.

Therefore, we must assume that 811 possessive clauses containing HAVE-forms produced by
HassanK (including those in (14)) are the products of a conserved, Ll-based grammar in which

beeft functions similarly to eend-.5,6  One may object that the morphological differences between

various person endings on the 'verb' bebben seem rather systematic. This is explicable as, in

Moroccan Arabic, the preposition Eend-ditic also displays paradigmatic properties, although it is
not a regular verbal paradigm. Even linguistically educated Moroccans sometimes claim that
end- is a verb. So, it must be concluded that HassanK produces conserved HAVE-constructions

as long as such constructions as (10)-(13) occur, viz., until session 18.

Restructuring stage

The constructions we discuss under this libel are classified here because they deviate from the

  There is one instance for HassanK in which the subiect pronoun cliticizes on bee#. In this example, the subject
is in dislocation, but is repeated by a pronominal suffix. It suggests that, presumably, the label beefstill has the

features of the preposition tend   1    met  i'·ao.

(i)        die meisie, beef-ze   een oom HASK-11
that girl, has-she one uncle
'
that girl has an uncle'

6 It is hard to say where the borderline between met en beeft
is Consider, for instance, examples (i) and (ii):

(i)              een Turkse iongen heeft geel hear en ander Turkse  ongen heeft zwarthaaren dan ga samen naar disco.
a Turkish boy has yellow hair and other Turkish boy has black hair and then go together to disco
'a Turkish boy with blond hair and an other Turkish boy with black hair go together to the disco'

(ii) die heeft geel haar mag binnen HASK-11

that has yellow hair may inside
'the one with yellow hair is allowed to go inside'

Because of the position in the developmental line, the analysis of bee# as witb (i.e., a P) is even more convincing.
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conservation stage and the target state. These clauses point to a <strong> setting of the Spec-
related [-N, -V] feature on Agr Consider the instances in (15).

(15)   a   [Ag,p ITF [pp met die man], [T· 0  [sc naam semsar 4]]]17 FAT-7
with that man n ame sems ar

'that man has the name semsar (brooker)'
b      [Ag,p [Tp [pp met kind],          [T·  0    Isc        een jaar 4]]]] FAT-16

with child one year
'a child is one year old'

c     IMP[TP [pp  bi i hem], [T· 0  [sc    kief  t, 11]] HASK-20
at him hashish

'he has hashish'

In (15a-c), a syntactic change has taken place with regard to the Ll structure because a  PP
including a full noun phrase is moved out of the SC. As such a string cannot be moved to the
Agr head,  it must be moved to some Spec-position, presumably Spec,TP (parallel to (11) and

(13)). The examples in  (15) do not yet provide decisive evidence for a resetting of the Spec-
related feature on Agr to the value <strong>, as in the L2, but this possibility cannot be
excluded either. The instances in (16) are unambiguous with respect to the position of the
possessor, viz., in Spec,Agr.

(16)    a    Gg,p [pp        met Soumiya]i [Ag,· heeft      [Tp t'i [sc veel piin ]]]] HASM-23
with Soumiya has much pain

'Soumiya suffers very much'
b  6ep [Pp van de boer], 6· is hpt'. Ec meer autoos 41]11 HASK-27

of the farmer                 is more autoos
'the farmer has more cars'

Unlike the instances in (15), the above examples provide evidence for restructuring through the

emergence of a PP containing a full noun phrase (e.g., met Soumiya  /  van  de  bo«  in a posidon
preceding the copula which figures in Agr. So, we assume that the PP is moved to Spec,AgrP.

Instance (161)) is interesting because it shows a variant in which the phi-features are spelled out

as is (the 'normal' copular form), without incorporation of the preposition van, which may have

7 Note that the prepositions which occur as L2 equivalents of eend are: met 'with', van 'of and b# *at'. The L2
lexical item b# is an appropriate equivalent  for Eend, HassanK also used  met and  van.

Like Ergun (I'urkish), who overused van as a default case marker, Fatima overused the word met as a default
case marker. Both prepositions have only a light semantic content, and, therefore, they can easily be used for
various purposes. See also Schenning (1998).
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a locative meaning in learner varieties.8
The example in (161) is comparable to (161)), but also more problematic, because  the

preposition met appears overtly in Spec,AgrP and is spelled out in the [I+P]-complex as beeft.
Although it is not a correct target variant, (162) is a unique developmental error for HassanM
in the third cycle.9 Moreover, such an error provides us insight into the syntactic structure of
the other possessive HAVE-clauses, and we can safely infer from these examples that HassanM
and HassanKgenerate their HAVE-clauses on the basis ofa <strong> setting ofthe Spec-related

[-N,-V] feature.

Target state

It is not easy to decide which constructions must be considered target constructions and which
not, because an inflected form of bebben is not a sufficient indication for a complete L2 structure

as shown above for Fatima (see (9)) and HassanK (see (10)-(13)). They used befft as an L2
equivalent of the Morocan Arabic preposition end and based themselves on the Moroccan
Arabic syntactic structure. So, we must find other indications as evidence for a target structure,
for instance that:
(i)            the subiect DP (the possessor) appears in Spec,Agr; (evidence for a <strong> setting

of the Spec-feature on Agr); it is difficult, however, to distinguish a DP in Spec,Agr
from a DP in a position adjoined to AgrP, the more so because a pause between a
dislocated DP and the clause is often hardly perceptible; clear evidence for a <strong>
Agr feature is the (incorrect) movement of a  full PP (P+DP) to Spec,Agr, as found for
HassanK and HassanM in (16);

(i)        the past tense of bebben is expressed in one verbal form, bad, in Agr (and no longer split
up ·as  was  beeft)·,

(iii)    the verb bebben h·as been extended from a possessive copula (in which it may be
equivalent to the preposition Eencd to all auxiliary of the perfect tense, e.g., b# beffigeden

(he has seen).10 In the latter string, beeft must be analyzed as a verbal form in Agr.

As we did in Chapter 8 on the Turkish learners, in this chapter, we focus on the main properties
of the DATIVE-possessive clause. We abstract from incorrect subject-verb agreement (179),

8  See Schenning (1998) for van in this meaning, e.g., van in the sense of op (on'), b# Cat'), in ('in') for Moroccan
learners.

9 This 'error' is revealing in the sense that Hassan made it when he told about his wife's delivery, and was very
worried about her, and therefore not very attentive to his grarnmatical constructions.

10 For all learners, Moroccan and Turkish learners  as well, possessive HAVE-constructions  emerge nine months
or more before auxiliary HAVE-constructions. Note that this acquisition order is comparable to the relationship
between the possessive HAVE and the auxiliary HAVE proposed by Kayne (1993).
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subject drop (17b),andgener:11 Ll properties ot-the clause. Until the end of the data collection,
such learner variants ;is (17) can be t-ound:

(17)  a  die ander boermensen heeft een dochter HASK-8
those other farm people has-Pres.3sg a daughter
'the other farmers  have  ·,i  daughter'

b  nou (pro) heb twee telefoon HASK-7

now (I) have-Pres.lsg two telephone
'now, I have two telephones'

So, in principle, the clauses in (17) c.in be considered target DATIVE-possessive structures if one
of the indications under (i) - (ifi) applies. The first occurrences of those indications are given
in Table 9.6.

Table 9.6 Indications for tbe tarlet sylitactic structure of,possessive HAVE-constnictions

Fatima Mohamed HassanK Hassan-M

(i)      PP + bebben - session 20 session 23

09) bad
as past tense - session 19                      -

(iii) bebben - session 9: heb

auxiliary of tense session 26 session 10 - session 10: was session 9
- session 24: was/heb

From the overview in Table 9.6, it can be inferred that, for Fatima, HAVE-possessive clauses

must have a target structure at least from session 26 onwards; for Mohamed, from session 10

on, and for Hassan.M, from session 9 on. HassanK exhibits a complicated acquisition pattern.
He is the 'victim' of his conservation strategy. The Ll structure in which kan is the past tense
marker in possessive clauses (cf. examples (10) - (12)), leads him to use this structure for all
perfect and past tense clauses, e.g., in (18).11,12

11 Note  that, in Moroccan Arabic. forms of the auxiliary kan (to be') are used to mark past tense in combinat:ion
with a following durative or with a active participle (cf Harrell 1970:179-181 for examples).

12 A similar way of expressing the past tense bv wa, is found in the Bos corpus where a 5-year-old Moroccan boy
telling the Frogstory says (Bos 1997:134):
(i)         en toen wou lie op een steen klimmen toen was tie op een steen kbmt

and then wanted he on a stone climb-inf then was he on a stone climb-3sg
'and then he wanted to climb on a stone'      'then he climbed on a stone'(or 'had climbed')

(ii)          toen iva< die hond ook k.limt
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(18)   9   past tense

hil    was nien met de auto (target: hi j ne4 HASK-14
he was drive witli the car
'he drove the car'

b   past perfect tense

miin vader  was gezien wil (target: m n vader bad ons gezien) HASK-13

my father   was seen   we
'my father had seen us'

In session 19, HassanK grasps that. m possessive clauses, the past tense of bebben is not split up
into two distinct linguistic elements, as illustrated in (199). The derivation of (192) is given in
(19b).

(19)       a ik had ruzie met leraar HASK-19
I       had troubles witli teacher
' I  had  troubles  with the teacher'

b     [wp [pp ik]k[v[Agr +T +P, (-bag]  [Tp [r+PJ [SC [ruzie met leraar] [pp 4 11* 1]11

The structure in (19) indicates that this learner has attained a complete reanalysis of the form
be€#which is now composed of: [P+Tense+Agr] features (i.e., the I + P-complex). Therefore,
it is not the entire PP (P+ ik) that c.in be moved upwards, but only what is left over in the PP
after the head P has been moved out, viz., ik. This locative P adjoins to T (recall from
Subsection 7.5.2 that this is impossible in the Ll) and the entire [I[+P] complex is spelled out
in Agr. This knowledge has not yet been transferred to the construction in which bebben is used

as  an auxiliary of tense/aspect.

General properties of the clause

HassanK's possessive clause in (19) may be a perfect target variant with regard to the past tense,
but it is unlikely that it is also a perfect target variant with regard to the syntactic position ofthe
finite verb in the clause. To put it in other - more theoretical - words: if our informants have
full target knowledge of the clause, their sentences should have (i) a head-final setting of the
Heid parameter for IP and (ii) a I'„,-to-C movement. If that is the case, we will find: (i) Verb
Second constructions with verb-subject inversion (e.g., in wh-sentences and in sentences

containing a preposed adverbial, and in yes/no questions)  and (ii) SOV order in embedded
sentences because Vfin-to-C movement is impossible. What we do find in the data of Moroccan
learners are clauses like those in (203), where Verb Second (V2) is required, and clauses like
those in (2Ob) where V2 is applied, and instances of V2 where it is not required, e.g., in (20c).

then was that dog also climb-3sg
'then that dog climbed too' (or 'tlien that dog had climbed too')
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GO)  a   no i/2 clauses where I/2 is required
-   nou Kemal be41 diploma van koken (target: nou bedt Kemal....) FAT-19

now Kemal has diploma of cooking
'now, Kemal has a cooking diploma'

-  een keer die meiste beeft baby (target: een keer beeft dgi mets je...) MOH-13

one time that girl has baby

'one time the girl was pregnant'
-  deze iaar zil beeft mavo (target: dit jaar bee,i Zij  ..)    HASM-22

this year she has mavo
'this year, she will get the mavo diploma'

b   V2 clauses where it is ®propriate
-  daar beb ik meer HASK-27

over there have I more
'I have more over there'

c    V2, wbere it is not appropriate
-  de mooist huis dat beb ik gezien (target:    dat ik gezien beb) HASK-27

the most beautiful house that have I seen
'the most beautiful house I have seen'

We also found yes/no-questions without subject-verb inversion (pointing to no Vfin-to-C
movement), e.g., in (21a), and yes/no-questions with subject-verb inversion, e.g., in (211)).

(21)   a    no subject-verb inversion inyes/no-question
-   jullie bebt busP (target: bebben jullie een busp) FAT-21

you-Plur.2sg has van?
do you have a vanP'

b   subject-verb inversion inyes/ no-question
-  beb iii geen sigaret bi ip MOH-26

have you no cigaret ati
'don't you have a cigaret with youl

The examples in (20) and (21) suggest that V2 is not systematically applied, but that Mohamed
and HassanK show instances of the target construction. HassanK is certainly conscious of V2
in session 27 because he overgeneralizes V2 in the embedded sentence in (20c).

With regard the position of the finite verb in the embedded clause, exemplified in (22), only
Mohamed shows clauses with both a SOV order(221)) and SVO order (22a), indicative of a stage

in which he admits variability (cf. Subsection 2.4.5).

(22)   a    SVO in embedded clause
-  als ik beb kinderen (target: als ik kinderen beb,..0      MOH-26

'if I have children'
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-   als die huis sas van ons (target: als dat huis van ons war) HASK-27
if that house was of us
'if that house were ours'

-   zi) vertel dat zil bef# un huis (target zij vertelt dat zii een huis be#0 HASM-27
she tell that she has a house
'she tells that she has a house'

b  SOV in embedded sentence
-  als ik nieuwe auto beb MOH-27

when I new car have
'when I have a new car'

As the four adult informants do not systematically produce either V2 word order or Vfi„ at the
end of embedded clauses, we assume that the structure for (19) - produced in session 19 - is still
a structure in which the functional heads are head-initial, as represented in (23).13 We consider
(23)  a target DATIVE-possessive construction because of
(i)         the incorporation o f an abstract P into the I head and its spell-out as a finite form of the

verb bebben:

(ii) the clearly inflected form of bebben, in which the past tense feature is expressed (baa).
So, while the spell-out rule has been acquired, the Head parameter setting has not.

(23)                           IP

PP,                                     I'.-i
Pk DP 1<**£          hi

Pk  + I <lsg.Past> DP           4

1

0             ik had ruzte met leraar

Summarizing, we conclude that the Voroccan learner acquires the possessive clausal
construction in three steps:
1.      initially, the possessive clause is based on the Moroccan Arabic Ll structure in which a

locative preposition may appear (e.g., in (3)-(6));
2.       next, an intermediate stage surfaces in which the Ll preposition + clitic is spelled out as

be€#, and in which the categorial status of beep  s often not obvious, e.g., for Fatima and
Hassan K;

13 This setting of the Head parameter does not exclude a VEn-to-C movement, viz., from a head-initial I position
to a head-initial C. This explains why Moroccan learners often display Verb Second word order be fore the position
of the verb has become target-like in the embedded clause (cf. Van de Cralts 1994)
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3.       and finally, clauses based on the target structure appear, first for the present tense, later
on for the past tense.

As for the general properties of the clause, none of-the four learners have completely acquired
a switch ofheadedness for functional categories in the dausal domain; two learners have begun

to apply Vfin-to-C movement (Mohamed and HassanK), one learner is attentive to SOV order.

9.2.2 Results

In this section, the results of the four Moroccan adults are presented and the following
questions are answered:  (i) How many occurrences of each possessive variant are found in the
learner's production data? and (ii) To what extent do the learners attain target knowledge of the
DATIVE-possessive construction? The results are brought together in Table 9.7 and should be
considered in relation to Table 9.5, in which the variants are presented, and Table 9.6, in which
the notion 'target state' is delimited for each of the informants. This delineation is used for
counting the results in Table 9.7.

Table 9.7      Distribution of DATIVE-possessives  produced  four adult Moroccan learners over
developmental sta es

Fatima Mohamed HassanK Hassan M

Cycle 123123123123

1. Conservation
CWS:  DP+DP            48      62      21      17      10        1        1        7      4      7        1       -
FFS: DP+P+DP 8 2 -1- -1 1 1 1 1-
- prepositional bef#       10      26      76      44 - - 77 158 -   52     -    -

BFS:
- Past tense: War                      -                  - - -     -     -     -    12    1    -     -    -

was beeft         -       -       - 3- - - -

2. Restructuring
PP + DP 1 3 1 -2- - - - - 1 -

- PP  + is + DP -           i           -            - - 1- - - -
- PP  + be€ft + Dp .           -           ---            -         - I -         1

3 Target state
- present/past: beef

- full DP pos'sor - -4 - 13 19 - -    9    1    19   17

- pronominal DP - - 9 - 124 131 - -   71   14 124 120

- past bad                    -        -        -       -       1         -        -        -      2       -         -       -

Total      67 93 111 62 150 151     79   182   88   75 146 138

All the learners attained target knowledge of HAVE-possessive constructions, as can be inferred
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from Table 9.7; HassanM in the course of the first cycle. All four learners show development
in morpheme realization states, although in a very restricted way (compared to the Turkish
learners). Fatima, the least advanced learner, and HassanK lag behind the other two informants
because they still rely on their Ll grammar. HassanK, in particular, sticks to the structure of the
past tense. This slows down his acquisition process considerably. At the end of the data
collection, however, HassanK is the only informant who is able to produce the bad-variant in
possessive clauses (but not yet as an auxiliary). Consequently, one should conclude that the other
informants, who did not display any knowledge o f the past tense,14 were less troubled by the Ll
structure but also lag behind in that respect.

To give a clear picture of the results of the four Moroccan informants and the effect of the
syntactic reinterpretation of their constructions, we have computed the percentage of target
variants for each informant over the three cycles. On the left side of Figure 9.2, this is done for
all occurrences in which forms of bebben occur, and on the right side of Figure 9.2, if those

occurrences are related to a syntactic interpretation as applied in Table 9.7.

HAVE-realizations target HAVE-constructions (=P+1)
100

-- --.-.-:2.-4-,·-,w__.„------w----i--m*=Is--'-
100 - .....0.--,-.0.-.-.-.- I.-

-- .=.2---------------
80 - --- / 80 ---

'., ''--
.      --                                                    2                  ...t:
   60

-
 

60-
:.':

 
40-

     40 -         =

20-- 20 -,   ,4'':
0        0, ,-------1
cycle 1 cycle 2 cycle3 cycle 1 cycle 2 cycle3

Fatima - - - - - Mohamed Fatima ----- Mohamed
HassanK      - -·-·-·- HassanM HassanK -·-·-·--- HassanM

Figure 9.2 Restilts  on  the  acquisition  of HAT E-constructions  offour Moroccan  adult informants,  left for

all  occurrences  of hebben,  right for  all  occurrences  of hebben  wbicb  are  Ontacticalb

interpreted as taGet constructions.

The display on the left suggests that three out of four informants use HAVE-constructions in
more than 80% of the cases from cycle 2 on. Comparison  of the results shows Fatima as the

least advanced learner, but she did much better in the last cycle when she scored more than 60%
HAVE-constructions. HassanK was the best of the informants in the first cycle (almost 100%
correct), but Mohamed and HassanM were better in the second cycle.

The  figure on the right shows different results. The results differ dramatically for HassanK,
in particular, because it clearly shows that the early bebben-constructions cannot be target

14

Except from one occurrence of had produced by Mohamed.
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constructions if they are followed by a stage in which war is the past tense of bebben, and beeft the

equivalent of end. A similar situation holds for Fatima: we do not assume that bebben-

constructions are target constructions as long as met and befft alternate (until session 14), and as
long as bebben is not used as an auxiliary (until session 26). The two other informants do not use
past tense possessive constructions, and use the auxiliary only from session 9 ;ind 10 on. The
figure on the right seems to provide a more realistic picture than the one on the left. Fatima,
HassanM, and, probably, also Mohamed do not show any knowledge of how to form the past
tense in possessives in the I.2 or ofthe syntax of the past tense in possessives. In short, we may
conclude that, finally, target knowledge of the DATIVE-possessives in the present tense is
attained by alllearners.

9.2.3 Stages

Developmental stages

In the beginning of this chapter, in Table 9.4, the linguistic knowledge to be acquired by a
Moroccan learner was formulated. Three parameter reset:tings have to be done in order to attain

target knowledge, viz., (i) resetting of the Spec-related feature on Agr attracting the predicate
PP, (ii) resetting of the Head parameter to a head-final structure, and (iii) Vfin-to-C movement

(strong value of head feature on  C). We focus  only on the first parameter since the other two
are not specific for possessive clauses. The resetting of the first parameter - the strength value
of the Spec-feature on Agr - will directly yield a target state structure. The resetting is hard to

observe, as was shown in the previous section. The resetting became only unambiguously
manifest in arestructuring stage when the entire PP was moved to Spec,AgrP (cf. example (16)).

Such  movement of a PP including a full DP is not allowed  in  Ll, and only allowed in  L2 if P
has been moved out and incorporated into T at a prior stage in the derivation.  0f course, such
an operation  is made available by UG. It is not surprising then that a restructuring stage such

as the one shown in Table 9.7 yielded only a small amount of data and not a stage of any
substantial length.

As was shown in Figure 9.2 and Table 9.7, there is little overlap between the conservation
stage and the target state. The conservation stage has completely ended for Mohamed and
HassanM in the last cycle; there is little overlap for HassanK and a considerable overlap for
Fatima. That little overlap between conservation stage and target state is more or less artificial
because we can observe when overt locative prepositions - as evidence for conservation  -
disappear, but we cannot clearly observe when the prepositional be#t is no longer a preposition
but a [I+P]-complex. We have determined that moment by means of the emergence of bebbell

as an auxiliary, and we decided that the prepositional be#/ is no longer a preposition when it is
used as an auxiliary of aspect/tense. Consequently, all forms of the possessive bebben are

considered target constructions after the first emergence of bebben as an auxiliary. That excludes

overlap.
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Development in morpheme realization states

The changes in the DATIVE-possessive constructions can be classified according to the three
morpheme realization states ofvocabulary development. In the FFS, the locative prepositions -
a free morpheme - and the prepositional beeft emerge. The latter was only analyzed at a later
moment in the BFS. At the end o f the data collection, Mohamed and HassanM have obviously
attained  the  last morpheme realization  state  (viz.,  they know that  [I+P]  spells out as beeft).
HassanK produced some residues of the previous state, and Fatima a large number of CWS and
FFS constructions. Overlap between these three morpheme realization states is only observable
m a number of instances in the data on Fatima.

Developmental order across learners

The order in which the developmental stages and various morpheme realization states manifest
themselves appears similar for the four adult learners.  HassanK is exceptional only in  his
attention to the past tense of possessive DATIVE-constructions and in the delay it causes in the
more general acquisition process.

9.2.4 Conclusions

We now go back to the predictions formulated in Section 9.1.2. The first prediction was:

Prediction 1:      No overt copulas in tbe earliest stages.

Because of the complete lack ot-overt copulas in DATIVE-possessive clauses
(for the present tense) m the Ll and the fact that copulas are a spell-out of
formal features (BFS), we do not expect to find copulas in the earliest stages

of acquistion.

Prediction 1 is confirmed because, in the previous subsections, (see Table 9.6 in particular), it
is shown that beginning learners do not spell out the copula. We characterize Mohamed as a
beginner in cycle 1 and Fatima as a beginner in cycles 1,2, and 3, and the two Hassans as more
advanced learners. It is plausible that the last two passed through a similar stage before the
beginning o f this data collection. The decrease of copula-absent sentences suggests that this is
the case. The first forms of bebben emerge very early, in the first cycle already; particularly for

Fatima, these forms o f bebben alternate with the locative preposition met (see example (9)  of this
chapter). Therefore, the earliest forms of bebben should be considered prepositions figuring in

Agr.

Prediction  2:       Eme,gence of locative prepositions in  DATIVE-possessives
Locative prepositions instead of spell-out of the HAVE-copula can only be found
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in early stages, and only for slow learners, since there is ample positive evidence
in the L2 for a frequently used free morpheme, which is the spell out o f formal

' features as a HAVE-copula.

This prediction is confirmed since locative prepositions - as free morphemes - emerge in the
FFS after a period in which only content words appear (CWS)  (see Table 9.7). The locative

prepositions may co-occur for some months with forms of bebben (which are in fact

prepositions) in that time, e.g., for Fatima, who can be characterized as the slowest learner.
Reminiscent traces of prepositions can be found for the other three informants. The locative

prepositions disappear as soon as the copula is overtly spelled out as bebben and analyzed as the
incorporation of a locative preposition into the feature complex in I.

Prediction 3 will be discussed in Section 9.4.1.

Prediction 4:       BE-copularforms in tbe past tense  of DATIVE-possessives

In a more advanced stage of development, past tense forms of the BE-copula

(e.g., wai) will emerge in order to express the past tense of the copula bebben.

We h·ave found confirmation of this prediction in the data of one informant, HassanK (see
Table 9.7). First, he built his past tense constructions on the basis of the Ll grammar; later, he
learned how to make the morphological form for the past tense. Such an Ll-based construction

implied that his present tense forms, e.g., beftwere notwell analyzed until then. The other three
informants did not produce past tense forms in the DATIVE-possessive clause, but it is not
impossible that, at a later time, they will also rely on the same Ll knowledge.

Concludingthis section on the DATIVE-possessive constructions and referring to Figure 9.2,
we claim that Ll knowledge affects the acquisition process more than one would expect at first
Sight, given the extensive production of HEBBEN-copulas o f the Moroccan learners.

9.3 GENITIVE-possessive (BE+PREP) Constructions

9.3.1 Description and analysis

In this section, all instances of XY patterns are discussed, where X is the possessee and Y is the

possessor. In Moroccan Arabic, the XY pattern can be either (i) a GENITIVE-possessive, in
which the genitive is realized by dyal, viz., the BE+PREP-construction,  or (it)  a DATIVE-
possessive, in which the dative occurs in the form of the locative prepostion eend, viz., the
COP+PREP-construction  (cf. (23) in Chapter 7). The latter is the non-inverted counterpart of
the DATIVE-possessive discussed in 9.2 and is similar to the French ce litye est & moi (that book

is  to  me).
In line with the Conservation Hypothesis, Morocc·an learners are expected to produce
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(;EXITIVE-possessive constructions based on the linguistic knowledge ofMoroccan Arabic (see
Table 9.3) which results  in a pattern  like  (24).

(24) BE+PREP construction (GENITIVE-possessive)

nominal possessor construction:
a [cp le-ktab 6p pro, Isc 4     bp   0 dyal Abder ]]]]

the-book        (it) of Abder
'the book is Abder's '

pmnominal possessor constmction:
b le-ktab (pro) dyal- u

the-book (it) of- him

'the book is his'

Abstracting from the dislocated position of the full DP possessor, this construction is very
similar to Dutch. The only element which is lacking in Moroccan Arabic, but overt in Dutch,
is the BE-copula. As the copula is a functional element (BFS), and only realized in the past tense
in Moroccan Arabic, the BE-copu|a is not expected to appear in the earliest stage of- acquisition.
That differs for the genitive marker which is overtly realized by a preposition in Moroccan
Arabic and Dutch as well (see Subsection 7.4.2 and 7.5.2, respectively).

Besides this GENITIVE-possessive, Moroccan Arabic uses the non-inverted DATIVE-
possessive construction, in which the possessor is projected as the complement of the
preposition eend ('at'). These constructions are used when we are dealing with a topicalized

possessee, e.g., in (25).

(25) COP+PREP-construction (DATIVE-possessive)

nominalpossessor construction:
a [cp le-ktab  Ip pro,   Ec z  [pp   gend Aminal]]l

the-book     (it) at Amina
'Amina has the book'

pronominal possessor construction:
b le-ktab (pro) gend-ha

the-book (it) at-her
' she has  the  book'

Note that, although superficially similar to (24), the structure in (25) differs from (24)
syntactically, as the possessor is projected within the DP for (24) and within the PP in (25). As
nominal and pronominal possessors behave in the same way in the above examples, they will
be taken together in the presentation and discussion of the learners' variants. In Table 9.8, we
have divided all XY patterns in to nominal and pronominal possessors, abstracting away from
construction type BE+PREP or COP+PREP because the first division is based on surface
properties. The division o f XY patterns in construction types is given in Tables 9.9 and 9.10.
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T·.,ble 9.8       Dist,ibittioil ofXY patterns m·e,  nominal and pronominal posseso,yforfour Moroccan  learners;
itom. = nominal, pron. = pronominal

cycle 1 cycle 2 cycle 3 ti,tal per infi,rniant

noni pron. n(.)111. pron. nom. pron. nom. pron.

Fatima                                 1              -              1              1             -              -                   2                1
Mohamed                            1              4              -             6            1             2                   2              12
HassanK                             2             3 10 1      4      3        16        7

HassanM                             2             3 12 2     4      1        18       6

Total                                    6            10            23            10            9             6                 38             26

As Table 9.8 shows, constructions with nominal possessors are produced in almost the same
number iws those with pronominal possessors. (This is opposite to what the Turkish learners
showed us in 8.3 with regard to GENITIVE-possessives.)15

Before discussing the various types of possessive variants which instantiate the
COI'/BE+PREP-constructions, an overview of the variants is given in Table 9.9. This table
displays the already familiar division into three morpheme realization states (CWS, FFS, BFS),
and into two (or more) developmental stages. Table 9.9 also differs from the comparable table
for the Turks in Chapter 8, as non-inverted DATIVE-possessives are integrated in Table 9.9,
more in particular, the CaP+PREP-construction, because, in Moroccan Arabic (and French), this
construction displays the same surface pattern (XY) as the BE+PREP-construction, a subdivision
of the GENITIVE-possessive (see (23) in Chapter 7).

In the case of- the acquisition of the GENITIVE-possessive by Moroccan learners, we do not
distinguish a restructuring stage because the parametric value to be reset (viz., the position of
the functional head I) is not related to the syntax ot-possession, but to a general property of the
cl·,iuse. That is the same for the movement from Vfin to C, which is a new setting that has to be
acquired. (Compare earlier remarks in the previous section on DATIVE-possessive clauses.) The
target stage is attained when the morphological realization rule which requires the obligatory
spell-out of the BE-copula in the present tense is applied.

Under the label of target state, we have included all GENITIVE-possessive constructions in
which  both the BE-copula and the genitive marker van ire realized. As we did in previous
sections, we abstr·acted from what is irrelevant for the expression o f the possessive relationship,
viz., general properties o f the clause such as:
(i)        the presence of the possessee: overt or as a phonetically emptypm,

15 A plausible account for this fact is that the Turkish informants were inclined to consider pronominal DPs in
GENIT[VE-possessive clauses as unanalyzed wholes and, so, produced more pronominal GENITIVE-possessives than
GENITIVE-possessives with full DP possessors. Moroccan learners do not do so because, to them, the ccinstruction
is more transparent due to the similarity between source language and target language.
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(ii) the position of the copula: in  I or in C,
(iii) the position of the functional head I: head-initial or head-final.
In Table 9.9, both a nominal and a pronominal variant are given for each variant, if available.

Conservation stage

No instances of a pure Content Word state pattern were produced by Moroccan I.2 learners.
That is to say, possessive clauses consisting of only two noun phrases, such as those produced
by the Turkish learners, e.g., be auto mijn tank Zoon (that car my aunt son;'that car belongs to the
son of my aunt') do not occur in the data of the Moroccan learners. They seem to skip this
CWS state, probably because of the great similarity between Ll  and L2 (cf. Subsection  7.5.2).
Recall that the Dutch bet boek is van Abder (the book is of Abder; the book is Abder's') is highly
similar to both the GENITIVE-possessive string le-ktab *al„Abder(the-book of Abder'the book
is Abder's')  and the DATIVE-possessive string le-ktab Eend/lbder (the-book at Abder; 'the book
is Abder's'), but also to French DATIVE-possessive ce uvre esta tui (thatbook is to him;'thatbook
is his'). Interestingly, three of the four learners start with the DATIVE-possessive strings: Fatima
and Mohamed take the Moroccan Arabic construction and use the locative/dative preposition
met (equivalent o f Eent ; HassanM seems to take the French DATIVE-construction as his starting
point and uses the locative preposition voor (equivalent of the French a). Mohamed switches
over to GENITIVE-possessives halfway through cycle 1, and HassanM half way through cycle
2. Only HassanK exclusively produces GENITIVE-possessives from the beginning of the data
collection until the end.

Apart  from the question of whether our informants assign a different meaning aspect  to
GENITIVE-possessives and DATIVE-possessives of a similar XY pattern, prepositions such 23 met

('with, at') and voor (' to') are arguably more salient than the genitive marker van. So, it is fully in
the line with the order o f morpheme realization states that in the Free Functional State (FFS)

locative prepositions appear before (i) the functional preposition van and (ii) the BE-copula  in
the Bound Functional Morpheme State (BFS).

A  COP-PREP-construction typical for the FFS is given in the following sentences produced

by Fatima.

(25)   a   [die ander Ms] (pro) met die man non-inverted COP-PREP-construction    FAT-6
that other bag at that man
'that man has the other bag'

b Fatiha [met pro] andere moeder inverted COP-PREP-construction FAT-3
Fatiha [with pro] other mother
'Fatiha has  an  other mother'
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Ttible 9.9 L 'ariants of tbe BE i COP-PREP-possessit,e construction (witb nominal andpmnominal possessors)

fortd  in  tbe  del·elopmental  stages  of Moroccan  adults

Stage Example Subject code

1 Conservation stage
a. Content Word state (CWS) 0  (flot attested)
b. Free Functional state (FFS)

- COP-PREP: 0 + Loc. marker met die ander tas  (pro) met die man FAT-6

that other bag with that man
'that man has the other bag'

miln broodie alles (pro) met mii MOH-3

my bread everything with me
'
I  have my bread everything with me'

COP-PREP: 0 + Loc. marker roor die twee kinderen voor mit MOH-9
those two children to/for me
'those two children are mine'

c. Bound Functional state (BFS)
- COP-PREP: COP + Loc. marker voor dit appareil is niet t'oor'*4 / / voor ons HASM-13

this machine is not to we// to us
'this machine is ours'

- BE-PREP:  0 + Gen. marker van allemaal van mi j oom HASK-8

all of my uncle
'that all belongs to my uncle'

die traktor van hem MOH-12
that tractor of him
'the tractor is his'

2 Target state
BE-PREP:  BE + Gen. marker van (pro) 6 van gemeente HASK-13

is of municipality
'that belongs to the municipality'

die fout is van lou MOH-17
that fault is of you
'that fault is yours'

We assume that (253) is a noninverted DATIVE-construction (COP-PREP), the counterpart of
inverted IDATIVE-constructions discussed in Section 9.2, e.g., (25b).
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(26)                        IP

DP                                          IP

DPi                                                           I'

I              SC

4             pp

P          DP11a                 die ander tls           o met die man
b Fatiha [met proj, ander moeder     4                        4

In (26), the noninverted and the inverted construction are compared in one picture. The precise
derivation of the predicate inversion construction is not indicated in example (26). See example
(5) in this chapter for a more precise analysis. In (26), it becomes clear that the two possessors

occupy a completely different position, although the two clauses are at first glance rather similar.
In (269), the possessor is in situ within the PP tmet die man) while in (261)) the possessor is a
phonetically empty pronominal referring to the dislocated Fatiba.

Mohamed also starts with the preposition met, which he replaces by voorand van after some
months. These two prepositions co-occur in his data. The question arises whether possessive
clauses with voor ('to')  are 211 DATIVE-possessives  and possessive  clauses  with  van  ('of')  all

GENITIVE-possessives. The question cannot be answered on the basis of these data. As for
Mohamed, it seems likely that he followed the locative line from a Moroccan Arabic met to a
locative voor which he presumably used under the influence of the French i In (272-c), we see

the order of emergence.
(27)                           IP

DP,                                             I'

I              SC

pp

P       DP

a   [mijn broodie,alles] 0 11'let mij MOH-3

my bread, everything with me
'I have my bread, everything with me'

b  die twee kinder           e                                voor          mij                           MOH-9
those two children to me
'those two children  are  mine'

c  de fout                 is                         voor jou MOH-17
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the fault                tS                         to           veu
'the fault is yours'

As for Mohamed, it is unlikely that he distinguished van and voor because we find the two
prepositions produced in the same sentence with the same meaning, as illustrated in (28).16

(28)   a   is de four   voor jou of voorde treini MOH-17
is the fault  to you or to the traini

'is this your fault or the one of the traini'
b  die fout tS   van PU MOH-17

that fault       is    of you
'the fault is yours'

HassanM, the most proficient in French of the four informants, used  only the preposition voor
from the beginning of the data collection until session 16, both for pronominal and nominal

possessors, e.g., in (29).

(29)    sessions 1 -16:
a   deze auto is voor Noureddine HASM-5

this car is  to Noureddine
'this car is Noureddine's'

b     dit appareil (French lexical item)          is niet voorwij  //voor ons HASM-13
this machine                             is not to we // (=self-correction) to us
'this machine is ours'

sessions 17-27
c   die is van de trein HASM-17

that is of the train
'that belongs to the train'

HassanM used to speak French in school. Given that French is his second language and Dutch,
in fact, his third language, it is likely that his knowledge of French also had an impact on his
acquisition of Dutch as a third language. Here, for instance, the preposition 8 'to' in
combination with a copular verb has probably led to the use of the Dutch poor'to (a person)
and the obligatoriness  of the BE-copula that he does not fail to realize from session 2 onwards.
The shift from voor to  van in session 17 is almost absolute (one exception only). That is why we
tentatively assume that HassanM has seen the similarity between the Ll GENITIVE-possessive
and the target, and so, has acquired the GENITIVE-possessive clause.

HassanK is the only informant who takes the Ll GENITIVE-possessive (with dy® as the
starting point from early stages onwards, first without realization of the BE-copula, (30), in the

16 Recall from Subsect:ion 7.5.2 that Moroccan Arabic has a GENIT[VE-possessive construction in which the
genitive is overtly realized by *al. This  *al does not occur as a locative preposition  as  c) ('at',  to') in French.
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target state with realization  o f the copula  (33a,c).

(30) [allemaal]    van mil oom HASK-8
311                     of my uncle
' that all belongs  to my uncle'
[ p allemaal hp pro, [sc z bp . van IDp mi i Oom]<gen> ]]]]

Under the Conservation Hypothesis, the possessee, allemaal ('all') in (24), is expected to occur
in a dislocated position, probably adjoined to IP (or AgrP), and the BE-copula is not yet spelled

out (recall that this not required in the Ll). The dislocated position must be audible in Moroccan
Arabic to distinguish the clausal construction with 4),at from the nominal (analytic) construction
by means of-  val. In the L2 data, the slight rising intonation contour (with a fall after the subject)
is not always audible.

Target state

We have classified a few cases under the target state which are, strictly speaking, not target state
constructions. However, they do not belong to the conservation stage either because the copula
is overtly realized (notice that past tense marking of the copula is obligatory in the Ll), but not
the genitive marker van, as in (31).

(31) de bus was [de neef van hem] <+genitive> HASK-9
the van \Vas the cousin of him

'the van was his cousin's'

It is hard to account for the above sentence. Whywould HassanK omit the genitive marker that
he is able to realize overtly, as he already did in session 8 and in all other similar cases over the
entire data base There does not seem to be any grammatical reasons for this. Possibly,
HassanK feels he should not use the genitive marker van twice: first to express the possessive

relationship between neefand bem, secondly to express the relationship between de neef van bem
and the ellipted NP (which refers to bus). If so, this absence of the first van might be caused by
the specific necessity to realize a double van (compare also the text on variability in Subsection

2.4.5). Some minutes later in the discourse of which  (31) was part, HassanK produces the
sentence in (32) where the first van is omitted ;is well.

(32) die bus Mercedes° die was de nee f van hem HASK-9.17

that van Mercedes-         that was the cousin of him
' that Mercedes van belonged  to his cousin'

17 Note the clear dislocation of the sub,ect here, typical of Moroccan Arabic (adjoined to CP or IP)
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For the above extragr,immatical reason, we will consider (31) and (32) target state constructions
in the Table  9.10.

As said before, target constructions are characterized by the spell-out of the BE-copula and
the genitive marker van. We abstract from the overt presence of the possessee, and what is the
extict position of verb.18 Thus, the instances in (33) are considered target constructions.

(33)   a   (pro)   is van gemeente HASK-13

is       of= municipality
'that belongs to the municipality'

b  die fout is  van jou MOH-17
that fault    is  of you
'that fault is yours'

c   als de huis Was van ons HASK-27
if the house were of us

'if the house were ours'

The GENITIVE-possessive in (33c) shows HassanK's capability to produce a past tense

construction, but also shows his incapability to produce the BE-copula (as well as main verbs)
in a clause-final position in the embedded sentence.

9.3.2 Results

In this section, we give an overview of the results in Table 9.10 in which (i) the number of
occurrences of GENITIVE-possessives (BE-PREP) and DATIVE-possessives ( COP-PREP) can be
found, and where we can see (ii) to what extent the learners attained target knowledge of the
GENITIVE-possessive construction. First, consider the results of the adult learners in Table 9.10

(in relation to Table 9.9).

18 Compare the discussion about the position of the HAVE-copula at the end of the previous section and see (33c)
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T·able 9.10     Distribution of coP/ BE-PREP -possessive constructionsproduced gyfouradultMoroccan learners

over developmental stages

Fatima Mohamed HassanK HassanM

123123123123

1 Conservation stage
FFS: COP-PREP

0+Loc. marker: met        1     1     -      1     -      -       -     .     .      .     .     -
1                                                                        1- 0 + Loc. marker: voor 31 ---53BFS:  - cop + Loc. marker: voor

BE-PREP : -1- 2 2- 1 1- - - -
- 0 + Gen. marker: van

2. Target stage
1 2 2 4   10 7 -   11    4-B E    +   i··an

Total 1 2- 5 7 3     5   11 7 5  14   5

The conservation stage exhibits possessive clauses which can divided into COP-PREP

constructions and BE-PREP constructions. Within the conservation stage, the BE-PREP

constructions do not realize the copula (similarly to what is the spell-out rule for Moroccan

Arabic). One would expect that this was also the case for COP-PREP constructions. In COP-PREP

constructions with a locative preposition, however, the copula is overtly spelled out by two
informants although thatis notrequired in Moroccan Arabic and although the construction does
not exist in the target language. As the informants for whom this phenomenon is found have
a reasonable command of French, we tentatively argue that this different copula realization is

due to the influence of French, the first'second language' of HassanM and Mohamed. The BE-
PREP construction cannot be attributed to knowledge of French because French does not permit
possessive clausals by means of de ('of). In the same line, we argue that the constructions by
means of met and voor used by F·,itimiz and by Mohamed in the earliest stages are based on

Moroccan Arabic, and that Mohamed only later bases himself on French.
The target structure ofthe GENITIVE-possessive is attained by three of the four informants,

for HassanK at the end o f the first cycle already; for Mohamed and HassanM in the course of
the second cycle.

9.3.3 Stages

Developmental stages

Only two stages can be distinguished: a conservation stage and a target stage. There is no
parameter to reset as far the syntax of possession is involved. What has to be acquired is a
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morphological realization rule, viz., that a copula must always be spelled out. If this rule has been
acquired, the target state for GENITIVE-possessive clauses is attained.

Table 9.10 indicates that there is little overlap between the conservation stage and target
state: no overlap for Fatima, a little overlap for HassanK, slightly more overlap for Mohamed,
and almost no overlap for HassanM (one instance only in cycle 3). When HassanM stops
producing conserved constructions, this stop implies the start of a new construction (see
example (28)), and hardly any overlap. The question remains why Fatima, Mohamed, and
HassanM started with the noninverted DATIVE-construction. Two facts may play a role: (i) the
fact that they used the inverted DATIVE-construction from the beginning of data collection, and
(ii) the higher saliency of the locative prepositions (viz., met 'with' and voor 'to, for'  have a
locative meaningwhich can be delimited more easily than the more fuzzy meaning of van, which

is only the spell-out o f a genitive case).

Development in morpheme realization states

Only two morpheme realization states become manifest: the FFS and the BFS. The overlap
between these two states is very small since there are only a few FFS constructions. The nature
ofthe GENETIVE-possessive construction is notsuitable for observing the morpheme realization
states. The acquisition ofthe noun phrase by Turkish learners in Chapter 5, for instance, is much
more suited to observe them.

Developmental order across learners

The order in which conservation stage and target state constructions emerge is the same for all
learners. Learners differ, however, in the conserved XY pattern they take as the starting-point
of their acquisition: a COP+PREP or a BE+PREP construction. Three of them startwith the cop-

PREP  DATIVE-pattern; only HassanK begins with the GENITIVE-pattern. It is conceivable that
we missed this stage for HassanK.

9.3.4 Conclusions

We close offthis section on the acquisition of GENITIVIE-possessive clauses by goingback to the
predictions formulated in 9.1.2.

1 Prediction 1: No ove# copulas in tbe earliest stages.
Because of the complete lack of overt copulas in GENITIVE-possessive clauses (for
the present tense) in the Ll and the fact that copulas are a spell-out of formal
features (BFS),we do not expect to find copulas in the earliest stages ofacquisition.

We found confirmation for this prediction in Table 9.10, in particular for those constructions
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which are based on the Moroccan Arabic construction with end (Dutch equivalent: met, b#),but
not for those which are modelled on the French construction with 8. In the latter constructions,
we see the emergence of the copula and the preposition almost at the same time, probably
because the copula is obligatory in the French construction.

The Predictions 2 and 4 have been discussed in Subsection 9.2.4 because they are related
to the DATIVE-possessive clause. The discussion of Prediction 3: HAVE-copulas before BE-copulas
is postponed to Section 9.4.1. We now consider Prediction 5.

Prediction 5: VAN bdoTe BE-copula

Because of (i) the direct match bet·ween the Ll and the L2 construction, and (ii)
because van s more closely associated with the possessive relationship, the genitive

marker mn will emerge before the copula, which is covert in the Ll grammar.

This prediction is confirmed for three of the four informants (see Table 9.10). HassanM, the
fourth mformant, comes up with a copula and a preposition at the same time, but it is a locative
preposition and the clause is presumably based on a French construction in which the copula
is obligatorily realized. For the other in formants, it holds that prepositions and genitive markers
tend to appear earlier than the copula. Thus, it can tentatively be concluded that the realization
of the copula is influenced by the starting point: (1) if there is no copula realization in the Ll the
the preposition or genitive marker will appear first, (ii) if there is copula realization in French

(first 'second language'),the copula and the preposition will appear at the same time. So, Ll
conservation seems to be a stronger factor than the development in morpheme realization
states.

As with the Turkish learners, the question that arises tS why GENITIVIE-possessive constructions
are used so rarely in comparison with HAVE-constructions. Learners are familiar with this
construction type in their mother tongue as well as a noninverted DATIVE-construction (COP-
PREP) in their Ll or in their L2 French (as for HassanM). Most informants prefer the latter as
a starting-point for the acquisition process. Consequently, it takes longer for the GENITIVE-
possessives to appear, but abstracting from that fact, the GENITIVE-possessive is rarely used. It
seems better to account for this difference on the basis of the linguistic tasks which must be
carried out. The choice between I have a car 'And tbe car is mine is highly dependent on the
discourse, and there seem to be much more circumstances in which it is appropriate to say I bave

a  car than tbe caris mine. The former provides an answer to the question wbat doyou bave?, while
the latter answers the question whose car is it? Children likely have more opportunity to use the
second construction than the adult informants in the ESF project since they have more often
discussions about what belongs to whom. Nevertheless, there are some points in the ESF tasks
where the GENITIVE-possessive fits best from the perspective of a native speaker of Dutch, for
instance, the suitcase scene in the film-retelling task of Harold Lloyd at the station. Harold
Lloyd takes the wrong suitcase and the owner informs him of his error. A native speaker would
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shout: die is t'tin ntij (that is mine). None of the informants used this construction. Most of them
describe the happening e.g, (342), or use a clause that denies Lloyd's ownership (34b),or
identify the owner of the suitcase (34c) by emphasizing the possessive pronoun  (34c)

(34) a iouw koffer, hil stgat nog hier HASK-15

your suitcase, he stands here
'your suitcase is still here'

b    die is niet jouw koffer HASK-24

'that is  not your suitcase'
c    dat is mii koffertje HASM-24

'that is my suitcase'

The possessive relationships in (34b,c) are not classified as GENITIVE-possessive clauses but as
pronominal possessive noun phrases, the target variant of the Y X pattern. Adult learners seem
to prefer constructions like (34) over the GENITIVE-possessive clause, probably because they
want to be as explicit as possible.

9.4        Overview of the Acquisition Process and Main Conclusions

9.4.1 Developmental order of clausal possessive patterns across learners

Here we combine the results o f the previous sections and consider the order in which the spell-
out of the HAVE- and BE-copulas was acquired by the four adult informants. Given the
development in morpheme realization states, and given the fact that a locative preposition (tenc4
has more semantic content than a feature bundle which is not spelled out in the present tense,
we predicted that HAVE-copulas will emerge before BE-copulas, as formulated in Prediction 3.

Prediction 3: HAVE-coputas btfore BE-copulas
From the perspective of conservation, copulas which can be considered
equivalent to the Ll linguistic item, viz., the prepositional complex tend+Clitic -
obligatory in the Ll - will emerge before the BE-copula which is not realized in

present tense Ll copular sentences. From the perspective ofvocabulary learning
(cf. Subsection 2.4.4), the HAVE-copula (as an equivalent of the Moroccan
Arabic prepositional complex and+clitic) is moremeaningfulthan the BE-copula
since the former is strongly associated with the possessive relationship, and the
latter is not. If learners consider the HAVE-copula to be an equivalent of the
Moroccan Arabic prepositional complex Eend+clitic, this string (FFS) appears as
more salient to a learners than the BE-copula (BFS) and will be acquired earlier.
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Table 9.11  provides an overview of the order of first occurrences of the copulas bebben and Wn
1-he BE-copular forms are split up in clauses in which e.n figures in a GENITIVE-possessive
construction, and clauses in which »1 occurs as a common copula.

T,it)le 9.11 Classtfication of learner  types  based on  tbe  order in  litbicb  copularfo,7ns  emeqe    (based  on  first

occurrences)  in  tbe  production  data  of Mo,Decan  learners

ORDER OF EMERGENCE INFORMANTS + FIRST OCCURRENCE

Consecutive emergence of FATINLA MOHANiED
1. bebben   as a possessive copula session 4 session 1

1» as a common BE-copula session 22 session 3

3.  g n        in a GENITIVE-possessive clause - session 5

Simultaneous emergence of HASSAN K HASSANM
bebben as a possessive copula session 2 session 1

- #n as a common BE-copula session 2 session 1

and subsequently:
- 8/n         tn a GENITIVE-possessive clause session 6 session 2

It c:in be inferred from T·able 9.11 that adult learners start off by producing forms of bebben

before copular forms of *n appear. This order becomes clearly manifest for the slowest
learners. The two faster learners do not show the order of emergence itself, but the predicted
order of emergence is not contradicted either. So, Prediction 3 can be taken to be confirmed.

The order of emergence shown in Table 9.11 suggests that adults apply a kind of
'relexification' in the sense that they produce L2 lexical items which are unanalyzed (the

'prepositional beeft'), or, to formulate it in the terms used in Chapter 2, they fill the empty
phonological matrix associated with  a Ll feature bundle by an L2 lexical item. For some of the
Moroccan learners, this implies that for a long time, the lexical item be#? has a feature
constellation that differs from that of native speakers (cf. Table 9.12).
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Table 9.12 Tbe properties  of tbe I-2  lexical item heeft»m two per*ectives

MOROCCAN L2 LEARNER OF DLITCH NATIVE SPEAKER OF DUTCH

•  phonological matrix: /heeft/ •
phonological matrix: /heeft/

•   categorical value: [- N,  - V • categorical value: 1-N, +V]
• semantic features: [+locative] • formal features: singular

subcategorization frame: +  P  [- clitic] 3 person
present tense

[+locative]
(is together: the [I + P] complex)

It may seem paradoxical that, in the target language, the copular forms of bebben are considered
to be incorporations of *>1 and a preposition [I+P]. In that case, one would expect the copula
*>1 to emerge before copular forms of bebben. Yet, it is conceivable that that is how our I.2

learners deal with this lack of knowledge because, initially, they use unanalyzed forms, e.g., beeft,
and they do not use the BE-copula for the formation of them because, for the learner, be$is not
the spell-out of the  [I +P]-complex.

9.4.2        Overlap and conservation

In this section, we will schematically outline how the developmental stages follow each other
and how they overlap. Figure 9.3 is comparable to Figure 8.3 in which the development for a
Turkish learner was sketched. Here, we sketch the developmental line for HassanK, as he
displays a long period of conservation and attains target constructions for both possessive
clauses.

The information in Figure 9.3 is ordered from left to right as indicated by + time and the
consecutive sessions. The grey part of the figure represents the conservation stage, delineated
by bold lines. This stage is divided into two parts: the upper part representing the COP-PREP-

pattern (e.g., ik mfie·, ik beb mqie) md the lower part representing the BE-PREP-pattern (e.g.,
allemaal o van m  oom, all of my uncle 'that all belongs to my uncle'), separated from each other
by a broken line. In order to generate target HAVIE-constructions, one parameter value has to
be changed, viz., the strength of the Spec-related Agr feature. This restructuring from the
conserved COP-PREP-pattern to the HAVE-pattern is represented by the bold lines which
delineate the conservation stage and the target state. When the target HAVE-pattern emerges in

session 19, some rare conserved constructions (e.g., alr ik 0 geen werkb co-occur with the target
constructions, especially in embedded sentences (where HassanK seems to have difficulties
finding the correct position of the verb and omits the verb as the safest way to overcome this
problem; so, it can be taken a processing problem).
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+ time  123456789101112131415161718192021222324252627

Conservation stage (111- il= o geen -,-ed-)

ik ruzic +  ik heb flizie + ik was heeft een
huis

Target state
COP-PREP- PA'ITERN

HAVE-PATTERN
ik was ruzte met
leraar ik had ruzie met leraar

2      11 13    18 19
8                          18

die is ran iou + die is van jou +

BE-PREP-PATTERN

allemaal o  van mii oom          +

Cws + F'FS + BFS +

Figure 9.3 S cbematic overview of tbe de:,elopment»man Ll  basedpossessive clause (two patterns)towards

an  12   based  possessive  clausefor  tbe  adult  Moroccan  karner HassanK;

Arg part = conserved knowledge

There is little overlap until the end of the data collection, indicated by the small block in which
the embedded sentence (ah ik egeen  werk) is marked. Session 2 marks the emergence of the first
occurrence of bebben, which is a conserved prepositional beft. session 11 marks the emergence

of-the past tense by 11;as; session 13  the emergence of was beeft, session 18 marks the end of

prepositional beeft; ·and session 19 marks the emergence of the correct past tense and also the
beginning of the target HAVE-construction.

The lower part represents the development of the BE-PREP pattern. To attain the target
pattern, no restructuring has to be done, as can be seen in the above figure where there is no
visible separation between conservation stage and target state. When the bound morpheme
realization state for vocabulary learning is attained, the copulawill be spelled out and the target
state will be reached. HassanK attains target BE-PREP-pattern in sesssion 8, but a zero-marker
of the BE-copula continues until session 18.

The developmentallines ofthe DATIVE-possessive and the GENITIVE-possessive clauses in
Figure 9.3 show the remarkable fact that the HAVE-pattern becomes target-like, viz., [I+P] (in
session 19) immediately after the BE-copula has become obligatory (in session 18). The target
HAVE-pattern proves to be related to the acquisition ofthe obligatory presence ofthe BE-copula.

The overlap of conservation stage and target stage is nine months (or more) for the
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DATIVE-possessive. The period in which the BE-copula is optionally realized m the GENITIVE-
possessive is 10 months (from session 8 until 18). The overlap periods are not essentially
different whether we deal with parametric changes or morphological changes.

9.4.3 Developing grammatical knowledge

'1-he overview of- the developing stages in Figure 9.3 provided a picture of how the stages are
related to each other. This subsection gives an overview of the syntactic representations
corresponding to those stages (given in Table 9.13) and the linguistic knowledge which is at the
basis ot those representations (in Table 9.14). Note that the restructunng stage for DATIVE-
possessives, which is limited to a few instances, is represented as part of the target state for
reasons ot- presentation. How should those tables be read)

If we w.int to know, for instance, what HassanK's linguistic knowledge in session 22 is,
Figure 9.3 can tell us which construction patterns he produced. Starting at session number 22,
marked at the top of the figure and going from top to bottom, we find: (i) a conserved coP-
PREP-pattern, a target HAVE-pattern, and a BE-PREP-pattern. In the next table (Table 9.12), the
syntactic representations of these patterns can be found, and, in Table 9.14, the  linguistic
knowledge which is the basis o f those representations. This is done at the level of the lexicon,
the syntax, the morphology, and the vocabulary for the main linguistic items which are relevant
tor the production of the DATIVE- and GENITIVE-possessive clauses.

The major alteration entailed in further development from a COP-PREP- to a HAVE-
construction involves the incorporation of the preposition into the BE-copula. As long as
incorporgtion of P and spell-out of the [I+P]-complex is not attained, the learner uses the
conserved COP-PREP-construction. The second alteration, the resetting of- the parametric
strength of the Spec-related [-N,-V] feature on Agr opens the possiblity for the PP (after P has
left) to move upwards, via Spec,TP, to Spec,AgrP.

With regard to the GENITIVE-possessive construction, the main alteration consists of the
obligatory spell-out of the BE-copula. The spell-out of the genitive as a preposition is similar in
the   Ll. The dislocation of the possessee is not common in the L2, although not impossible.
These requirements do not imply important shifts if the learner takes the GENITIVIE-possesslve
BE-PREP-pattern as his starting point. If he takes a DATIVE-possessive COP-PREP-pattern as the

starting point, the change is greater (see the second and third row of the first column of Table

9.12). The learner has to change the kind of predicate used in the SC: an ellipted DP instead of
a PP. This is more a question o f taking another starting point because Moroccan Arabic permits
both  constructions  (with  *al and with  teno , although with a slightly different meaning.
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\ Able 9.13   01·en'ieir of tbe depelopmental stages of possessive clauses prod,iced ID Moroccan learners;  tbe

target state is ony  related to  tbe  syntax ofpossession  (position of I  is  not taniet-like);

Ca = ClFS,· b = PFS 'c= B.51

CONSERVATION STAGE TARGETSTATE

DATIT E-possessive construction (COP-PREP) DATRE-possessive construction (HAT'E)
AgrP

DP AgrP                                      PP,          Agr'.-0 A-
Agr' P  DP Agr<Spec:strong> TIPk-- A

Agr<Spec:weak> 7-P 1.·\gr + 'Il     ti          T'/-# .-* .1.-
Agr+FI+[P+Dll    PP,               T'                                                             P + DP T SC

'-*
SC Restructuring stage: Subi.                4

T+i DI       -                1           1                                                                     1
Subi.    4 b l I

  met die man o n:lam semsar..1 ik 0 0 winkel meer auto'sc van de boer  is
b ik o met winkel Target state: [IAgr+T]+Pl             Iik     o heeft winkel - ik had ruzie met leraar

CP GENITIVE-possessive (BE-PREP) GENITIVE-possessive (BE-PREP)

DP                   IP                                                              CP

pro                   I'                                     C                   IP

I SC                                 DP                 I'

t        DP                  I       SC

//\
NP DP<+gen>                                     t,              DP

c allemaal          0            0     van Imil 0(,m]
\P DP<+gen>

I).·\'Il\-E-possessive construction (COP-PREP)
CP

D      7IP c  -     die         is              0   van [die man]
al,   de huic w tis      o  van Ions]

pr- I'

I SC

1 t. 
I'             L) 13

b de ander tas       0 met die man
die 2 kinder 0 voor mij

c de fout            is Voor jou
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The linguistic knowledge which is needed for generating the possessive clauses in Table 9.13
is defined in Table 9.14. The changes at the level of the lexicon and morphology were
extensively discussed before. Here, changes at the level of-the vocabulary are also presented.  In
the  first column, first row, for instance, beeft is categorized as a locative preposition with
unspecified person and number features, which are represented by a clitic in Ll. This example
relates to Fatima's example ik beetwinkel(I has shop) in Table 9.13. In the target state, the lexical
item b«/ has the complete L2 set of features: [+3sg], [+tense]  and [+locative]. This example
makes clear that, in the course of the development, the learners' vocabulary not only expands,
but also changes in the sense that categorizations, subcategorization frames, and functional
features may change despite the phonological matrix which remains the same.

The  presence of the BE-copula is marked 'optional' in the conservation stage; this use of
the copula is limited to the noninverted DATIVE-possessive. This implies that the BE-copula is
required when used in combination with the preposition voor because the construction seems

b·ased on the French noninverted COP-PREP-construction in which the copula is spelled out,
while the BE-copula is not spelled out in combination with the preposition met, when the
Moroccan Arabic COP-PREP construction is at the basis. Note that metis marked twice, occurring
with a clitic in the inverted D.ATIVE-possessive, and occurring with a full DP in the noninverted
counterpart. In the target state the locative prepositions met and VOOT have disappeared because

they are no longer associated with a possessive syntax.
The GENITIVE-possessive clause does not show many changes. The main change is the

spell-out of the copula. In the conservation stage, the copula is realized by a zero-marker (first
column, second row in Table 9.14) marked as /0/. In the target state, this zero-marker is
replaced by inflected forms of the BE-copula.
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1:ible 9.14 (lreniell' of tbe conespoitdi,g derelopinggrammatical knoii·ledV of tbe Moir,rean   1-2 learner:
0 - pbonetically empty·. ebanges 11·itb ,«at·d to tbe consen·ation stage ane in bold

C.OXSERT'A'llON ST.1(,E RESTRECTURING STAGE 'I-ARGET S'I'ATE

DATIVE-possessive DATII-E-possessive DAl'IrE-possessive
1-ex·i:·on L 1 Lexicon L2 1_£xycon 1-2

I:        strong Spec feature T:         strong Spec feature T:     strong Spec feature
[- 3,  I  triggering PP [-N,  V triggering PP 1- N.- 1 triggering PP

1-:        swing head feature T:           strong head feantre T:      strong head feature

Agr: we:ik Spec feature Agr: strong Spec feature Agr   :strong Spec feature

Agr: strong he;id feature .'\gr: strcing head feature Agr:   strong head feature

.\10'Pholoo M.pbolog Morpbolog'

[0+ P] -+ P [0+Pl  -+ P [[Agr+11+ pl -+ heeft

1/otabulary 1-2 2-ocabulary L2 1/ocabular,  1-2
ik, D ik: D ik:       D

met, P [+loc] [ DP<clitic>j met: P [+1(,cl [-Dpl heeft:   [+3sg, + tense, +locl
0,     P [+loc]
heeft,     P [+loc] I- DP<clitic>]

DATIVE-possessive (tioninverted) DA'IIVE-possessive (nonmverted)
1" [+3sg, +tense] 1: [+3:g,+ tense} (optional)

(optional) 1 0{}r, P [+locl [- DP}

r·oor, P [+locl 1-DPI met, P [+loc] [- DP]
met, P [+loc} I-DP}

GENITIVE-possessive GENITIVE-possessive GENITIVE-possessive
Le-x71-on L 1 Lexicon 1-2 Le-ucon L.2

I:strong Spec feature I:  strong Spec feature I:  strong Spec feature

I+X,- r,+DI [+ N. r.+D] [+N,-\', +DI
I:strong head feature I: strong head feature I: strong head feature

E-N,+Il 1-N,+V] I-N.+Il

Morpboton MorpbotogM»«
DP. ,.,.,» -+ P +DP DP  «-:.  -+  vati  + DP DP  s .r=r>  -* van  +  DP

1'-ocabulary 1-2 1 ·'0:abulary 1-2 1,-ocabulary 1.2
0,      I+3 :g, +tensel                0,          [+3% + tense] is: [+3sg,+tense]

was, [+3sg, + tensel
van. P van.                      P van, P
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Conclusions and
Discussion

10.1 The Conservation Hypothesis again

The Conservation Hypothesis, explained in Chapter 2, has been corroborated throughout the
acquisition of possession, both within the nominal and the clausal domain. The acquisition of
possessive constructions is certainly not an issue to which much attention had been paid in L2
acquisition research.  This  had the disadvantage  that much  of what we have discussed  here  is

rather new, and that a long theoretical introduction was needed to grasp the essence for both
possessive noun phrases and possessive clauses. On the other hand, by taking the morpho-
syntactic acquisition of possession as a whole, we could focus on the acquisition of the
grammatical properties of an entire grammatical construct. That made us consider UG in a
broader perspective than it is generally done in most generative studies on L2 acquisition where,
often, only one well-known parameter is examined. In this study, we followed the acquisition
of the possessive noun phrase and clause with regard to syntactic, morphological, and lexical
aspects as well. The restriction to the noun phrase offered the possibility of delimiting the
subject of research from other processes atwork in the sentence. In the study of the possessive

clause, for instance, it was not easy to separate the acquisition of possession from the
movement of the verb, as became manifest in Chapters 8 and 9.

The purpose of this chapter is to underscore how the Conservation Hypothesis may
contribute to an explanation of the acquisition process of L2 learners. In previous chapters, a
series of predictions concerning the Conservation Hypothesis were tested which were
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confirmed for adult learners and, in most cases, also for child learners. In this section (10.1),
those predictions ·are taken together in a brief overview in order to make the broad outlines
nic_,re m,init-est. Although we observed that the Conservation Hypothesis produced good
predictions For each language group separately, more evidence can be obtained by .1 systematic
comparison ot-the results of the two language groups. Therefore, in Section 10.2, we will  focus
on differences (i) between the two language groups: Turkish and Moroccan learners, (ii)
between the two age groups: adolescents/adults and children, and (iii) between two kinds of
speakers: L2 learners and native speakers. The results of the two language groups and the two
age groups are compared in Subsections 10.2.1 through 10.2.5, first for the three nominal

possessive pwtterns, next for the two clausal patterns. Subsequently, the distributions of the Y„X
pattern :ind the XY„,.p pattern in the I.2 data are compared to the distributions of the same
patterns in a corpus of native speakers in Subsection 10.2.6. We will see that at the age of
eleven, the child learners attain the same distribution of these patterns as their native Dutch
school mates (except for the Turkish group in the Vermeer corpus). In Section 10.3, we focus
on the common properties of L2 acquisition when we discuss the two core problems outlined
in Section 1.4, viz.,the logical problem (in Subsection 10.3.1) and the developmental problem

(in Subsection 10.3.2). In the latter, the five main phenomena characteristics of Ll acquisition -
considered .is such by Towell& Hawkins (1994) - are discussed. Recall that those phenomena,
(i) transfer, (11) development in stages, (iti) systernaticy across learners, (iv) incompleteness in the
ultim,ite attainment, and (v) periods o f- variability, should be accounted for by any acquisition
theon', and, so, also by a theory based on the Conservation Hypothesis. We conclude with
sorne suggestions for further research and for L2 teaching practice in adult education (10.4)

Iii Chapters 5,6,  8, and 9, it was illustrated that, on the basis of the Conservation

Ilypothesis, important parts ofthe acquisition process may be predicted if detailed knowledge
ot- I.l and  L2 is available as well as a sufficiently worked out linguistic framework to distinguish
correspondences and differences between source and target languages.Table 10.1 summarizes
the predictions we made for the development of possessive constructions.
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Table 10.1    Oventiewofpredictions  (P) madefortbe mangestation of nominalpossessires andpossessive  clauses

in  tbe 1-2  data of Turkish and Moroccan  learners  of Dutch

TURKISH LEARNERS MOROCCAN LEARNERS

Nominal possessives Nominal possessives
Pl   The bare noun pattern (YX) Pl  The bare noun pattern (XY)
P2 The spell-out pattern: P2 The spell-out pattern:

demonstratives between Y and - van between X and Y
X
- genitive case emerges P3  Conservation of parameter setting

P3    Conservation o f parameter setting - <strong> functional heads

- for Agr features
- for D features
- for Headedness P4 Analytic XY„ pattern dominant

P4  Analytic XY„/p pattern first

Possessive clauses Possessive clauses

•    No overt copulas in earliest stages   Pl   • No overt copulas in earliest stages      Pl
•     The spell-out pattern: •    The spell-out pattern:

- co-occurrence of - emergence of locative prepositionsP2
VAN and HAVE-copula          P3 - BE-copular forms in past tense P4

• HAVE-copulas before BE-copulas    P2 0 HAVE-copulas before BE-copulas      P3
• van emerges before BE-copula P4   •    van emerges before BE-copula           PS

The predictions were made on the basis of the two main components of the Conservation

Hypothesis, viz,. (i) conservation of grammatical knowledge and (ii) gradual development of
the L2 vocabulary. In this respect, the Conservation Hypothesis differs from the hypotheses
ot-T'ainikka & Young-Scholten (1996) and Eubank (1996) and from the FA/FI' hypothesis of
Schwartz & Sprouse (1996). The first two models do not assume transfer of morphology:
bound morphemes emerge when the appropriate functional category is activated (Eubank) or
generated by an increasing number of functional projections (Vainikka & Young-Scholten).
Schwartz & Sprouse do not exclude transfer o f morphology, but they do not assign a role to
developing vocabulary and to morphology as a part of it, at least not explicitly. The
Conservation Hypothesis associates the emergence of free and bound morphology to the
'
visibility' (determined by extra-grammatical factors like perceptual salience, meaningfulness and

pragmatic relevance) of linguistic elements in the L2. According to the Conservation
Hypothesis, the predictions are based on the interplay ofthese two components: conservation
of Ll grammatical knowledge is the basis, but  how the conserved grammatical knowledge will
manifest itself at specific moments of the acquisition process depends on the vocabulary
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le.irning component.
P,ectction 1, for inst·,ince, predicted a bare noun pattern in the I.2 speech for both noun

phrases ·and clauses. 7'his implies, for nominal possessives, the emergence of two entities in the
i,rder YX for Turkish learners and in the order XY for Morocc·an learners, and, for the DATIVE-
possessive, the emergence of two entities in the order YX without realization of the copula. le
conservation of Ll knowledge were the only factor predicting the manifestation of the DATIVE-
possessives, an early stage without a HAVE-copula and with a GENITIVE-marked possessor could

not be ·accounted for (for the Turkish learners). The vocabulary learning component, however,
can explain why the Ll structure remains hidden in these earliest stages.

I'redictions related to tbe spell-out patterni predicted the spell-out of free ·and bound, most
functional, morphemes which occupy a lower position in the hierarchy of visibili ty (because
they  are less meaningful and perceptually less salient). These elements will reflect the Ll
grammar. As for the nominal possessives, demonstratives and genitive markers are expected to
emerge between Y and X. Regarding the clause, locative prepositions are predicted in the L2
speech o F Moroccan learners. In the possessive clause ot-Turkish learners, the spell-out o f the

genitiv case and the HAVE-copula are expected.
Another instance of a spell-out pattern of Moroccan learners is prediction P# (possessive

Clauses), BE-copularforms in Be past tense. We are dealing here with the spell-out of the past tense
feature, ·a case of direct conservation of- Ll  grammar. Thus, we Again observe an interplay of
conservation and levels of morpheme realization.

Predictio,1 3 (nominal possessives) concerns the conservation of parametric values. We
fi, rmulated this predictioti oiily for the nomin·al possessives (as there are tic, itiiportant
parameter switches to be done t-or the acquisition of possessive clauses). This prediction is only
h:ised on the conservation component.

Prediction 4 (nominal possessives) predicts which form o f restructuring can be expected first.
Ihe hiertirchy of visibility plays a role in this prediction. As parametric changes become

manifest in a clearer way in the lexical domain than in the functional domain, a switch of the
lexical head N is expected to emerge first and, hence, the mal>tic XY„ p pattern for the Turkish
le,irners. As the parametric ch;inges to be made by Moroccan learners are all related to the
functional domain, a dominance of the analytic pattern is expected in the beginning.

The two  predictions regarding possessive clauses, HAL'E-copulas before BE-copWas ·and VALV-

emerge.,·    befon,    BE-copulas, also predict an order   o f emergence based on the interplay of
conservation and the various levels of vocabulary learning. In possessive clauses HAVE ·and VAN
;ire more closely ·associated with the possessive relationship (in other words: they have a
stronger semantic content) than the BE-copula.

'1'he predictions in Table 10.1 tire generally confirmed for most adult learners but not for

i 7'he prediction on the spell-outpattern encompasses the predictions (P2) for the nominal possessives, prediction
2 (P2) for the possessive clause of Moroccan learners, and prediction 3 (P3) for the possessive clauses of Turkish
learners.
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most child learners which is why the results of the children and those o f the adults are each
dealt with separately  when we consider the outcomes for nominal and clausal constructions in
Section 10.2 in which Turkish and Moroccan learners are compared.

10.2 Acquisition Compared

In this section, we consider the broad outlines of our results. We do not go into details such as
frequencies and the precise content of substages or morpheme realization states. For such dat:i,
see the relevant tables in the data sections of Chapters 5,6,8, and 9.   For the comparisons in
this and following subsections, we have reduced the quantitive results from earlier tables to
indications as + and - to indicate whether learners have or have not attained a specific
(sub)stage, a morpheme realization state, or the target state. We have also used (+) for
infrequent occurrences, one or two occurrences maximally and only when these occurrences
could not be placed in a developmental line and we, therefore, could qualify them as non-
convincing. In addition to these three qualifications, we used a zero marker (o) when we did not
observe any occurrences of a specific substage or morpheme realization state, but when we did
find occurrences of the subsequent stage or state. Actually, a zero marker points to a stage that

already has been passed.

10.2.1 Acquisition of the possessive noun phrase: the YnX pattern

In this subsection, we compare the results for the acquisition of possessive noun phrases having

a Y„X pattern, such as vader €n boek (father his book 'father's book'), discussed in Section 5.2
for the Turkish learners and in Section 6.2 for the Moroccan learners.

Comparing the upper part (Turkish learners) and the lower part (Moroccan learners) of
Table  10.2, we observe a regular and balanced acquisition pattern for the Turkish learners.
Almost all stages, substages, and realization states appear consecutively from the least advanced
Van Helvert children to the most advanced Vermeer children. Half o f the adult learners start
the restructuring process but do not attain target constructions; 15 out o f 16 Vermeer children
do attain the target state (9490).

The Moroccan learners do not display such a clear acquisition pattern, as can be observed
in Table 10.2. The adult learners produce some Y.X patterns, but these are exceptional cases

(partly based on the Ll grammar).  Four out of 16 Vermeer children do not even start using this
pattern. Only the learners of group II show the entire scale of learners' variants and only 44%
o f the Vermeer children produce targetconstructions. These results differ dramatically from the
results of the Turkish children (94% attain target constructions)

The overview of Table  10.2 also shows that conservation  of Ll knowledge plays a more
important role in the acquisition pattern of the Turkish learners: conserved patterns are
dominant in the Van Helvert corpus and in the ESF corpus but are no longer so in the Vermeer
corpus. However, in the acquisition pattern of the Moroccan learners, patterns based on the
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Ll grammar plaj , a minor role.
Y„X occurrences are much more frequent in the corpus of the Turkish learners, apparently

because the Turkish learners receive more support from one of the two word order patterns in
the Dutch possessive noun phrases. The many conservation variants produced by the Turkish
learners are not the only evidence for the Conservation Hypothesis; the lack of success in the
acquisition of this particular possessive construction displayed by Moroccan learners also lends
support to the hypothesis. If the Ll structure did not play a role, the two language groups would
be equally bad or good in learning the Y.X pattern, which is obviously not the case.

I .ible 10. 2 Distribution  of tbe YS  pattern pmduced 13 Turkish  and Momccan learners over
developmental stages and morpbeme realigation states

'I'URKISH LEARNERS children adult informants children
(Van Helvert) (ESF) (Vermeer)

HAG BEL SEF MEH NES MAH ERG ABD OSM

1. Conservation stage
- CWS + + + + + + + +              +                   +

-  FFS            -   -   -   - + + + +           +              O

BFS           -   -   -   -   -     - + +              +                   +

2 Restructuring stage
-   stage a                -     -     -     -     -         -       -       +      +        +
-    stage b                 -      -     -      -      -          -       -        -       -         +

3. Target state                              -          -            -                                                 -             (+)               -               -                   +

MOROCCAN LEARNERS adult informants (ESF) children (Vermeer)

FAT MOH HASK HASM group I   group I I group III

(4)    (8)     (4)

1. Conservation stage
- CWS      (+) (+)  O (+)  -  +   O
- FFS      (+)  -  (+) (+)  -  0   0

2 Restructuring stage
-

TASS

+ - 0- - +0

(+)
- (t)--+0

absence of agreement                -                               -              -                                    +                     0

3. Target state                        -                      -          -           -             +               +
+         =     attained                  (+)          = non-convincing occurrences (,5  2)
-   =  not attained o = no ocalmnces found
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Children versus adults

On the basis of the Vermeer corpus alone, one might get the impression that children show
hardly any conservation. Because of the data from the Van Helvert corpus, we know better.
These children produce only Y.X variants based on their Ll structure. The second corpus of
more advanced children, the Vermeer corpus, also shows a few conserved Y.X variants, but
mainly proves that children, following the same developmental path, are capable of acquiring
weak pronouns and generating them in a head-initial Agr. This is exactly the point in which
children differ from adult learners: children are more capable of dealing with information in the
functional domain than adults are (note that the unstressed clitic Z'n or 's are cue words for
learning the Y.X pattern). Adults are more inclined to focus on the total meaning of a phrase

or a clause.

10.2.2 Acquisition of the possessive noun phrase: The YpX pattern

Differences between Turkish and Moroccan learners also become manifest for a pronominal

pattern like mijn vader'my father,' discussed in Section 5.3 for the Turkish learners and in Section
6.3 for the Moroccan learners.

Contrary to whatwe observed for the Y„X pattern in the previous subsection (Table 10.2),
a regular and balanced acquisition pattern is found for the pronominal YpX pattern in Table

10.3, both for Moroccan and Turkish learners. The range from least advanced learners (Van
Helvert children) to most advanced and native-like learners (group III of Moroccan children

showing no earlier stages) manifests itself.
For the Turkish learners, the acquisition pattern for the pronominal YpX pattern is similar

to the one for the nominal pattern. This is not the case for Moroccan learners, who were not
very successfulin the acquisition of the nominal pattern butthey are forthe pronominal pattern.

Comparison of the two language groups in Table 10.3 shows the almost complete lack of
the conservation stage for the Moroccan learners and the reliance on the Ll properties for the
Turkish learners. The Turkish learners go through all three morpheme realization states within
the conservation stage in search of the Dutch equivalents for Turkish morphemes, while the
Moroccan learners try to grasp the morphology of L2 possessive pronouns within the
restructuring stage. This is shown in an extension o f the pronominal form for Turkish learners

(by adding t#e and van) and a change of the pronominal form for Moroccan learners (changing
the case: from unanalyzed > subject > object > possessive form).
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F·able  10.3       Distribution  of Y <  pattern  produced  by Turkish  and  Moroccan  learners  over developmental

stges and mo*beme reali:cation states

'111RKISH LEARNERS children adult informants children
(van Helvert) (ESF)                 (Vermeer)

SEF MEH BEL NES HAG MAH ERG ABD OSM

1. Conservation stage
- CWS     + + + + + + + + +   +

FFS           -    -    0   0    0    +    +   +    +      +
- BFS - - + + + + + O           +                +

2 Restructuring stage

-   stage a                -      -      -      -       -       -       +      +      +          +
-   stage b               -      -      -      -       -       -       -      +      +          +

3. Target state               -       -       -       -       -        -        -       +       +           +

MOROCCAN LEARNERS adult informants (ESF) children (Vermeer)

FAT MOH    HASK HASM group I    group Il group III

(4)           (D           (51

1. Conservation stage +0+0 0  0 0
2 Restructuring stage

-   CWS/FFS:    miin/ik X + + + +0 0 0
BFS mil X + + + + +0 0

- CWS/FFS Ziin/hii X + + + + +0 0
BFS hem X            -         +         +          +           +             +              0

3 Completion - - CE) (t) + + +
+   = attained (+3   = non· convincing ormmna (< 2)

-  -  not attained o  = no occlimnces found

Children versus adults

The most striking difference between adults and the Vermeer children is the attainment of target
forms, particularly of weak pronouns. Although we find a number of pronominals in obiect
forms and although strong pronouns are more frequent for the least advanced group of
Moroccan children,  31 out of 32 children were able to produce strong pronouns such as the
suppletive form Tjn 'as well as weak pronouns: the more advanced the learner, the more weak
pronouns are used. As we already saw in the above subsection, children are more sensitive to
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information provided by functional elements, and, apparently, are also able to pick up
morphology and grasp morphological cues.

10.2.3     Acquisition of the noun phrase: The XY./p (analytic) pattern

In this subsection, we compare the results for the acquisition of possessive noun phrases

displaying the analytic p·attern ot- bet boek van radertfhe book of father 'father's book'), discussed
in Section 5.3 for Turkish learners and in Section 6.3 for Moroccan learners. The data from the
Van Helvert corpus have not been included in the overview in Table 10.4 because these children
did not show any XY„/p constructions. That is not surprising because the Van Helvert children

produced only conserved constructions (i.e., Y„X and YPX patterns). There is no conservation

possible, however,  for the XY„,p pattern, because a Turkish noun cannot take a complement to
its right. This is again evidence for a conservation stage at the beginning of the developmental

process.
Table 10.4 shows  that all learners  o f both language groups acquire the (nominal)  XY„

pattern, although it is a new pattern for Turkish learners, whereas it is a conserved pattern for
the Moroccan learners. This difference becomes manifest in the greater number of occurrences
for the Moroccan learners and in a much earlier emergence of the Y„X pattern (see Subsections

5.3.2 and 6.3.2)
More differences can be observed for the (pronominal) XYp pattern that emerges at a later

moment than the nominal pattern (see Subsections 5.3.2 and 6.3.2). Three out of four Moroccan
adult learners attain target constructions and only nine out of 16 Moroccan children. The
Moroccan languRge group does not need to acquire any parametric changes, only the object form
of-the pronoun.  It is obvious that the Moroccan adult learners, after a short period in which the
·analytic construction is not yet produced conform the I.2 grammar (but by means of a
demonstrative pronoun, as allowed in the Ll), produce a great number of target constructions.
0 f the Turkish adult learners, only Osm·an achieved the same result; of the Turkish children only
halt- did likewise. Thus, the advantage of .1 mapping between Ll and L2 structures becomes
manifest in the number of target patterns and the better results of Moroccan adults for the
pronommal patterns.
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1.ible le).4 Distribution of tbe XY. . pattern produced 181 Turkish and Moroccan learners over tbe detelopmental

sttlzes

'17.1RK]SH LEARNERS adult informants (ESF) children (Vermeer)

MAH ERG ABD OSM group I   group II

1  Conservation stage does not apply does not apply

Y„ (nominal)
2 Restructuring stage
- CWS/FFS    + +0+0  0

3. Target state                            +            +            +         +            +              +

Yp (pronominal)
2. Restructuring stage
- CWS/FFS     +  -  0 0  -   0

3. Target state (+) +   +

MOROCCAN LEARNERS adult informants (ESF) children (Vermeer)

FAT MOH HASK HASM group I group Il

Y„ (nominal)
1.  Conservation stage

Construct State

ers                                    +                +              +            +              +                  0
- Analytic construction

FFS                                     0                0              +            +               0                  0
2 Target state                             +             +           +          +            +              +

Y, (pronominal)
1 Conservation stage

Construct State

- CWS/FFS      +   0   +  0       0
- Analytic construction

FFS                                      +                +              +            +                                   +

(demonstratives):                           +          +         +                          +
2. Target state

+ = attained (+)  = non-conmnang ormmnce (c 2)

-  =  not attained 0  - no ocm,rences found
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Children versus adults

The Vermeer children do not differ from adults in the acquisition of ·analytic constructions. The
Turkish Vermeer children (25% attain the target) do not do better than Turkish adults (25°/o if
we do not take Abdullah's results into account in the acquisition of the pronominal pattern. The
Moroccan Vermeer children (56% attain the target) do even worse than the Moroccan adult
learners (75%) Hence, the question arises why the Moroccan children use so few pronominal
analytic constructions given the fact that they are already familiar with the construction from

their Ll, and given our earlier conclusion that children  are better in learning morphology (note

that the obiect form of the pronoun is required here). The accountwe suggest for the children's
behavior is that they master the YpX construction to a high degree of perfection (even clitic
pronouns are used perfectly), whereas the adult learners do not (cf. Table 10.3). Therefore, child
learners  are not challenged to use this pronominal variant, although they know how to make the
construction. Adults, however, have difficulty in applying the suppletion rule for the third person
role, but use a correct L2 form when they produce a pronominal analytic construction. An
additional account is that children may not fully understand the context in which a XYp pattern

should be used since it is a question of rather subtle differences between .Wn wiend (his friend)
and de Miend van bem (the friend of him),or een vriend van bem (a friend of him). Moroccan adults
know such subtleties from their native language (see Subsection 4.2.2 for some examples).

10.2.4 Acquisition of the possessive clause: The YX pattern (DATIVE-possessive)

We now focus on the acquisition of DATIVE-possessive clauses like ik beb een boek  (' I have a

book'), discussed in Section 8.2 for Turkish learners and in Section 9.2 for Moroccan learners.

The acquisition results of both language groups are brought together in Table 10.5.

For both groups oflearners, we observe acomplete acquisition pattern oflearners becoming
more and more able to produce target DATIVE-possessives. From Table 10.5, we can infer that
the Turkish learners attain the target for DATIVE-possessives with a pronominal possessor some
time before they do so for DATIVE-possessives with a full DP possessor. In this respect, they
differ from the Moroccan learners for whom this differentiation cannot be observed.

Similarly to what we observed for the possessive noun phrases, the developmental path
followed by the two languages groups differs considerably. That is less self-evident than one
would think at first because both language groups start with a string consisting of two bare

nouns ( for both in a YX order) in which a verb like bebben 15 lacking. After that initial substage

(CWS), the morphological Ll properties appear in the utterances of the Turkish learners, and
the prepositional nature of the Moroccan Arabic possessive clause becomes manifest in much
of the L2 data produced by Moroccan learners.

What cannot be inferred from Table 10.5 is the fact that, after cycle 1, the Moroccan
learners produce more DATIVE-possessives than the Turkish informants despite the fact that
Moroccan learners have to accomplish a (parametric) restructuring (viz., the Spec-related feature
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on Agr changes from <weak> to <strong>) and Turkish learners have not. Nonetheless, the
Turkish learners appear less successful. There are several reasons for this 'Turkish delay': (i) the
possessor must be projected in a different syntactic position as the complement o f an abstract
preposition and, as a consequence o f that change, (ii) the possessor has to drop its morphological
genitive properties. We already know from the discussion on the noun phrases that it takes a long
time to 'get rid of Ll morphology' (cf. Ergun as the most conservative learner in this respect)
so that these two points may already explain the delayed development compared to the
Moroccan learners. Moreover, the Turkish learners, arguably, carry out a second parameter
resetting, viz., from a head-final I to a head-initial I, as discussed in Subsection 8.2.1 (target state).
So what seemed an easy task, at first sight, when only the different Ll and L2 parameter settings
are taken into account, turned out to be difficult because of the impact o f the surface L2 pattern
in the matrix clause (SVO order). The Moroccan learner acquires the patterns fasterbecause the
surface patterns of Ll md I.2 look similar. Much later, however, Moroccan learners discover that
these patterns do not match, as happened to HassanK when he began to grasp the past tense

construction in the L2.

Children versus adults

We comp·are the results o f the Van Helvert children to those of the Turkish ESF adults, as  we
talready did in Subsection 8.2.2 (see that subsection and Table 8.9 for details). The differences
between children and adults were not striking: three out of five children produced constructions
in which Ll-based morphology was found; four of them also produced target structures.

These children, however, differ from the adult learners if we extend the comparison to the
GENITIVE-possessives. The distributions o fHAVE- and BE-copulas clearly differ for child le;irners
and adult learners. The T'an Helvert children use almost as many HAVE-copulas as BE-copulas:
for the Turkish adult learners, HAVE-copulas occur more frequently.  For one child (Nesrin), the
BE-copula in GENITIVE-possessives emerged even before the HAVE-copula. We have no
comparable data from the T'ermeer corpus because these children h·ad clearly finished the

·Acquisition process.
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Table 10.5 Distdbution of DATIVE-possessive clausals produced  yfour adult Turkish and four  adult

Momccan learners over developmental stag,es

TURKISH LEARNERS MAH ERG ABD OSM

1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

nominal possessor
1 Conservation stage

CWS: Yn + Np:           +     + + ++++++ +++
FFS/BFS: Y„ +NP+bebben   -    +    + + + + (+)+++++

2. Target state
Y. +bebben +Dp - -

(+) (+) - + (-19 + + (+) + +

pronominal possessor
1.Conservation stage

cws: Yp(poss.pron.)+NP (t)+00+++00 0+0

FFS/BFS:

(van)Yp +NP+hebben    (+)     +      + + + + 0+0++0
2.Target state

Yp + bebben + Dp -++ -+ + + +++ + +

MOROCCAN LEARNERS FAT MOH HASK HASM

123123123123

1. Conservation stage
CWS: D P+D P                   +       + + + + +++ + + + O

FFS/BFS: PP/prep. beeB + + ++00+++++0
2. Restructuring stage

PP +D P( + is/beoo                +      + + -+0-(+)00++
3.Targetstate - - + -++--++ + +

+ = attained (+)  = non-convi,ta'ng occumnce (5 2)
- =      not attained o      =  no  occurrencesfound

10.2.5      Acquisition of the possessive clause: The XY pattern (GENITIVE-possessive)

These are the results for the non-inverted possessive clause for Turkish and Moroccan learners

discussed in Sections 8.3 and 9.3 respectively. The results are brought together here in Table
10.6. As the number of such constructions is rather limited for the Turkish and Moroccan adults

as well, a certain reservation seems to be justified.
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'I'pible 10.6 Distribution of GENITIVE- and COP / BE-PREP possessive clausals produced by Turkish and

Moroccan learners over developmental sta es

adult informants (ESF) child informants (Van Helvert)

NiAH ERG ABD OSM NFS BEL SEF MEH HAG

nominal possessor
1. Conservation stage
6-„ - CWS + - - + - -O- -

FFS + - - + - -O- -

- BFS     + - (+) + - - +                 -                  -

2. Target state                      -         -        (+) + (+)
- - - (+)

pronominal possessor
1. Conservation stage
Yp - CWS 0 0 -+ + + 0             +             0

FFS + + -+ + + 0 0 0
BFS + + -+ + + +                 +                 +

2. Target state                     -         -         -        + + + - -        +

FAT MOH HASK 1·iASM

1 Conservation Stage
FFS: COP-PREP

0+ Loc. marker: met                      +              +               -              -
0 + Loc. marker: voor                    -             +              -             +

BFS -cop + Loc. marker: roor                              -                        +                         -                        +
BE-PREP

- 0 + Gen. marker: ran (t)               +               t                -
2. Target state

RE + t·an                           -           +           +           +

+          =          attained              (+3        = non-convincing (singk) oct:urrence
-    =    not attained o - no occurrences found

\\lien we compare the results of the Turkish adult learners to the results of the Moroccan
le<irners in Table 10.6, we find better results for the Moroccan learners (75% attain the target

construction) than for the Turkish learners (25°/0, ifwe exclude Abdull·ah). It is also striking that
the Turkish learners, both adults and children, produce more GENITIVE-possessives with a

pronominal possessor (Yp)
Table 10.6 also suggests that conservation of Ll knowledge plays an important role for both

language groups: the developmental path for Turkish and Moroccan learners differs because the
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L2-initial state is different. As we have already seen several times before, the Turkish learners
focus on morphology. Within the conservation stage, they try to find L2 equivalents for the overt

realization ofLl features before they start realizing the copula. The Moroccan learners,with two
non-inverted patterns at their disposal in the Ll (the COP-PREP and the BE-PREP construction),
seem to use both initially without realization of the copula. The Moroccans who are also
proficient in French, Mohamed and HassanM, seem to be influenced by French because they
are inclined to realize the copula when they use the preposition voor (i.e., the equivalent of the

French b'to, at'),but notwhen they use other prepositions met and van (i.e., the equivalent of the
Moroccan Arabic tend and dyal),in which sentences the copula is not realized in the Ll. Only
later do they systematically realize BE-copula.

The acquisition problem is therefore different: the Turkish learners have mainly

morphological problems; the Moroccan learners mustlearn to realize a copulain these possessive
clauses. The latter are apparently faster in acquiring this realization since they show more target
constructions than the Turkish adults. The Turkish learners, however, have the problem thatthey
search for the copula at the end of the L2 clause and that they, arguably, need to reset the
headedness of I before they are able to generate a target GENITIVE-possessive clause (cf. the
acquisition of the dative-possessive clause where they were dealing with the same problem).

Children versus adults

The Turkish Van Helvert children do not seem to have such problems with regard to this
construction. They produce more GENITIVE-possessive clauses within ninemonths than Turkish
adults do within three years. The children produce relatively more target constructions than
adults, although two children do not produce any target constructions. Nevertheless, three
children produce them at a very early moment, in comparison to adult learners. One might
explain this early emergence of copulas by claiming that they only use chunks when saying dat
is van mij (that is of me 'that is mine')  because similar expression with a full noun phrase as
possessor are very rare. This argument, however, is not convincing as we observed that the same
children were able to produce BE-copulas in a common copular sentence like dat is bele mooi C fh&ir
lS  very nice').

10.2.6 L2 learners and native speakers compared

We have seen in the previous chapters and again in this chapter that the most frequently used
pattern is the pronominal Y X pattern for both language groups and all age groups. Now the
question is what the frequency is of the other two patterns (Y„X and XY ,p) compared to the
frequency of these patterns in the language use of native speakers. It is conceivable that the Ll-
based patterns are used more often than the newly acquired patterns. Such a tendency can
already be observed in the bar diagrams of Figures 5.1 and 6.1 for the adult learners, but how
long does this Ll-based preference  play a role in the L2 output. To answer this question, all
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instknces of the Y,X pattern and XY./P pattern occurring in the data ofthe Dutch control group
of the Aarssen & Bos corpus were counted and, for each year group, consisting of 25 children,
the ratio of these two patterns was computed in the form of a logit. The results are given in
lable 10.7 below. A positive logit means that the XY./P (analytic) pattern is used more often than
the Y„X pattern, while a negative logit means that the analytic pattern is used less.

Table 10.7 Occurrences  of XY .i, patterns  compared to  occurrences  ofy X patterns

DUTCH children logit

5 -year - olds 0.3

6 -year - olds 0.5

7 - year - olds 0.5

8 - year - olds 0.7

9 - year - olds 0.6

10/11 -year -olds 0.6

logit= log (A+0.5/8+0.5)
where A=  number of XY.,p patterns  and B=number of Y X patterns

From Table 10.7, it can be inferred that the ratio between the two patterns becomes stable
around the age of nine. This is the standard measure for the comparison of the other language
groups.  Let us now consider the results  of the Turkish  children in the Aarssen corpus  and  the
Morocc·an children in the Bos corpus.

Table 10.8 Occurre nces  of XY .I p patterns   compared  to  occurre nce s  of Y .2<  patterns

71'RKISH children (Aarssen) logit MOROCCAN children logit
(Bos)

5 - year-olds - 0.4 5 - year-olds 0.8

6 - year-olds - 0.2 6 - year-olds 0.9

7 - year-olds 0.2 7 - year-olds 0.4

8 - year-olds 0.0 8 - year-oIds (J.8

9 - vear-olds 02
9 - year-olds                                         1.1

10/11  - year-olds 0.8 10/11 - year-olds 09

logit  =   log  (A+0.5 1 B+0.5)
wbere A-  number of XY.,p patterns  and B=number of Y X patterns

The developmental differences between the two language groups are obvious. The overuse of
the Y„X pattern  by the Turkish children continues until the age of 10. The Moroccan child
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learners do the opposite and overuse the Xy./P pattern until the age of 10.2 Evidently, the Ll
structure still plays a role for these advanced learners whose dominant language becomes Dutch
around the age of eleven (cf. Bos and Aarssen).

Let us now consider the results of the adult learners and the Vermeer children for both
language groups, represented in Table 10.9.

Table  10.9          Occumnces  of XY.,Ppatterns  compared  to  occurrences   ofY,Y  pattents

logit over logit over logit over
cycle 1 cycle 2 cycle 3

TURKISH learners
Mahmut - 1.6 -1.3 - 0.1

Ergun - 0.8 - 0.4 - 0.2

Abdullah - 0.4 0.2 0.0

Osman - 0.6 0.4 0.7

Vermeer children - 0.4 - 0.5 0.1

MOROCCAN learners
Fatima 1.3 1.3 1.2

Mohamed 2.1 2.2 2.1

HassanK 2.3 2.6                   1.9

HassanM 2.1 2.4 2.2

Vermeer children 1.0 0.6 0.9

logit = log (4+0.5 / B+0.5)
where A-  number of XY 4, patterns and B=number of Y X patterns

Table 10.9 again shows the different developmental line for both language groups; but it also
shows that only Osman, in cycle 3, attains a native-like distribution (logit = 0.7) for the two
patterns and not the younger Turkish learners of the Vermeer corpus. Of the Moroccan
learners, only the child learners come to a native-like behavior in cycles 2 and 3 (logits are 0.6 and
0.9 respectively). These comparisons once again show that conservation is not absent in
children's acquisition data: it is even more pervasive than one might think at first sight.

10.2.7 Conclusions

Below is a list of all the conclusions from the previous subsections which support the
Conservation Hypothesis:

2 The logit for the 7-year-olds is deviant. The reason might be that, both for the Moroccan and the Turkish 7-
year-old children, the data collected are very limited compared to the other age groups.
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• Conservation constructions occur for both adult and child learners.
•        For the most advanced child learners, conservation constructions are not observed

because they had passed the conservation stage before the start of the data collection.
•           Beginners such as the Van Helvert children show only Ll-based noun phrase patterns

and do not show any new L2 patterns such as the XYwp pattern.
•            An important difference in frequencies is observed for target constructions (except for

the YpX pattern) for the two language groups.
• Advanced learners differ from native speakers in the distribution of Y„X and XY./P

patterns.

At this point, we also bring together the differences observed in the acquisition patterns of the
adults and children in this study.
•           The Vermeer children generally acquired weak pronouns, adult learners almost do not.
•               The Vermeer children acquired the Y„X pattern (i,ader T Pl. iets; father his bike), whereas

only one adult did (this adult, Osman, does not use a clitic but the strong pronoun ::# n)

•               The Turkish children were relatively late in the acquisition of the analytic XY„,p pattern.
The least advanced group, the Van Helvert children, did not even start acquiring the
analytic pattern.  Most of the Vermeer children  (75%) acquired the Y„X pattern (i,ader

2 9tfiets; father his bike) before the analytic pattern; 19% acquired them simultaneously,
and one child acquired the analytic pattern first.

•               A minority of the Moroccan children (44%) acquired target constructions of the Y.X
pattern whereas ·adults did not.

•           The beginning learners from the Van Helvert corpus produced BE-copulas at an early
stage of development, when the adults did not.

•         The beginning learners in the Van Helvert corpus used fewer HAVE-possessives and
more BE-possessives than adults in a comparable stage of acquisition.

The difference between adults and children is related to their focus ofattention. More focus on
functional elements may directly or indirectly lead to a different order in which grammatical
constructions are learned. The reason children take a more bottom-up approach is that they
apparently are still in a phase in which they are sensitive to morphological processes.

10.3 The Two Core Problems

10.3.1 The logical problem of I.2 acquisition

At this point, the more general problems and the questions raised in Chapter 1 are considered.
The logical problem for L2 acquisition was defined as follows: Why do L2 learners vary
considerably in the level of success and rarely attain truly nativelike competence? The role o f UG
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was discussed and the question ofwhat might be evidence for UG being operative. Three kinds
of evidence were discussed  for UG being operative in L2 acquisition. We reconsider them in the
light of the results we have found.

No violation of UG in interlanguages

If UG did not work any longer, 'unnatural' interlanguages would be the result during the

restructuring process. We have not found indications for such language. We did find, however,
a few L2 expressions which may suggest a violation of UG, such as the examples in (1)

(1)  a   ik heb blauwe kaart hebben OSM-9

1 have-lsg blue card have-inf
'I have the blue card'

b   met Soumiya heeft    veel pi in HASM-23

with Soumiya has much pain
'Soumiya suffers a lot'

The examples above are, at first sight, ungrammatical in the L2, in the Ll, and in UG as well.
Theoretically, the double verb in (la) and the double preposition (recall that P has incorporated

into a form of BE) in (lb) can be explained as the realization of a trace (i.e., a sort of copy) of a
moved element.1 The reason for their appearance probably is that the processing is difficult for
the learner who has not yet fully automatized the L2 knowledge (see further Subsection 10.3.2).

No violation of UG in interlanguages is not the only argument for the continuous working
of UG. L2 learners invariably use the computational system and UG knowledge through the Ll,

but they do more. UG knowledge is also used, for instance, when Turkish L2 learners assign a
new categorial value to a demonstrative pronoun, from [+N, -V] in the Ll into [+N,-V, +D]
(cf. Subsection 5.3.1), or when Moroccan learners change the categorical value of be# from

[-N,-V] into [+I +P] (cf. Subsection 9.2.1).

Resetting of a parameter

The parameters for which we found evidence for resetting are summed up in Table 10.10.

As for Moroccan learners, the parameters which are reset first relate to the head-related
feature on Agr and D, resulting in no raising of N. For Turkish learners, the resetting of the
Head parameter for  NP is the first resetting for adult learners.

The resetting of these parameters can easily be inferred from the surface order of two
adjacent elements. For Moroccan learners, the noun-adjective word order is the unambiguous

   See Meisel and Muller (1992) for this type of analysis.
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cue for the resetting o f the parametric value of the <strong> head-related features on Agr and
D.  For Turkish learners, the noun + complement order is the cue for resetting the headedness
of the NP.

Table 10.10 Overvieiv  of tbe parameters reset in  tbe  L2  data ofTurkisb  and Moroccan  learners,  children?

=  no  data available for Vermeer cbildren

Parameter Domain Reset by

Head parameter lexical: NP all 4 Turkish adults + 15 children
Head parameter functional:  Agr„P    1 Turkish adult + 15 children
Head parameter functional: I 211 4 Turkish adults (childreni)

Strength parameters
-    Spec-feature on D:   weak -4 strong    functional: DP 3 Turkish adults + 3 children

(N-raising)
-     head-feature on Agr: strong -0 weak functional: AgrnP     all 4 Moroccan adults+16 children
-    head-feature on D: strong -+ weak    functional: D 911 4 Moroccan adults+16 children

(hidden-construct pattern)
-    Spec-feature on Agr clitic: functional:  Agr„P 7 Moroccan children

weak-+strong

(clauses)
-     Spec-feature on Agr: weak -0 strong functional:   Agr,P      all 4 Moroccan adults (childrenP)

However, the headedness of Agr„P is difficult for adults and rather easy for children (see, e.g.,
Section 10.1) because the cue word i'n or  s is not easily noticed by adults.

For Moroccan learners, the weak-'strong resetting for the feature on Agr clitic is still more
difficult because the relevant cue word order (vader Z'n boek, father book) is not supported in any
way by an Ll word order. Only 7 children acquired it, whereas the weak -+ strong resetting for
the Spec-related feature on Agr,  in the possessive clause was acquired also by adults. This order
is identical to the subject-verb order in matrix clauses and that supports the acquisition.

Concluding, we may claim that parameters are reset more easily by adults  if the cue for
resetting can be found in aword order alteration oftwo highly salient elements (e.g., two content

words or a demonstrative + a content word) with the additional constraint that the alteration is

local, e.g., N+A -+ A+N, and complement+N -* N+complement.
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Parameter activation

Within the framework o fpossession, we found only one case in which a completely new pattern
was produced by a few Turkish learners, mainly children. For them, this pattern does not occur
in either the Ll or in the L2, and so, it can be considered an instance of autonomous parameter
activation. This instance regards what we called the double possessor pattern, presented in
Section 5.5, here repeated in example (2).

(2)  a   m'n kleine zus je van mij T42-2

my little sister of me

'my little sister' or 'that little sister o f mine'
b   z'n naam van die land 'I'25-5

his name of that country

'the country's name'

Importantly, this is a new possessive pattern that occurs in the languages of-the world (e.g., in
Moroccan Arabic) and hence is allowed by UG. Even if it is argued (see the lines under the

heading of variability) that this pattern is entirely accidental and that the child develops this
structure by combining two different structures:  'n naam £<&04 gnd naam van de land (XY,/P), and
although it is not a completely new projection from the inventory of potential functional
prOiections (cf. Subsection 1.4.1), this combining presupposes knowledge about what is possible
in natural language and what is not. For example, the L2 learner obeys the rule of
person/number agreement between the pronoun and the nominal complement; the fact that the

L2 learner uses a string like Z'n naam van de landwith an obligatory coreferential interpretation of
T'n and de land implies that the L2 learner has access to UG-defined theta-theoretic knowledge:
the pronoun and the nominal in complement position are in a chain relation and share a thematic
role.

Conclusions

The essence of the developmental problem and the reason for supposinginnate principles is that
the Ll development proceeds very fast. For a child, it takes, for example, only a few weeks to
set a parameter,4 so that the setting of the parameter gets the form of a steep S-curve if
graphically presented. That speed is generally not found for L2 acquisition. Parameter-related
changes do not proceed faster than other changes in the acquisition of the L2 grammar; they are
rather potential causal factors of delay (see Table 10.10). Theacquisition ofthe DATIVE-clause -

in which (almost) no parameter resetting is involved - is faster than the acquisition of the analytic

4 Van Kampen (1997), for instance, found a child who needed approximately ten weeks to attain a 100% correct

score for verb placement in C,  and 20 weeks for wh-realization in Spec,CP.
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pattern, in which headedness of N is involved. The only very fast resettingwe found is the non-
raising of N for Moroccans, and if we had not found a limited number of Ll-based noun-
adjective    strings and Construct State constructions, there would be little evidence    for
conservation shown by Moroccan learners.5

The conclusion we can draw is that parameters can be reset in L2 learning, even very soon
under the specific conditions  we saw for the Moroccan learners. However,  the way in which
the  resetting is achieved differs  from the setting  of a parameter  in  the  Ll.  If it  is  true  that  a
clustering effect is generally found in Ll acquisition (Meisel 1991), L2 acquisition differs in this
respect from L2 acquisition, in which almost no clustering effect is observed (cf. Subsection
1.4.1, see Schwartz (1996) for opposite findings). In our study, no evidence was found for a
clustering effect. The various changes which might result from only one resetting are acquired
one by one. No evidence was found for global resetting either. Non-N-raising, for instance,was
acquired for each individual head feature by Fatima and Mohamed (see Section 6.2). The other
two Moroccan informants did not show instances o f N raising, which might suggest that all the
functional head features changed in <weak> setting at once.

If it is true that Ll learners are guided by UG in their search for the setting of the various
open parameters,  it is obvious that this possibility no longer exists for L2 learners. L2 learners
in a naturalistic learning situation do not have any idea in what respects languages may differ or,
to put it in linguistic terms, where to find the parameters in the primary linguistic data. Hence,
in L2 acquisition, the triggers which may have an effect on Ll learners cannot function similarly
for L21earners because L21earners start from agrammarwith parameters already set. That is why
the L2 learner must rely on what the primary linguistic data have to tell him, and deliberate
whether they still match to the Ll parameter setting. He has to find new 'cues' in the L2-
environmental input. Compared to Ll acquisition, this is an obvious detour and takes more time.
If the primary linguistic data are not really 'primary' (= salient), the triggers remain hidden (cf.
Lightfoot 1991) for L2 learners who will never come to ultimate attainment. Nevertheless, UG
works as a general constraining system, also for the L2 learner.

So, in adult L2 acquisition, parameters  can be reset if sufficiently positive evidence is found,
that is to say, when the cues are salient. Child L2 acquisition differs from adult acquisition  in the
level of sensitivity to triggers in the form of functional free and bound morphemes, and
morphological information in general. The role of UG is more secondary in L2 than in Ll
acquisition; the parametrized part of UG cannot be used by the L2 learner right from the
beginning of the L2 acquisition process onwards, but other parts of UG still function.

10.3.2 The developmental problem of 1.2 acquisition

We now come back to the five main phenomena (Towell & Hawkins  1994; cf. Subsection  1.4.2)

5 Parodi et. al. (1997:24) found approximately 35% posmominal adjectives for Romance learners of German in
the earliest stages.
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observed in the behavior of L2 learners, irrespective of the Ll  and the L2. After presentating
these phenomena from the perspective of the Conservation Hypothesis in Subsection 2.4.5, we
check here, in Subsection 10.3.2, whether the data from this study can be accounted for under
the Conservation Hypothesis. Subsequently, the following acquisition phenomena are discussed
in the same order as they were presented in Subsection  1.4.2:
•        transfer  of grammatical  poperties  from  tbe  Ll   grammar,

•    stag,ed development,

•   systematia(y across learners,·
•      incompleteness  of 1-2  knowledge·,

• variabili(y.

Transfer is conservation

In Chapter 2, we distinguished the concept of'conservation' from 'transfer.' We claimed that
conservation is the continuation of the Ll system, which guides L2 learners until the L2
environmental leads them to change it. The opposite is often asserted for transfer, viz., that a
learner will not start with an Ll structure unless the L2 environmental input leads a learner to
do so. In all tables throughout the chapters dealing with data analysis, we took the Ll
grammatical system as the starting point for acquisition, and we explained why and when L2
learners come to change or to completely abandon their Ll grammar,  be it syntactic,
morphological, or lexical knowledge. In our view, this was a fruitful approach which led to good

predictions (cf. Section 10.1).
The Ll knowledge is the key factor in explaining the differences that became manifest for

possessive noun phrases and for possessive clauses. All differences between Turkish and
Moroccan learners of Dutch can - directly or indirectly - be explained by the crucial difference
in initial state, both successful learning and lack of success. Conservation of Ll knowledge also
explains the different distribution of possessive noun phrase constructions between native
speakers and L2 learners in Subsection 10.2.6. Even a small detail like the categorial value of a
pronoun in the Ll can explain specific L2 variants, as we have seen for the Turkish L2 learners

(cf. Section 5.3). Strong evidence for the Conservation Hypothesis is also the 'conservative'
behavior of the five Van Helvert children. They did not pass the conservation stage for any of
the possessive noun phrase constructions (see Subsection 10.2.7 for further arguments).
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Staged development

As  discussed in Chapter 2, the Conservation Hypothesis distinguishes two types of interrelated
steps   (i) parameter-related development which takes place in restructuring stages, and (ii) non-
parameter-related development in morpheme realization states. Each are discussed separately
below.

•    Development in stages
In Chapter 2, we gave a detailed description ofwhat can be expected in an interlanguage stage:
a mixture of Ll and L2 parameter settings, even the setting of a parameter not activated before,
as well as a mixture of Ll and L2 morphological principles and a set of L2 lexical items with
some Ll-based formal features. Evidently, such stages have been found for all constructions
considered in this study. The main stages were obviously the same for all learners of the same
Ll background, adults and children. Of course, it is not the case that alllearners were showing
the conservation stage, but it is possible to determine the position of all learners  on the
developmental line. It was not difficult to delimit the conservation stage from the next
(interlanguage or target) stage, but it was often much more difficult to distinguish the various
substages of the restructuring stage. For the acquisition of the Y.X pattern in Section 5.2 (cf.
Table 5.9), for instance, two parameter values must be reset. Attainment of- the target structure
implies resetting those parameters, but  few learners overtly showed the resetting of these
parameters one by one in their interlanguage stage. In our view, precisely those cases open the
window on the process of restructuring and justify the distinction ofa restructuring stage in  the
L2 data despite a limited number of occurrences that show the resetting of each parameter

separately.

•   Development in morpheme realization states
Development of vocabulary was proposed in three morpheme realization states (cf. Table 2.4)
based on factors of perceptual salience, meaningfulness, and semantic-pragmatic relevance. This
type of vocabulary development explains why inflectional morphology is absent in the earliest

interlanguage stages. In combination with the conservation ofmorphological principles from the
Ll, this stepwise development of vocabulary explains  the absence of Ll-based morphological
elements in the beginning and their gradual emergence in L2 expressions. The combination of
these two developmental lines (related to syntax and vocabulary) explains why Turkish learners
often display a more elaborated and longer conservation stage than Moroccan learners, also with
regard to the acquisition of the possessive clause. Turkish learners are, initially, forced to obey
Ll morphology rules until they discover the different morphological principles of the L2. For
Moroccan learners, Ll morphology does not play a role in the acquisition of possession. For
them, the morpheme realization states are observed throughout the entire acquisition process:
in the conservation stage, the restructuring stage, and the target state.

The conservation ofLl morphological knowledge is a conspicuous outcome ofthis study.
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It is the more strikingbecause Parodi, Schwartz & Clahsen (1997),who studied the L2 acquisition
of morphosyntactic aspects of German nominals, did not obtain similar results for the Turkish
learners of German (cf. Subsection 1.3.2). Parodi et al. did not, however, consider the possessive

relationship separately. Their research was focused, among other things, on the plural morpheme
and plural agreementwithin the German noun phrase. Focus on possessive pronouns might have
yielded different results for Turkish learners. On the other hand, the ·acquisition of possessive

pronouns by Turkish ESF learners of German, reported in Broeder (1991:170-71), also did not
point to conservation ofLl morphological knowledge. The German informants, however, were
much more advanced than the Dutch informants. They might have been too advanced to show
comparable Ll conservation. In short, it is possible that the German I.2 environmental input
leads Turkish learners to abandon their Ll grammar more quickly because, in German, the XY„,p
construction (das Bucb von Paut the book of Paul) is less frequent than in Dutch and because the
inflectional morphology on the noun is much richer and can express the genitive case. Yet, it
should be noted that Broeder (1991:162) found a possessive noun phrase such as von die frauen

tascb (of the woman suitcase; 'the woman's suitcase') for theTurkish learner Ilhami. In our study,
we found clear evidence for conservation ofmorphology for Turkish learners.  What the Turkish
learners retain from their Ll are not the Turkish morphemes themselves but the morphological
realization rule, which requires the overt realization of case features. We saw that both adult and
child learners respect this rule in early stages of L2 acquisition. We do agree with Parodi et al.

and many other researchers that the acquisition of bound morphology, e.g., the Dutch fusion
morphology (bem+GEN -D *>1), poses ma or acquisition problems to adult learners.

Another important outcome o f the study is that a new syntactic structure emerges before
the spell-out of the L2 morphology, as can be observed at several points in the previous

chapters, e.g., for the acquisition of the XY„/P pattern by Turkish learners (see Subsection 5.4.1).
Here, the adult Turkish learners produced analytic constructions characterized  by the absence
o f the element van 'of' before target constructions were produced. A similar phenomenon can
be observed for Moroccan learners. First, the parametric value is changed, which is evidenced
by  the emergence of the  YX order (e.g., Keeffe kamer.'keesje bedroom; 'Keesje's bedroom')
without an intervening clitic (see Subsection 6.2.1); subsequently, the intervening clitic emerges.

This implies that restructuring of parametrized knowledge takes place before a complete and
correct morphological spell-out is realized.

Systematicity across learners

The order in which stages within a specific possessive construction appear was similar for all
learners, adults and children. The order of minor changes within a restructuring stage, i.e.,
substages, may differ slightly (cf. the order of emergence for the Y.X pattern for Turkish learners

discussed in Subsection 5.2.2). However, the order in which the various possessive construction
types appear may differ between adults and children. This becomes clearly manifest for the
Turkish learners. With respect to the acquisition of possessive noun phrases, the Vermeer
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children acquired the hidden construct pattern before the analytic pattern; 111 adults took the
opposite order.

A similar difference in order is observed for the acquisition of DATIVE-possessive clauses.
See Table 8.13 in Chapter 8 for details. Here, the Van Helvert children first acquired the BE-
copula in common copular sentences before some o f them acquired the HAVE-copula. One child
(Nesrin) even acquired the GENITIVE-possessive clause before the HAVE-copula. All adults started
off by the spell-out of bebben as an equivalent o f the Turkish copula var and only much  later
acquired the GENmvE-possessive clause. For adults, the essence of the possessive meaning is apparently
more related to bebben, and in the GENITIVE-possessive clause to van, more than to a copular form like is

or #n
The difference in developmental order manifested by adult and child learners indicates that

adults tend to focus more on semantic content, while children seem more susceptible to the
functional elements. Such tendencies are also found in studies by Lakshmanan (1993/1994) who
reports the BE-copula as the first verb to emerge in the data ofa 4.5-year-old Spanish girl learning

English.
Unfortunately, the above conclusion cannot be fully confirmed by the data of the Moroccan

learners because there is no data collection of beginning child learners available. The adult ESF
learners, however, followed the same developmental line as the Turkish learners (cfi Table  9.9
in Chapter 9) and started off with bee# as the equivalent of the Morocccan Arabic form
eend+clitic.

Incompleteness of L2 knowledge

Within the domain of possession, several instances of incomplete L2 knowledge have been
tound. As the data collections used for this study relate to relatively early stages o f acquisition -
only the first four years o f being exposed to an L2 are recorded -, it is not appropriate to speak

about incomplete knowledge in a steady state or fossilization, as in the studies by Lardiare (19983,
19981,) mentioned in Subsection  1.2.4. Yet, a certain stagnation - a delay - can be observed in the
language development o f some learners  or of a group o f learners with regard to other learners
in this st·udy. Table 10.11 below provides mformation on where stagnation occurs and for which
learners.
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Table 10.11 Ovendw of moments of stagnation/ dek)' in tbe   developmental patb ofT,trkisb  and Moroccan

1-2  learners  of Dutch

INDIVIDUALS GROUP OF LEARNERS

STAGNATING AT SI'AGNATING AT

Y,x end of conservation stage: no begin o f acquisition:

vader <n boek Mahmut, Ergun (ru) 4 Vermeer children (MA)
father his book Mohamed, HassanM   (MA)

no N raising: no N raising:
Fatima, HassanK (MA) 5 Vermeer children (MA)

p.px end of conservation stage: end of conservation stage:

4 boek Mahmut 811 Van Helvert children      ju)
his book non-suppletion: non-suppletion:

Ergiin + Abdullah (ru) all Moroccan adults

strong pronouns:
all Turkish and Moroccan adults

XY: no begin of acquisition: no begin of acquisition:
een boek iwn Jan 1 Vermeer child Cru) all Van Helvert children      (Tu)
a book of.jan

XYE
een boek van bem end of conservation stage: no begin of acquisition:
a book o f his Mahmut au) all Van Helvert children      (fu)

Fatima (MA) 12 Turkish children (Vermeer)
7 Moroccan children (Vermeer)

DATIVE-possessive
ik beb een boek no stagnation observed no stagnation observed
I have a book

GENITIVE-possessive end of conservation: no stagnation observed
bet boek is van bem Mehmet (ru)

the book is mine Mahmut, Abdullah     (Tu)
Fatima BiA)

The first striking fact that can be inferred from Table 10.11 is that there is little stagnation
observed in the developmental line for clausal constructions, especially for DATIVE-possessive.
Regarding the clausal domain, the main differences between the respective source languages and

the target language  are not parameter-related  (c f. Tables  8.6  and 9.3). Recall  that 211 DATIVE-

possessives are instantiations ofpredicate inversion and all GENITIVE-possessive are non-inverted

copular sentences.
A second important fact is that many learners get stuck in the conservation stage for

various constructions. They cannot make the step from their Ll grammatical frame (read:
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parameter value or morphological rule) to another frame. Conservation of the Ll  may be the
cause of stagnation, but it may also be the case that no acquisition takes place at all. The ma ority
of the Moroccan learners do not even show the beginning o f acquisition for the Y„X pattern
because they do not understand this word order. The same applies to the acquisition of the
analytic (XY„) construction by Turkish learners. For the Van Helvert children, the momentwhen
acquisition starts has not yet come. It is much more striking that the advanced children in the
Vermeer corpus do not show a beginningof acquisition for the pronominal variant (XYp) Their
almost perfect competence for pronominal possessives presumably makes the use of this
construction superfluous. The fact that more Turkish than Moroccan learners do not show signs
of acquisition is probably caused by the non-matching Ll grammar.

The third remarkable fact which  can be inferred from Table  10.11  is  the lack o f weak
pronouns in the acquisition data of all adults, both Turkish and Moroccan learners, except for
Osman. It shows that adults are not susceptible to these small and unstressed function words or
to a morphological process as suppletion which is highly language specific and happens within
the boundary of a word.

Summarizing, we can see L2 learners stagnating when

(i)     a different parametric value in Ll and L2 has to be learned,
(ii)    a new morphological process (suppletion) has to be learned.
This is caused by

(i) the greater difficulty adults have grasping functional elements, and

(ii)    by the difficulty adults have seeing and learning morphological elements and processes.
Child L2 learners behave more like Ll learners because of the last two points.

Variability

Under the Conservation Hypothesis, an interlanguage stage was predicted (see Section 2.4 and
Figure 2.1 in partlcular) in which the transition between two parameter settings takes place. In
such a period o f transition, the two settings o f one and the same parameter become available to
the learner. Figure 10.1 below provides insight into the course of such a resetting for the
headedness of N. We can see how three Turkish learners try to acquire the analytic XY„ip
pattern.

Figure 10.1 shows three types of learners: a relatively fast learner, Osman; a slow learner,
Ergun:and a learner who was fed up with the project and did notwant to do his best any more.6
These graphs show, that applying a new parameter setting is a difficult task which requires

attention from the L2 learner. When a learner loses this attention, he falls back on the more
automatized (procedural) knowledge  o f the Ll.

6 That already became manifest in earlier chapters  (e.g., see Table 8.3 where the number of bebben-constructions
decreased for Abdullah)
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The three graphs in Figure 10.1  show an 18 month long period of acquisition for Osman

and  Abdullah    (if we consider the seventh period as Abdullah's ultimate attainment).  This  is
clearly not an indication of a fast parameter setting in an S-curve, which is a common pattern in
Ll acquisition.

ErgOn Osman
100 -                ··-              ·  ·                               ···-·····   ··-···                   100-

80 - 80-

60- 60-

40-                   ·······                       ···        ·····                         ···-····                        40 -

'' -,--'.' ,             7.   :---..... I....... 20- ..  ...............................
0 1      1 1 IIIII1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

N -head-Initlal N ·headinitial

Abdullah
100-  -

80 -...............    .........................--

60-·················---···      ··-L-.··     .· ··· -      ···   ·······  ············/

8 *I--······-···-1L-·-11              -                                                        \
20 -···· ·····-··········-----·······        ···--················ ··· ·····   · ················

1
0 1       1       1       1      1      1      1      1      1

1 2 3 45 6 7 8 9

-   N head-initial

Figure 10.1 Three Turkish learners resetting tbe beadedness of N over nine periods Of three sessions eacb;

°/0 N bead-initial vs bead-final

The long, gradually increasing 'curves' with ups and downs like the one in Figure 10.1 seem to
be more characteristic o fL2 acquisition than a steep S-curve representinga fast parameter setting
as  in Ll acquisition (cf. footnote  3  0 f this chapter). Faster resettings, however, also occur in  L2
acquisition. Consider, for instance, the developmental line for the position of I head as
manifested  by a Turkish learner acquiring the L2 HAVE-construction (cf. Section  8.2). We  take
as an example Osman's developmental line (see the figure below) as he displays the broadest

range of acquisition.
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Osman
100 -

80 -

1  40 -              -,7-    --  -    -  -      - --      - -,
0-, 1 ' . . . . .1 2'J I'l i t'1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 2 3 4  5  6  7  8  9 1 0 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 2 0 2 1 2 2 2 3 2 4 2 5 2 6 2 7

1 - head-initial

Figure 10.2 A Turkish  learner resetting tbe beadedness of I over 27  sessions; % I  bead-initial vs  bead-jinal

Osman's resetting on the basis of the word order in the matrix sentence takes approximately 12
months (from session 4 to session 16), but the decisive jump upwards happens within a short
period of four weeks. This shift looks more like an S-curve. In the time short before this jump,
verb forms of bebben are found both in a head-final (3a) and a head-initial position of I (3b), and,
not surprisingly, also in both positions (3c) within one and the same sentence.

(3) a   turki ie (pro) huis beb osM-8

turkey house have-lsg
'
I  have a house in Turkey'

b nou (pro) bebben eentie OSM-8

now have-inf one

'now I have one'
c ik beb blauwe kaart bebben OSM-9

I    have-lsg blue card have-inf
' I  have the  blue  card'

The above examples show that a short form of bebben, (3a), may occur both in head-final and

head-initial position, as well as the long form bebben. Under the Conservation Hypothesis, the

syntactic position of beb in (3a) is the same position as the position in which the Turkish copula
Paris spelled out, viz., in I head. In this view, it is not plausible that the first form of bebben in (3(0
is moved to an head-initial Agr, while the second form of bebben is still in a head-final T (as
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proposed by Meisel & Muller (1992) for  similar double verb realizations by a bilingual child),7
the more so because such doubling is a phenomenon which typically occurs in periods of
variability when the learner's Ll competence comes in conflict with the L2 primary linguisitic
data. In that particular phase we find, for instance, doubling constructions (i) in the clause, when
an SOV structure changes into an SVO surface structure; (ii) in the PP, when the headedness of
P changes in Turkish interlanguages (naast m# naast- next to me next to):8 (111) in the DP,  when
the hidden construct pattern (Y X pattern) is added to the Turkish learner's repertoire in which
the XY„/p pattern already exists (see examples in  (4)).

(4)      zi in schoenen   van de politieagent osM-24
his shoes of the policeman
'the policeman's shoes'

Considering the time of emergence and the similarity to the above doubling patterns for I, P, and

V, we assume that the noun phrase in (4) is primarily a consequence of processing problems on
the part of the L2 learner, as it seems to be the case for the doubling patterns within  IPs, PPs,
and VPs. In these particular double constructions, L2 learners apparently produce two different
patterns, an L2 pattern and an Ll pattern. One element in the middle functions as a hinge: blaulve

kaart in (3c) and scboenen  in   (4).  The  fact  that  the   construction  in   (4)   is  allowed  by   UG   is  a

favorable, but accidental circumstance.
Until now, all the examples given were related to the setting of the Head parameter. It is

more difficult to find evidence for the resetting of strength parameters in the L2 data as  they
seldom appear at the surface, e.g., the strength of the Spec-related feature on D attracting
demonstratives and quantifiers. Owing to the learner's variant from Ergun in (5), we gain insight
into this parameter setting.

(5)             variabili01  of Spec-related D feature
a      Dp  een, Ivan miln vader] 4 vriend] <strong> setting ERG-22

one  [of my father] friend
'a friend ofmy father's'

b    Lp   -   Ivan miln broer] eentie zoon] <weak> setting ERG-23

of my brother one son

'a son of my brother's'

7  Meisel & Mialler (1992:125-126) consider such double-verb constructions evidence for the existence of the spilt-
INFL hypothesis, with a right-headed TP and a left-headed AgrP Instead of deleting the trace, these children
seem to lexically realize all positions involved in this movement operation, in order establish a relation between
the two positions.

8  See Van de Craats (1994) and Schenning (1998) for more information.
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There is one important shift which takes place extremely fast, namely, the discontinuation of N
raising in the corpus of the Moroccan learners. This is in fact a chain of movements  from N
head to  Q head, to Agr head, and to D head, or only one or two of these movements. This
change - for which clear positive evidence is provided by the primary linguistic data - has almost
ended at the beginning of the data collection, which suggests a steep S-curve. Unfortunately, we
could only observe the last remainders of this Ll property, particularly in the data of slow
learners, which once again underlines the importance ofnaturalistic data collected from the very
first exposure to the L2 onwards.

10.4 Further Research

The outcomes of this study are important for several fields of research, e.g., the field of applied

linguistics, more specifically of L2 acquisition theory. The results are also of significance for
education research and for classroom practice.

For the type of L2 acquisition research that aims at finding a developmental line, longitudinal

data are of great importance. As L2 expressions can manifest themselves similarly in different
stages o f development, it is necessary to determine what the precise developmental stage o f a

learner is. The interpretation of the I.2 output during a given stage can only be done correctly
ifwe know what the following stage is. I f only cross-sectional data are available, it is not possible
to decide which developmental stage a specific learner is in because there is no information
about the next stage. Hence, longitudinal data yield more reliable results than cross-sectional
data.

A second necessary ingredient is an adequate I-2 acquisition tbeoly because it provides
information about the linguistic behavior of L2 learners. Such a theory should at least explain

why the L2 output ofL21earners is characterized by the five phenomena discussed in Subsection
10.3.2 and how to interpret L2 learners' output, as it is evident that L2 learners' output cannot

be interpreted in the same way as the speech of native speakers in the various stages of a

developmental process. Data on beginningL2 learners are characterized by the omission ofmany
linguistic elements. This makes them susceptible to multiple interpretations. These interpretations
are considerably restricted by adopting conservation of Ll linguistic knowledge. The essence of
the Conservation Hypothesis is that L21earners start the acquisition process on the basis of their
Ll grammar, which cannot be overtly observed at every moment of the developmental process
because  o f a gradually increasing knowledge o f the L2 vocabulary with an increasing realization
of morphology. The Conservation Hypothesis can predict, to some extent, which Ll grammar
will emerge. Therefore, detailed knowledge o f the learners' Ll is required.

The third ingredient we need for this type of acquisition research is an instrument, a linguistic

framework, to describe as explicitly as possible the Ll grammar, the L2 grammar, and the learners'

interlanguage grammar. Awell-developed, autonomous linguistic framework is preferred because

we think that it can define the grammar of the source language, the target language, and the
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interlanguage in a more abstract and explicit way,   e.g., in the  form of grammatical (formal)
features, or as a morphological realization rule. It can be assumed that such agrammatical feature,
or such a morphological rule will be 'conserved;  irrespective ofhow conservation will manifest
itself in the L2. What we can predict is the type of features that are 'conserved,' but not
automatically what  form    they will  take when realized  in the learners' L2 output.  Take  as  an
example the Turkish learners who replace the system of emphasis by full pronouns (benim babam;
'MY father'), by the system of emphasis by means of demonstratives  (e.g., &e mijn vader, that my
father ; see Section 5.3) or the Moroccan learners using met ('with') as the preferred locative

preposition.
Given the above considerations, the framework of Principles and Parameters was taken for

this study in order to know how it is possible for an L2 learner to acquire a new language, and

in order to explain whether UG contributes to the learnability. Thus, the differences and
similarities of possessive noun phrases and clauses over the three languages could be reduced to
generalized principles of syntax and morphology. Within this framework, we  always took the
linguistic description which seemed the most adequate for our L2 acquisition research. That is
why we took a minimalist-oriented approach - emphasizing the detailed differences and
similarities - as our general framework. A reason not to take certain recent versions o fgenerative
theory, e.g., Kayne's (1994) ant:isymmetry approach, is that we would then deviate too much
from current L2 acquisition research, and we would have been forced, for instance, to consider
Turkish as a head-initial language. In the latter approach, the head-final character of lexical and
functional projections must be reduced to strength values, which causes an increase ofmovement
operations and does not enhance the transparency of the acquisition process.

Given the results of this study, we would recommend more L2 acquisition research based on

longitudinal corpora, makinguse ofexplicit linguistic frameworks and a clearly defined acquisition
theory.

A second recommendation for further research concerns the grammatical domain. In this
study, itwas shown that the nominal domain deserves more attention in L2 acquisition research.
It is as interesting as the Clausal domain when the L2 acquisition researcher makes uses o f the
findings of theoretical linguistics. Research on the nominal domain has the advantage that it can
be delimited with success from other processes that play a role in the clause, and, furthermore,
that, making use of a parallellism to the clause, lexical and functional projections can be
distinguished. In this study, the emphasis was on the syntax and morphology of the possessive

relationship. Other interesting aspects have remained untouched, such as the semantic and
pragmatic side. We have only indirectly hinted at the role of definiteness and specificity, and at
the  pragmatic use  o f the various possessive patterns. These aspects deserve to be elaborated in
future research. This applies to both nominal possessives and possessive clauses.

An interesting outcome as a starting-point for future research is that the possessive copula
bebben emerged at a much earlier time (about six months) than bebben as an auxiliary of
aspect/tense for all the adult learners in the ESF projectwho do not have a HAVE-copulain their
Ll. This finding points to a similarity between possessive clauses and clauses in which an auxiliary
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+ past partiaple construction figures, as proposed by Kayne (1993). In Kayne's analysis, the past
participle with its arguments is considered a nominalization o f the category DP and the auxiliary-
HAVE  clause is basically  seen   as     BE  +  DP   (=nominalization).   Similar  to what happens  in  a
possessive clause forthe locative preposition, the abstract D incorporates into the BE-copulaand
is spelled out as a form of HAVE. This allows the VP-internal subject to move to the Spec of IP.
This analysis is very attractive for L2 acquisition since  many of our adult informants show stages
in which BE-copulas and zero realizations are combined with past participles (cf. also Starren,
forthcoming). This characterizes Kayne's nominalization hypothesis - intended  as a theory  for
auxiliary selection - as a promising possibility to explain L2 acquisition data on verb placement.
Further research of this issue may provide interesting results.

In addition to their importance for more theoretical fields o f research, the results of this study
have practical implications for various educational purposes. Our conclusions that (i) L2 learners
without the learning experience of a second, third, or fourth language are initially completely
guided by their Lt grammar, and (ii) that other knowledge sources, such as the parametrized part
of UG, become available only in the course of time are findings that must have consequences
for the design of course materials and for classroom teaching.

As we have seen before, the availability of positive evidence that is easily accessible to a
learner with a low-level education, plays a crucial role in the acquisition process.  Accessible
positive evidence, however, that can convince learners not to rely on the Ll grammar is
dependent on what the learner's Ll is. In general, L2 curricula and I.2 course materials are not
geared  to the specific needs of learners of a specific language background (except for a few
exceptional   curricula, e.g., courses designed for Chinese learners in adult education). Course
materials designed for all I.2 learners of Dutch, irrespective o f their language background, may
not provide appropriate and convincing positive evidence, e.g., for Moroccan learners to change
their first hypotheses about the structure of the matrix clause or to notice the existence of Jan
i'n.fiets constructions. The consequence is, for example, that they persist in generating matrix
clauses on the basis o f their Ll grammar and avoid possessive noun phrases like jan R.'nfiets. As
we know that the Ll basis can remain hidden for quite a long time, this will, in most cases, not
be recognized by L2 teachers or by L2 remedial teachers. The problems of I«2 learners often
become manifest when linguistic tasks become more complex, or when students are asked to
produce L2 in real time, or when tests are administered.

Stagnation of learners is a great social problem. It is expensive for the government and

municipalities and undesirable for everyone involved. It is also a problem for those who have a
policy task in the field ofeducation because the money spent on Dutch courses in the framework
of the WIN  (Law on Integration of Newcomers) does not yield the results expected: too many

9  As negative evidence seems to have hardly any long-term effect on L2 acquisition, and explicit nile learning only
has  a positive effect for highly-educated students  (e.g., De Jong 1999), learners with a limited level o f education

appear fully dependent on positive evidence.
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adult students do not reach the level aimed at by the government or cannot attain the level
required for vocational trainings or cannot function adequately in social life. It is also a problem
for institutes of adult education (ROCs = regional educational centers) which are blamed for not
organizing good courses and for L2 teachers who are held responsible for low achievement. It
is, last but not least, a great problem for most of the L2 learners themselves, as is evident from
drticles in the newspapers in the course of the year 2000 and from an interview with 24 ROCs
(see Raymakers 1999). Raymaker's report suggests that the ma ority of the problem cases can

be reduced to problems of illiterate learners and learners with a low level o f education who will
behave like Mahmut and Fatima in this study: they rely too much on their Ll grammatical

knowledge.
A lack of convincing positive evidence in course materials is not the only cause of this

stagnation. What might also play a role is that a great deal of the teacher's explanations and
instructions to a group of adult students with a low education, e.g., primary school level, is
insufficiently understood: at any rate, not enough is understood for those students to grasp the
essence of the instructions. One of the causes is that they understand too little of the Dutch
instruction and only guess what is meant. Moreover, they are not familiar with a met:alinguistic
view on Iangugge, neither their native language nor the second language, and never have
considered how languages may differ from each other.

Given the fact that it is impossible, or at least very difficult, for ROCs to set up separate
classes and to design separate course materials for each language group, possible solutions are

(i) to make curricula and course materials with differentiations for each Ll apart. e.g.,  in the
form of tasks and exercises aimed at one specific language group or at several related languages

(e.g., Romance languages), (ii) specific instructions for one language group, preferably spoken or
written in that specific Ll (e.g., special instructions in Turkish on specific problems for Turks),
(iii) translation into the Ll of basic vocabulary (in the form of a written bilingual wordlist or a

computer program, or a help button in a multimedia program). Additional bilingual word lists
are common in course material for highly-educated students, but very uncommon for learners
with only some years of primary school. A second series of measures that can be taken is (i)
instructing L2 teachers in teacher training and pedagogical institutes, (ii) integrating more
knowledge on the source languages into the training o f L2 remedial teachers, and (iii) developing
diagnostic guidelines and tests to signal stagnation caused by conservation o f Ll grammar and
course materials for special training to remedy. The most ideal condition is the one in which
special adaptations for different language groups are integrated into the curriculum.
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Samenvatting

Bezitsrelaties spelen een belangriike rol in het maatschappelijk verkeer tussen mensen.
Dagelijks worden zulke relaties vele malen in taal tot uiting gebracht. Het is opmerkelijk d.it
dit cognitieve domein weI onderwerp van onderzoek is geweest in verscheidene deelgebieden
v,in de taxlkunde, maar dat er nauwelijks onderzoek is gedaan naar hoe kinderen in hun
moedert:1:11 (Tl) en volwassenen in een tweede ta,21 52) bezitsrelaties verwerven. In dit
proet-schrift wordt de verwerving van Nederlandse bezitsconstructies door Turkse en
Atarokkaanse volwassenen en kinderen onderzocht.

In Hoofdstuk 1 wordt de verwerving van bezitsconstructies in een breder kader
geplintst \vaarin vragen centraal staan als: hoe is het mogelijk dat er taalverwerving piaits
heeft, gegeven het feit dat het taalgebruik van de omgeving (de input of primary linguistic
data) onvoldoende aanwiizingen bevat om tot de complexe taalkennis (competence) te
komen die ten grondslag ligt aan de taaluitingen die taalgebruikers gewoonlilk doen
(performance). Dit wordt algemeen aangeduid als het logiscbe probteem van taalverwerving. Een
tailverwervingsmodel zou hierop een ;int:woord moeten geven, maar ook zou het een
verklaring moeten geven voor het ontwikkelingsprobleein, namelijk waarom cen
ontwikkelingslijn nu juist zo verloopt en niet anders, en waarom verschillende groepen
leerders verschillende ontwikkelingsliinen  laten  zien.  In  paragraaf 1.4 worden deze algemene
vr,iagstukken nader uitgewerkt en verschillende standpunten met betrekking tot tweede-
taalverwerving uiteengezet, zoals het al of niet toegankeliik zijn van de universele grimmatica
(UG), de universele wetmatigheden binnen t;lien, die zich deels als principes, deels als
parameters met twee of r·neer waarden voordoen. Het idee dat grammaticale verschillen
tussen talen terug te brengen zijn tot verschillende parameterinstellingen, suggereert dat T2-

verwerving gemakkelijk zou zijn: ·alleen even de parametenvaarde vcranderen! Het suggereert
ook, dat, wanneer een parameterwaarde verandert een heel cluster van gerelateerde
verschijnselen mee verandert. In het recente verleden is veel onderzoek gedaan naar het
verzetten v>in een zo'n parameter afzonderlijk tijdens het T2-verwervingsproces. In deze
studie is dat niet gedaan, o.a. omdat (i) toegankelijkheid van UG uit meer bliikt dan het
verzetten v,in een parameterinstelling (zie paragraaf 2.2) en (11) in de zich ontwikkelende
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generatieve theorie een parameter een enigszins ander kartikter heeft gekregen: parametrische
variatie is meer gerelateerd aan functionele hoofden dan aan algemene principes.

Behalve een verklaring geven voor waarom er taalverwerving piaits vindt, moet een               1
verwervingsmodel een aantal verschijnselen kunnen verklaren die typisch ziin voor het 1'2-
venven·ingsproces en die optreden onafhankelijk van wat de Tl  of T2 is. Towell & Hawkins
(1994) noemen viif verschijnselen die zii karakteristiek achten voor T2-verwerving en die
direct gerelateerd zijn aan bovengenoemde vraagstukken, namelilk
•      transfer van grammaticale eigenschappen van Tl naar T2:
•      een ontwikkeling in fasen:
•     een systematiek die biialle T2-leerders optreedt;
•     een verwen·ingsproces dat voor de meeste T2-leerders niet leidt tot volledige beheersing

van de grammatica van de tweede ta;11:
•    een variabiliteit ten aanzien van het realiseren van een bepaald grammaticial aspect vAn

de tweede ta:il, bijv wisselende OV- en VO-volgorde bij Turkse leerders en wisselende

NA- en AN-volgorde bij M·grokkagnse leerders van het Nederlands.
W·anneer het logische probleem en het ontwikkelingsprobleem worden toegespitst op de 'I'2-
verwerving van bezitsconstructies leidt dat tot twee onderzoeksvragen die centraal st:aan in
deze dissertatie.

(1) 1-loe kan de manier waarop de taalkennis over bezitsconstructies is georganiseerd,
r·erklaren dat .\tarokkaanse en Turkse leerders van het Nederlands na een
taalcontact van  ruim 3,5 latir verschillende mate van succes hebben en de

competentie van een moedertaalspreker slechts gedeeltelijk bereiken?

Om deze onderzoeksvraag te kunnen beantwoorden is gedetailleerde kennis van de
possessieve constructies noodztikelifk, en wel in termen van mort-ologische regels en van
principes en par·ameters omdat het onderzoek in een generatiel- kader wordt uitgevoerd.
Wc,ordat wordt overgegatin tot de bespreking van leerdersdata zal dan ook altijd eerst gezocht
worden na,ir een expliciete analyst v·Ati possessieve naamwoordgroepen en van possessieve

zinsconstructies in de drie betrokken t;lien voordat een ontwikkelingsliin geschetst wordt in
de daarop volgende hoot-dstukken.

De tweede onderzoeksvraag is gericht op het verwervingsproces en luidt:

(2) Floe voltrekt zich de ontwikkeling van possessieve constructies binnen het 'I'2-
verwen·ingsproces?

Van deze onderzoeksvraag ziin direct afgeleid vragen als:

(2a) Welke factoren bep:ilen de ontwikkelingsliin en hoe belangriik ziin ze in de

begin fase?
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(lb)    1< de ontwikkclingsliin geli ik voor allc lecrdersF

(2cj 61:it her om cen get-,isecrde ont·wikkeling en k.11, d.lt ceti verkl:iring geven voor

onvolledige vem·en-ing van gramniaticale T2-kennis?

1·.en vi,orlt.,pig :intwoord op bovenstaande \·r:igen wordt gegeven iii 1 Ic,ofdstuk 2 w.1.trin de

(:unsen·.itic-hypothese wordt gepresenteerd. In de eerste plaats wordt hier uiteengezet
waarom cr niet gewoon gesproken wordt van t,anf#,·, ma>ir v:in conseii'atie. D:it heeft voor.il te
m,iken met de opv·,itting over wat er ·an ta·alkennis a.inwezig geacht wordt bi j een
beginnende (niet door onderwijs gestuurde) leerder. Alle taaikennis met name die in de
moederttial verworven is, is het fundament van het T2-bouwwerk, w,1.in·tin sommige delen in
de loop van het proces vervangen worden door nieuwe. Wannddr ze vervangen worden (dat
wil zeggen wanneer de herstructurering begint) is afhankeliik van (i) de beschikbare
kennisbronnen (UG en de Tl), (ii) de input van de omgevingstaal en (iii) de stapsgewijze
ontwikkeling van de woordenschat.

Hoofdstuk 2 beschrifft ook hoe een leerder omg,iat met die kennisbronnen. Hij last
zich in terste instantie leiden door het grammaticale systeem van zi in moedertaal, dat immers
volledig uitgekrist:illiseerd is en dtit hil .11 jaren gebruikt heeft. Een leerder kan niet meteen de

volledige informatie van de talige "I'2-input doorgronden. Zijn aandacht wordt getrokken
door de meest opvallende elementen van die T2-input: woorden die beklemtoond of
frequent ziin of een opvallende positie hebben in de zin. Dat zi n vooral woorden met een
sterke betekenisinhoud of met een grote pragmatische relevantie, dus meestal
inhoudswoorden en geen functiewoorden. Dit leidt tot cen grove karakterisering in drie
mort-eemrealisatie-stadia (Tabel 2.4) waarin aanvankelijk vooral inhoudswoorden verschilnen
in de output van de lecrder, maar geleidelilk steeds meer functionele elementen, eerst vrtie
dan gebonden mort-emen. De Conservatie-hypothese veronderstelt dat de formele

kenmerken (features) van zulke functionele morfemen weI aanwezig ziln in de prilste T2-

uitingen maar dat de fonologische matrix (dus eigenlijk de fonetische vorm) nog leeg is, dat
wil zeggen niet ingevuld met een woord van de doeltaal. V.anuit die gedachte zullen dus in her
begin reel inhoudswoorden en veel fonetisch lege functionele elementen verschijnen, die
p ·issen in een grammaticale structuur gebaseerd op de Tl.

Aan de hand VIin T2-data van een aantal longitudinale corporn wordt vervolgens de
Conservatie-hypothese getest. In Hoofdstuk 3 worden deze corpora beschreven en worden
de inf-orm:inten kort gekgrakteriseerd. De data van de volwassen informanten van het
European Science Foundation (ESF)-corpus vormen de kern van dit onderzoek, de
kinderd.ita van de ·andere corpora zijn als aanvulling gebruikt om de ontwikkelingslijnen te

completeren (Vermeer-corpus en Aarssen/Bos-corpus) of om de Conservatie-hypothese re
versterken (\'an Helvert-corpus). Alle informanten leerden Nederlands in een min ot- meer

ongestuurde situatie.
De Hoofdstukken 4-9 vormen de kern van het onderzoek. De eerste drie hoofdstukken

betreffen de verwerving van bezitsconstructies in nomingle groepen (NPs), bijv
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n,)minale bezitter pronominale bezitter
•            lans #ets

'-

•            1 a,1   t  n .ttet, bem Z'n·fiets   (substandaard)
•      de fiets lun lan de 1  een .fiets   van  bem

·                                                                     Wn .#ets
•                                                             in fiets.
De laatste drie hoofdstukken behandelen bezitsconstructies in zinnen, met name de volgende
typen:

1 an  beeft  een jiets Hil  beeft  een jiets
1)e fiets is i,an Jan Defiets  is   van   bem.

De  1 loot-dstukken  4 en 7 geven een ,inalyse van  de  relevante grammaticale structuren  in de
drie betrokken talen, Nederlands, Turks en Marokkaans Arabisch. Deze analyses beperken
zich niet tot volgorde-verschillen, rrtaar zijn zo expliciet mogelilk. Dat resulteert in een
abstr,ict maar expliciet overzicht van syntactische en mort-ologische verschillen tussen de drie
t:ilen roor possessieve naamwoordgroepen in Tabel 4.8.

In de hoofdstukken die gewijd zijn aan data-analyses worden steeds twee niveaus van
presentatie onderscheiden: (i) een directe beschniving van de feiten en (ii) een interpretatieve
structurele beschrilving waarin gebruikt gemaakt wordt van een minimalistische analyse zodat
de meerwaarde v·an de laatstgenoemde beschrijving duidelijk wordt. Aan het begin van an
analyse-hoofdstuk worden steeds op basis van de uitgangspunten van de Conservatie-
hypothese enkele predicties getormuleerd. Zo wordt zowel voor Turkse ·als voor
Marokkaanse leerders in de Hoofdstukken 5 en 6 (de nominale groepen) het verschiinen
voorspeld van:
• een kaal A-P-patmon (= zonder functionele elementen) dat er op grond van de Tl-kennis

anders uitziet voor 'I'urken (possessor eerst) dan voor Marokkanen (possessor laatst),
hiiv.: 1,7'end bmi bii de Turkse leerders en buis v,iend bi j Marokkaanse leerders.

• eeti ilitipe*atmon dat blj Turken (i) een .ianwijzend voornaamwoord uitspelt tussen de
bezitter en het bezit, en (ii) een genitiet uitspelt rastgehecht aan de bezitter, tenviil het
uitspelpatroon bii Marokkanen leidt tot de verschiining van 1,Ull tussen het bezit en de

bezitter, bijv. (i) gange die naam en (ii) eramen-mn tolk bil de Turken en baa, mn bt) bi i de
11·Arokkanen.

de parametennstelhngen van de Tl. Dat zijn andere parameterwa·arden voor de Turkse
leerders dan voor de Marokkaanse zoals bliikt uit bovenstaande voorbeelden.

•       primair de analytiscbe constmetie (de jiets  t·an radef), eerder dan het hidden-construct patroon
(tuder f'nfiets), zowel bi j Turken als Marokkanen.

Deze predicties worden bevestigd voor volwassen leerders, Turkse On Marokkaanse.
Kinderen wiiken af waar het de laatste predictie betreft. Zii ziin meer gevoelig voor
informatie in het functionele domein (dat is informatie die gerelateerd is ian functionele
proiecties, hoger in de syntactische boom dan de NP). Zoals wordt aangetoond in
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Hoi,tilstuk 5 \·enven·en de meeste Turkse kinderen nin het I-ermeer-corpus dgarom de
nominale possessieven iIi een andere volgorde dan de volwassen lecrders  zie I .ibel 5.19)
iI.mrin Turksc volwassenen en kinderen niet verschillen is de duideliike Tl-basis van de
p„ssessieve VI' constructies. Die Tl-basis bliikt ook uit het niet-gebruiken r·an de an·alytische
cc,nstructie door de meest aan\·,inkeliike leerders v·an het Van Helvert-corpus. Geen van  deze
vi if kinderen gebruikte in de eerste tien maanden van hun verblijf in Nederland ook m,iar 6611
keer de constructie de fiets  ran  tuder. Een opmerkeliike vondst is ook d·at Turkse leerders een
voor hen geheel nieuw patroon gebruiken dat noch in de Tl noch in de T2 voorkomt ma·,ir
wei in andere talen van de wereld, nl. het dubbele-possessor patroon: Wn scboenen 1,an de

politie ent (zie p,iragraaf 5.6). Ze doen dir op het moment dat ze zowel het tinalytische
patroon (de fiets  t,an  i,adel    als het hidden-construct patroon (vader ©1 jiets) ga'an beheersen.

Bij de Marokka nse leerders in Hoofdstuk 6 komt de Tl-structuur minder expliciet naar
voren dan het geval was bii de Turkse leerders in Hoofdstuk 5. Vooral voor predictie 3
a.ing,iande de conservatie v·an parameterinstellingen is vee! minder evidentie te vinden in de
d,ita v·.in beginnende Marokk.ianse leerders, maar zulke data ontbreken toch niet. Er zi in
namelijk T2-uitingen die begrepen kunnen worden als Status Constructus-constructies uit de
T l  (school  de tnt). Bovendien wordt bij beginnende T2 leerders de volgorde gevonden waarin
het adiectief het substantief volgt (meisje   Marokkaans). Dit wiist op omhoogverplaatsing van
het nomen en dus op het behoud van <sterke> kenmerken die deze verplaatsingen mogeliik
maken, zoals in de Tl. Het is echter niet zo verwonderlijk dat deze Tl-kenmerken snel
verdwiinen omdat het de leerder uit de T2-omgevingsinput al snel duideliik wordt dat in de
T2 de volgorde adjectief-substantief (AN) vereist wordt, zonder dat hij daan·oor
functiewoorden hoeft te begrijpen.

Bij de analyse van een constructie-patroon (biiv. vader i'n jiets) is steeds uitgegaan van
e en consenutief·ase, een bet·stnicture,ingsfase en een doeliase. Alle leerdersuitingen die gebaseerd
Ziln op een Tl-grammatica vallen onder de conservatiefase ook als de functionele elementen
ontbreken. Leerdersuitingen die bli jk geven van een parametrische verandering fallen onder
de herstructureringsfase. In sommige gevallen is niet louter op grond van de
verschijningsvorm vast te stellen of een uiting tot de conservatiefase of tot de doelfase
behoort, bilv. voor het bezittelijk voornaamwoord  n (in de paragrafen 5.3 en 6.3). Het
moment waarop J,1 verschi int in de ontwikkelingslijn is dan doorslaggevend voor de
grAmmaticale an·alyse. Ieder analysehoofdstuk wordt besloten met een overzicht van de
ontwikkelingsfasen die te samen de tussentalen of tussengrammatica's v·an een groep leerders
vormen (bijv. 'I'al,el 5.20), met een overzicht van de overlap tussen deze fasen (bijv. Figuur
5.3) en met een overzicht van de zich ontrvikkelende grammaticale kennis van een leerder

(biiv. Tabel 5.21)
liet tweede deel v.an de analyses betreft possessieve constructies op zinsniveau.

Hoofdstuk 7 levert het theoretisch analyse-apparaat voor de Hoofdstukken 8 en 9. Zonder
zo'n instrument zou de conclusie kunnen zijn dat alle drie betrokken talen twee
zinsvolgordes hebben: Possessor + Be t  en  BeTrt + Possessor. Atet een structurele analyse
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gebruik makend van predikaat-inversie kunnen we, naast overeenkomsten, duidelijke
syntactische en morfologische verschillen tussen de drie talen aanwijzen (zie Tabel 7.2).

Uitgaand van de Conservatie-hypothese en gebruik makend van dit analyse-instrument
kunnen de volgende predicties worden gedaan:

een kaal Possessor + Begt -patroon (= zonder koppelwerkwoord) verschijnt in de vroegste
verwervingsfase; bijv. Belgin strof

• een witspelpatmon dat zich bij Turken voordoet door middel van een geli iktijdig

verschilnen van van en het koppelwerkwoord bebben; en bii Marokkanen door het
verschijnen (i) van locatieve voorzetsels (met, bih en (ii) de combinatie was met vormen
v·an bebben. Biiv. van ons ook To tbuis bebben bij de Turkse leerders; en bii de Marokkaanse
leerders.·  (1) ik met klein winkel en  („)  die was bedt 30 jaar.

0          1 Jan verschiint eerder dan het koppelwerkwoord Wn
• bebben verschiint eerder dan het koppelwerkwoord Wn

Deze predicties worden bevestigd voor zover het de volwassenen leerders betreft. Het kale
Possessor+Bezit-patroon en het uitspelpatroon worden ook gevonden bil de Turkse
kinderen van het Van Helvert-corpus. Voor de Marokkanen ontbreekt een vergeliikbaar
corpus. De laatste predictie over de volgorde van verschiinen tussen de koppelwerkwoorden
bebben en 1&11 wordt niet eenduidig bevestigd door de kinderdata. De Turkse kinderen
gebruikten veel minder constructies met bebben. Bii twee van hen verscheen bebben zelfs later                 I
dan  in.

1.'ersebillen  tussen  volwassen  kerders  en  kinderen  in  de e  studie
•     De kinderen van het Vermeer-corpus leerden de gereduceerde vormen (clitics: m'n, Zi)                  '

van het bezittelijk voornaamwoord, de volwassenen niet.
•     Sommige kinderen van het Vermeer-corpus leerden ook de vader r'nfiets-constructle, de

enige volwassene die dit leerde, gebruikte het volle pronomen t/n
•     De Turkse (Van Helvert)  kinderen leerden niet de fiets van vader-constructie.
•   44% van de Marokkaanse kinderen leerde de uader T'n »-constructie, de volwassenen

niet.

•   De Turkse (Van Helvert) kinderen gebruikten het koppelwerkwoord gin eerder dan
volwassenen.

•   De Turkse (Van Helvert) kinderen gebruikten bebben minder vaak dan volwassenen in

een vergelijkbare T2-ontwikkelingsfase.
Het verschil tussen volwissenen en kinderen houdt verband met woorden waarop zij hun
aandacht richten in de T2-input. Voor kinderen van die leefti id li ikt de aandacht meer op

functionele elementen gevestigd te ziin. De reden voor de bottom-up benadering van deze

kinderen kan gelegen ziin in een grotere gevoeligheid voor morfologische processen. Die
verschillen in aandacht leiden direct of indirect tot een andere volgorde waarin grammaticale
constructies geleerd worden.
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1-let 10,4,elie p,ribleem zoo,·T2-rent·en·ing

De vr.i.ig was hoe het komt d.it T2-leerders zulke verschillende nive.lus \.in t.1.il\·tiardigheid
bereiken en sleclits zelden tot het nive.iu van moedert:ialsprekers kometi. In deze studie werd
.i, inget<, I.,ti d d ft U G zeker n c,g werkzaam is, ook bii I 0 Iw,iss enen. \\'c I·,m deti n :imeliik gcen
scheiidingen r.in UG, weI ver·,inderde p:trifmeterinitellingen (zie '['ttticI IC).IC)) en zell's cen
nieurve constructic (Rfn,·cboenen tan depoMeagent) die n<,ch in de Tl nocll in de -1'2 ,·norkonit.
D,it  ·iist crop dat leerders (nog steeds) weten welke beperkingen en mt,gelijkheden (UG) cr
t.lien zijn. -1'<,cli glit het verzetten v,in een p:lr,irneter zelden snel in vergeliiking met Tl-
verwerving, ma.ir bii T2-verwerving gaat het ook immers niet om het instellen maar om hit
verzetten vmi een parameter. In hilzonder gunstige omstandigheden, d.w.z.. als er vold(Jende
duidelijke pi,sitieve evidentie is in de T2-omgevingsinput, kunnen p·arameters weI snel verzet

worden zo.ils hi i het stoppen van N-verplaatsing door volwassen Marokk.inen iii Hoofdstuk
9. Als het .11 W.i·Ar is dat moedertaal-lerende kinderen door UG geleid worden iii het zoeken

n·.mr open par.imeters, dan is dat zeker niet her geval voor T2-leerders. Zij, voor.il
volu··as seneli, weten niet wat tot de geparametriseerde kennis behoort crt w,it niet:  ;inders
gezegd, ze weten niet waar de verschillen liggen tussen de talen omdat de
keuzemogeli ikheden van UG 91 ingevuld waren en zi i het Tl-systeem til volledig beheersten
toen ze dc '1'2 begonnen te leren. Volwassen 1'2-leerders ziin dus nog meer afhankelilk v,iii
de kwaliteit v·.in de input dan moedertaal-lerende kinderen en dat terwiil hun :iandacht iuist
meer uit blilkt te ga:in na.ir inhoudswoorden dan naar de onopvallende functionele
elementen, die nu juist veel meer de dragers v·an structurele intormatle ziJn.

1-let ontir,kkefinLAsp,obteem en  de  Njf katukte,istieke ze,·scbijnseLen i,an Ton·42 & 1 laii·kins

•    T,unde,· is consen,atie
De Conservatie-hypothese ziet conservatie als voortzetting van het Tl systeem, waarop een
leerder zlin uitingen baseert totd.it positieve evidentie van de T2-mput hem van het tegendeel
overtuigt.  Het tegenovergestelde wordt vaak beweert voor transfer,  n,imelijk  d·at een  T2-
leerder ·Allcen  een Tl-structuur overneemt als de 1'2-input daartoe .2,inleiding geeft. \rb
hebben echter vaak Tl-structuren als eerste zien verschiinen zonder enige overeenkomst met
een T2-structuur, zoals blijkt uit dc overzichtstabellen in de analyse-hoofdstukken. Ken
gevolg van deze conservatie-benadering is wei dat steeds verklaard moet worden wayrom of· 

wanneer een 'geconserveerd' Tl-element wordt opgegeven ten gunste van een nieuw
(meestal) 72-element.

Consenme van de Tl-grammatica speelt een sleutelrol bii de verklaring van de
verschillende ontwikkelingsliinen van Turkse en Marokkaanse leerders bil de verwerving ran
possessieve constructies. Ook het feit dat de V·an Helvert-kinderen de fiets van vader-
constructie, waarroor resetting van de Hoofd-parameter nodig is, niet gebruikten, versterkt
de evidentie voor de Conservatie-hypothese. En tenslotte telt ook dat de Conservatie-
hypothese iuiste voorspellingen deed.
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Ontwikkeling in fasen
Dc Conservatie-hypothese onderscheidt twee ontwikkelingsli inen (i) een parameter-
gebonden ontwikkeling in fasen, en (ii) een niet-parameter-gebonden ontwikkeling in
morfologische realisatiestadia van woordenschat. Deze lijnen lopen vaak door elkaar heen
ma:ir maken zinnige predicties mogeliik. Zo kan het ontbreken v·an functionele elementen
verklaard worden telwijl de structuur waarin die lege elementen passen, niet ontbreekt.  Het
verklaart ook waarom de Turkse leerders een veel langere Conserv·atie-fase hebben dan de
Marokkaanse leerders. De eersten zijn aanvankelijk genoodzaakt te zoeken naar middelen om
;ran de mort-ologische Tl-regels te voldoen totdat ze ontdekken dat de T2 andere
mi irfologische regels kent. Voor Marokkanen spelen morfologische realistitie-regels uit de Tl
geen rol bii de verwerving van possessieve constructies.

Iliermee komen we op een belang,jke uitkomst van (lit onderzoek: Tl morfologic wordt
geconsen-eerd: niet het Tl-morfeem zelf, maar de morfologische realisatie-regel uit de Tl.
De leerder zoekt nagr T2-middelen om atin de Tl-regel te voldoen. Dit is typisch voor een
verrvervingssituatie waarin de brontaal een rijke morfologische structuur en de doeltaal een
rel·atict-,irm systeem heeft. Dat anderen, bijv. Parodi et al. (1997) dit niet gevonden hebben,
ligt zowel aan de combinatie van brontaal en doeltaal, als aan de onderzochte constructies.

lien tweede interessante uitkomst is dat nieuwe syntactische structuur eerder r ersch4nt

dan de uitspelling van de gerelateerde morfologie. Dat suggereert dat het gebonden morfeem
dus niet de trigger kan ziin. Dit is gesignaleerd zowel bii Turken ils bi i Jiarokkanen (vgl. p
367).

Systematiek die bij alle T2-lee,·ders opt,redi
De volgorde van de fasen binnen de ontwikkelingslijn van een bepa:dde constructie was
geliik roor vokrassenen en kinderen, wat direct verklaarbaar is omdat het parameter-
gerelateerde ver·,inderingen ziln Kleine volgordeverschillen op het niveau van sub-fasen

komen voor per individu. De volgorde waarin de verschillende possessieve constructies
ven\·on·en warden, kan wei r·erschillen tussen volwassenen en kinderen zoals eerder

akingegeven.
•       Om,<)lledige bebeer·sing  iwn de 7 2 grammatica

Omd,it het hier gatit om de eerste vier iaar van een taalverwervingsproces is het niet terecht
ran fussilisatie te spreken. Toch is een vorm van stagnatie te bespeuren in de taal-
ontwikkeling van sommige leerders in vergelijking met anderen door eenvoudigweg op te
schrijven wat het laatste ontwikkelingsfeit is (zie hiervoor Tabel 10.11). Er blijkt veel meer
stagnatie op te treden bii de nominale constructies dan bil de zinsconstructies. Bij de
verwerving van nominale constructies bliiken leerders te stagneren (i) a;in het einde van de
consen,itie-fase. watineer een nieuwe parameterwaarde geleerd moet worden, (ii) nadat
omhoogverplaatsing van N venvorven is en er dus moeiliiker te ontdekken parameter-
waarden geleerd moeten worden, (iii) wanneer een nteuw morfologisch proces geleerd moet
worden (btiv suppletie) of (iv) wanneer onbeklemtoonde functiewoorden als clitics geleerd
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mcieten w,irden.  De  leerders  die  mocilijkheden  ondervinden  op  dc 1.1.itste  Mee punten  zijn
RAL&(nen.
•     E 'a,·iabiliteit

De (.c,!iser\·,itie-hypothese roorziet in een overg.ingsfase w.tarin de beide p.ir,zincter-
mstellingen v:in dn en dezelt-de pararneter beschikbaar komen.  Die overgmgsperic,de
verschilt r·an leerder tot leerder (rgl. Figuur 10.1), en kan soms heel snel verlopen (Figuur
lt).2) vcrgeliikli·,<,ir met '1'1-renverving. Het gelijkti dig I,eschikbtiar zi iIi v.in heide instellingen
kati zelt. leiden tot het geliiktijdig realiseren van eenzelt-de woord in beide syntactische
posities (zie roorbeeld (3) in I-loofdstuk 10)

L Zy·der onde,roek
Deze studie heeft ·aangetoond dat met longitudinale data, een 1'2-verwervingsmodel en een
verrega:ind ontwikkeld, expliciet theoretisch kader dat zi n wa;irde heeft los r,in deze
toep·assing, nicuwe en interessante resultaten bereikt kunnen worden. Ook het nomin;Lie
dc,mein d·.it vaak als minder interess.int wordt beschouwd in T2-verwerringsonderzoek, kan
d,m nog reel interessants bieden. Ook Kayne's (1993) an,ilyses betreffende
hulpwerkwoordselectie hieden aanknopingspunten voor toepassing in T2-verwervings-
otiderzoek vooral omdat alle volwassenen in deze studie zo eenduidig w·aren in de verwerving
v.m het possessieve bebben voorafgaand aan het hulpwerkwoord bebben.

De bevindingen in deze dissertatie geven vooral aan dat de rol van de Tl groot is, veel
groter d.in door docenten en opleiders wordt ingezien. Tenslotte verloonden ook de N'I'2-

lerende kinderen in deze studie conservatieverschiinselen. L·angzamere leerders zoals Mahniut
en  Fatima  blijven  in  belangrijke mate hangen  in  die Tl -structuur.  Het  is  heel goed mogeliik
d,it dir ook het ger.il is met menig stagnerende NT2-leerder in het volwassenenonderwiis.
D.1.irn·a.ist warden andere potentiele bronnen van stagn·atie ·aangegeven. Deze gegevens
kunnen als basis dienen voor nieuw onderzoek in een onderwilssituatie, maar zouden nu at
op ziin minst de Randacht van remedial teachers en opleiders verdienen.
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